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INTRODUCTION
What is the latest thinking about on-farm research and education opportunities and
challenges in the U.S.? A symposium on "Alternative Approaches to On-Fann Research
and Technology Exchange" was convened in Seattle on November 1995, sponsored by the
Division A-8 (Integrated Agricultural Systems) of the American Society of Agronomy. The
symposium was chaired by Wanda Collins and Steve Oberle (Chair of Division A-8) and
attended by more than 100 people. Following the symposium, a number of attendees
requested that we bring the papers together for distribution to a wider audience and make
them available as a publication. Gary Peterson, Editor-in-Chief for ASA publications, gave
us permission to print the papers presented in the symposium, and editors of several journals
likewise agreed that key papers could be reproduced here for easy reference.
There is growing interest in the concept and practice of ·participatory on-farm
research" since the highly successful conference at University of Illinois in 1992 (Clement,
1992). Although many key research activities continue to be planted on farmers' fields under
the accepted definition of "researcher-designed, researcher-managed" experiments, there is
growing acceptance of the concept of farmer-designed or team-designed participatory
activities. As we become more convinced of the site-specificity of results and
recommendations, it becomes obvious that there is a vital role for individual farmers to
conduct some of their own testing of new components and systems. We have heard farmers
say, "Research does not cost, it actually pays!" The cooperative spirit is further reflected in
a current series of Extension and NRCS training sessions with the theme, "Everyone a
Teacher, Everyone a Leamer" (Carter and Francis, 1995).
Seven papers from the symposium represent current ideas and practices of
participatory on-farm research and education. Fourteen other recent papers or discussion
summaries include items that have received major attention in the last several years, or
represent ideas that have not had broad distribution. A report on "Participatory Research and
Other Sharing of Experience" came from an "open space" discussion at the recent Santa Cruz
cluster workshop of the Integrated Farming Systems initiative sponsored by W.K. Kellogg
Foundation. Others are from University of Illinois and Kansas State University. We realize
there are many more people working in this area, and sincerely invite you to send current
reports of experiences and programs to our Center. If there is a critical mass of additional
materials, we will put them together in a similar summary document for distribution.
Charles Francis, Rhonda Janke (Kansas State U.), Victoria Mundy, James King
Editors
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Decision Case Studies are Ideal for On-Farm Research
R. Kent Crookston
Department of Agronomy & Plant Genetics
411 Borlaug Hall
University of Minnesota
Saint Paul, Minnesota, 55108

Abstract
Decision cases were pioneered by the Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration over 75 years ago and are now widely used in business schools around the
world. Today, decision cases are receiving considerable attention within agriculture.
A decision case is a documentation of reality. A decision case is built around a
clearly-identified decision maker, usually one who is struggling with a dilemma to which
there is no obvious solution. A good decision case is publishable, based on anonymous peer
review. Decision cases are one of the best ways to research complex systems that cannot be
reduced to limited variables. A decision case can take a farmer's many years of work and
experience (which a scientist cannot duplicate) and put that experience into a format that can
be used professionally. Decision cases are therefore an ideal means of directing research
toward the relevancy of the non-academic world.
When agricultural researchers project themselves into the shoes of non-academic
decision makers, they experience a paradigm shift. The new paradigm reveals the validity of
experience, the power of social values, and the importance of ethics. I propose that decision
cases would be an excellent compliment to agriculture's conventional research programs,
especially on-farm research.
Validating Experience
Scientists know that the experiences of farmers, the results of their trial-by-error
efforts, have been extremely important in the development of agriculture as we know it
today. George Axinn, who spent many years working with agricultural researchers in
developing countries, observed that "the family farm has been doing farming systems work
for a long time... Each generation has studied its alternatives, and made its decisions ...
There were no research grants or pUblications, but rural people have been doing farming
systems research for generations. If it were not for their research, most of modern
agriculture would be unknown." (pers. comm. G. H. Axinn, Michigan State University,
1990).
Yet, the experiences of today's farmers are given minimal attention by scientists and
their pUblications. Why? The standard explanation is that an individual farmer's experiences
and conclusions are unique to a specific site and situation. These experiences cannot be
tested or verified as to repeatability. In other words, observations made by farmers on their
own farm are usually considered too subjective.
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By contrast, scientists makes every effort to eliminate bias from the design and
management of their research. Randomized replicated plots help to overcome unplanned
variability, and whatever variability persists can be measured or estimated. Limited-variable
studies allow scientists to assign significance to some variables and to omit others from
further consideration.
Farmers make no structured effort to eliminate subjectivity from their observations,
and find that cold objectivity often does not fit with family or community relationships and
obligations. This results in a dilemma. Every year, thousands of farmers have highly
valuable experiences which receive limited exposure off the farm. Agricultural researchers
have not yet found an effective way to capture those valuable on-farm experiences without
the subjectivity and bias problem.
Decision cases represent a solution to this dilemma. A properly developed decision
case can take a farmer's many years of work and experience (which a scientist cannot
duplicate) and put that experience into a format and context that can be evaluated and used
professionally. Decision cases are one of the best ways to research complex systems that
cannot be reduced to single variables.
What Is a Decision Case?

Decision cases were pionc:ered more than 75 years ago by the Harvard Graduate
School of Business Administration. Today, decision cases are used in most leading business
schools throughout the world. The University of Minnesota recently began using decision
cases for research and education in agriculture. The approach has been highly successful and
is becoming the subject of considerable interest by agricultural scientists.
It should be noted that ca~e-type exercises are not new to agriculture; simulations and
technically-based problems have been a part of agricultural education for some time.
However, agricultural cases have typically been descriptive in nature and have often been
based on fabricated or hypothetical situations. The term "case study" or "case" has a variety
of meanings. Depending on the profession, a case study can refer to a leg:al case, a clinical
~, an <\p.praisal case, or a descriptive~. A decision case is similar to, yet different
from, each of these.

A decision case is a documentation of reality, the written product of investigation into
an actual situation. This is one reason I believe decision cases qualify as legitimate
instruments of research. A valid discovery cannot be fabricated or manufactured. If
scientific data have integrity, they will stand up under scrutiny. Similarly, a good decision
case will be based on documentable reality and observation, not on supposition or conjecture.
A decision case is based on a dilemma. This must be a genuine dilemma for which
there is no obvious, rational, or democratic solution. While working to resolve an engaging
dilemma, case users identify relevant facts, analyze them, and draw conclusions about the
cause of the problem as well actions that might be taken. Sharon McDade (McDade, 1988)
notes that "the most interesting and powerful cases are those that allow for several equally
plausible and compelling conclusions, each with different implications for action. 'Real life'
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is ambiguous, and cases reflect that reality. A 'right' answer or 'correct solution' is rarely
apparent. "
A decision case focuses on a specific decision maker. Case users need to be able to
relate to this decision maker. As they consider the decision maker's objectives and options,
they realize that their own biases are irrelevant. If significant differences of opinion exist
within a group that is working to solve the decision maker's dilemma, the result is often
synergy. Synergy results in creativity and new insights. This often leads to new hypotheses
for deductive research.
A good decision case is publishable, based on anonymous peer review (Simmons et
al., 1992). Reviewers are asked to determine whether the case deals with issues that are
current and of interest to a wide audience, is well written, is based on sound objectives,
contains sufficient information and documentation to meet the stated objectives, and has been
interpreted adequately.
A Tradeoff

Thomas Bonoma (1985) describes two divergent paths of scientific investigation. The
more popular path involves "controlling situational events in order to observe the validity of
empirical deductions." The other, which he describes as less popular but equally valid
consists of reasoning "from individual and naturally occurring but largely uncontrollable
observations toward generalizable inductive principles." Bonoma suggests a major tradeoff
between "precision in measurement and data integrity" versus "currency, contextual richness
or external validity. "
In Figure 1, note that Bonoma places case research just above the line which separates
science from non-science. Note also, however, that much of the non-science has very high
currency or contextual relevance across settings and time. Bonoma suggests that it is not
possible to do "good" research that has both strengths. It is my opinion that Bonoma' s
suggested tradeoff represents reality, but that this should not inhibit the use of case studies
any more than the use of controlled experiments. The fact that a decision case is based on
an event that cannot be replicated nor repeated should not be considered a weakness. It is,
in fact, this feature that helps make decision cases uniquely valuable. There is much to be
gained from life's rare and singular experiences, many of which cannot be understood if
removed from their social context.

A New Paradigm
Decision cases require agricultural scientists (researchers and educators) to project
themselves into the shoes of non-scientific decision makers (farmers, agricultural agents,
community leaders, etc.), and to evaluate specific decisions or dilemmas facing these people.
When scientists do this, they experience a paradigm shift. The new paradigm reveals the
validity of experience, the power of social values, and the subtle importance of ethics. The
new paradigm may also reveal the futility of fixed replications over years, or limited
variables, or even statistics.
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This new paradigm could help us incorporate relevance into agricultural research.
With this new paradigm we would begin to question a professional approach based almost
entirely on statistically-significant, limited-variable, hypothesis-driven, deductive work; work
which does not accommodate holism, nor take into consideration the populist perspective.
A Proposal
I propose that agriculture learn from the business world and incorporate decision
cases into its research and education efforts. I am confident that quality refereed decision
cases would be an excellent complement to agriculture's data-based research programs.
I propose that we not limit decision case research to farmers and farms. We should
also research key industry and policy dilemmas. We should develop some cases on problems
faced by researchers themselves. In other words, we should develop cases that help us relate
to key decision makers at all levels of the agricultural system, both on-farm and off.
We could effectively include many of these decision-makers in our education
programs. Minnesota faculty have built cases around farmers, scientists, business people and
politicians (Crookston and Stanford 1989; Crookston and Stanford 1992; Crookston et al.,
1993; Davis et al., 1991; Noetzel and Stanford 1992). Some of these people have been
invited to participate with groups of students or professionals assembled to work their cases.
Invitees have benefited from debate and discussion of their dilemmas, and from the synergy
that occurred when diverse viewpoints were focused on recommending a solution.
But the real benefit of decision cases is realized by their users (students). Decision
cases are based on the principle of participative learning. Cases are a highly effective means
of providing students with skills in analysis of problems, synthesis of action plans, and
development of maturity, judgment, and wisdom (Dooley and Skinner 1977; Gragg 1954;
Hammond 1976). These are skii:s that are acutely needed to direct the research efforts of
scientists who otherwise gravitate toward theoretical academic pursuits, and approval (via
technical publications) of intellectual colleagues.
I am confident that if decision cases were included in our on-farm research programs,
better research, better education and better decisions would be the outcome.
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Use of On-Farm Research by Farmers for
Technology Development and Transfer
Stewart Wuest, Baird Miller, Stephen Guy, Russ Karow, Roger Veseth, and Donald
Wysocki, Washington State Univ., Univ. ofIdaho, Oregon State Univ.
Introduction

In the United States, as in most of the world, farmers are the decision makers and
managers of agriculture enterprise. Farmers are the adopters, the adapters, and often the
innovators of new farming techniques. Farmers, as well as the public, would benefit by
having effective ways to evaluate and adapt innovative production practices. The Solutions
To Economic and Environmental Problems On-Farm Testing Project was developed to teach
farmers improved, scientifically valid methods for conducting their own evaluations, which
will in turn accelerate the adaptation and invention of new farming practices. We are
presently promoting two types of on-farm test, the "On-Farm Test" and the "Single Replicate
On-Farm Test".

Single Replicate On-Farm Tests
In the single replicate on-farm test, four or more farmers establish a single replicate,
that is, one complete set of treatments. This method was initially developed for testing
spring barley varieties (Johnson et al. 1994), so applying uniform treatments was as easy as
supplying seed of each variety to each farmer. The farmers use their own management
practices to grow the crop, but are instructed on shape and placement of the test strips. The
strips are side-by-side and placed so their length crosses sources of field variability. The
strips should be as long as is practical, and four to five feet wider than the combine header.
Four or more farmers are needed to make this single replicate method work in one particular
climatic zone. Over the past five years, 30 to 50 farmers have participated in the spring
barley single replicate on-farm test program in eastern Washington.

The single replicate on-farm test is useful for developing recommendations about a
variety or production practice for a broad production or climate area. The single replicate onfarm tests are at least as powerful as the university's variety evaluation trials at detecting
treatment differences (Johnson et al., 1994) These tests are very popular with farmers and
are an important technology transfer tool for variety evaluation in eastern Washington. This
past year the on-farm spring barley variety evaluation sites were used to study the differences
in residue production among varieties. This residue production data will be used by the
NRCS to evaluate residue requirements for conservation compliance provisions.

General On-Farm Tests
Single replicate on-farm tests are a special case of on-farm testing in general, which
are intended for use both by individual farmers or for groups of farmers working together.
Farmers are often interested in e..-aluating practices unique to their own management systems,
such as modified equipment, or they may be making evaluations specific to their own field
conditions. Therefore the test design must be efficient for an individual farmer working
alone in a unique situation. Generalization to other farms or locations is not a primary goal.
7

For farmers interested in evaluating alternative practices, we recommend a
randomized, complete block design with two or three treatments and four or more blocks.
As in the single replicate on-farm tests, plots should be laid out as long, narrow, side-by-side
strips wide enough to combine harvest down the middle. Strip length should be 1000 feet or
more where possible. (Wuest et aI. 1994).
These methodologies have been presented to farmers in workshops, field tours and
one-on-one. Farmers have gained an appreciation for the value of replicated, scientifically
valid on-farm tests, and understand the danger of unreplicated treatment comparisons. In the
past three years more that 108 individual on-farm tests were conducted in Idaho, Oregon,
and Washington (Wuest et al. 1995). Farmers are learning that on-farm tests are the best
way to discover and verify improved farming practices.
On farm testing gives farmers independence and control. They can determine what to
test, how to test it, and whether to continue a test or simply drop an idea after the first year.
Farmers also like being able to take their data to someone for interpretation. When farmers
approach extension personnel or researchers with unreplicated data there is a much greater
problem with validation and interpretation. The lack of replicated data limits the interest and
amount of time scientists and policy makers invest in evaluating a farmer's claims. Data
from properly designed tests provides a much stronger starting point for discussion and
investigation of a farmer's claims. On-farm testing also allows farmers to try practices
without facing a significant risk of income loss or future problems with weeds, disease, etc,
because the test area can be limited to a few acres.

Effects of Fanner Driven Research on Non-Fanners
We are also interested in the effectiveness of on-farm tests in solving societal
problems related to agriculture. The ability to generate scientifically valid data provides
incentive for bringing people together. When we work with groups, it is the potential for
getting real answers that makes the group hopeful that working together will be worthwhile,
and makes all parties interested in how the experiment is conducted. Involving agricultural
scientists in group problem solving is also much easier if valid data is generated.
Statistical Perfonnance of On-Fann Tests
The coefficient of variation (CV) is a measure of experimental variance, and can be
used as an approximate measure of an experiment's precision. The on-farm tests performed
in the last two years with 3 or more replications had an average CV of 6% with a range of 2
to 16% and a median of 6% (Fig. 2). This represents good control of experimental error for
field experiments. For winter wheat, the tests produced LSD's that range from 3 to 27
bu/ac, with a median of 7.5 bu/ac. Two ways to increase the capacity of the tests to detect
small treatment differences are greater plot length and increased replication. Of course, we
often make measurements in addition to yield, but we use yield as an example because it is
frequently the most important criteria and almost always relevant to the farm manager's
decision making.
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Concerns About On-Fann Testing
Several criticisms have been raised concerning the promotion of on-farm tests for
farmers. The first criticism is that on-farm tests are too site and manager specific to be able
to generalize the results in order to make recommendations for other farmers, or to share it
in peer reviewed journals. Although this may be true, our primary goal is to foster adoption,
adaptation, and innovation by farmers, not to further the science of agriculture.
A second criticism is that on-farm tests are likely to miss fine points of
understanding. In large scale, low budget experiments the control of variables is poor,
measurements are few, and we often base our conclusions on gross effects without
understanding what may be the cause of observed effects. This criticism, like the first, is
based on a direct comparison of farmer oriented on-farm tests to researcher oriented
research. On-farm tests are not a substitute for more basic, fact finding research. Tests
implemented by farmers are bound to be focused on performance, and that is why we
consider on-farm testing appropriate as a technology transfer tool as well as a tool for
gaining information on farming practices. Nothing prohibits the use of on-farm tests for
more intensive research, however, and we are seeing more and more cases where researchers
are making use of on-farm tests as research sites.
Supporting Fanners in Their On-Fann Tests
Based on our experience \Vith on-farm testing in the Pacific Northwest we believe
there are three keys to supporting on-farm tests by farmers:

1. Training on the rules for replication, randomization and proper test design. It is very
helpful to have someone with on-farm test experience help design and layout a
farmer's first test, or even a county extension agent's or university researcher's first
on-farm test. We try to ensure that a farmer's first exposure to on-farm testing is a
positive one. Often assistance is only needed once. By the second year the farmer
may be able to design experiments without any help. In other cases the farmer needs
a little help for several years before they understand that good data can only come
from good design, and exactly what that design involves.
2. Weighing equipment for harvest measurements must be available to minimize the time
spent measuring yields during the busy harvest season.
3. Farmers appreciate expert help in interpretation of data. We have shown them how to
analyze data using a free, simplified statistics computer program (AGSTATS) or
simple worksheets, but all of the farmers we know currently rely upon data analysis
from the on-farm testing program or from county extension agents. Remember, it is
the production of useful data on a subject important to the farmer that makes it
worthwhile. The farmer needs to learn something, and needs confidence he or she is
doing it right.
Sometimes the farmer, re!.eaTcher, or extension agent will want some more intensive
data, such as residue levels, or weed counts. Linking farmers with people able to make
these special measurement also helps increase the benefits of the on-farm test.
9

Conclusious
This article is intended to outline and stimulate discussion on the use of on-farm tests
as a technology transfer tool. That farmers experiment with new farming methods is not
new, nor is use of scientific methods for evaluation of farming practices. It is the idea of
farmers themselves making use of the scientific method that requires us to rethink our view
of research and technology transfer.
Some people embrace on-farm tests and on-farm research as the perfect alternative to
traditional research, others see on-farm tests as being of a much more limited usefulness.
We believe that encouraging farmers to do tests and also become more involved in university
directed research establishes a continuum in research that perhaps has never existed before.
This continuum spans the gap between experiment station research and farmer observation.
Some on-farm tests will be conducted by a farmer working alone or with a group of farmers,
and other tests will be farmers working under the direction of scientists. Most on-farm tests
will be somewhere in between, with the farmers and scientists discussing goals and designs
together.
We should give the range of goals of an on-farm test the widest possible latitude, but
the validity and accuracy of data should be scrutinized every bit as carefully as experiment
station data. If we can accomplish this, on-farm testing promises to have a powerful and
positive influence on the future of agriculture.
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University, Corvallis, OR 97331-3002.
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F'tgUre 1.

Histogram of the coefficients of variation of wheat yields from 33 on-farm
tests using 3 or more replications.
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Best Information for Choosing Crop Varieties
D. R. Hicks and R. E. Stucker
Agronomy and Plant Genetics, University of Minnesota
Variety choice for any crop is an important decision that affects profitability because
of large differences in yield among varieties. In University of Minnesota soybean trials,
yield differences of 15-20 bula are common between the high and low varieties in the trial.
In com tests, 40-45 bula consistently occurs between the high and low hybrids within a
maturity group. Assuming seed costs are not greatly different, choosing the higher yielding
varietylhybrid will result in higher gross return and likewise a higher net return after costs.
Determining the best yielding varieties/hybrids is not an easy task because of all the
sources of information that are available. In a Wisconsin surveyl, com growers ranked the
following sources of information to choose com hybrids as the five most useful: results of
yield tests on their farm, com company tests on their farm, test results close to their farm,
university tests, and information from com company agronomists. At the top of the list are
tests conducted on their farm and tests conducted close to their farm which supports other
survey results3 that growers put a value on test results from their farm or locations close by.
This notion of performance on my farm or farms close by as best information to use
to choose hybrids for next year has been around for some time and is not often questioned.
In fact agronomists promote the concept by suggesting that on-farm results are specific and
therefore better for an individual grower because the tests were conducted by the grower
with hislher management practices. So how important is "local" or "on my farm"
information for choosing crop varieties? To answer this question we used results from ten
years of soybean variety tests conducted by the University of Minnesota and eight years of
com hybrid tests from the University of Wisconsin.
Soybean Results
For soybeans, the tests were from Waseca (Southern Experiment Station), Lamberton
(Southwest Experiment Station) and Fairmont (farmer'S field). Planting dates and cultural
practices were those considered optimum for each site and soil situation. For each location
and the average of the three locations, yields were ranked from high to low and the highest
. three varieties were chosen as the varieties to grow next year. Yields of these varieties in
next year's test were the measure of how well we did in choosing soybean varieties (Hicks et
al., 1992).
These locations could have been three separate on-farm trials that farmers used to
choose varieties. Use of anyone location simulates the situation when growers use their own
on-farm tests to make variety or hybrid choices. Likewise, anyone location also simulates
the condition of a test close by when results from "on my farm" tests are not available.
The analysis of soybean test results involved seven cases of choosing varieties and
determining their yield performance next year, which simulates a farmer choosing varieties
and growing soybeans based on those decisions for 7 years (Tables 1 through 3). Higher
yields occurred at each of the three locations when the varieties were chosen from the
13

3-location average rather than any of the single locations. This was true for all groups of I,
2, and 3 varieties. For example, the highest yielding variety chosen from Lamberton results
yielded 2% above the test mean when grown next year at Lamberton (averaged over
7 cases). However, the highest yielding variety chosen from the 3-location average yielded
5% above the mean when grown next year at Lamberton (Table 1). Likewise the variety
chosen from the 3-location average yielded higher at Fairmont and Waseca than the varieties
chosen from the Fairmont and Waseca results. One can make the same comparisons for
performance of the highest two and highest three soybean varieties in Tables 2 and 3. In all
comparisons, higher yields occurred when the varieties were chosen from the 3-location
average rather than the single location results.

Table 1. Percent increase in average soybean yields in subsequent year at three locations
using the highest yield soybean variety chosen in that location and the average
yield of three locations.
Percent above trial average yield of highest yielding soybean
variety when grown next year at this location
Choosing
Location

Lamberton

Lamberton

2

Fairmont

Fairmont

4

Waseca
3-Location Avg.

Waseca

-3

5

6

6

Table 2. Percent increase in average soybean yields in subsequent year at three locations
using the two highest yielding soybean varieties chosen in that location and the
average of the three locations.
Percent above trial average of two highest soybean varieties when
grown next year at this location
Choosing
Location

Lamberton

Lamberton

4

Fairmont

Fairmont

0

Waseca
3-Location Avg.

Waseca

2
8

4

14

5

Table 3. Percent increase in average soybean yields in subsequent year at three locations
using the three highest yielding soybean varieties chosen in that location and the
average of the three locations.

Percent above trial average of three highest soybean varieties when
grown next year at this location
Choosing
Location

Lamberton

Lamberton

4

Fairmont

Fairmont

Waseca

I

2

Waseca
3-Location Avg.

7

3

4

Results in Table 4 were calculated from Tables 1, 2, and 3 and show that
performance is higher when varieties are chosen from the 3-location average rather than a
single location. These results simulate the situation where three farmers each have an
on-farm trial and use the results of their individual trials to choose soybean varieties to grow
next year on their farm. If each farmer chose the highest yielding soybean variety from their
own on-farm results and grew that variety on their farm next year, the average of the three
farms would be 1 % above the test mean. Farmer 1 (at Lamberton) would have had yields
2% above the test mean, farmer 2 (Fairmont) 4% above the test mean, and farmer 3
(Waseca) would have chosen a variety that yielded 3% below the test mean (Table 1). If
each of the three farmers would have pooled their results and chosen the highest variety from
the three location average, they each would have chosen a variety that produced 6% above
the test mean (average of 7 cases).
Most growers plant more than one variety. Planting two and three varieties chosen
from the 3 location average resulted in yields of 6 and 5 % above the test mean compared
with 2 % if the two or three varieties were chosen from a single location (or single farm) test
results.
Table 4.

Comparison of relative yields in subsequent year of three groups of soybean
varieties chosen from single locations and using the average of three locations.
Percent above trial average of soybean varieties when chosen at
one or three locations and grown next year at the same locations

Varieties
from:
Single location
3-Location Avg.

1

High 2
Varieties
2

High 3
Varieties
2

6

6

5

Highest
Variety
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Corn Results
We analyzed com test results from the University of Wisconsin Com Performance
Testing Program conducted at Arlington, Janesville, and Lancaster, Wisconsin. The same
analysis procedure as discussed for soybean was followed for com. Hybrids were ranked
and the highest yielding three hybrids were chosen from each single location and from the
3-location average and yield determined from the tests next year. There were 6 years for
choosing com hybrids and monitoring their next year yields. Results are presented in
Tables 5 through 8.
Com yields next year at Arlington and Lancaster were higher if the hybrids were
chosen from the 3-1ocation average rather than from each single location. Choosing hybrids
from Janesville to grow at Janesville resulted in slightly higher yields than choosing hybrids
from the 3-1ocation average. When next years' yields were averaged across the three
locations, equal or higher yields occurred when growing 1, 2, or 3 hybrids if the hybrids
were chosen from the 3-1ocation average rather than the single locations. Differences were
small, but in favor of the 3-1ocation average (fable 8).

Table 5.

Percent increase in average com yields in subsequent year at three locations using
the highest yielding com hybrid chosen in that location and the average of the
three locations.
Percent above trial average yield of highest yielding com hybrid
when grown next year at this location

Choosing
Location
Arlington

Janesville

Arlington
9

Janesville

10
-3

Lancaster
3-Location Avg.

Lancaster

8

10

16

8

Table 6.

Percent increase in average com yields in subsequent year at three locations using
the two highest com hybrids chosen in that location and the average of three
locations.
Percent above trial average yield of highest yielding two com
hybrids when grown next year at this location

Choosing
Location

Arlington

Arlington

6

Janesville

6

Janesville

0

Lancaster
3-Location Avg.

Table 7.

Lancaster

5

7

0

Percent increase in average com yields in subsequent year at three locations using
the three highest yielding com hybrids in that location and the average yield of
three locations.
Percent above trial average yield of highest yielding three com
hybrids when grown next year at this location

Choosing
Location
Arlington

Janesville

Arlington
4

Janesville

6
-1

Lancaster
3-Location Avg.

Table 8.

Lancaster

6

6

0

Comparison of relative yields in subsequent year of three groups of com hybrids
chosen from single locations and using the average of the three locations.
Percent above trial average of com hybrids when chosen at one or
three locations and grown next year at the same locations
Highest
Hybrid

Highest
2 Hybrids

Highest
3 Hybrids

Single location

5

4

3

3-Location Avg.

8

4

4

Choosing
Location
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As discussed about soybeans, each of these three corn testing locations could have
been individual farmers own on-farm trials or a trial close to where someone farms. And,
like soybeans, these results of corn yield trials show growers' performance next year is better
if they use the 3-location average to choose corn hybrids rather than anyone of the single
locations.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Should growers use their own results from on-farm trials on their farms to choose
soybean varieties and corn hybrids? If on-farm trials are not done, should growers use
results from single locations that are located close to their farms? Results of these extensive
analyses of soybean and corn yield trials indicate the answer is no to both questions. This
analysis simulates the results a grower would have if they had used results from their own
on-farm trials to choose soybean varieties and corn hybrids rather than the results averaged
across several on-farm trials. For both crops, the best data to use to choose cultivars is the
average across locations or farms. Using results from several locations to choose soybean
varieties and corn hybrids results in choosing varieties and hybrids that generally yield higher
next year than do those varieties and hybrids that are chosen from single farms or locations.
Should a grower have on-farm tests? Each individual location is important to
generate the test results averaged across farms. These results show that growers could make
choices that would improve their yields up to 5 % by pooling their data with other growers
and from other locations.
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Adaptability Analysis for Diverse Environments
P.E. Hildebrand and J.T. Russell
The challenge of making small-farm agriculture more efficient is difficult, especially because it
depends on improving production from a large number of farms operating under a wide range
of conditions, constraints and objectives. The task is shared by many people, including
farmers, policy makers and academics, but an important part of the burden falls on agricultural
researchers and extension agents. (fripp, 1991, p. 3)

The Challenge
Worldwide, agricultural technology development is facing greater challenges. World
concerns with heavy use of inorganic chemicals associated with broadly adaptable
technologies force farmers and other agricultural researchers to look for other means to
improve productivity. Farms and farmers are highly diverse, and whether commercial or
subsistence, farmers are facing ever-increasing economic stresses. Potential alternative
technologies are often quite location- and environment-specific and may be more difficult to
generate. Budgets for agricultural research and technology diffusion are also becoming much
tighter.
For farmers, the technology challenge is to find new, useful, and tested technologies
that work for them under their conditions. For public, private and non-governmental
organizations, the technology challenge is to make recommendations, specific to widely
varying biophysical environments and socioeconomic situations, both efficiently and
economically and for as many conditions as possible. Thus, with an increasingly difficult
challenge and confronted with decreasing funding, researchers, extension workers and
farmers must search for more efficient and effective means of finding new, acceptable
technologies for diverse environments and socioeconomic situations.
Approaches
One approach being used with commercial farmers is to help them improve their own
experimental methods, so research they conduct on their own farms, based on accepted
experimental methods and a number of replications, provides more reliable results
(Rzewnicki et al., 1988; lllinois Sustainable Agriculture Network, 1992; Frantzen, 1992;
Rosmann, 1994). This approach can provide farmers with information on responses to new
technologies that they are especially interested in and under their own specific conditions, but
it must be repeated over a number of years before farmers can have a reasonable assessment
of its performance over varying climatic conditions (Stucker and Hicks, 1992). An
alternative, and potentially much more efficient approach for farmers with similar interests
but with different situations, is to collaborate by selecting a common set of treatments to be
applied on their own farms and under their own management systems, each applying a single
replication, and then pooling the results for analysis and interpretation.
An effective procedure for design, analysis and interpretation of this kind of
collaborative technology development is the use of Adaptability Analysis (Hildebrand and
Russell, 1994). Adaptability Analysis is a new name applied to a procedure that many
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already know: Modified Stability Analysis (Hildebrand, 1984). We have chosen to change
the name because of the confusion surrounding the concept of stability embedded in the older
name. The procedure, as we use it, is not related to stability but rather to adaptability of
technologies to different environments and socioeconomic conditions. Adaptability Analysis
has the potential not only to provide reliable results in fewer years for the specific conditions
of each collaborating farmer, but also to provide information that can be extrapolated to a
much wider number of farmers than just those participating in the trial. Thus, it is more
efficient and economic because: participating farmers manage fewer research plots; farmers
contribute resources to collective research efforts; collaborating farmers obtain reliable
results in fewer years; and returns for collaborating extension and research organizations are
enhanced.
We use two examples to illustrate the procedure:
Bean Systems in Costa Rica
The first example comes Costa Rica (Bellows, 1992; Bellows, et al., 1994). As part
of an integrated study, an on-farm trial was conducted in nine environments during the
second growing season of 1990. This trial compared the traditional bean production system
(tapado), in which bean seed was broadcast into standing fallow which was then cut down,
with four introduced systems involving planting in rows (espeque). The four espeque
systems were: 1) land cleared manually (BARE), 2) natural residue mulching (MULCH), 3)
mulching with Gliricidia sepium (G SEP), and 4) land clearing residues placed in horizontal
windrows (W ROW). This particular trial was designed by the researcher in consultation
with the farmers, so it does not represent a true collaborative effort of a group of farmers.
Nevertheless, the results provide a useful example of the kinds of information that can be
obtained from collaboration with common treatments.
In Adaptability Analysis individual treatment yields are regressed on the mean
treatment yields (usually kg haOI ) at each location. The mean treatment yields provide a
measure of the quality of the environment at that location for the production of the crop (or
other product) being evaluated. This measure becomes an environmental index, EI, shown in
Figure l. In the higher-yielding environments, land cleared manually (BARE) yields more
than all other treatments. In the lower-yielding environments, G SEP or W ROW yields
more than the other treatments. In all environments, the traditional system, tapado, yielded
less than all espeque systems.

Of critical importance in interpreting these results is the characterization of the
higher-yielding and lower-yielding environments. It is clear from Figure 1 that the higheryielding environments correspond to fields which had been fallowed three or more years.
These environments also correspond to yields in the tapado system of more than 500 kg ha· l .
If a farmer has access to such fields, and an appropriate criterion is kg haol , then the bare
field system should be recommended. If only fields with fewer than three years of fallow are
available, where yields in the tapado system are probably less than 500 kg haol , then either
W ROW or G SEP treatments will provide the greatest yield.
Because the espeque systems use a full complement of fertilizers and pesticides
compared with the tapado system in which only a molluscacide is occasionally used, different
results are obtained when the criterion of kg $0 1 of total cost is used, Figure 2. This criterion
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is more appropriate to the small-scale bean farmers in Costa Rica for whom cash is a scarcer
resource than land. Comparing the three treatments for which costs were available shows
that when farmers have access to land fallowed at least three years, (and for which the
anticipated yield of the tapado system would be > 500 kg ha-') the tapado system will be
preferred and none of the espeque systems should be recommended. In land fallowed less
than three years, the natural mulch espeque system could be recommended. In no cases,
using the criterion of kg $-', would the high-yielding BARE treatment be recommended to
farmers with scarce cash resources.
Table 1. Preliminary recommendations (extension messages) from bean
system on-farm trial, Costa Rica

Criterion

<3

Previous years in fallow
3 or more

kg ha-'
(agronomic)

Gliricidia mulch
or
Windrows

Manual clearing

kg $-'
(small farmer)

Natural Mulch

Tapado

Results from this trial should be considered preliminary because 1) there were only
nine environments and only three with three or more years in fallow, and 2) the range of EIs
is small relative to the overall mean EI (ratio < 1).

Dairy Systems in New York
A second example is from a dairy farm system trial in New York (Toomer and
Emmick, 1989). In 1989, the New York Soil Conservation Service initiated a study to
evaluate the economic impact of changing to intensive pasturing systems on 15 New York
dairy farms. Before and after data were obtained from dairy producers who had recently
developed intensive pasturing systems and were reducing their use of confined feeding with
harvested feeds. The environmental index, EI, is based on fat-corrected (3.5 %) milk
production per cow, a common dairy criterion.

Per cow milk production increased on those farms with low per cow production prior
to the change, but remained constant on the highest producing farms, Figure 3 (taken from
Hildebrand and Russell, 1994). Contrary to expectations, the high producing farms were not
using much pasture after the change, and still were relying on harvested feed. Cost per
animal decreased over all environments, Figure 4, and because production increased in most
environments, cost per CWT of milk decreased, Figure 5. Lowest costs per CWT of milk
were in the mid range environments, corresponding to the use of from about one to two acres
of pasture per animal after the change. Thus, heavy dependence on harvested feeds in
confinement with only about one- half acre of pasture per cow results in high production per
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cow (Figure 3), but the use of one to two acres of pasture and a corresponding reduction in
harvested feed can lower cost of production per CWT of milk (Figure 5). The choice
depends on the goals of the individual farmers.

Based on our analysis of many data sets, we posit that the ratio of the EI range to the
overall mean EI should be at least I: 1. Although the number of farms (environments)
included in this trial was more adequate than the previous bean example, the relative
homogeneity of the environments still limited the range which was sampled. The ratio of the
EI range (based on CWT of milk/cow/year) to the overall mean EI is only slightly over 0.5.
We think that a much more heterogeneous sample of farms should have been incorporated in
this trial.
Summary

To use Adaptability Analysis, a set of common treatments must be installed on each
environment. One of the treatments should be the current practice of each collaborating
farmer so there is a basis of comparison. Individual farmers do not need to replicate the
common set of treatments on their own farms but can if analysis of treatment responses on
their own farms is of interest to them. The number of environments that need to be included
will vary depending on a number of factors, but 15 to 20 should be adequate in most cases.
Environments can be separate fields on a farm as well as separate farms, or they can be
whole farm systems as in the case of the dairy trial in New York. The differences in
management among farmers create differences in environment and do not need to be
controlled. The environments included in the trial should vary as widely as possible.
If the range and distribution of yields of the current practices approximates what
would be expected for the diverse environments over a period of years, the relationships
among the treatments should be stable if the trial is repeated or the results verified in a trial a
second year. The wider the range and the better the distribution of these yields, the more a
set of environments within a single year can substitute for multiple years.
Collaboration among farmers, by deciding on a common set of treatments, can
improve both efficiency and effectiveness of on-farm research by providing farmers useful
and, tested technologies in a relalively short period of time and with fewer of their own
resources than if they were to do the research on their own. Public, private and nongovernmental organizations working in technology development also benefit because they are
able to make recommendations for many more farmers than just those with whom they are
working.
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Bean yield (kg ha- ' ) response of four espeque treatments and tapado to
environment on steep land in Costa Rica (Bellows, 1992)_
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Cost per animal before and after change, New York dairy systems (Hildebrand
and Russell, 1994).
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Use of the Focus Group in Designing, Implementing and
Evaluating Cover Crop Trials in Western Washington
by Dyvon M. Havens, N. L. Liggett, Lorna Butler, and W. C. Anderson

Nitrates have contaminated ground water in the major farming areas of Whatcom,
Thurston, and Skagit counties in western Washington. The Skagit River contributes
over 4,100 tons of inorganic nitrogen to the Puget Sound each year. There is concern
that nitrogen fertilizer used in current production practices may contribute to the
problem of nitrates in surface and ground water.
In response to these concerns, an interdisciplinary group of Washington State University
extension and research faculty initiated a project to study the fate of nitrogen in
agricultural crop production and determine if nitrate levels in ground water are
increasing as a result of cropping practices. The team is studying the effects of
practices such as crop rotation, cover cropping, fertilization, and soil fumigation on
nitrate leaching in western Washington. The effort was named the Cropping Strategies
and Water Quality Project.
This paper discusses the development and implementation of a focus group process to
address these questions. A focus group is a diverse group of people who come together
to focus on a common issue, problem, or event. In this case, a IS·member group was
formed.
The core members of the focus group were intially selected by the WSU team on the
basis of several criteria. They needed to be community leaders, innovators, willing to
participate during the ensuing two years, respected in the community, politically astute,
representative of different private and public food, agricultural, and environmental
interests associated with the issue of nitrates, and committed to the future of the Skagit
Valley. At the first focus group meeting, core members were asked: Who else should be
part of this group?
The final group complement was then completed, and it consisted of several crop and
dairy producers, agricultural industry representatives, government agency staff, an
environmental organization, and university faculty and staff.
The focus group technique was selected because it offers a group process for generating
insights, ideas and perceptions; a method for understanding and interpreting how
people see a particular situation or idea; and a "mutual learner" approach, which
encourages all participants, including university faculty, to learn from each other, and to
take advantage of the diverse expel'iences, knowledge and networks represented.
In the beginning, Focus Group functions were to help give direction and set priorities
for research and educational programming and to share knowledge and ideas. The
group met approximately twelve times in two·hour blocks over a two year period. Over
time, however, the purposes and direction of the Focus Group were gradually modified.
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They wanted to learn more about the role of cropping agriculture relative to that of
other sources of nitrate contamination, such as septic systems and manure and forestry.
Members of the Focus Group, as well as outside experts, made educational presentations
on those subjects in which the group felt they needed more information.
They became highly interested in reaching out to share their knowledge with the public,
particularly environmental and non.agricultural groups who, in the past, had been
considered by some members as "the enemy." To quote one Focus Group member: "Any
time we have a chance to educate non-growers about farming, we should do it!"
We saw this positive attitude as an opportunity and contacted the Skagit Audubon
Society, who welcomed us with open arms. 1\vo focus group members and I gave a
presentation to, and conducted an open dialog session with, 75 members of the Audubon
Society. That effort turned out to be one of the most successful aspects of the
educational portion of the project, not only because it was very well received but because
it opened a doonvay for future communication between the agricultural community and
this highly visible environmental group.
Another role the Focus Group took on was that of selecting, designing, implementing,
and evaluating an on-farm research project to compare different species of cover crops.
The first step was selecting the study topic. This was achieved using a facilitated
brainstorming and prior"itizing technique and involved the entire Focus Group. Design
of the study began with a meeting between one of the researchers and two of the farmer
members in which they created three differ"ent design ideas. The ideas were presented to
the larger group. The group then selected the design they preferred, modifying it slightly
for increased practicality and relevance.
5 farmers--3 from the Focus Group and 2 others recommended by the groupo-cooperated
with us on the project. Each farmer donated 20 acres of land and his or her own labor,
seed, and machinery for the study. Three species of cover crops were planted by each
farmer in September of 1992. The farmer/cooperators kept close records as to:
The cropping history of the site
The soil type.
The dates of field operations.
The types of equipment used.
The number of passes over the field
And the actual seeding rate.
In March, just prior to spring incorporation of the cover crops, the entire Focus Group
and the farmer/cooperators participated in field tours of all the plots. They each were
given forms to evaluate the cover cmps. After the cropping season, the WSI team met
with the farmer/cooperators to discuss as a group their perceptions of the on-farm
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research. Also, in March of that samc year, some of thc Focus Group membcrs
participatcd in conducting a tour of the covcr crop trials for the Sustainable Agriculture
Research and Education confc.oence that occurred in Mount Vernon that year. That
presented another opportunity for outreach to the public.
In the meantime extensive on·station research was being conducted at WSU Mount
Vernon and WSU Puyallul), and the Focus Group contributed ideas to that phase of the
project as well.
The Focus Group has also becn very supportive in identifying and obtaining new sources
of funding to strengthen the ties between the general public and the agricultural
community.
We arc now shifting our efTorts to emphasize this latter area of strengthening ties
between the public and agricullure. The Focus Group is very cognizant of the fact that
the future of agricullure in western Washington is dependent upon public sUPIJOrt:
support for agricultural activities and for preservation of the land on which the farms
sit.
And so, the methodology for using a Focus Group approach to agricultural research and
extension is continuing to evolve. We are learning every step of the way.
Admittedly, the efTort has not been problem free. Probably the most major drawback of
this method is:
Time:

A tremendous amount of hours were committed to the project by all
those involved. As thc Extension Agent component, 40 days of my
year were spent on the project, and I'm sure some of the team
members put in even more than that.
From the Focus Group's perspective, let me read you a couple of
quotes. One is from a farmer: "Every time I walk ofT that farm, it
costs me money." Another member said: "I have five business
partners who have little regard for meetings. It is difiicult to
explain to them the beneficial outcomes of such a process. They
just see that I am gone."
In other words, it's extremely important that Focus Group members
feel the meetings are relevant to them and their line of work.
Also, when you do things as an interdisciplinal)' "team," travel time
takes a large chunk of your schedule.
We could not have done this project without the skills and time of a
full-time project assistant.
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The other main challenge is that of maintaining relevance for all members:
It hns been somewhnt dillicult to keep non-farmer members
im'olved, becnuse the subject maUer affects them only peripherally.
A huge amount of time of spent nurturing, coaxing, and
communicnting one-on-one with all the members of the group to try
and keep them committed and involved.

But overall, we are happy with the process.
New partnerships were forged between the agricultural and environmental
communities.
Research and extension endeavors were more relevant, because we had input from
the stakeholders up front.
All members learned a great denl, not only nbout specific disciplines, but also
about a new wny to work together to address issues facing agriculture
Fnrmers were given an opportunity to hnve a hand in controlling their own
destiny, with a potentinl for influencing future regulation.
And because of our ellill"ts to promote the progrnm, the public is getting a
glimpse of some of the ways farmers are trying to act responsibly when it comes
to agriculture and the environment.
And, as almost n side benefit, fnrmers are seeing improved soil health from the
lise of cover crops.
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Complementary Abilities and Objectives in On-Farm Research
D.N. Exner,
Iowa State University Extensionl
Practical Farmers of Iowa
On-farm research can represent a "common language" shared by producers and scientists.
In agreeing on a methodology to address experimental questions, agricultural scientists and
farmers begin a process in which differences in perspective and experience are an asset rather
than an obstacle.
Practical Farmers of Iowa (PFI) is a nonprofit membership organization that networks
farmers, scientists, and other ag professionals for the purpose of sharing information about
agricultural practices that are both profitable and environmentally sound. On-farm research
has been an important focus of PFI since 1987. Since 1988, the organization has collaborated
closely with Iowa State University Extension and ISU Experiment Station researchers. With
ISU facilitation, PFI farmers have carried out more than 350 replicated trials. These trials
have been a vehicle for building relationships between scientists and farmers, and they have
advanced several areas of inquiry.
Collaborations like this show that producers and scientists each bring unique gifts to field
research. Agricultural scientists contribute their scientific understanding and a preciseness of
thought, not to mention laboratory facilities. The producer often makes farming equipment
available. Most importantly,
cooperating farmers often
provide unique and specialized
Complementary Abilities
management that may no! be
available on most experiment
stations.
Additionally, it is
sometimes the case that farmers
have more clearly in mind both
the systems aspects and the
overall practical implications of
experimental work, and so they
may help the scientist focus
his/her efforts. When farmers
think "system, " they often are
thinking specifically of their

Complementary Objectives
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farming system. As such, their informational needs are somewhat specific. The agricultural
scientist is usually interested in the information that can be abstracted to a subset, or
"recommendation domain" of farming systems. In designing an on-farm experiment, thought
should be given to what can be learned from a systems approach versus a focus on discreet
variables. Systems comparisons are more "real world," but their results may be of limited
import because of their specificity.
However, the two priorities need not conflict. The producer wants an on-farm trial
designed to provide the best guide to decisions on that farm. This implies, among other
things, enough replications that trial results can "stand on their own." The agricultural
scientist, on the other hand, needs multiple sites and years. He/she may be less concerned
with replication on anyone farm, but this kind of "over-design" hardly impairs the scientist's
research.
Individual farmers who carry out their own on-farm trials should limit the number of
treatments and increase the number of replications as far as feasible. This approach will
provide the most reliable results. Interpretation of the data should acknowledge the site- and
yearospecificity of these results. Many on-farm experiments simply compare the farmer's
current practice with one alternative practice, with the null hypothesis being no difference.
In such trials, the dependent variable of most interest is typically some form of crop
yield. Producers are especially interested in the economic implications of on-farm trials. For
most trials, production costs are a function of the treatments, not unknown quantities.
Consequently, it is misleading to calculate analysis of variance from the net profit in each
experimental plot, since this essentially transforms the yield data differently for each
treatment. This kind of interpretation can lead to "significant" differences in profitability in
cases where there is not statistical evidence for a yield difference, or the yield difference is
significant in the other direction (see spreadsheet and table below).
The deficiencies of this
approach are less evident in
experiments where there are
many sites. But individual
farmers may be misled by the
misuse of statistical terminology.

Statistical Analysis of Net $ in Experimental Units
Three Field Trial Cases
Case

Yield
Dill.

Yield
Sig.

Cost
Dill.

NetS
Sig.

A

small.
posltlve

N.S.

large,

posHlve

*

B

negative

*

positive

*

C

small.
posltlve

N.S.

sman.
positive

Conwnent
Trial noC needed to

verify cost dill.
Sig. less yield. slg.
greater net profit I

"Slgnllfcant" net

*

prorrt not based on
crop performance.

Cost is • function of lreawent. not an unknown like yield.
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Yields in this trial by Parmer_Z do not suggest a treatment difference greater than chance:
Previous Crop:
6 pairs in this trial.
S degrees of freedom.

Crop, CORN
Trt. A
Trt. B
142.30
143.50
148.60
150.40
152.60
151.40
153.20
154.70
155.10
157.30
154.30
152.40

Pair No.
1
2
3
4

5
6

151.02
Avg.

151.62
Avg.

»»»»»»»»»»»»»

$280.00 /ACRE COST
Trt. B,
$240.00 /ACRE COST
Units, BUSHELS
Difference
Squares
$2.00
0.36
-1.20
PER-BU CORN
-1.80
1. 44
PRICE
1.20
3.24
-1. 50
0.81
-2.20
2.56
1.90
6.25
Trt. A:

-0.60
Avg. Diff.

14.66
Sum of Squares

2.93 52, variance
0.49 52, variance of the mean

2.571 Tabular t value
0.858 Experimental t value (Diff./S".
1.80 ,LSD
The observed difference is not significant at the .05 test level.

»»»»>FARMER_Z
Previous Crop:
6 pairs in this trial.
S degrees of freedom.

Pair No.
1
2

3
4
5
6

Crop, CORN
Trt. A
Trt. B
4.60
47.00
17.20
60.80
25.20
62.80
26.40
69.40
30.20
74.60
28.60
64.80

Trt. A, HIGHER COST
Trt. B, LOWER COST
Units, DOLLARS NET
Difference
Squares
-42.40
1.44
-43.60
5.76
-37.60
12.96
-43.00
3.24
-44.40
10.24
-36.20
25.00

22.03
63.23
-41.20
58.64
Avg.
Avg.
Avg. Diff. Sum of Squares
11.73 52, variance
1.95 52, variance of the mean
2.571 Tabular t value
29.469 Experimental t value (Diff./S',.
3.59 :LSD
The observed difference is significant at the .05 test level.

Subtracting treatment costs from the crop value of the experimental units transforms the data,
but differently for different treatments. The difference in profitability of the two treatments is
"significant" by this method. But statistics was not required to know Treatment A is more
expensive than Treatment B. A crop input, for example, need not be effective but only less
expensive than a comparison treatment in
order for instances of" significant"
Independent On-farm Trials
profitability frequently to occur. The table at
Single Trial: One Year, One Farm
right suggests some prudent guidelines for
.. Mnlmlze Treatments, MaxImize
RepIca\Iona
individual, "stand alone" trials.
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..

No Significant YIeld Dllrwence: _
Economics on Inputs Only

..

Significant Y101d Differenoo: _
Economics on Inputs and Crop Value

..

Generalize wiIh Caution
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Credibility of On-Farm Research in Future Information Networks
Charles A. Francis
University of Nebraska - Lincoln
Abstract

On-farm research can be a valid approach to answering location specific questions on
efficient and economically sound resource management in agriculture. Its value can be
enhanced by use of accepted design criteria or by conducting similar comparisons across
multiple locations. Methods are needed for assessing the credibility of experimental
information, for comparing alternative crop and crop/animal systems and input strategies,
and for evaluating the productivity and sustainability of complex farming systems. There is a
need for new approaches to evaluation criteria, for example the multiple bottom lines that
include bushels per acre, energy productivity and use efficiency, farm income stability,
quality of life for the farm operator, and viability of the larger rural community. Research
results from multiple sources will be integrated into one accessible information network in
the future. Usefulness of statistics will increase as we learn to effectively evaluate issues of
community viability, social and economic equity, and quality of life for humans and survival
of other species in long-term, sustainable production systems. Credible information is a vital
component for design of these systems.
Introduction

Research has long been conducted in farmer's fields, often as a convenient site to be
able to achieve objectives not possible on the experiment station. Gomez and Gomez (1984)
provided several distinctive features, both negative and positive, of farmer locations
compared to research stations:
•

lack of experimental facilities such as water control, pest control, and equipment for
field operations and processing of harvest

•

large variation among farms and between fields in a farm, creating a range of
rnicroenvironments suitable for multi-site research

•

poor accessibility that creates problems of supervision by researchers, opening the
way for increased participation by farmer hosts

•

lack of field histories and information on soil and climate of fields and research sites,
and need for dialog with farmer to recall available past crop and soil data

•

availability of farmer and familiarity with local practices for experimentation, making
these sites and this approach unique for study of management variables

This text on statistics in research (Gomez and Gomez, 1984) includes a chapter on
"Experiments in Farmers' Fields'" and makes a clear distinction between experiments
designed for technology generation and for technology verification. In technology
generation, deliberate sites are chosen to represent the physical and biological conditions of
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greatest interest to the researcher to complement those trials planned for an experiment
station. Characteristics include homogeneity of the test area, availability of information on
field history and climate/soil for the site, and accessibility to provide some level of control
over the experiments. Design and layout of the trials are simplified by keeping number of
treatments and replications low, and by shaping plots to fit irregular shapes of fields and the
farmer's equipment. Data collection and analysis may involve the farmer, but most often
these are "researcher-designed and researcher-managed" trials.
For technology verification trials, the objective is to compare performance of current
practices with new technology. Because it is important for people to see these trials under
real world conditions, it's important for people to consider a current farmer's practice as a
comparison point (check treatment), and to introduce for comparison only those changes that
are most likely to provide some advantage in yield or profit to the farmer. Treatments are
kept to a minimum, and the potential for using multiple farms or sites must be explored.
Often there is a "yield gap" between current practice and improved practice or technology,
and it is useful to show farmer participants the practical comparisons across several sites the
alternatives to prevailing practices.
The importance of on-farm agronomic trials as a component of farming systems
research was described by Hildebrand and Poey (1985). They described a range of purposes
for conducting on-farm research, including providing a linkage between research and
extension, putting component research in real world conditions, and establishing
communication between conventional researchers and farmers. Four different types of trials
were described: exploratory trials (provide qualitative data on several factors), site-specific
trials (designs and objectives similar to on-station trials), regional trials (best treatments from
site-specific trials for broad testing within a recommendation domain), and farmer-managed
trials (chance for farmers to test one or two outstanding alternatives). Hildebrand and Poey
give both methods and practical examples of how agronomic as well as sociological questions
can be asked in this on-farm research process.
The conditions and situations where on-farm research is especially useful were
summarized by Lockeretz (1987) and Lockeretz and Anderson (1993). There are several
reasons why a working farm or its uniqueness of soil or climate are especially valuable for a
particular project:
•

to obtain soil types or other conditions that are not available or not convenient at
experiment station sites

•

to study factors that need larger land areas or special situations that are not available
on experiment stations

•

to analyze systems that involve interactions among enterprises or involve whole-farm
comparisons

•

to compare alternative systems performance on farms with performance on experiment
stations
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•

to evaluate factors that are sensitive to management skills, and that may react very
differently under supervision of different farmers

•

to study long-tenn effects of a factor that has a history of use on a specific farm, and
whose effects could not be studied without long term investment on station

•

to analyze production practices used by farmers but not known by researchers, or not
easily accommodated for study on the experiment station

The important step is to set research priorities, decide what needs to be measured, and
choose the site most appropriate to meet those goals. There often is less control under farm
conditions, and communication is essential to make the process work. The 1992 conference
at University of Illinois (Clement, 1992) brought together many of the key people and ideas
available at that time on the topic.
There has been a wealth of experience gathered by researchers on questions and designs
that are appropriate for on-farm work, but little agreement on the degree of participation of
farmers in the process. People in the research community have varied opinions about the
credibility of on-farm research, just as farmers provide mixed reviews of the value of
research on station. How do we bridge this gap in credibility?
Who Owns the Research and Results?

There has been a rapid evolution over the past two decades in the concept of on-farm
research. Spurred by the "Farming Systems Research and Extension" efforts, we have
moved toward including farmers as full members of the research and extension team. At one
time this term referred to any research conducted outside the experiment station; it is now
applied more often to that activity conducted by farmers or farmer groups with or without the
participation of research specialists. This is now seen as a cooperative effort to bring people,
resources, and ideas together to solve common problems in the field and to design
educational programs to share the results with a wider audience (Francis et aI., 1989).
With the incorporation of replication and randomization of treatments in large plots in the
field, farmers are growing more confident in the results of on-farm, large-scale comparisons.
Likewise, this adherence to the known experiment designs gives experiment station
researchers greater comfort and confidence in the results. With this confidence has come a
series of publications in the technical literature, often with researchers and farmers as joint
authors, and a wider acceptance of the results in both communities.
A relevant question is, who owns the research and the results? There is no question that
the greater the participation by various interested people, the more ownership each will feel
with both the field activity and the results. If each has an investment in the project whether this is land, input costs, time spent collecting data, analysis and interpretation of
results - there will be great interest in seeing the final results and in using them.
In the proceedings of the Illinois conference (Francis et aI., 1992), we presented a series
of models with different levels of ownership by different participants.
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Researcher-driven On-Fann Model: A conventional researcher-driven model with the
concepts, treatments, design, and data collection concentrated in the hands of the
researcher and graduate students, the farmer's participation may be limited to providing
land and some of the cultural work in the field. There is some ownership and benefit to
the farmer, due to where the trial is located and some accessibility to results. Most
ownership resides with the research team, although some sharing may occur through
discussion in the field and joint interpretation of results. This is illustrated in the
"ownership model" in Figure I (from Francis et al., 1992).
Farmer-initiated Research Model: This is the type of research initiated by the Practical
Farmers of Iowa and the Nebraska Sustainable Agriculture Society, and often includes
variety or hybrid comparisons, fertilizer levels, weed management alternatives, or tillage
options for the region. Farmers determine which treatments are of interest, and often
include one or more treatments in common across sites. Frequently, field tours and later
meetings or newsletter articles provide results to a wider group of farmers. How much
ownership is held by research specialists depends on the degree to which they are
involved. The farmer-initiated model is illustrated in Figure 2 (from Francis et al.,
1992).
Participatory On-Fann Research Model: This activity is jointly organized and
implemented by a team that includes both researchers and farmers. A high degree of
participation by all players Oll this team will likely result in a strong feeling of ownership
in the results. Different people on the team may collect different types of data, and then
report these in different places. A researcher interested in mechanisms that cause a yield
response may collect data on growth rates, yield components, or detailed response to
specific treatments; a farmer may want final crop yields and grain quality that are
rewarded in the marketplace and reduced erosion that will enhance the potential for future
productivity. A participatory responsibility model is shown in Figure 3 (from Francis et
al., 1992).
Ownership by Many Additional Groups: Bringing in other partners can add new
dimensions both to support for the research and efficient use of results. A commercial
organization that supplies seed, fertilizer, or chemical product and participates in the
design and collection of data will be apt to use the results in the future. If a government
agency such as ARS or SCS is involved in measurement of specific crop responses or soil
parameters it is likely that these results will reach the technical literature or the
recommendations for farm program participants. The best way to get people to accept
the results is to have participation through the entire process from planning through field
implementation to final presentation of results. Multiple ownership and interests of
different groups is illustrated in Figure 4 (from Francis et al., 1992).

Innovative On-Farm Alternatives for the Future
As we review the on-farm research experience that has accumulated over the past two
decades, and add this to the century of demonstrations and observations that have been made
on farmer fields through research and extension, some intriguing alternatives come to mind.
Most of these are being tested by individuals or groups in various parts of the world, and it
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is useful to review them in terms of credibility to both researchers and farmers. Interest to
date has focused primarily on specific designs for comparing alternative practices, but there
are broader economic and environmental implications that can be drawn from the results.
Small Plot-Large Plot Correlations: Charles Shapiro and others in Nebraska (Shapiro et
al., 1989) have harvested long strips as well as small plots from the same strips in onfarm trials of maize. Over years and locations, they have found a high correlation
between the results from the two contrasting harvest methods, not surprising since they
come from the same universe of treatments and maize plants in the field. What is more
difficult to explain is the lower coefficient of variation that results from the larger plots.
This is contrary to conventional wisdom that the small amount of field variation in a
small plot experiment area will help reduce experimental error and allow the researcher
to detect smaller differences among treatments.
Opportunistic Designs for Agronomic Studies: In a comparison of density effects of
maize and beans on the interface between a two-species strip cropping system, Patti
Boehner and others (Boehner and Francis, 1994) have compared carefully thinned plots
with plots that were discovered in the field with similar differences in plant density.
These "opportunistic plots" had different densities due to insect damage, local flooding or
compaction, skips by the planter, or poor seed coverage. The precise causes were not
determined, but visual evaluation of the resulting plants showed no obvious major
differences between these areas and other parts of the field. Plots were identified and
marked that had the same combinations of density as those in the thinned plots. Results
from the thinned plots were analyzed as a randomized complete block, and the
opportunistic plots as a completely randomized design and a one-way analysis of
variance. There were no significant differences in means of nine parameters measured
(eg. plant height, grain weight, stover weight, seed size) and a high correlation between
results from the two designs. This would be a way to identify plots with treatments in
farmers' production fields and take information from those plots through harvest time,
with much lower cost of establishing the treatments.
Farms as Replications: Roger Elmore has analyzed the data from the Clay County,
Nebraska, com growers demonstration trials over the past decade (see Rzewnicki et al.,
1988). In these demonstrations, farmers planted an unreplicated field with a number of
promising hybrids identified from personal experience and previous years' uniform tests.
The same hybrids were included in irrigated demonstrations in three or four parts of the
county each year. In each year, an analysis of variance that used farms as replications
showed coefficients of variation of 3 to 4 percent; these trials have been continued for ten
years, and the results are consistent from year to year.
Long Test Strips across Fanner Fields: Farmers have become accustomed to using one
long strip across a field for comparison purposes. This strip is often the width of an
implement (for tillage or other land preparation comparison), width of a planter (for
hybrid or starter fertilizer comparisons), or some multiple of these equipment widths.
This allows precise application of a specific treatment in an area that can be marked
measured, and combine harvested for comparison at harvest. Comparisons of contrasting
cropping systems, soybean varieties, planting dates, fertilizer rates weed management
options, tillage systems, and maize hybrids in various trials in Nebraska and Iowa were
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reported by Rzewnicki et al. (1988). These trials had consistently low coefficients of
variation « 1% to about 15 % in most comparisons). In a current project near Mead,
Nebraska, we have left one strip across each field without compost application, and then
harvested a combine-width strip from that area and from an adjacent strip with compost
for comparison. With these treatments repeated in a number of fields and over years, a
clear picture of the crop yield response to compost should emerge. This is a low-cost
type of experimentation that is available to every farmer using existing equipment.
Field Sized Comparisons across Several Fanns: The national association of regional
agricultural farmer research groups in Argentina brings together interested participants
(six to twelve per group) who essentially have organized their own private extension
system. By choosing key questions that are of interest to several groups, farmers put out
their own comparisons of machinery, fertility or pest management, hybrids, and varieties
on a field scale. Although these fields often differ in size, shape, and management, the
farmers are convinced that bringing together enough data from multiple sites allows them
to make valid decisions based on the results. An analysis of results from these fields by
researchers confirms the value of the information, and many practical production
decisions are made from the pooled results from a large number of farms in a region.
Farmer-Back-to-Farmer Models: These models are an integral part of the farming
systems research approach. The "farmer first" models proposed by Chambers (Chambers
and Ghildyal, 1985; Chambers et al., 1989) and others began in the international centers
and key national programs in the tropics. Rhoades and Booth 1982, 1992) summarized
these ideas in a journal article and in the Illinois symposium, and involve starting with
farmer knowledge and problems, working together to define these problems, exploring
potential solutions, and choo~ing solutions best fitted to farm conditions through testing.
Following this cycle leads to increased knowledge as well as identification of new
limiting factors. The system is an iterative problem identification and solving process
that can be used in a wide range of conditions.
Augmented Designs for On-farm Hybrid/Variety Tests: Stucker and Hicks (1992)
explored the value of on-farm strip tests as an information resource for farmers making
decisions on cultivars for the next season. They point out the positive value of multiple
sites for these tests, and the minimal additional value of replicating these tests at anyone
site. They also calculated the value of tester strips at regular intervals through a test strip
demonstration; these testers do not enhance the statistical value of the results of a multilocation demonstration/test. Much more important is the number of sites and the
conditions under which they are implemented. The augmented design is one approach
that can be used to increase the statistical validity of comparisons among varieties or
hybrids; this is the replication of a subset of the entire group of cultivars that are mixed
among the unreplicated cultivars in the test. The augmented design allows calculation of
an error term specific to that site, and thus a statistical comparison among cultivars in
each given location.
Credibility of Different Information Networks
There is an obvious challenge to credibility of information, depending on the source and
the perceived objectivity of those who provide the information and recommendations.
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Different organizations and information collecting procedures also generate different levels of
credibility. Each farmer asks, "Will this work in my fields under my management systems?"
There is an established review procedure that 'certifies the credibility' of technical
information published in journals; likewise the information published in extension bulletins is
known to have passed through a somewhat rigorous screen for credibility. Is there a way to
establish appropriate screening techniques for other sources? How can these different and
often conflicting sources be rationalized and sorted out by the individual producer? Let's
explore a series of potential future information resources and how we can assess their
credibility .
Fanner infonnation networks: When experiments are designed by a group of farmers
who know and respect each other, and especially when these involve a series of
comparisons that are made on a number of farms, the results may be considered highly
credible by the participants. The Argentine model of multiple sites and large field
comparisons qualify as an example of this credibility.
Fanners in the classroom: The Practical Farmers of Iowa (PFI) have used their onfarm tests as tour sites and educational areas for adults and for high school vocational
agriculture classes. These sites provided a hands-on way for students to experience the
differences among key treatments such as different hybrids, tillage options, weed
management approaches, and soil fertility strategies. The activity has opened the door to
the classroom, and PFI members have been invited into the agricultural classes to share
their experiences and results of the trials. This is a valuable beginning to the creation of
schools and universities without walls, a recognition that much of value is learned outside
the conventional classroom learning environment. Credibility is gained by using people
with experience in our conventional formal educational settings.
Convergence of university classroom education and extension: A model suggested by
King et al. (1989) in Nebraska describes a gradual convergence of the learning
environments created in the classroom on campus and the extension teaching situations in
the field. There is some use of extension information -- NebGuides, scouting training
guides, video presentations -- in current classroom curricula. Likewise, there is some
transfer of material out of the formal classroom into extension training. We anticipate
much more of this type of interchange in the future. As budgets become tighter and
technical people assume a broader set of roles, and as education moves toward more
integrative activities and longer time frames, we will see a greater overlap of materials
and learning plans. Classroom materials will be used in a wider range of applications,
while practical information used in adult education across the state will find its way into
the classroom. Remote interviews and interactive video will bring the field into the
classroom, as well as projecting the classroom to multiple sites across the state and
region. We see an eventual blurring of the lines between these two activities, and the
development of a continuum of lifelong learning that is integrated from one stage to the
next.
Development of Agricultural Infonnation Networks: One potential role for extension
in the future is management of a comprehensive information network, including an
appropriate screening process for each source of data and recommendations. We
currently have in place a review process for the journal articles generated by researchers
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on experiment stations. The peer review process involves at least two independent
readings, an opinion by a technical editor, and a decision by a journal editor. This is an
accepted, although at times lengthy and imperfect, system within the academic
establishment. Extension publications likewise go through a rigorous peer review. One
way to evaluate the credibility of information from other sources would be to establish a
process for peers within the same group to review what is submitted: farmers review
farmer results, commercial industry specialists review other commercial results, nonprofit groups that conduct demonstrations review results within their ranks. If this
information from multiple types of sources were entered into a single data base, or if
several sources could be successfully interfaced, the entire set could be accessed through
key words by anyone with knowledge of how the system works. This could include
students in the university library, a researcher in the laboratory or at a remote site, a
farmer at home with a computer or modem, or a range of potential clients through an
information resource center, currently called an extension office. Perhaps these could be
merged with local libraries, so that the joint activities would be considered 'one-stop
information shopping' in the future.
Conclusious
The information environment is rapidly evolving, with cost of hardware coming down rapidly
and new applications emerging from people's experience with new technologies. With the
increased access to new information comes a serious question of how to evaluate the
credibility of each source. On-farm research is expanding as university-based scientists look
for broader applicability and site-specific applications of systems and technologies. Farmers
are increasingly aware of the importance of using appropriate designs and procedures to
make their experiences on the farm more valuable for future decisions. In this information
environment, it is apparent that we need to:
•

decide on the most logical location for each experimental project, the goals and
applications of the results, and who will carry out the field activities as well as
interpretations of results.

•

explore the existing models of ownership and management of on-farm research
activities, and look for other approaches that will draw the appropriate people into the
effort.

•

evaluate the frontier activities of multiple location, new designs, and innovative
approaches to answering questions through research that involves a range of
participants.

•

design new information screening or evaluation procedures that will establish the
credibility of results from an array of sources.

These activities will all be a part of on-farm research and use of results in future
information networks in agriculture.
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Figure 1. Research-driven on-farm research model (from Francis et al., 1992).
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Figure 2. Farmer-initiated research model (from Francis et aI., 1992).
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FIgUre 3. Participatory on-farm research model (from Francis et al., 1992).
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FIgUre 4. On-farm research model with ownership by multiple groups
(from Francis et al., 1992).
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Participatory Research and Other Sharing of Experience
(from W.K. Kellogg Foundation Cluster Workshop, Integrated Farming Systems)
Santa Cruz, California; February 23, 1995

Draft Committee Report
(Cliff Carstens, Tom Guthrie, Andrea Tillman, Charles Shapiro, Helene Murray,
Spencer Waller, Nancy Matheson, Eric Rice, Ricardo Salvador, Rick Exner, Aaron Harp,
David Granatstein, Dan McGrath, Freddy Payton; summarized by Charles Francis)
How do farmers and scientists learn from each other? What is the nature of evidence
that supports different ways of knowing? How do people from different parts of the
agricultural sector each communicate what is important to those others who may be
interested?
These valid questions must be addressed as we communicate with each other about
sustainable agriculture. At the pragmatic field level we need to learn about and implement
farming practices that maintain profitability while saving soil, maintaining water quality,
reducing pesticide use, and improving or protecting the environment in which we live. In a
broader conceptual sense, we need to communicate about watersheds and rural communities,
and consider political questions such as the structure of agriculture and the relationship of
agriculture with its broader client community.
Most of us agree that issues along this spectrum of sustainability from field level
practices to bioregions, both across time and space dimensions, are best considered by a
diverse set of players in agriculture, including farmers, academics, non-profit organization
specialists, and those in agribusiness. Serious impediments to effective communication
about critical issues include using different words and meanings, and the multiplicity of ways
of knowing that exist among individuals and groups. Where the challenges in communication
often come to the fore is with on-farm research and demonstration activities.

Importance of On-Fann Research
The last two decades have seen an emergence of interest and energy invested by
university and industry investigators and extension people in on-farm research activities, in
part to increase the relevance of research. They have used multiple sites on farms to test
technologies in many environments, to find conditions not present on the experiment stations,
to study the effects of specific management styles, or to gain information from producers as
part of the research process.
Farmers likewise have become more interested and involved in the more formalized
structure of field trials that are replicated and randomized, a strategy that has increased the
perceived value to results from research or other experiences. In some cases the field trial
strategy has increased the credibility of results in the scientific community or helped groups
to gain access to funds from government or private foundations. These changes in field
procedure have led to closer cooperation between some farmers and some researchers in
addressing practical and relevant questions in both component technologies and agricultural
systems.
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From this interaction has come a wider appreciation of what is considered research,
and a growing recognition that differences might exist in what is accepted as evidence of
success among various stakeholders. We have learned that farmers and researchers often ask
different questions, use distinct methods of seeking answers, and accept potentially different
types of evidence as indicators for making decisions. Further, there are differences in what
to believe and how to access information. People use different language to describe what
they see, and how they define cooperation. This language discloses underlying attitude
differences, and the true nature of these attitudes is at the base of effective communications.
There are rich and growing information resources on the mechanics of on-farm,
participatory research. For example, annual results from the Thompson On-Farm Research
activity have been provided to the public for more than a decade. Rodale Research Institute
has published a manual for on-farm research. A National Conference on participatory
research was sponsored by University of Illinois in 1992, and the proceedings are available.
The symposia of the Farming Systems Research and Extension organization have published
results and a journal that gives many examples under a range of conditions. The results of
an on-farm research workshop at the American Society of Agronomy meetings in Seattle in
1994 will soon be available from University of Nebraska (Center for Sustainable Agricultural
Systems).
What has not been adequately addressed is the nature of language that we use to
negotiate, initiate, sustain, and describe participation; how different groups use terms to
report their results; and how thev were derived. We also have not talked much about distinct
types of evidence that are used by different groups to substantiate the results of a field
experience. At times, the process is more important than the product. These are topics that
need to be explored.
Language of Participation
To move beyond the CUIT·ent definitions of on-farm research and ways that people
attempt to cooperate and participate in setting up trials, it is useful to examine some of these
terms and what they mean. Given that people learn by doing, we should use the process of
experiential education as a centeqiece of practical learning about sustainable agriculture.
This means getting out in the field and working, putting real data in the hands of learners
and using that to derive answers ::0 questions they consider important. Dealing with data
from the field can be a group prcoCess, especially in the interpretation of results of field trials.
This is in direct contrast to how Ive typically listen to experts in an Extension meeting
explaining results and providing liS with conclusions.
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An Example:
Nitrogen Trials in Nebraska
A research issue identified by farmers in Nebraska dealt with nitrogen use. An
experiential research and learning activity addressed the challenge of how to reduce
nitrogen application rates in com and sorghum grown in rotation. Farmers conducted
trials with different rotes of nitrogen, both in continuous cereal cultivation and in rotation
with legumes. A university project technician helped with design and data collection, and
with a preliminary analysis of the results. In farmer meetings organized by a project
technician, the results were presented in figure format, with a brief explanation of where
and how the experiment was conducted. The meeting was thrown open to farmers to draw
their own conclusions from the data and to share those with others. The only intervention
from project technicians was to answer questions from farmers about why cenain results
were achieved, or what the underlying biological reason for results might be. Subsequent
visits with some of the panicipating farmers revealed that they had reassessed their
tlecisions on nitrogen use, and had actually reduced applications on cereal fields that
followed a legume.

The Nebraska corn/sorghum example demonstrates a different way to report or
interpret results more directly from the field experience. There is a vital need for innovation
in thinking about communication alternatives between farmers themselves, as well as among
different people with different agricultural interests.
Farmers generally test through the process of trial and error. Machinery is modified
to see if a new configuration works or not, and the next change is built on the one that came
before. It is unlikely that a replicated experiment conducted over time would yield more
useful results. "Who cares? We are doing things and testing them to see if they work!"
People learn from each other by seeing planter modifications in the barn or by observing the
planter in action in the field. Much of the communication can be in the oral tradition or
other means rather than written text. Information processing often seems to occur by
individual testing of the idea against one's own experience using heuristics derived from
previous trial and error learning. Much individual testing is essential.
Just as the language of considering findings needs to be reconsidered, so too does the
language through which participatory research is negotiated and implemented. Declaring
goals, needs, and assumptions, as growers and researchers partner to undertake a project,
should become the standard practice rather than the exception. The context of decision
making in the production system ought to be introduced into the research design. Even the
design and conduct of participatory research, undertaken by a group of individuals to serve
multiple objectives, needs to be addressed.
In the language of participation with growers there is space for values and expression
of feelings. There is room for optimism about agriculture, about hope for the future, and the
context these feelings provide for viewing technologies or alternative systems. This new
language of participation is in direct contrast to the current environment in which much
communication takes place in the traditional academic community. We must generate
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alternatives and use ingenuity to address the complex issues associated with sustainable
systems.
DeiIning Evidence and Credibility

There also are large differences in the types of acceptable evidence that are used by
different groups to validate a field experience. Researchers most often believe in replicated
and randomized experiments conducted under controlled conditions, those results are then
reported in refereed technical outlets. This established, accepted academic procedure
validates work done in the field or laboratory by university researchers and extension
specialists. The results are presented in scientific meetings, in journals or books, or in the
classroom or seminar at the university.
Although farmers may accept some of these results and evidence, there are additional
ways of knowing. There are many non-academic ways of defining evidence that also have
validity in the farming community. Hypotheses can be tested in a number of ways, one of
which is seeing what happened last year, suggesting potential changes, and trying these
changes in the field to see if they work. For many, replications and randomization of plots
are not seen as necessary. This may depend on the type of question being asked and the
potential size of expected differences that are meaningful.
There is a wide range of types of environmental experiences, many of which are
found during the regular conduct of farming activities. Those who are close to the land can
be careful observers of the natural world and the impact of farming practices and systems on
that world. These observations can be communicated in different ways. How do we capture
evidence or describe these experiences and make that description meaningful to others? Does
it matter if this is meaningful to Ihe scientific community? Are there ways either to quantify
or to multiply an experience to n;ake it meaningful to more people, without each of those
having to go through the experience personally? How do we provide windows on this
experience that can be shared with others?
Looking Forward
We are becoming more concerned about the importance of sites specificity of systems
and their components, and how to test those ideas and get them out to others. Much of this
will have to be done on each farm, or at least each type of farm, in each agroecological area.
How can we ground our experiellces and use different kinds of experiential evidence to
validate and communicate these experiences to others?
For people to work together, it is important to find ways to seek common ground,
learn if there are common goals and what those are, and to define partnerships that can be
win-win for those involved. To achieve this, it will be critical to negotiate protocols and the
ways to achieve the stated goals. These types of collaboration are based on mutual need and
mutual respect. Such shared values can contribute greatly to our future conduct of on-farm
research and demonstration and will carry over to other collaborative activities.
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Chapter 19.

On-Farm Research

Many farmers have become actively involved in one
or more on-farm research projects. These farmers have
become involved with such research and the production of new knowledge for several reasons, including
(1) the increasing complexity of crop production practices; (2) the declining support for applied research
conducted by universities; and (3) the proliferation of
products and practices whose benefits are difficult to
demonstrate. Such on-fann research projects have
included hybrid or variety strip .trials conducted in
cooperation with seed companies, tillage comparisons,
evaluations of nontraditional additives or other products, and nutrient rate studies, as well as other man-.
agement practice comparisons.

SeHing goals for on-farm research
The stated purpose of most on-farm rese~ is "to
prove whether a given product or practice"'works
(normally meaning that it returns more than its cost)
on my farm:' While this seems like a rather obvious
goal, the person conducting or considering conducting
on-farm research should understand several implications of such a goal:
1. Uke it or not, lliinois farmers operate in a variable
environment, with rather large changes in weather
patterns from year to year and with differences in
soils within and among fields. This forces the
operator to modify the above on-farm research
goal, from "proving whether [something] works"
to "finding out under what conditions [something]
works or does not work;' or to "finding out how
often [something] works:' Both of these modifications will require that particular trials be run over
a number of years and in a number of fields. The
key goal of any applied research project - on-fann
or not - is to be able to predict what will happen
when we use a practice or product in the future.

The variable conditions under which crops are
produced make such predictions difficult.
2. All fields are variable, meaning that a measurement
of anything (such as yield) in a small part of a field
(a plot) does not perfectly represent that field, much
less the whole fann. Such variability can be assessed
using the science of statistics: for example, the
statistician might look at the yields of six strips of
Hybrid A harvested separately and state, "The
average yield of Hybrid A in these strips was 155
bushels per acre. But due to the variability among
the harvested strips, it is only 95 percent certain
that the actual yield of Hybrid A in this field was
between 150 and 160 bushels per acre:' In other
words, variability means that it is not possible to
be completely precise when the effects of a particular treatment are measured. Replicating (treating
more than one strip with the same treatment) more
times can help narrow the range of unpredictability,
but the range will nwer be zero. Some uncertainty
wiD always be present.
If a whole field could be harvested, the exact
yield (for that year) would be known, and we
wouldn't have to give a rartge. But with on-farm
research, it is necessary to apply treatments to .
smaller parts of the field since no comparisons are
possible if the whole field is treated the same.
SuppOse the farmer stripped the whole field, with
Hybrid A mentioned above in one side of the
planter and another hybrid (Hybrid B) in the other
side. After harvesting the strips of each hybrid
separately, the statistician might be able to state,
"Based on the strips chosen to represent Hybrid B,
this hybrid yielded 140 bushels per acre,. and it is
95 percent certain that the yield of Hybrid B was
between 135 and 145 bushels per acre:' In this
case, since the "confidence intervals" (150 to 160
for Hybrid A; 135 to 145 for Hybrid B) of the two
hybrids do not overlap, it is possible to state that
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response to fertilizer, rather than comparing the
yields produced by each rate. Remember that the
researcher or operator chooses the fertilizer IlItes,
and the chance of just stumbfing on the "best
possible" me is low.
To illustrate, consider the following corn yields
produced in a nitrogen (N) fertilizer rate trial:

the yields of the two hybrids were signifiCllntly
different. But in this realistic example. note that the
yields of the two hybrids differed by 15 bushels
per aae. and. still the confidence intervals came
within 5 bushels of overlapping.
3. Because of the uncertainty. it is necessary to accept
that. when measuring yield (or anything else) in
appHed field research. it is virtually impossible to
ever "prove" that some practices or products work
or do not work. Even with the most precise field
trials done in the most uniform fields. it takes a
yield difference of at least 2 or 3 bushels per aae
(1 to 2 percent) between treatments to allow the
researcher to state with confidence that the treatments produced different yields. As a rather silly
example, suppose a fanner went out into a com
field, divided the field into twenty 12-row strips.
and carefully cut one plant out of every 500 plants
in 10 of the strips. but did nothing to the other 10
strips. It would be absolutely certain that the farmer's treatment (rutting out 0.2 percent of the plants)
affected the yie1d of the treated strips. but it would
also be certain that the farmer would not be able
to measuze a signijictznt yie1d difference between
the two treatments. unless perhaps by acddent
The variability between strips in a case like this
would simply overwhelm a very small but real
treatment effect (the physical removal of the plants
by the fanner). Similarly. a aop additive or other
practice may routineIy give small yield inaeases or
decreases. yet never be J1R1TIe7I to work or not to
work.
.

N rIIte

Yield

o

100

60

142

120
164
180
163
240
140
Many people looking at these numbers wou1d condude that' 120 pounds of N must have been the
"best" rate, since it gave the highest yie1d. Figure
19.01 is another way to look at the same data. The
curve, generated by a compu~ fits the data quite
weIl in this case.
.
When the data are presented this way. it is easy
to see that the "best" rate was not in fact 120
pounds of nitrogen per acre; the rate that would.
have given the highest yieId was about 150 pounds
per aae (actua11y 148 pounds per aae). It was only
by chance that the researcher did not use that (best)
late, but when there is only one best rate (one
highest point on the curve), the chance of actually
using that best late is low. (Because N fenDizer has
a cost. the best ec:onomk: rate - that late producing
the highest income - is less than the rate that gives
the top yield. How much less depends on the price
of N and of com. In this example, if com is S2.20
per bushel and N costs SUS per pound, then the
N late providing the best return wou1d be about
137 pounds N per aae).
A curve to present data is used for a fertilizer
example here. but the same principle applies for
any input for which lates are chosen. Examples of
such factors indude plant population. seed rate.
and row spacing.

Types of on-fann trials
The following fist comprises different categories of
research that have been popular as on-farm projects.

along with some comments about each:
1. FertIlIzer rate trials. Fertilizer Is an expensive input.
and so rate tria1s designed to determine a "best"
rate, or the effect of reducing rates, have been
common. Fertilizer rate is what is called a "continuous" variable - two rates for comparison could
differ by SO pounds per aae. 5 pounds per aae.
or 1 pound per aae; the researcher chooses the
rates. Whether or not different rates will produce
significantly different yields depends. of course, on
what rates are selected. This makes the typical "rate
. reduction" tria1 diffinut to interpret: 140 pounds of
nitrogen per aae might or might not produce a
different yie1d from the "normal" 160 pounds of
nitrogen per aae. but as was discussed above. a
fie1d experiment often .will not pick up a smaJ1
difference. As a result. many rate reduction studies
are "successful" in that lower rates do not produce
significantly lower yields. But the response to fertilizer rate needs to be generated by using a number
of rates - more than just two. And the results
should be used to produce a curve showing the
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Figure 19.IIL A curve fitted to yields from a Ditrogell (N)
rate trial on .:om.
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2. Hybrid or variety comparisons. Such comparisons

are very common and are usually done in cooperation with a seed company. Comparisons have
very good demonstration value, and when results
are combined over a number of similar trials, they
can provide reasonable predictions of future performance of hybrids or varieties. Most of these trials
are done as single (unreplicated) strips in a field. It
is dangerous to use the results of a single trial to
predict future performance. For example, a hybrid
that just happens to fall in a wet spot in the field
may yield poorly only because of its location, and
not because of its genetic potential. Seed companies
are increasingly averaging the results of numbers
of such strip trials, thereby providing better predictions and making the trials more useful. If participating in such trials, a farmer should be sure to
ask the company for results from other locations
as well.
Many people who work with hybrid or variety
strip trials are convinced that the effects of variability can be removed by using "check" strips of a
common hybrid or variety planted at regular intervals among the varieties being tested. The yields
of such check strips are often used to adjust the
yields of nearby hybrids or varieties, on the assumption that the check will measure the relative
quality of each area in the field, thus justifying
inflation of yields in low-yielding parts of the field
and deflation of yields in high-yielding parts. If all
variation in a field occurred smoothly and gradually
across the field, such adjustments would probably
be reasonable. But variation does not occur that
way, and so it is usually unfair to adjust yields of
entries simply because the nearby check yielded
differently than the average of all of the checks.
The use of such checks can provide some measure
of variability in the field, but it also takes additional
time and space to plant the trial when checks are
used. The only way to know for certain whether
or not performance of a variety or hybrid in a strip
trial was "typical" is to look at data from a number
of such trials to see whether performance is consistent.
3. Tillage. Tillage trials are difficult and often frustrating. due in large part to the fact that tillage is
really not a very well-defined term. What one
farmer may call "reduced tillage;' for example, may
be very different from what another farmer means
when he or she uses the term. The same is true
for "conventional tillage;' and even for "no-tillage;'
due to the large number of attachments and other
innovations in equipment. Motivations may also
differ substantially: while no-tillage versus conventional tillage may seem like a straightforward comparison, an attitude of "I know I can make no-till
work" as a basis for doing such a comparison might
result in a very different research outcome than if
the attitude is "I really don't think no-till yields are

as good as in conventional tillage, and I can prove
it:' This may be an extreme example, but there are
indications that tillage trials often are not conducted
in a strictly "neutral" research environment.
It is possible to make on-farm comparisons of
tillage practices. Treatments for comparison have
to be selected carefully, keeping in mind that "if
you already know what the results will be, there's
very little reason to do research:' Because soil type
usually affects tillage responses, it is always useful
to do tillage trials in several different soil types,
either on one farm or among several farms. Replication (to sample soil variation in each field) is
also necessary.
4. Herbicide trials. Herbicide and herbicide rate trials
are subject to large amounts of variation among
years and fields due to the fact that soil, weather,
crop growth (and sometimes variety), and weed
seed supply and growth all can affect the outcome.
This makes it very difficult to prove conclusively
that a particular herbicide or combination, or a
particular rate of herbicide, will be predictably better
than another. The use of herbicide additives simply
throws another variable into the mix, and makes
chOOSing a "best treatment" even more difficult.
Trials in which different herbicides and rates need
to be mixed and applied to strips are often very
time-consuming.
5. Management practices. It can be relatively easy to
compare different plant populations or planting
rates, though calibration of equipment - knOwing
how many seeds per acre or pounds per acre of
seed are produced by a particular planter or driIl
setting - can be difficult. Changing the rates also
needs to be done during the busy planting season,
but this can be made easier if calibration is done
beforehand. As discussed above with fertilizer rate
trials, two planting rates that differ only slightly
may often produce similar yields, and finding a
"best" planting rate is difficult. By careful replication
of two or three different rates in a number of fields
over several years, however, it might be possible
(with little risk) to tell whether increased planting
rates would increase yields.
6. "Interaction" and "system" trials. It is known that
a lot of crop production factors interact; that is, the
response to one factor (plant population, for example) may depend on choices made related to
other factors (hybrid. for example). While this is
known in principle, it is difficult to design research
to help apply this knowledge. The short life of
many hybrids and varieties adds to this dilemma:
once the research is done to determine the best
population for a particular hybrid, that hybrid will
likely no longer be available. An alternative is to
try to identify hybrids that are "typical" for some
characteristic and thereby can represent a lot of
other hybrids, both present and future. From a
practical standpoint, this is virtually impossible to
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do, since it is not possible to know for certain that
a hybrid is really typical, and the definition of a
typical hybrid changes over time.
Interaction trials, by definition, also require more
treatments than do one-factor trials. The simplest
interaction trial has four treatments - two levels
of one factor times two levels of another. And such
a minimal number of treatments may not always
tell researchers much. What would be learned, for
example, if two plant populations were used with
each of two hybrids? Farmers will learn that the
hybrids react either the same or differently in
relation to plant populations, but a "best" population will not be identified for each hybrid. It may
well be more efficient to choose one hybrid as the
better of the two, then use three or four different
populations to try to see how to increase its yield.
In this type of tradeoff, knowledge is limited to
one hybrid, but the knowledge becomes much
better for that hybrid.
Another example of the problem of measuring
the effects of interactions is seen in "systems"
research. In many such studies, several factors are
changed Simultaneously, typically ending up with
only two treatments: the "conventional" system
and the "new" system. While the simplicity of such
trials is appealing, it is often impossible to separate
out the effects of any of the changes the farmer
made in going to the new system. In other words,
it may be possible to compare the overall profitability of the two systems, but it is not possible to
optimize - choose the best combination of inputs - for the system. Systems trials can be modified by including more treatments and leaving out
one component of the new system for each treatment. This will tell how much, if any, each component contributes to the whole system, and will
allow the elimination of those changes that are not
necessary.

Possible risk associated with on-farm
research
On-farm research trials should be selected and
designed so that they carry little risk of loss. Many
trials, such as those comparing hybrids or varieties,
usually include only treatments that yield relatively
well - and so represent little risk. It is probably best
to avoid entries in such trials that are certain not to
perform veiy well, unless there is special interest, for
example, in knowing how modem varieties compare
to old varieties.
Some types of trials involve considerable risk of
yield loss, and the farmer should at least be aware of
this before starting such trials. A good example is
nitrogen (N) rate trials designed to include the use of
no N as one of the treatments. This treatment is
necessary to determine if there is any response to N,
but is probably not necessary to find the best rate of

N; some N is usually needed for best yields. Thus
researchers might use 60, 90, 120, 150, and 180 pounds
N per acre in an N rate trial instead of using 0, 50,
100, 150, and 200. This will reduce the loss associated
with N rates that are too low. The closer spacing of
N rates will - as long as the range is wide enough
to include the optimum rate - often do a better job
of determining a best rate.
Another example in which untreated "checks" can
cause yield losses would be herbicide trials, where the
use of no herbicide might cause visually dramatic
results, but might not be a practical alternative. As
these examples illustrate, it is probably better to restrict
most on-farm research treatments to those necessary
to identify the most practical treatment or rate, rather
than to try to cover the whole range of possibilities,
including treatments that may never be used on a field
scale.

Getting started with on-farm research
While there is a perception that on-farm research
takes a lot of time and effort, the very large numbers
of variety strip trials prove that farmers will take the
necessary time to do such trials if the rewards are
sufficient. Such rewards might be material - for example, additional seed often is given to variety strip
trial cooperators - or intangible, such as cooperation
in a group project that is expected to provide good
information useful to all group members.
No matter what the perceptions about time and
effort required to conduct on-farm research, it is absolutely essential that the work is clearly specified and
assigned before starting the research. To do this, it is
most useful to write down everything that will have
to be done, when each task must be completed, and
who will do the tasks. The important work gets done
this way, and participants are able to see beforehand
what they will need to do throughout the season to
make the project work.
From a practical standpoint, it is best to undertake
on-farm research projects that do not interfere greatly
with ongoing fanning operations, particularly at planting and harvesting times. For example, it may be easier
to apply nitrogen rates after planting than to delay
planting in order to put on different rates. Trials such
as hybrid trials or planting rate trials that must be
done at planting time can be planned for fields that
are usually ready to plant first (or last), or by trying
other ways to work around the main farm operations.
The follOwing steps initiate on-farm research:
I. Decide what type of research is preferred. It is
much better if this decision can be made by a group,
perhaps a "club;' operating with similar goals. It
may also be advisable to ask advice from an experienced researcher at this stage. Such researchers
may help to ask questions that focus the goal, and
they may often know of previous work that might
prevent wasted effort.
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2. Formulate specific objectives. For example. rather
than stating. "We want to compare different ways
to pIant soybeans;' make the objectives read. "We
want to see how soybeans in 30-inch rowS yield
compared to those in 7-inch rows:'
3. Formulate a research plan to answer questions.
including:
• how many locations and years the research will
be conducted;
• who will actuaIly conduct the comparisons;
• what soil type restrictions (if any) there will be;
• what if any equipment. herbicide. or variety restrictions there will be;
• what data (for example. yield) will be taken; and
• who will summarize the results.
Several meetings - field days. progress discussions.
results discussions - should be scheduled as part
of the plan. Make sure the plan is practical - that
everyone understands his or her role and has the
right equipment to do the work.
4. Pay attention to work underway. thus providing
encouragement and accountability to individuals in
the group. Field days help do this. along with coffee
shop meetings during the season. Set deadlines for
the assembly of results. and telephone those who
are late to keep everyone on schedule as much as
possible.
5. Have an off-season progress meeting. in which
results are summarized. Plans can be modified for
the next season. but remember that changing treatments or objectives partway through a project is
often a fatal blow to the project: the goals become
fuzzy. and participants may feel that their work has
been wasted. It is certainly inadvisable to stop short
of the goal because the first year's results do not
"prove" what people had hoped they would prove.
6. Have a final project meeting to present and discuss
results from the whole study. While members may
choose their own interpretation of the results. such
discussions are often very educational and useful.
New projects often come from discussions of completed projects.

A word about statistics

While it is almost universally accepted that statistical
analysis is required for the interpretation of research
results. many farmers and others do not understand
how to do this analysis. or why it is necessary. As
explained above. statistical analysis involves assessing
the variability that is always present. and then making
reasonable. mathematics-based assessments as to
whether or not observed effects are due to chance or
to treatments. When it is concluded that a reasonable

chance exists that differences in production outcomes
were in fact due to treatments. then it can be said that
treatments had a significant effect. This conclusion does
not mean that it has been proven that the treatments
caused differences. only that researchers are satisfied
that their best guess or assessment is probably correct.
When researchers are unable to draw the conclusion
that treatments differed. they say that the treatments
were not significantly different. Note that this last statement does not mean that treatment had no effect.
Rather. it simply says that the research tria1s were not
able to detect such an effect. There are two possibilities
here: either the treatments really did not have an
effect. or they did have an effect. but the experiment
was not adequate to detect it. Note the indication
above that small effects are very difficult to prove.
This is due to the fact that unexplained variation
("background noise") will usually "drown out" sma11
effects.
What can farmers and researchers do when they
think treatments should have differed. but the research
trials fail to show that they do differ? If this occurs in
one trial in one field in 1 year. then the obvious
conclusion is that the research needs to be done more
often. Due to the nature of statistics. combining the
results of a number of trials. even when each trial
shows no detectable difference between tria1s. may
well show a significant treatment effect. The more
replications (years. fields. strips within fields). the
better - provided that each comparison is done carefu1ly and that the conditions of each comparison are
reasonably similar. Such combining of results provides
much more confidence in making a final conclusion.
whether or not it agrees with what research had
previously predicted.
Doing statistical analysis is not always simple. and
it may often be advisable to work with a researcher
to get results analyzed. Remember that statistical analysis cannot improve on the research; no amount of
analysis will rescue a trial where the research was
done sloppily or with an improper design. Many
projects have been made useless by poor designs which
do not allow proper analysis - and thus do not allow
conclusions supported by solid research.
Above all. keep an open mind: Research designed
"to prove what we already know" is not research. but
a rather sterile exercise. At the same time. applied
research almost always represents "work in progress:'
Researchers and farmers can benefit a great deal from the confidence such research in progress prOvides
when deciding to adopt new production practices or
to continue more traditional production practices. The
increase in knowledge that can be obtained from
careful observation of a growing crop and its responses
to evolving management practices is a benefit to farming in general and" to society at large.
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Abstract. Poor requirements can lead to cost and
schedule overruns and are therefore a source of low
quality products and stressful work environments.
This paper introduces a "responsive constructivist"
paradigm for use by systems engineers to address
these concerns. The paradigm is "responsive" to
stakeholder statements in a nonlinear but
metbodological manner. 'Constructivist" refers to the
abstract construction of problem space based on a
linguistic understanding of the various stakebolder's
worldview of the problem, not necessarily upon the
'preordinate positivist" beliefs of science. This
paradigm asserts the necessity of approaching
requirements such that the buman component is more
form ally embraced. This challenges requirements
engineers to evaluate their own stance of curiosity and
neutrality.
Additionally, questioning types and
patterns aid to gather different views of the problem.
This responsive constructivist systems engineering
paradigm can improve the quality of interpersonal
communications, thereby resulting in higher quality
requirements and alternate problem abstractions.
INTRODUCTION

Gathering, documenting and managing
requirements are fundamental systems engmeenng
activities that enable quality in system designs and
deliverables.
Studies bave sbown that errors
discovered during system construction can be traced
. to improper or missing requirements and that up to
200:1 cost ratio eXists between detecting errors in the
maintenance versus the requirements pbase (SEI,
1993).
Therefore, the extreme importance of
"complete, concise and unambiguous' (Wymore, 1993)

All program. and servles. of the

requirements is generally recognized among systems
engineers.
Although common knowledge for systems engineers,
the criticarimportance of requirements is difficult for
nonsystemic domain experts to understand and accept.
This lack of understanding often complicates tbe
efforts of systems engineering leading to deleterious,
expensive, or even paralyzing implications for the
project. Systems engineers can readily recall many
incidents of managers, scientists and even users
growing impatient with 'just' studying the problem.
From this, there emerges a realization that systems
engineers bave a different understanding ahout
requirements which derives from a fundamental
difference in thinking about bow to solve problems.
To assist systems engineers in gathering requirements
while simultaneously dealing with impatient
coUeagues, we would like to introduce an alternate
paradigm that clarifies and explains many of the
inescapable buman issues. This paradigm begins by
modifying our thinking about science and people in
relation to requirements engineering and problem
solving. We will brieny review the theoretical basis
for this approach then move quickly to pragmatic
topics.
The traditional mode of scientific thinking bas been
termed "positive" by nineteenth century French
philosopber, Auguste Comte. Positivism attempts to
merely attain th~ facts, and only the facts. This
positivist paradigm embodies our deep-seated way of
thinking (Leahy, 1987). It is so deeply entrencbed in
our Western idioms and culture that it is irresistible
for us to embrace, while criticism of it poses a threat
to many.
Though entrencbed, Guba and Lincoln
(1989) argue that the positivistic paradigm fails to
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THE REQUIREMENTS PHASE
include the "myriad human, political, social, cultural,
and contextual elements" that are always present when
people coDaborate, especiaUy in large-scale
The requirements phase can be divided into
multidisciplinary problem solving. These elements are
elicitation, specification, analysis and validation (SEI,
often difficult to define or fuUy understand, yet must
1993). Elicitation approaches include the many group
be involved to attain the complete and necessary
Cacilitated discussion techniques, Joint Application
requirements for product development that meet the
Design (JAD), prototyping, "soft" systems and other
needs of the end user. Woods (1993) recognizes this
approaches. AdditionaUy, approaches are available Cor
stabilizing, managing, specifying, analyzing and
problem when he states that "the natural
connectedness of things are largely uncodified_.For aU
verifying the massive number oC requirements that are
typieaUy generated.
the work that has been done to date on general
systems theory, Western culture has done just fine
Among the requirements issues is the central task
of quickly and accurately gathering information in
without it - or has it? Technology has been borne
areas that may be unfamiliar to the requirements
along by the laws of nature at blinding speed. But
with how much breakage in social systems,
engineer. A central activity then becomes that of
government, the environment, and economics? And
information gathering through thc use oC questions.
in how many other dependent 'systems?' Wbat has
The constructivist paradigm encourages a "responsive"
question-asking strategy where nonlinear interpersonal
been the price of technological accomplishments that
dialogue becomes the fundamental generator oC high
ignored compatibility with the greater 'system.M
Woods further states that technological inadequacies
quality requirements. New questions are Cormulated
in response to statements made by stakeholders.
have been the major contributor to that hreakage.
AdditionaUy, an abstract "construction" of the problem
An alternate approach to the positivist paradigmwhich may hold answers to many of Woods' questionsspace, "grounded" (e.g., justified) in stakeholder's
has heen termed "responsive constructivist' The
statements, emerges and is linguistieaUy traceable to
primary interest is to understand humans' use of
perceived realities of the stakeholders. Fundamental
symbols and language and thereby gain insight into
to applying this approach is an understanding that the
internal stance of the interviewer is far more
their world view. For systems engineering, when
individuals seek to coDaborate with peoplc of other
important than the questions themselves.
wtirld views, there is a need to gain an understanding
Other disciplines (e.g.; Education, Library Science,
not only of their position regarding thc particular
Law Enforcement, Family Therapy) also use the
responsive constructivist approach. For example,
question of discussion, but also of their ideological
and professional viewpoints.
Thc responsive
library scientists need to quickly and accurately
constructivist approach results in a
linguistic
ascertain their patrons' need Cor information. Rather
understanding that assists in maximizing the
than accepting requests for information at face value
they use probing questions to discover the underlying
cooperative effort to its fullest potential.
A qualitative methodology for attaining this
need. The fundamental change is their view about
linguistic understanding has been developed by
users' statements, and therefore a change of stance
occurs
toward how to approach satisfying users' needs.
cultural anthropology. Wc resist presenting this tool
Questioning
techniques arc also used that include
as a method or recipe since it more importantly
closed,
open
and
neutral questions; direct and indirect
suggests to the systems engineer a different paradigm
oC inquiry; an epistemology; a way of thinking; also
questions; refraining from preconceived notions,
self-disclosure, active listening and human awareness
referred to as "a c:ybcrnetics of cybernetics" (Becvar
(Long, 1989). The approaeh has proven to illuminate
and Becvar, 1988).
users' needs more quickly and efficiently.
The objective of this paper is to present a
Questionnaires and interviews are widely accepted
"responsive constructivist" approach Cor gaining insight
and used in the requirements phase. Unfortunately,
into problematic situations. Derived from cultural
these approaehes, when administered from a
anthropology and adapted by Camily therapy (Bateson,
positivistic framework, will require some predefinition
"1m), the deeply interpersonal and systemic nature of
this approach will be useful Cor requirements
oC major ordinal values of interest. For example,
engineering in the gathering and abstraction of thc " managers and project proposals from their
"preordinatc" thinking often predefine solutions,
problem of interest
thereby effectively short-circuiting the systems
engineering methodology.
In this mode, the
"preordinate positivist" manager or engineer assumes
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some information at the outset to enact their methods
of inquiry (e.g., a questionnaire). However, the
frequently overlooked question is whether the
engineer knows if his methods contain the pertinent
questions relevant to the inquiry. Herein lies the
usefulness of the responsive constructivist approach.
RESPONSIVE CONSTRUCI'MST
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

viewpoints. Science, in fact, can be considered part of
a constructed reality that is also incorporated into the
constructivist paradigm. Summarily, the responsive
constructivist systems engineer needs to maintain a
different paradigm to requirements than that of the
positivist. This different paradigm includes the
imperative ingredients of curiosity and neutrality.
THE NECESSITY OF
CURIOSITY AND NEUTRALITY

This approach has origins in a branch of cultural
anthropology eaIled ethnograpby. "Ethnograpby is the
work of describing a culture. The essential core of
this activity aims to understand another way of life
from the native point.of·view" (Spradley, 1979). This
focus is similar to systems engineering's commitment
to involving end-users, customers, clients, and -anyone

wbo bas the right or responsibility to specify
requirements" (Wymore, 1993) in requirements
elicitation. In this way, systems engineering bas
already embraced ethnographic fundamentals.
Tberefore, if the client's world is likened to a culture,
then studying the sbared values, habits, folklore,
symbols, and rituals of that culture will aid the
systems engineer in understanding the problem.
Ethnograpby has already proven useful in many
domains wbere people bave deemed it necessary to
gain a greater understanding of a group of people
other than themselves.
Recently, ethnographic
research bas been applied to various "systems" of
people in our corporate industrialized world
(Goodsell, 1981; Deal and Kennedy, 1982;
Maynard·Moodyet aI., 1986).
It is upon this backdrop that we propose the term,
"responsive constructivist systems engineering" in the
stead of ethnograpby and to distinguisb this form of
systems engineering from the "preordinate positivistic"
form. To summarize the meanings of these terms, the
systems engineering inquiry, in order to clarify the
essential requirements, must first be "responsive" to
the concerns and issues of stakebolders. Furthermore,
the "constructivist" systems engineer seeks to acquire

Ihe abstract "constructed reality" of those involved in
the requirements pbase of systems development. This
paradigm shift is crucial because demands, objects
(buman and non.human), technology, and the ongoing
interactions between stakebolders experience continual
cbange. Hence, new demands, objects, technology,
and interactions subsequently emerge. Under this
paradigm, the notion of 'reality' is considered a buman
construct that needs to be accommodated for
continually. This deviates from the positivist notion
that an objective reality exists and can be fully
understood through science, independent of buman
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Fundamental to the responsive constructivist
approacb is a deliberate internal stance of curiosity on
the part of the systems engineer. This stance of
curiosity leads to patterns of question asking and the
enfranchisement of clients. A stance of curiosity,
when maintained by the systems engineer, is exhibited
as a shift from the stance of "expert" wbo is gathering
requirements, to that of a "student" who is learning
about real need from people.
Curiosity is necessary since people of varying
disciplines speak different languages containing jargon
unique to themselves. A word or phrase may mean
one thing to one person, be meaningless to another,
or explode into a completely different cognitive
scbematic for the person of another professional
persuasion. These semantic differences confound true
communication which may lead to low quality
requirements. Hence, there is need for a stanCe of
curiosity and an ability of question asking if the
systems engineer and client are desirous of
understanding each other, and ultimately, to
inclusively delineate problems and solutions.
That which assists the professionals in maintaining
their curiosity is neutrality. As Cecchin (1987) cites,
"Curiosity leads to exploration and invention of
alternative views and moves (i.e., cbanges in the
pattern of the dialogue), and different moves and
views breed curiosity. In this recursive fashion,
neutrality and curiosity contextualize one another in a
commitment to evolving differences, with a
concomitant nonattachment to any particular." Here,
curiosity, while exposing differences, works alongside
of neutrality, or "nonallachment to any particular,"
that allows differences to be identified and assimilated
into the problem space. Tbese differences, exposed by
curiosity and neutrality, add new dimensions (Bateson,
1972) to the problem and therefore allow problems to
be more completely understood and described. rIgUTe
[1) depicts this recursive relation between curiosity
and neutrality and the resultant emergence of clearer
understanding of the problem space. The systems
engineer must learn to embrace new viewpoints wben
they appear since it is a fundamental systems principle

Engineer's Internal Stance

~Urloslty

NeutraJi~

~
Exposed and Documented
Viewpoints and Requirements
Figure 1. The Interview process vlewed as a
recursive relationship between curiosity and
neutrality.

of a systems engineering group. To assist individuals
and managers in identifying these critieal skills, Table
(1) offers a checklist that can be used to discriminate
between a stance of certainty and a stance of curiosity.
QUESTIONING TECHNIQUE

Once the concepts of curiosity and neutrality are
understood and embraced, questioning techniques can
additionally aid the systems engineer in requirements
elicitation and abstraction. Spradley (1979) presents
an ethnographic inquiry eaIIed "The Developmental
Research Sequence."
Althougb a thorough
explanation of this work goes beyond the scope of this
paper, we wish to introduce systems engineering to
this bigbly developed technique of interpersonal
questioning.
Spradley (1979) discusses three main types of
questions: Descriptive, Structural and Contrast.
Descriptive questions simply elicit information from
stakeholders, thus allowing the systems engineer to
systematieally gather descriptive information about the

that different views of the same thing create new
views and dimensions (Bateson, 1m).
Curiosity will also assist the systems engineer to
avoid being satisfied with cause and effect linear
explanations. Although linearity can be quite useful,
Internal Stance.
it can also have the effect of terminating dialogue and
conversations (Bateson, 1972). Systems professionals
Questioning Pattern
who seek Cor causal explanations will tend to assume
and Human ArtIfacts
the explanation is accurate and desist in exploring
-.,..001...
other explanations. Here, the systems engineer is
PonIdIgra:
ConoIrudIvIoI
operating as expert and has taken a stance of certainty
Coo1oHy,
Q.dooIIy,
(Amundson et al~ 1993). As Amundson et al. (1993)
NouIroIIIy
state, "When we do not account Cor the position of the
NouInoI,_
CIoMd,IlIrod.
011l1li .",
client, we Call prey to the temptation of certainty.
ElcpoII'e~
AppoodI:
~
When we attempt to impose corrections from such
Wh)'''-''
certainty, we Call victim to the temptation of power.
HumIn
EnJc .......
PuoMIy,
Colonization (i.e~ expert agreement, group think, etc.)
MII_
occurs when our commitment to "expert knowledge"
Figure 2.
Paradigm Influences on engineer's
blinds us to the experience in the room." Figure (2)
stance, questioning approach and human artifacts.
depicts how embracing different paradigms can affect
the internal stance of the systems engineer. Internal
problem. Structural questions are used "to test
stance then motivates patterns of questioning that
hypothesized categories (domains) and discover
subsequently generate human artifacts within
additional included terms." Contrast questions are
stakebolders. Power and certainty tend to cause
used to delineate interfaces and relationships.
passivity and subordination within clients whereas,
Spradley also discusses principles Cor the
curiosity and neutrality cause clients to be empowered
and find ownership in the problem solving effort
administration of these questions. Principles such as
asking different types concurrently, explaining or
Under either paradigm, the artifacts become
announcing the beginning of a question, repeating of
embedded in the interview process and influence the
human relationships that develop and the quality of . the same question in different ways, and others.
These principles, together with knowledge of question
requirements gathered.
types and supported by a stance of curiosity an!!
We suggest that the ability to maintain a stance of
neutrality, form the basis for gathering complete,
curiosity and neutrality is a candidate critical skill for
unambiguous requirements and culturally grounded
anyone gathering requirements and core competency
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questions. The enactment is taken from an actual
meeting between two software engineers (Stu and
Ted) and a user (Usr.). Prior to the time of the
meeting, an early software prototype was being tested
in context for the purpose of gaining a greater
understanding of the user's real need. The prototype
was a record keeping system that bad both paper and
software components (Alessi et aI., 1993). One of the
engineers, Stu, is quite adept at ethnographic
questioning wbile maintaining a stance of curiosity and
neutrality. Ted, the other engineer, is a novice to this
approach.

abstractions of the systems problem.
EXAMPLE

The foUowing dialogue offers an awkwardly brief
snapsbot of bow responsive constructivist requirements
engineering might look in practice. During the
interview, the most important elements of this
approach are a) frequent restatement of the purpose
of the interview, b) offering explanations of the
engineer's need, thus recruiting the user as a teacber
and c) asking descriptive, structural and contrast
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The first example narrative appears in Table (2).
Stu and Ted do not gain any new information Crom
the user. They do, however, renew their relationship
(i.e., "join") with the user on a human relational level,
in addition to restating the purpose of their meeting
and "recruiting' the user's expertise. Stu also had to
deal with the present human system, replete with
qnestions by Ted that could restrict the Cree flow of
information from the user.
Stu's complication
exemplifies potential situations Crom associates,
management and bureaucrats that complicate the
engineer's task.
Table [3) continues the narrative with the user
pointing out one problematic area in response to Stu's
and Ted's questions oC description and restatement of
the user's response. The user, rather than stating the
problem directly, has transCormed the need into a new
solution oC which he is eager to presenL Ted takes a
stance oC certainty from which Stu must again redirect
the dialogue back to a responsive constructivist
framework.
Table [4) picks np the dialogue after Stu had a
chance to explore the user's design with circular
questions. Stu was attentive to the user's response to
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questions and subsequently co-constructed six domains
oC importance to the user. The narrative in Table (4)
introduces further circular questioning to delineate
one oC the six domains. We end this example with Stu
Corming a question about the booklet reorganization
but placing the question in the context of record
Jceeping. This approach gives the user a choice of
going in a number of directions but 'contextuaJizes"
the response to the domain of record keeping. Stu
will be attentive Cor words and phrases that alert him
to new structures.
Contrast questions did not appear in the example
since they generally come after the basic construction
of the problem space has been identified. An example
contrast question might be, "Could you compare (i.e.,
contrast) the booklets and the computer as parts of a
record Jceeping systeml' Here, information about the
relationship between the booklets and the computer
would aid in the design of interfaces.
SUMMARY

The responsive constructivist systems engineering
paradigm presents differences in thinking and

methodology over the
·preordinate positivist·
approach to systems engineering. For problems where
major requirements involve human interaction among
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people of significantly different views, the responsive
constructivist approach has distinct advantages.
Formulated around obtaining an abstract

Leahy, M. 1987. Introduction. In Cohn-Sherbok, D.,
Irwin, M. (ed.) Erploring reality Allen and
Unwin., London.
Long, Linda J. 1989. Question negotiation in the
archival setting up: The use of interpersonal
communication techniques in the reference
interview. American An:hivist. 52(1):40-SO.
Maynard-Moody, S., Stull, D. D. and Mitchell, 1. 1986.
Reorganization as status drama:
Building,
maintaining, and displacing dominant subcultures.

·construction· of the problem space, generated by
·respoosive· question-askiog, the perceived realities of
stakeholders arc more easily and accurately seen.
The recursive relationship between curiosity and
neutrality is a necessary principle of the responsive
constructivist paradigm. Curiosity drives probing
questions while neutrality allows new insight to be
seen and become integrated into the newly
constructed problem space. Alongside curiosity and
neutrality, a host of questioning techniques are
available to aid the systems engineer.
ReSponsive constructivist thinkiog is, in many ways,
already part of the systems engineering approach.
This new terminology helps identify differences from
other systems approaches and therefore aids the
formation of an underlying systems engineering
theory. Additionally, pragmatic tools such as the
stance checldist (Table 1) and questioning methods
(Spradley, 1979) are of immediate practical use to
anyone who engages in the activity of gathering
requirements from stakeholders.

Public AdministTtllion Review. 46:301-310.
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ON-FARM RESEARCH IN KANSAS, 1993:
SUMMARIZED RESULTS OF A FARMER OPINION SURVEY

BACKGROUND
You are one of the farmers who, in 1993,
kindly agreed to complete a survey sent from
Kansas State University (KSU) asking your
opinions about on-farm research (OFR). We
also asked if you would be interested in a
summary of the results of the survey when they
became available. Here is the summary! We
hope you will be interested in the results. We
are also making the summary available to the
county agricUltural extension agents and to the
Kansas Farm Management Association (KFMA)
field staff.

•

A list of farmers who are members of the
Kansas Farm Management Association
(KFMA).

•

The mailing list of the Kansas Rural Center
(KRC).

A total of 2,600 surveys were mailed: 1,100 to
KAS farmers, 900 to KFMA farmers and 600 to
KRC farmers. The number of responses that
were complete enough to use, are shown in
Table 1.

More detailed results are available in a recently
completed MS thesis.' A Report Of Progress is
being prepared which will be published by the
KSU Agricultural Experiment Station. It also
will contain more details than is possible to
include in this short summary. If you wish to
receive a copy of the Report of Progress when
it is published and/or wish to work with us as
we try to learn more about OFR, please
complete the form at the back of this summary
and mail it back to us. Thank you in advance!

You will notice in Table 1 that KRC farmers
were not well represented in the western part of
the state. Therefore, it is not val id to compare
the three samples for the state as a whole.
Because of this we have only compared the
aggregate results for the KAS and KFMA
samples. However, as you will also see in
Table 1, there are five Crop Reporting Districts
(Le., the three eastern ones, central and southcentral) where there are an adequate number of
farmers in all three samples, and so we did
another comparative analysis for the aggregate
of these districts only.

INTRODUCTION

We wanted to compare the three samples,
because we:

Three groups of Kansas farmers were surveyed.
Samples were drawn from:

•

Assumed that the KAS sample was
representative of all the farmers in the state.

•

•

Were not sure how representative the
KFMA farmers would be of all the farmers
in the state.

•

Believed that the KRC farmers were likely
to be more actively interested in alternative
or "sustainable" agriculture.

A complete list of Kansas farmers kept by
Kansas Agricultural Statistics (KAS).

Stan Freyenberger, September 1994,
"On-Farm Research in Kansas: Farmer Practices
and Perspectives." Manhattan: Department of
Agricultural Economics, Kansas State University,
125 pages.
1

Before we present a summary of the results we
Date: November 8, 1994
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would like to clarify two points:
•

•

Points to note in Table 2, are that the KFMA
and KRC farmers were on average younger
while the KRC farmers had a higher level of
formal education. On the other hand, partly
perhaps as a result, they had fewer years of
experience in farm management.

The term "research" in OFR is used
somewhat more loosel y than would be
acceptable to most research scientists.
Since the objective of the survey was to
seek farmers' opinions, the term reflects
what they perceived as research. It was
apparent from the survey results that
"research" in OFR as viewed by farmers
could be anything that was designed to
evaluate alternatives, including formal
trials, demonstrations and farmers' own
experimentation.

The KRC farmers managed significantly smaller
farms and therefore not surprisingly had a
greater number of dependents working, part or
full time, off the farm.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

When farmers consider adopting new
technologies it is reasonable to assume they will
use different sources of information for different
technologies. Table 3 indicates that this, in fact,
is the case. In the interest of brevity we have
only presented the three most important sources
of information for each technology. More
detailed analysis indicated that KAS and KFMA
farmers, in particular, tended to rely heavily on
agribusiness for information relating to soil
fertility (e.g., fertilizer), seed treatment, weed
control (e.g., herbicides and tillage equipment),
insect and disease control (e.g., insecticides and
fungicides), and crop varieties. Adoption of
these technologies involves purchasing in the
market place.
Other sources of information
were considered very important for the
remaining technologies, which often do not
require major reliance on purchased inputs but
rather require managerial or farming system
adjustments. In this regard own experience
(OE) and KSU research and extension (KS) staff
were important sources of information.

In the following summary, there might be
the perception that only the KRC farmers
are interested in "sustainable" agricultural
practices. Obviously this is not the case.
"Conventional" farmers are also interested
in, and do try to adopt, sustainable
agricultural practices that are compatible
with their goals. All we are suggesting is
that the farmers associated with Kansas
Rural Center may have goals that give
greater priority to sustainable agricultural
practices than other goals, such as
maximizing income. Therefore the term
sustainable should simply be interpreted in
terms of relative commitment. To avoid
possible misinterpretration, we will
therefore, whenever possible, use the term
alternative rather than sustainable
agriculture.

CHARACTERISfICS OF FARMERS

In general, the survey results indicated little
difference between the KAS and KFMA farmers
(which we viewed as mainly conventional
farmers) but there were major differences
between the KASIKFMA samples and the KRC
sample (which we have just indicated are likely
to be more interested in alternative agriculture).
In presenting the results, reference to major
differences will be guided by tests of statistical
significance.

After analyzing the preferred informational
sources about individual technologies, we then
analyzed responses to four other questions. In
this summary, we have not presented the results
in table form, but the general conclusions were
as follows:
•

Overall sources of information considered
most reliable were county agricultural
Date: November 8, 1994
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extension agents for the KAS farmers, KSU
extension staff for the KFMA farmers, and
own experience for the KRC farmers. If
the KSU research and extension staff
figures are aggregated, then these were the
most reliable sources of information for all
three samples of farmers. Because of the
close association of the county agricultural
extension agents with KSU, it could be
argued that they should also be included. If
they are, then the dominance of KS U
related staff would be even greater.
•

fourth place. For all farmers, the county
agricultural extension agent was the second or
third most frequent cooperator.
KFMA and KRC farmers collaborated in nearly
twice as many OFR trials per farmer as KAS
farmers (i.e., 0.85 and 0.83 respectively
compared with 0.43 trials per farmer). For all
three groups, most reported trials were
replicated on their farms rather than on other
farms in the area.
In collaborative OFR work, crops and soils were
by far the most dominant issues examined by all
three groups of farmers.

Overall sources of information considered
least reliable sources were media (i.e.,
radio and TV) for KAS and KFMA
farmers, and commercial firms for KRC
farmers.

•

Media sources judged most useful in
making decisions regarding whether or not
to adopt new technologies were KSU
bulletins for KAS and KFMA farmers, and
alternative agriculture publications for KRC
farmers.

•

According to the farmers, organizations
whose research information best met their
needs were county agricultural extension
agents for the KAS group, KSU extension
staff for the KFMA group and, alternative
agriculture organizations for the KRC
group.

The roles of researchers and farmers in
conducting OFR differed according to the three
groups of farmers.
With KAS farmers,
researchers or technicians tended to both manage
(i. e., make decisions as to when operations
should be done) and implement the trial, while
in the case of KFMA farmers, the outside
cooperator tended to manage the trials but it was
left to farmers to implement them. However, a
participatory approach was more evident with
the KRC group where farmers tended to
implement the trials and manage them as well.
KAS and KFMA farmers preferred to do trials
with county agricultural extension agents and
KSU research staff, while KRC farmers
preferred to cooperate with the Kansas Rural
Center and, to almost the same extent, with
county agricultural extension agents.

COLLABORATIVE OFR EFFORTS

Ninety five percent of the responding farmers
expressed a willingness to travel more than 10
miles to see OFR. One-third of the farmers
were willing to travel more than 40 miles for
relevant OFR field-days.

Farmers from all three groups know of more
collaborative on-farm research (OFR) activities
on other farms than was taking place on their
own farms. For the KAS and KFMA farmers,
commercial firms and KSU or county
agricultural extension agents were the most
frequent collaborators in OFR.
The most
frequent collaborators of the KRC farmers were
the Kansas Rural Center, followed by
commercial firms.
For the KRC farmers
frequency of cooperation with KSU dropped to

About two-thirds of the KAS and KFMA (68
and 69 percent respectively) farmers would like
to see more OFR, wheras the percentage was
almost 90 percent for KRC farmers. Most
farmers expressed a willingness to cooperate in
OFR and indicated they would provide land,
Date: November 8, 1994
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interest to KRC farmers tend to relate to
alternative agriculture.

labor and equipment. Compensation was not a
condition for such cooperation, although many
farmers did indicate that they would like to be
covered against loss. This may be influenced by
how much they were consulted in the design of
the trial. Related to this, there was a general
feeling among farmers that they would like to be
involved in determining treatments and plot
layout, although this desire was significantly
stronger in the case of the KRC farmers.

All groups reported that farmers first visited
with other farmers and county agricultural
extension agents prior to testing, although KRC
farmers placed significant! y greater weight on
information from other farmers.
Farmers in their own OFR tended to test on a
small area before full adoption. This is also
done by researchers, as they run preliminary
tests prior to full-scale experimentation.
However, the survey results also showed two
ml\ior points of divergence in OFR between
what the researcher and the farmer would do.
These differences perhaps provide the most
important reasons why the challenge of closer
collaboration between on-station research and
OFR, and between researchers and farmers'
OFR, still remains. The two differences are as
follows:

INDIVIDUAL FARMER OFR

Close to 75 percent of all the farmers said they
did testing on their own volition in the last three
years. The percent of KRC farmers engaged in
their own OFR was similar to the other two
groups (Le., 78 percent compared with 75 and
69 percent for the KFMA and KAS samples).
The average number of trials per farmer over
the three year period, was 0.72 for KAS, 1.22
for KFMA, and 1.68 for KRC farmers. This
indicates substantial differences in the intensity
of OFR. Fifty-four percent of all the farmers
said they implemented two-to-five trials, but 23
percent of the KRC respondents claimed that
during the last three years they had implemented
six or more trials compared to only nine percent
and seven percent of the KAS and KFMA
farmers.
In terms of the technologies tested, the greatest
emphasis in farmers' own testing, as in the case
of collaborative OFR, was on crops and soils.
The lack of OFR work with livestock is perhaps
not altogether surpnslDg given the
methodological problems of doing livestock
trials on-farm. However, farmers doing their
own OFR did tend to do relatively more trials
with livestock than was the case in collaborative
OFR.
Extension bulletins and leaflets were the most
popular media sources for information about
new technologies. However, magazines were
also important, particularly with KRC farmers.
We would speculate that magazines of particul ar

•

To apply their analytical techniques
research scientists tend to rely heavily on
replicating treatments and repeating the
trials in different places and/or different
years. In the survey 44 percent of the
farmers felt that a trial only needed to be
implemented twice in order to validate the
results. Indeed, 34 percent felt that it only
needed to be done once.
This issue
becomes more of a problem given the fact
that 37 percent of the farmers do not
replicate treatments in their own OFR.

•

The use of controls or check plots is also
important to researchers in providing
standards against which experimental
treatments can be compared. Once again it
appeared from the survey results that
farmers tended to be less concerned about
controls, perhaps because of familiarity
with their own farm, and the fact that they
only need to convince themselves of the
value of the results. Only 36 percent of the
farmers implementing their own OFR had
controls likely to be acceptable to
Date: November 8, 1994
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researchers, with KRC farmers being the
least supportive of this strategy (Le., only
28 percent). In fact 25 percent of all the
farmers used only a before- and-after
comparison, and in the case of the KRC
farmers, this percentage was 35 percent.

research process does not finish when it leaves
the experiment station but rather research onstation and on-farm are part of a continuum (see
Statement 4). In connection with this, farmers
did not appear to mind whether field days were
held on-station or on-farm (Statement 9) and
were not opposed to the idea of the small plots
characteristic of on-station research (Statement
2).

The implication of the above findings is that
obviously there will need to be compromises on
both sides if effective collaborative working
relationships are going to develop between
farmers and researchers, particularly in OFR.
The results of the survey suggest that many
farmers believe it is important to move towards
greater collaboration between farmers and
research scientists.
One small but perhaps
significant fact in support of this is an
implication from Table 4, that farmers used
multiple criteria in evaluating trial results.
Research scientists, on the other hand, tend to
use fewer, and possibly different, criteria.
Including the farmer increases the probability
that the different evaluative criteria will be
weighted according to the farmers' preferences.

SUPPORT FOR

om

The following points from analysis of the survey
results support greater attention to OPR in
Kansas:
•

Farmers placed considerable reliance on
their own experience and other farmers'
experiences as information sources in
deciding what to do. Support of this was
also provided in agreement with Statements
4 and 8 (Table 5). Our analysis also
indicates they were very willing to share
their own information with others including
farmers and institutions - therefore
potentially providing useful roles as
unofficial • extension agents .•

•

Issues that were not crop or enterprise
specific, and sometimes were related to
sustainability, were often mentioned when
farmers listed OFR concerns (Table 6).
Many of these issues require a whole farm
or system perspective and may have a
degree of locational specificity in terms of
their resolution.

•

OFR is currently practiced by most farmers
(Le., by both KASIKFMA and KRC
farmers, although to a greater extent by the
latter) - either on their own initiative or in
collaboration with outside groups.
Anything that can improve the usefulness
and impact of the effort and results should
be encouraged.

•

Farmers expressed a desire to cooperate in

FARMERS' VIEWS ON STATION AND OFR

In Table 5 we have recorded the responses to a
number of attitudinal questions regarding OFR.
The results, in general, indicated very little
difference between the attitudes of the KAS and
KFMA farmers, but major differences with the
KRC farmers. In general, the KRC farmers are
more skeptical about the value of university
experiment station-based research (Statements 1
and 3), had stronger convictions than the others
about farmer input into the university-based
research system (Statements 7 and 8), and would
like greater attention being paid to small-scale
farming and to diversified agriculture (Le., two
hallmarks of alternative agriculture) (Statements
10 and 11). The attitudinal results also implied
a desire on the part of all farmers for closer
collaboration with the university-based research
system, and with other farmers (see responses to
the replication issue in Statements 5 and 6).
Finally, there was support for the notion that the
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OFR, through indicating a willingness to
contribute land, labor and equipment in
such collaborative activities - a source
which should be tapped in an era of
increasingly limited research resources.
•

typical remark was:
"I have cooperated with KSU extension on
experiments before and enjoyed working with
them. I felt the information gained was very
worthwhile and so did the local farmers. I
would work with them again, in a flash, on the
right experiment. "

As we indicated earlier, researchers tend to
use fewer criteria in evaluating proposed
technologies whereas farmers use multiple
evaluation criteria in their evaluation.
Therefore farmers' involvement can be
important in improving the potential
relevance of proposed technologies.

Nevertheless, from a few farmers, there was
some frustration with what they perceived as
current priorities of the extension/research
system. Two examples given by farmers, which
may reflect some confusion between research
and extension, were:

In support of our belief that OFR should be

encouraged in Kansas, and to complete this
section, we would like to quote a few comments
made by farmers in completing the survey:
•

"I have been a strong advocate of
more OFR for several years. I would
certainly be willing to cooperate."

•

"OFR could mUltiply the amount
extension could do, and in doing so
would allow them to stay current with
actual farm practices. "

•

"It would be interesting to see a
questionnaire sent out to farmers each
year asking them what tests they have
done that year and their results, and
have them compiled and mailed out. "

•

•

•

area. "
•

getting

the

"Increased yields are not as important as
increased profits." "Bow about more profit
seminars rather than yield seminars?"

Also, more information and quicker
dissemination of information seemed to be an
issue. Typical comments were as follows:

"Thanks for doing this. I feel positive
about this initiative on your part. I
have been an extension agent and I
have farmed. The two often diverge
in the field. "
"Thanks for
involved. "

"Experiment (Le., research) fields try for
maximum yield by planting earlier than
most farmers. We try for a good average.
Experiment fields try for tops. You need to
follow a normal cropping pattern for the

•

"Rapid, accurate dissemination of
knowledge is an enormous and growing
problem. A computer bulletin board or
similar service where research results could
be put for everyone to acceSs would be a
big help."

•

. "How do I get research information from
K-State experiments? Do I have to belong
to a special club?"

•

"I would like to see OFR collected and
published. "

•

"Farmers want more information on how to
escape the chemical go-around."

farmer

OFR AND KSU EXTENSIONJRESEARCB

According to the survey there is support for
KSU extension being involved in OFR. One
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summary and we will send you a copy of an
expanded report (i. e., Report of Progress) when
it is published. Also, if you are interested in
being on the mailing list for future papers on
OFR in Kansas, please indicate this on the
enclosed form. Finally, if an opportunity arises
for collaborative OFR in the future, please
indicate whether or not you are interested.

SO WHAT NOW?

WelI, it appears obvious that further OFR
initiatives should be encouraged in efforts to aid
both conventional and alternative agriculture
oriented farmers. As we have indicated, the
challenges for improving collaboration between
research scientists and farmers are fonnidable,
but with good will on both sides much can be
done. As the survey results indicated, a number
of OFR initiatives are already being
implemented by public and private agencies in
Kansas, and these should continue to be
encouraged. The issues are:
•

How can OFR in Kansas be expanded?

•

How can the payoff from existing and
future efforts in OFR in Kansas be
maximized?

Perhaps one final point is in order. At the end
of the survey, we gave an opportunity for
farmers to write anything they liked. Table 7
attempts to summarize the remarks that, as you
can see, covered a range of topics. Some
comments were survey related, others OFR
related, and others concerned farming related
issues.
Again, those of us involved in the survey want
to thank you for your part in making this study
possible, in spite of the fact that some of you
indicated, quite rightly, that it was too long!
There have been no basel ine studies on OFR in
Kansas, so this information will likely be useful
to a number of different groups.

We appreciate that you may find this summary
of the survey results too brief. If this is the case
then, as we said at the beginning, please
complete and mail the form at the end of this

Stan Freyenberger
Leonard Bloomquist
David Norman
David Regehr
Bryan Schurle
November 1994
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~

1

KRC
23

KAS
19

KFMA
1

KRC
46

KAS

64
99

216

31

4

KRC

84

67

65

KFMA

Total

,

Owned
Rented
Total

978 a
1172
2150

622 ab
1059 a
1681 a

842 a
860 a
1702 a
740 b
1199
1939

383 b
460b
843 b

3.4
1.2 b

18.7 c

3.5 b

49.2 b

KRC

Means across columns followed by different letters are significantly different (p = 0.05). Two sets of
comparisons are made (i.e., between KAS and KFMA state-wide and between KAS, KFMA and KRC for
the five district level). Absence of letters indicates differences were not significant. The same approach is
followed for all tables where analogous statistical tests are used.
Educational level:
1 < High School
4 = BS Level
2 = High SchoolS> BS Level
3 = Technical School

Acres:

26.9 b

35.3 a

4.1
0.65 a

3.4
0.56

Average Number of:
Dependents
Family Members Working Off-Farm

3.1 a

2.9 a

3.3
0.62 a

27.1 b

34.3 a

Years Managed Farm

50.9 b

KFMA

59.6 a

KAS

Five Districts

4.1
0.59

3.0

2.8

51.1b

KFMA

Education Level'

KAS

Statewide

58.5 a

Characteristic

Means of Fanner Swnple Characteristics'

Farmer Age (Years)

Table 2:
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Shaded cells indicate the five districts in which the KAS, KFMA and KRC samples were large enough to permit comparisons of all three samples.

153

24

KFMA

Total

11

KAS

55

2

KRC

Southern

Eastern

22

KFMA

Centra!

52

12

KAS

Northern

Useable Swnple by Crop Reporting District'

Central

West

Region

Table 1:

Table 3 :

Most 1m.portant Sources of Infonnation for Different Types of Teehnology
Percent of Choices' and

Sources'

Type of Technology
!CAS

2

KFMA

KRC

Crop Varieties

22

KS

21

KS

18

OF

Soil Fertility

20

PI

20

GE

18

PI

Seed Treatment

19

PC

17

PI

20

PI

Weed Control

23

PI

20

PC

22

OE

InsectlDisease Control

19

PI

18

GE

17

OE

Tillage Method

30

OE

39

OE

36

OE

Alternative Crops

22

OE

21

KS

28

NA

Sustainability Issues

26

PM

21

PM

34

OF

Crop Rotations

40

OE

39

OE

45

OE

Animal Health

56

PV

52

PV

45

PV

Animal Breeding

36

OE

27

OE

30

OE

Animal Nutrition

21

OE

24

KS

20

OE

FacilitieslEquipment

31

KS

23

KS

27

KS

Erosion Control

40

GS

43

GS

31

GS

The 1st, 2nI( , and 3n1 ChOlces were we] g lle<l 3,2, I respeclIvely. They were then summe<1 up. The top choice
per group over the five districts is listed along with the percent of the weighted response that the choice
received.
KSU:
KS KSU Research and Extension
Profit: PC
Commercial Representatives
Government:
PV
Veterinarian
GE COUDty Agricultoral Ext Agent
PS
Private Consultant
Input Supply Store/Coop
GS SCS/ASCS
PI
Media (Radio, TV, Magazine)
Non-Profit:
PM
NA Alternative Agric. Group
Other: OE
Own Experience
Other Famler
OF

C·
. Fanners use ~or E vaIuatin2 Test Resuts
nteria

T able 4:

Statewide

Criteria'

Five Districts

!CAS

KFMA

!CAS

KFMA

KRC

Increased profit

27

24

28

24

19

Increased yield

22

27

24

26

15

Reduced cost

18

11

20

10

18

Ease of management

10

9

7

9

II

Risk reduction

9

16

6

16

12

Environmental effects

4

4

6

5

16

10

9

8

8

9

Others

Reported as a percent of weighted toto s. ~ee responses were possible. First response was welghted 3,
second was weighted 2, and third was weighted 1. Choices were added together and percent of total choices
were calculated.
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00

-.J

2.14

Before agricultural recommendations are made from university experiment station
trials results should be tested on working farms.

4.

2.69 a

10. I would like research (experiment station and on-farm) to give more attention to
small-scale farming.

Values in colunms reflect the following:

diversified agriCUlture.
I = strongly agree,

2=agree,

II. I would like research (experiment station and on-farm) to give more attention to
2.43

2.39 a

2.97 a

4= disagree,

2.42 a

2.64 a

3.37 b

3.04 a
3.26 b
2.91 b

1.80 a

1.91 a
1.86 a

2.13 a

1.95

2.43 a

2.08

2.03 a

3.53

1.71 a

1.58 b

1.88 b

3.28 ab

1.56 b

1.58 b

2.02

2.11 b

1.93

2.57 b

3.40

2.08 b

KRC

I

,

Date: November 8, 1994

5=sl!mgIy di!agree.

KFMA

1.89

2.00

1.91

2.49 a

2.21

1.96 a

3.43

1.81 a

KAS

Five Districts

Type of Sample

3=no strong feelings,

2.35

3.07 a

I would rather visit research station field-davs than on-farm research field-davs.

9.

1.83

It is important to have farmer input in planning university-based agricultural

8.

2.01

2.00

2.51

2.13

2.07

3.48

1.80

KFMA

Statewide

research on fanner's farms.

It is important to have farmer input in planning university-based agricultural
research on experiment stations.

1.94

Treatments of your own on-farm trials should be replicated on other farmers'
farms rather than replicatinll: on your own farm onlV.

7.

6.

2.48

area farms.

5. On-farm trials set up by outside organizations should be replicated on various

1.95

Current agricultural research on university experiment stations is very relevant to
farmers.

3.

3.38

University experiment station research plots dealing with agricultural are
generally too small to produce useful information to farmers.

2.

1.77

KAS

Recommendations based on university experiment station results are useful to me.

Statement

Fanner Attitudes About On-Fann Research'

1.

Table 5:

Table Ii:

Specific OFR Interests of Fanners
(Pen:ent of Responses)
Statewide

Desired OFR
KAS

KFMA

KRC

Tillage

27

14

7

Crops

24

18

6

SoilslFertiJity

11

27

11

Weeds

9

11

6

Livestock

9

14

7

Rotations

2

3

14

Sustainable Farming

-

-

11

18

13

38

Other'
KAS:
KFMA:
KRC:

Alternate crops, equipment, horticulture.
Management, residue, low-input, irrigation,
rodents, horticulture, drying, alternative crops.
Alternative crops, grazing, biotech, legume,
cover crops, organic gardening, chemical use,
drying, structures, economics, equipment.

Comments after Responding to the
Survey (Percent of Responses)

Table 7:

Statewide
Comments
KAS

KFMA

KRC

Survey too long or difficult

22

23

8

Economics

14

10

8

Positive OFR comments

11

6

24

Positive KSU comments

8

18

14

Information is needed

6

8

14

39

35

32

Others l

KAS:
KFMA:
KRC:

Age, crops, government, extension

Environment, time limits, government
Sustainable agriculture, non-traditional, age, government

Date: November 8, 1994
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PLEASE COMPLETE TIllS FORM IF YOU WISH TO MAINTAIN CONTACT

Your Name:
Your Address:

Occupation if not a farmer:
Do you wish to receive a Report of Progress on the survey when it is available?
Yes:

No:

Would you like copies of any other papers that are free and we produce on OFR?
Yes:

No:

IF YOU ARE A FARMER:
Would you be interested in collaborating on collaborative OFR activities if such an
opportunity arose in the future?
Yes:

No:

Are you currently collaborating with someone on OFR activities?

Yes:

No:

If yes with whom?
Would you consider yourself a conventional or alternative agriculture (sustainable) farmer
- that is in terms of the types of responses reported in the summary?

Please return this fonn to:
S.Freyenberger/D. Nonnan
Department of AgriculturaI Economics
Room 311, Waters Hall
Kamas Slate University
Manhattan, Kansas 66506

Date: November 8, 1994
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Reproduced with permission from:
American Journal of Alternative
Agriculture, Volume 3, Number 4, Pages 168-173.
1988.

On-farm experiment designs' and implications for
locating research sites
Phil E. Rzewnicki. Richard Thompson. Gary W. Lesoing, Roger W. Elmore. Chartes A. Francis.
Anne M. Parkhurst and RusseU S. Moomaw
.
AbItracL Raaudl plDa tJuzt

tile

Itup ."".,. 10 ~ NpiIu form

chiMr7 aTt! thtnIgIrt 10 t:DIUIIiII lOa ..... fWd IIIIIIiadaIJ 10

au- TfIIiabk IlJapi

",..
riM

01 apmml!ntai TflSllIu. 17Ib - - , _ mrrducrrd 10 tiI!tDrniM wIr«Jm> c:puim_tol ,
error _ CDIUrOilttd l1li a ..... WIIieq 01 qricuItIIIa/ fWd I7iaU tIuu ru.l pIDu IlIIpr
than namuzJly ru.l by ,
cIws 1h in- r ""'icon int:huIMll7iaU crmdut:ted l1li IIIJ
aperiml!nt .rtIJIimJ and I7iaU t:DIUbu:utJ on tII:ZIUIl amrmur:ittl fomu. 1h p/IuuIing
and IfUllUlgl!lflmt 01 tM c:pei:.wJa ranrt!d from tIuw t:tJIfII1ktttly mndll&ll!d by 1liiiWlmty mmrdlttn to t"- ~ doM by fomtus.
Thl! Inttl 01 apttrimfttai I!"'" in all the tritzU _ wli within ml! litnia 1IDI'mIIiIy
ru=ptttd by mmn:iIttn in
PIou rrmging in knfrh from J2S to J200 Iftt
and as wiM as DnI! or tIOtJ passG ofSUUIIiIud larm IIfIlt:iJiary "".. c:pm1lll!lUll/ TflSllJu
tMt 111m! mrjrtjcally Jt1IIIId. Staffrrjrrri rrquirmrma for rruuiomimtion and Tf!j1iit:tuion
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Wl!Tt! all ml!t

1h ability to /lSI! Itup ploa and I - r parrit:ipQlitm I!IIhaiu:a the rating 01 nI!W
tdn%gy l1li fomu. 17Ib ktub to ..... opportfDIitiG to tal t:7r1fI prodtu:titm ftu:ton in
a symnu sming ""., IU:tIUll lturn aJIlIiitknu. 1h rrruIrrit:rr' TfIliabIlity 01 the tJII.fdaigru analymJ in rhB study sJunUd
ap IIII\:m CIIIIOiIf ~ - - .
"ltltJl"icl!n. and larmttn in raI!tlIeh actifttia.

int:TfItta,.

Key words: RSeIIICh plot size. experimenlal error. ad11al commen:ial fumS, amdomizatio,," replication. new tccImolollY, swistical reIiahility

Introduction
The use of working COIIUIIerCial farms
as sileS for cond~ agric:ultunl research often not considcr:d wbeD es·
perimeDlS are pWmed. Howewr. on·
farm 'RSeIIICh can provide WIique gpo.

is

pouaailies to IIIII1R!r some qoNlioas
..........ring what caD be done OIl es·
perimeDt swions. Lockcmz (1987)
pmvides the folJowins RUOIII for COIl·
sidcriDg on-Wm research as a compoo
neat of a bel'nced, overall agricnltnra.I
~progrim:

--deIiRd soil types or other physical
""IritiON! are DOC avaiiable on the experimaIl station but are available on
fums;
-IarJer IamI aras are needed than
those available on an esperiment st.tion;
-studies are needed of intenctious
among several enterprises within a farm
system;

: -I'" aints

of a working farm are
to compare the pafuunance of
a system there with ilS espaiment sta·
~

168

tion CClWdLijMlC;
_"""micplel to be eY1IInatcd are panic.
uIarIy IeIIIiIive to JeveIa mm'D'S mIl
such as iDtepatecl pelt 'D"'Ii
'i
-farm sites are awilmle .bae • prodm:tion m«W .... " - in _ for a
Ioag lime and the IonJ-t«m eft'ecIs of
such • merhocl are beiq r=, daed.
Otber specific: _
far :eI " ' a
i I: IcD 'Jocarion oa.fmn inc:IncIe the
nem' to !CIt _ 1fJdnriqu.. under a
nap at" ",djrjtm, or 10 aalyze. pr0blem fOUlld on aD indiYidnal field. Cur·
_r-.·t
reDt
• "I
.uuy
pnbIic
anile Hi e ,.1 quality: IIIIl raw.ed ill.
terest in the
nj f...m.1ityof6rm
prohec'ion
i
"
fer;m'
are
broader r - . Ludy, tbere is an inc:reaiq COiiCCi4 by wliuwit) ~
en and hi . n pea_ _ IIIoat the
nem for a .. , . . . appi..a in devel.
oping new,iufinwatioa &ad 1° h,j'en_
detjON! Aftnal farm sites can ptVYide
some of the . , _ to tat the appIi.
cability of new informaIion fOllild at ex·
perimeDt stations or to itnaIipre new
a1terna1iva.
Much of the Iirerunre in ra:ent years
reprding oa.fmn r II n:h jusrific:atjO'1
and m«hodology ha " - sencrated in
the area of Fuming Systas Raeuch
and Ertcnsim (FSR./E) (Gilbert «aI..
1980). EYaluation of_ tedmology
with respect to •prpfinhility and competibUjty of _
input. combiJwions
with fanner
tile final stqe of
aarooowic testing in farm trials of major
intcmationaI research ccmen (Sanden
and LytWD; 1982). High rues of ad0ption of recommemfc:d pnctices have
been found wbeD research is conducted
on farmers' 6eIds (Maninez and Annz.
1984). On.farm research in the inrernarjmaJ arena ha not only accom·
pIisbed maln'rion and tnnsfer of new
teclmoiogy. but .... also gmetatcd new

.,._is

AaIerica Joamal of AlIa
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•'t. AaricDltzrre

tcdm......, •

r
'
Ieanr ,el tile '
b=eiia of pracIices deoelaped by farmen(Hatraa. 1984). ModeIslilrdelining
the fnnC1ions of r
'n. e« •
wcrten aDd farmasiDOD.fum.
ch
haft beea<lewloped (KhIIby, 19~ lIDddIraDd aDd Poer, 191.5). CriIaia bawe
beea deYiscd IiIr CalqGiiziq ...... extemioa 1
nnmd·tjnns. by typa of

Carmen or re
enctetjm domejns II
a .-It of on-fum ieSIIIzch (Byerlee '"

aL.

1980).

On-farm rPfJSI'Ch In the
U.s.A
In the UDited States ieSIIIzchen c0nduct some on-farm rcscarch. Thaellials
usuJly use .....u pIaIS aad sp .plipd
equipment aDd/or' iwId pllnlinlJ aad
barvesliDlJ. The - . . - pro¥idcs
nearly all the pl'''':';''. Ud smm-,",,"'
of the On-farm experimeiii' using the
same teChniques '.. appli<d in experiDleDt sialion trialL 'However, new reo
-.ch ilemandsfor:'.-. witbin farm
systemS or iuc:OipoialiDr
DImapment reqDire:s' Iarse traCIS of Iaad,

f.....er

iJu:rasod Carmer cootiOZuioD aDd lUI indepth look at the objecdva of lUI expc:rimeat aDd _nn_ Ilumbcn. Also,
farmen more readily believe results
from plots on which full si7rd farm ma,;hiIlery CUI be used. Some farmen are
skqnical about .-Its which come from
small plots in cmm:atioIlal experiment
station field IIiaIs (Fram:is "'aJ.. 1986;
Thompson, 1986),
If OIl-farm racan:h in...ms COIlWIltioIlai i"arm m,c:billecy aad Iarse pioIs,
a .....u nWilber of _
is ra:_Mldrd With farm strip plots, the
opdmum IlWilber of _ t s is 2 to
5 (Hav1iD.aDdElmore, 1984). Replicates
no, ry to pmvide lUI estimate of

are

the experiincm'al error. UsiDr i8rBe pIaIS

~ Ilot reduce the Ilumber of replil:ates

IIfIOICIod

to ,adUCVe research require"""'..: If rej.lli:atiOIl ....- be ocbieved
011 a farm site, it CUI 'be obtaiIlcd if a
IIIIIiIber of farms are usa! With the same
_eats appIi<d to all farms.
The objective of this stIldy wu to
show that cspc:rimeatal error CUI be COIltmIled in apoIlODIic field £XpCIiweIlts
using research plots that are laqer thUI
COIlventional experimMlt swiDll plots.
Vo1ame 3, NWiIber 4

Goad Ie ,. • •1 Iipr em be ad· .ad
for allUiilber oftypel of IIiaIs which use
Iarp pIaa or Icag strip plots.

ftIeaIIrIng expertm8lltal

error
TIle coefficient of vuiasioIl (CV) indiems the dqrce of pr«:isicm with
which tNannents are COUtpiLICd aad is
usal by experimmreJs to evahwe results
&am dif!'treiIt £XpCIimaus iaYoMas the
same cbancrer, pcssibly CXIIldll...... by
diff'ermt pa-. (Steel aad Tonie,'
1980). It expr
the ezperimmtal error as a ~rage of the IIIeID:
SD
CV - -

X

x

100

_5O-_do...........,....

-'-",

X - Jr.IM.-ar

acze.
ADaljsis ofYUiallce lilrsplit-plot expeaiwada will nsal1 ill twa cn=ffiden"
olvvDrinn If two a '
, faI:tma Be
J.beIed A aDd B with A beias the witoJe
plot factor aDd B beias the spiit-plot
factor rndmJlized within wbaIe pIaIS of
A. tbeIl the ana1ysio <Ii ,uiam:e tIIbIe
woaId appear u foIIowI Cor a 1UIdamizal "hii'l+- block espcrimalt usiDg a

-",.....

spIit-piot - - daipI:

_II.

_t

for
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_(B)

(001) (bol)
1(001) (bol)

II.xa

em.

a( VariIIoiIiIJ

--,.,==
..--

CVfIl.) - "r--........
_ _ ...... I ..lIII

xlIII

wilen:: r - aaaabIr at bIac:b.

• ...; .--ol""'fIIA.

b- ....... ",_",B,
....,. (11.) - _ _ pIac ...........
. eaw (B) - sabpIaI mar.

or

ilar _ t s . ~ makcjudlJ_
on the aa:eptabiIity of &II
experimeIlt based 011 CV's ,from other
experimmts in tbe;r subject matter area.
For eumple, research experience with
UUlSpianted rice at the loterllatiOllal
lUce R.csc:ucb lnsIitule indicates that
for rice yield data, the muimlllll acceptable IcYeI of CV is 6% to 8% for
variety trials, 10% to 12%
fe:tiuzer
trials, and 13% to 1S% for illSecticide
aDd berbicide IIiaIs (Gomez and
Gomez, 1984). The CV for yield usually
dift'en from that for other plant response
vuiables. For eumple, ill a field experImcm wbete rice yield CV is aboUl1D%,
that for tiller IlWilber would be about
~,aDd for plant beigbt about 3%.
C'4efIicients of variation for yield in irripted com bybrid IIiaIs ill south C"Ilttal Nebraska Oil staildard experimMlt
itaticm trials are in the range of 8% to
1S% with SO - IS to 23 busbcIs per
acze. For irriplCd soybeUI variety IIiaIs
at the same =pet""""t statiOIl, CV"s are
6 to 12% with SO = 3 to 6 bushels per

_a

..I
(ooIK.. 1)
1>01

'-(11.)

"''''''''

TIle bigbcr the CV valuc, the lower is
the, ability of the £XpCIiwaIt to predict
wUha IJiYai ~ probabi/ity tlW
eft'ects 'are teal aDd Dot due to
choince alone. To know wbetbcr or Ilot
~ panicular CV is nDu'"I"Y laqe- or
.....u tequin:s past experience with sim-

I?opa"'..I

, The CV for factor A is the equiYalmt

.;c iJllOliDg the sp!U-plot' division and

analyzing only wboleplot val.... (Steel
aDd Tonie, 1980). The valu of CV(A)
i""ica".. the dqrce all pRCisioD attaebed to the wbole plot factor A.. The
value of CV(B) iodicat" the dqrce of
precisioa of the split-plot factor B and
its intcraetion with factor A..

Large plots on experiment
stations
&periments using Iarse plats bve
beM! COIIdw:red with rowioas, relay
planting aDd crop piloting dates at the
Ullivenity ~NebtukaAgril:ulturai Reo
-.ch 'and oevekipni"llt Center
(ARne) ill Euterll Nebnska. Cbara<:teristic:s of these experimenIs are SIIIllmarizcd in .TabIes 1 and 2. The IIiaIs
are all desipcd u raadcmrjzcri complete
blocb using' a split-plot' rreaa..Mlt desipL Althougb these trials were COIlducted on' &II £XpCIimeIlt station. the
pIaIS were !up aDd SWIdatd farm machiDay ... used. The ARne trials pr0vide

examplOs for detaIltiIliDg the

1611

Table I. 0 . , - _ _ _ _
do . . . . . . . .' I

s.

a.a (baI-=re)
51
1976

-

YloId..-

iii

CV(A)
CV(B)

15

.-

C

(bot_I
1982
91

16.11
l6.l

CV(A)
CV(B)

29.'

1!113

41

19.7

m'

iii

eveA)
CV(B)

4.1

eveA)
CV(B)

~

17.3

13'

CV(A)
CV(B)

3.3
5.7

1914

61

CV(A)
CV(B)

6.3
7.6

1910'

7.

CV(A)
CV(B)

11.6
123

1915

113

CV(A)
CV(B)

6.2

CV(A)
CV(B)

6.1
1916
101
13.0
, CGIIIPiMe bloc:k 01 3 . . . . pial Ii

eveA)
CV(B)

1.7
5.3

I

11\

taDoa tremnen' combjnrjO!!! From
1978 to 1986 meffici""ll of ¥UiaIiaD. are
wiIlIiD the rmpaltolDlllly esperiow:cd
in apoaomic raeuch acept for 1983
wbich _ a year of wry drr mnttitjm.
IIId law, vuiable yields. MaR yields in
yaa 1971 to 1986 were h
• 'en' with
cam yields in the rqioD.
Four upeiimcDts usiq IWl'OWet aad
IOIIICI' plots are slllllJlWized in Table 2The soybem pJantiDg date uiaI with
. three varieties of soybeoas used plots
that wen more Ibm a bait ..... each
aad 4 to 6 times loqer Ibm those in
the other trials, yet expeaiw&mal mar
is. still witbin acc:eptable IimiIs. CoeIIicieDts of varialiOD in tbese ~
raqed from 4.5 to 15.2 pera:nt, with
yields comparable to c:oIIIIIIeII:ia fields
on the station and nearbyfazms in 1987.
Although it is not the purpose of this
stady to examine treatmem diff'ereaces.
it is noteworthy tbal siprifinm~ difI'er...... among treatmeDt meaDS Wete
found at a 5% level of sisnifican... in
aaalyziDg the vuiaDce ofuearly all tbese
luJC plot trials. Results from tbese expetimcDts at ARne sllgest that large
plots and standard dcsigas can provide
cmlible information on agronomic questioas using full size equipment aad other
commercial practices.

6.3

1971

1911

or lO,beaua) on com yield. Plot size_
4ftlt 123'. The meffici..... of ¥UiaIiaD.
for the lint two ran. 1976-1977, are
hiP (Table I). This io amibuwd to iDitial adjultmrnl of the ploD to the too

M-. N....a.'

.-

C

Y"1dII..-

1m

l I i _ f a r _ _ .. . . _ - a i o I (......

r::Dnl) . . . . . . . . . . . . AllDC.

5.1

Plot size 4fY (16 rows) .. 11$'."!
willa 1 spU&.oplor;
_
4 ",,_ _ 24 pIaCL Whole plot _
.................. . . - (........ or
_oaIy, _
....., _ _ pi _ _ SpJit.plat_ is _ _ oldlo p!ftiaao
~

aop (......dover or .... _ ) OIl . . . . yidd.

,J....,. 1'1.... error (A)12 (100)

..- ......

'CV(A) _

..- .....

,J....,. -

CV(B) _
I

error (8) (100)

1979 dua 011 com yield as aiFecIed by 1p!U-ph3l; flC&Ol' uuniiUJc.

T_l. Soy-. whal _ ..... _ _ _ rim" 1 I i . - iD nIay ......... triaIa (1916)_
ploa.... claro triaIa (1917) ...... laqe pIaa .. ARDC. ~ N_'

__

YloId

-- --

No. 1 I i _
plot_IS

EqIcnmmt tYPO
RollI..........

20' • 200'

--

..-

3~yan.

...........
plaatiD._

No. of split·pIoo
3

0IdIIdmt
ofYUiuiaa:

Clap

(boaI....1

5oybeoIIO

19

CV(A)
CV(B)

4.7
10.0

Wl>oa&

30

5oybeoIIO

2.5

CV(A)
CV(B)
CV(A)
CV(B)

9.4
7.1
7.1
150l

Wl>oa&

n

5oybeoIIO

33

whco&

3__

...--

RollI..........

20'

;:II;

200'

whco&

-

J __

_put.

30' • 800' J piuIIiq cia...

Com piulliq

Ja

...

3pw..... _

-iIriP*

J.

160' 3 piuIIiq_

....

J com varicIies

lJhnd
' c:ompkce b1cx:b widl spIitopiol tn::aIIDalts;
trials: 3 tel r ..... _ 17 plaa .. piuIIiq claro trials.

"

-:p 'j

Cant
;" II

111

aDd 36 ploa in

CV(A)
CV(B)
CV(A)
CV(B)
CV(A)
CV(B)
~,

•.,
'.7

9.0
7.5
11.7
10.1

croppiq

..- .....

'CV(A) _

,J- -

error (A)ll (100)

CV(B) _

,J....,. -

error (8) (100)

puG .....

reliability of such plots for precise expcrimenu1jcm
A four-year rotaIion (oats/ clovercom-soybeaas<Om) had three wbole

plot treatmeots (0rpDic, i.... manure
only, fenilizer only, and fenilizer plus
bertricide). The split-plot factor .... the
effect of the preYious emp (oats I clovet

170

Reid length on-farm plots
An iDoovative farmer group called
The Practical Farmers of Iowa (PFI)
bas orpnjud a pmgram for on-Carm
research with an UDCIcrstaIlding of the
need for sound experimental desilllL
Usual PFI plot size is 8 rows wide by
1200 feet long. The number of treatments is usually lilted at 2 with 6 to 8
replications. The experimental design is
a randomized complete block. The long,
narrow strips are nndomized side by
side witbin a block. Bloc:ks are adjacent
10 each othet in the same field.
Strip plot width, usually eight rows
depending on equipment width, allows
for one round of planting aod harvesting
with 4-row equipment. When the field

AIIIorieaD Joamal of A1te&wti .. Alrio:uitllre
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ricip.ciIl.or p an H" row
PH poap _ border..,..
willa • suip pIac wid&b of.a- - .
Oalythe_eiJht _ _ bum"",_od
is DOt ia. •
syIlaD. the

for_~

The pemwn _ _ of • ridpodD

field ('ritiu.. tat plat layaaL There iI
DO ....- IiIIqe that waaId Iprad pre-

Yioasly applied maraw. from

aae_

meat pIac to - - - . . Eapeaiweaatal
liN' _
factoa em be applied prec:isdy _
the
~_

AD ACU elccuouic paiD maaitot is
used for weisbiq the paiD. .......hjnrcl
!tam ..ch suip plot in -a fieId.' The
Iowa farmas _
m
me4 aboat tile
aa:ancy of the paiD. • "ii1 for,..,;p.
iDg only 30 to 3S basbeIs of IOJbeas
!tam ..ch suip plaL PH cawpueli the
ACU radiDp fOl' 31 pIoII of IOJbeas
willa the radiDp of aD eIa:Iraaic weip
scale. The ACU IIIODitor _ masist.
emIy widaiD I.K of the eIecuoaic
weip scale.
The chancleristics aad coeftjcimrs of
vuiatioa of 23 trWa mndlloed an 9
farms in 1987 are outIiDal in Tillie 3.
'I1Ie expcrimems are c:Uqotiz.ed' by
tJ'eIItmmb. indndinl N Cert:iIi%cr levels
or SOIIIIZI, starter feniJizcr levels or
SOIIIIZI, hcrbicidc lcveb. wricIies, IiIJage
pndia:s, 01' dift'tnat p1muen. W"dIl
com ami soybean yic1ds that are typica1
for central Iowa, the c:oe!firienu of ....•
iation are exceptioDally low. The ieYeI
of experimcalal crmr in thae trials
should be very acccpuble to researchcn
in agnmomy. The desiBll willa nurower
strip pIoII ami more repli,..,.. tIwI used
in the laqe p101S reponed in TIbIes 1
aDd 1 appean to rodw:e ev=1'urtber the
level of raadom variaIiaa.
Blocking in the aaalysis of variaJu:e
(DOl shown) reduced the emir of ncariy
baIf of the PH trials (a1pha - -OS). The
use of randomized complete block desiBIl as opposed to • camp1ete1y rudom
design sbouId be c:oaside:reIi • slaDdard
recommendatiOn to reduce espc:a:imanal
when on.farm raearch trials are
plaaned.
All the PH trials were sensitive
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.-,
~ 01' Iwl enough power to deIoct
siprificmt cIifI'ereIICzs bctweeD !real.
malt meaDS at alpha - .OS. A man
detailed disrn,nicm on power of aperi..

memaI desip will Callow later. Most of
the Iowa apain=ts tested the efFect
of using 10wer fertilizer 01' chemical in· .
pats or no ch"""",h wlwever. In neariy
all thae trials, higher leve1s of inputs
provided no signifieDt difference in
yie1d. The apaiments as conducted
gave the Iowa fannen confiden.. in the
remits ami a wiUinBll'" to apply the
knowledge gained to tbeir future man·
qcmeot.

Replication by farm
The area needed for each experiment
fOl' the type oC on·farm desiI!Il used by
the PFI ranges from 8 8CRS without
border rows to 16 acres with border
raws. If fannen involved willa an·farm
research do DOt want to deetiote that
IDIOIIIlt of buui to aD expetimo:nt or if
more treatments are included, the nec·
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essary replications can be attained by
testing the same treaanenlS an. number
of farms. Using Carms as blocks, exper.
ime:nlal emir is based on the variation
among expetimenlal UBiIS within a block
after adjusancnt for any obscned. over·
all treatment efFect.
Two types of studies conducted by
University of Nebraska faculty in c0operation with farmen utilized replica·
tion by farm.. Both used 1arge plots aDd
offered some control of nndom varia·
tion widaiD ..ch farm..
Four farms in throe manties of North·
east Nebraska were used to test narrow
(IS inch) aDd conventional (38 to 40
inch) row spacinp in soybeam
(Moomaw, 1978). Theaverage length of
the on·farm test plots rIDged !tam 250
to 400 feet. Plot width Cor each row spac·
iDg was one round with the planting
equipment (approx. 25 to 30 feet). Some
contra.l of experimenlal
00 each
fum was amined by conducting at least
two 01' throe repiiClltions perrow spacing
on each Carm. Analyzing the experimen.

=
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Table 4. Com yiddI ad.
vi
vanaUaa. ill. iaar JIlUI 01 ~

pea....

1I'iIUr. ..... ' ,. .
(um. CaJ Couaiy. NebnIkL

least as reliable u the experiment.by

Y>oId
No. 01

.

No. of

y.., variaia

"

191'
1916
1917

13
2D

19
21

repii-.
caJCI,

3

••
3

Codcica: of
(baJ'Mft) variaDoa
pad
__

173.7

'.0

tn.O

3.'
3.7

174.3

3..

177.1

variery trials in the same geographic 10-

catimL Coe:f6cimn of variati.oD of 890
to U% reponed earlier for south _
Nebruka were for experiment . com petfomwu:e trials _
on
120 varieties.

Power of on-farm designs
Agri<ultnral reseorchao are familiar
with cce/licienu of variation IDd exper.

JaI data with the four farms _
as
blocks in a nndomizrd complete block
design. the coefficient of variation was
7.8% with SO = 3.3 bushels. Soybean
yield for the conventional row spacing
was significandy lower (alpha - .0')
than the narrow row spacing (CODventional43.2 bu/acre. n.arrow 47.1).
in south centr21 Nebraska, the Clay
CoWlty Com Growers Associ·tion is c0operating with extension pc:nmm.eI in
testing the performance of com varieties
under irrigation. Table 4 is a summary
of the coefficients of variaIion found by
using three or four farms each year as
the replications. Plots were in the same
size r:ange as used by the Practical Fann·
ers of Iowa. Strip plots 6 or 8 rows wide
(1' to 20 feet) by field length (1200 to
1300 feet) were used. On each farm. the
crop varieties were managed the same
way as the cooperatOr managed the remaining psn of the field. Only oue plot
of each variety is used. aD each farm.
The location of each variety OD each.
farm is r:andomly selected..
A common check variety was used
after every third variery in these Clay
County trials. The average of the cbeck
variety on each farm was calrnJateej and
• weigbted factor based on the cbeck
plots on either side of the test variety
was then used to arrive at the adjusted
yield for each variety on each farm. Us·
ing check varieties removes some of the
yield varisbility due to location within
a field; therefore. some control of experimcnw error is obtained even with
a higb number of treatments. The check
variety should be ODC that has a yield
record similar to the other varieties (El·
more. 1986).
On·farm variery performance trials
with CV's of 3.4 to 4.0 percent were at

imental error. But for most fanaea.
such swisti.cal terminology may be.
meaningless. Prodw:en can appreciaIe
differences in yield. so it is of interest to
discuss the swisti.cal concept called
power. In its simplest form. power is
defined as the probability that an ...
perimeot can detect the true dilI"erences
between two tR:lllmeDt D1CI.DS. For example. if one level of nitrogen fertilizer
··truly" produces 9' buabel corn IDd
another level of that fertiliu:r "truly"
produces 10' bushel corn. power is the
probability that one experiment will detect this "tree" 10 buabel dilI"eren<:e.
The "tree" yields in this case are the
avenge values one would measure if an
infinite number of trials were conducted
under the same conditions.
Table 5 is lID abbreviated look at the
power of using a nndmnized complete
block design for detecting dilI"erences between treatmc:at means at the 5% significance level when the true diffe:rea.cc
between two tn:atmcDts is 5%. 10%.
and 20% of the overall mean. At a fiud
probability level of significance, power
is inc=sed by lID im:r= in sample
size. a reduction in unconuollcd vari·
ance. or an increase in the magaitude of
the treatment effects. Calculations of
power for Table 5 were performed using
Statistical Analysis System (SAS) com.

putcr - . e ( SAS InsIimte iDe.. 1982;
deIailed . infarmat;on on cI......uttiaing
power with SAS is siva in O'Brie:a
(1984).)

Most agnmomy raearchers

attempt

to find an .,;perimemal design that has
• minjrnmn of!O% power. In this stI1dy,
we ...... foaadthat~desips
such u those used by the l'rIctical
Formers of Iowa using loac. narrow
strips and six repli,..tjons bad a 79% to
99'f, probability of c I _ l . cIilF=ce
of 10%; for eaample,
baabcl soybean
versus ~ bushel soybean with a SO of
1.2 to 2.4 bushels or 9' baabcl cent versus l~ bnabel corn with a SO of 2.5 to
5.0 bushels. If coeffic:ients of variation
are u biBb as 10%. the probabilities of
d _ g a difI"erence of
or 10% are
very low IDd it JaIces at least 6 or 7
repiicationa to deuct a dilI"erence of20%
with acceptable power.
The power of an experimental design
C3D. lead to ecancmic evaluation of new
teclmology. Owing the planDing of an
on.farm trial. cooperatOn should ask
wbaI amannt of <me dilI"ermccs between
treaunmt means would influena: them
to adnpt or reject a partic:ular treatme:nt
factor. An experiment may establish a
dilI"erma: of 5 bushels of cent between
two treatment meaDS as sipUficaDt. but
is this dilI"erence important? Oeciding
what. diff'ercuce is important would provide a guideline to the number of repticatiODS needed. based on previous
experience aD other farms with similar
designs. treatments IDd resulting ..per.
imeatal error.

4'

,%

Discussion and conclusions
On·farm rescorch designs using larse
plots that r:ange in length from 1~ to
1200 feet can. provide reiiable agronomic

Table 5. Power (%) of a I'1IIIdomillld CODqJJete block desip. {or '115 IeftI of sipUfic:acc.
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easily and reIi.obIy be UMd. Models for
daiF and aaaIysis could be I n,""
that would allow fumcn to c:aadw:l
such trials ADd evaluae lhe raaIta.
II. prod........... to c:oopenre but
CODIIOt ckdicare ClUJugb acrap for the
repljarine Deeded. thai. rcpIiMrinns of
the ..... treaaD..... caD be performa!
on lb. farms of other c:oopcrarors. An·
other reason for rqI'jcarins by f ...... is
10 verify the .ppJi....tjnn of new teehno1oaY over • raull" of conc!irioDs or •
geosra"hican:a.
Further research is Deeded on lhe c:onIn.urian of soil variability to lhe exper.
imental error of lhe Iarp plou teotrr!.
Our resuIu show that field variation is
wdI conttOlJ<d wi1:h lhe use of nanow
strips approximately 8 ...... wide. As
"lois are-oridened, moreexperimemal er·
ror is enCQUDtend; however. in lhe trials
of tbis study. cv's of lhese wider piau
were still wilhiD acceptable limiu for
agronomic n:san:h. II may be possible
10 determine the degRe to wlUc:h soil
conditions bave to differ to alI"= the
pm:ision of an ."petimeDt. Soil series
and erosion clasta could be _
as
treatment racton in au analysis of variaDce (Olson ADd N"1XC)'imaDa. (988).
The interaeriODl of lhese soil conditions
willi asronomic treatmeDI facton of in·
terest could also be in\'CSrigated.

The staristical reliability of lhe on·
farm desigm aualyzed in this study
sbould entwI<:e lhe de1Idoplll<Dt of
models for inlqrllins research activities
or farmen. errmsion petSOIIIIel and reo
satdlers. Approaches COD be espJored

involving ian:nen.. exteDSion agents and
researchers in a stepwiae research proc·
ess. from idcDtificlTian of problc::ms to
field experin"."gtjon to analysis ami
interprewion of resu1ts. nus would

ma1ra lhe ........ poaibIe _ of idea
fcamlhe emire poap (FIDCis. 1986).
IlLig... tha..UDiwaiI:y of Nebrub
iIIiriaud"twa pmjeeIs that RqtIiEe lhe
• «l cf
rjnn of 1I:DIII.Y fumcn. apical.
IW2i .mnsion ....... aDd ~
I!otIl proj.... will Iaa for tbtee yeas.
Fidei plots bave beeu desjprrl on the
of njnereen QJOJXU4CiS out of a
tarp:trs! taW oftweDty-four to compare
crap rotation systema to lhe famIen'
cum:ot pncrices. F.......... cooperamn
oat of. taqe:ted mtal of thirty are com~
psriDg relay c:coppiDs aDd strip crop systems 10 tbcir currast pncrices. 1bae
prajecD ADd other on-fum n:seudl >c.
Iivities sbouJ.d besiD to provide us with
iDfotmarion for teIiniDa models for
(an:aer--enmsjm ..researcher
coopera-

rums

tioo.
As these models are developo:l for

practical applications in apiculture,
guidelines for each puricipant can be
<fcIin.c. Farmers will be better able to
UDderstaDd the imponaace of reliable
aperimmtal desip aDd to participate
in the aualysis of data. EstensXm worters """ ptOYide _.Ioag observation
and DWI&geIDaIt amSh"CC to assure
,bat esperimcDtai plots are treated alike
except (or the tremDen' facmrs or in..
taat. R..e:searchcn can learn new ways
of incorporarina: problems idenrilied by

farmers ADd exteDSioa apnts into their
research agenda wlUc:h will help them
pin respect and CRdihillty from the u1.
,inwe users of their research efforts. W.
propose an expaDded involvement of reo

..,.....,li...

sestdl ami eueusiou
with
fmnen in a cooperative OD-farm resestdl ven""" to provide ptactical results for tomorrow's agriculture.

•'
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n.

Kodak ImaPa&. Emuw..
~
6aaac:W ..,.,an
farwftidr;
tbe ~
_
_ _ _pnI'l"Ida
_ . . R..
tar.
is
~

darafmm. raan:b"l . ml! witb a.perimaaaI error COIlIZIIIIal for • wide
varioty of ....... bmaI 1icIar&.- II aa1y
two or Wee IoMIo of iapIIIS .... campeed. Ioaa strip p/oII a ...... wide em
be plamal. m";,,tejnrrl aad IwftIIIIi by
farmen with IiaIa or 110
• ".., by
n:sCuchea or local e,' ... peI'IOIIJIeI..
More compfa ca-farm deoips I1ICh u
spIit.pIoIs or faccariaIa WGII/d reqaiR
"""" raan:her iDpaI. at .... in the
desjPI pDa Hawner. £arau:r's
equipmeDt and m,n'F"'ent skiDs can
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Establishing the proper role for on-farm research
William Lockeretz

The current status of onfarm research
Most physical and biological agricultural research is done on experiment stations or other facilities specifically
intendc::d as research sites. Only a small
portion is done on working, commercial
(anns.
There are several obvious reasons for
this. A field dedicated to experimentation can be monitored much mpre carefully and precisely than land that is part
of a commercial ,operation and belongs
to someone else. Experimental t'reatments can be selected in accordance with
the research question, without constraints imposed by the larger farm enterprise. The required equipment.
personnel, and supporting facilities are

already present on the experimental
farm.
Nevertheless, there are powerful reasons for doing some agricultural research on working farms. Experiment
stations and working farms offer inherently different research environments.
Because of the well-known sensitivity of
ngricultural research to external factors,
we have less confidence in results obtained under contrived and artificial
conditions compared to the real-world
fann conditions where the results are
ultimately intended to be applied.
Some on-farm research is going on, to

WilJiUn Lockeretz is Research Auociate Profe.uor,
School of Nutrition. Tuns UniYenity. Medford, MA
0215$.
Thil raper _ Pft'rared .nth lupport from the Center
for Rural Affairs. Walthill. NE.

be sure. but it is not as common as it

should be. It no longer should be reo
garded as applying only to certain kinds
of scientific questions (usually highly applied rather than basic), or particular
production methods (ones that make less
use of purchased inputs or give more
consideration to resource conservation),
or certain kinds of fanners (those who
are less likely to adopt innovations
spread by traditional diffusion mechanisms). Instead of being relegated to a
few otherwise unfilled niches, on-farm
research could occupy a substantial
place in its own right as a full-fledged
component of a balanced, overall agricultural research program.
.

Relation to alternative
agriculture
On-farm research is often assumed to
be related to alternative agriculture be·

cause many a1ternative ideas have been
examined on working farms. and often
have Originated there. However, this
connection has corne about for reasons
that are largely irrelevant here. By def~
inition, "alternative" ideas are outside
the mainstream of current agricultural
thought, and therefore are more likely
to first be of interest to those who are
out of the mainstream of current agricultural research. Such people are less
likely to have access to a conventional
research site to explore these ideas,
which means that initially, the research
is more likely to take place on-fann.
But "alternative" is a time-dependent
concept; yesterday's alternatives may be
today's recommended practices. Many
mainstream research facilities are now
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taking an interest in practices once regarded as alternative. There is no intrinsic
reason
that
"alternative"
agriculture should not be investigated at
an experiment station. Conversely. there
also is no intrinsic reason that questions
reflecting a "conventional" orientation
should not be investigated on-farm. Indeed. this is commonly done for varietal
tests and fertility level experiments. The
choice of a research site should be dictateq only by the logic and the structure
of the research question. and not be cou·
pled 10 whether the system being investigated is or is n~t widely accepted.
However, for the institutional reason
just described there may temporarily be
a correlation between substance and procedure. That is, where the subject matter
falls on the alternative/conventional
spectrum will inHuence whether the
work is done on·fann or at an experiment ·station. But when· the optimal site
is chosen for each study, this connection
should disappear.

Demonstration projects,
adaptive research, and
farmer problem-solving
The diverse;activities that are loosely
under the single. term ."research··
have many different purposes. The less
general or "basic" the research, the more
likely it wi1l be done on a working farm.
Much on-farm research aims at answer·
ing fOT specific circumstances a question
whose answer is known in a general way
(typically from experiment station or
laboratory work). It might not have answering a question as its primary purpla~
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pose at all, but rather is intended either
to convince other people of the answer,
as with demonstration plots, or to train
them to be able to answ~r similar ques.tions themselves.
on-farm activity common
A type
today is designed mainly to inform farmen about a new practice or to persuade
them that it is desirable. There are good
reasons for placing these demonstrations
on working farms. In that way they are
more visible to working farmers and
their results bear a clearer relation to
working farmers' experiences. thereby
enhancing tbeir credibility. Such projects are sometimes referred to loosely as
"research." but should really be called
demonstration or educational projects.
For research in the customary sense.
tbat is. work intended to answer a question. the decision to locate researcb on
a working farm should be based on
whether tbis will better answer the researcb question, not whether the results
will be seen, or believed, by more farmers. Choosing sites for extension-type activities is an entirely different matter, of
course.
Intermediate between demonstration
activities and basic research are on-farm
projects that deal with techniques that
have been developed at an experiment
station and are thought to be suitable
for some area. However, the techniques
have to be tried out under a range of
conditions, and perhaps adapted or finetuned. Cor a farm's particular circumstances. These could be called validation
sites.
Even further from the traditional concept of research is the type intended to
help a farmer solve a particular problem
that he has already identified. Here the
researchers may not be concerned at all
with how many other fanners might do,
the very same thing. This type of onfarm research is primarily an educational and training process intended to
enable farmers to answer their own questions and adjust their production methods to fit their particular circumstances.
On·farm research has achieved its
most thorougb-going formal acceptance
in Farming Systems Research and Ex·
tension (FSRIE). a concept that encompasses all the elements just discussed.
However, the validity of working 00-
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farm extends far beyond this application.
FSR/E has been applied primarily to
less developed countries, and primarily
to development and evaluation of production methods that may soon be recommended for adoption by the local
farmers. It places particular emphasis on
bow these methods perform when practiced by Ilreal" farmers.
I wish to propose a more general role
than this for on-farm research. It can be
suitable for both more and less technologically advanced agricultural systems.
for a broader range of questions then
merely testing or demonstrating the suitability of specific production techniques,
and for questions in which the human
element (fanners~ acceptance, evaluation. and ability to handle a method)
may range from critical to totally irrelevant. On-farm research can have a role
in the full spectrum of agricultural investigatio~ including some concerned
with the basic dynamics of agricultural
processes.

Farmer partiCipation In
research
On-farm research projects have had
differing levels of farmer participation.
Some researchers consider that greater
involvement offanners in research is desirable as an end in itself. This belief has
been the basis of some on-farm projects
in which the entire process. not just the
site. differs from conventional experiment station work. Indeed. in the farmer
problem-solving type of research mentioned above, developing the farmer's
confidence and ability to solve a problem
may be considered more important than
the particular solution. This is much like
a student research project whose point
is the educational process as such, not
the answer the student comes up with,
which usually was already known by the
teacher anyway.
At the other end of the spectrum arc
experiments in which the farmer does
little more than permit the researchers
to usc the land. with the management
of the experimental area left entirely to
the researchers. Here the research process is fully traditional. Intermediate is
the case in which the researchers plan
the work, but the fanner has a large
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responsibility for record keeping and applying the experimental treatments.·
The appropriate role of the farmer in
planning aJld executing research is a separate matter from the question I wish to
concentrate on here: whether a working
farm is tbe best site on which to answer
a given research question, once that
question has been selected.. However,
these two matters sometimes are linked,
especially when the research examines a
system or technique that the fanner was
already using before the researcbers even
knew about it, a circumstance I will consider later. It would hardly make sense
to study such a system without discussing it with the farmer from the very
beginning.

Circumstances under which
on-farm research Is
especially advantageous
Obviously. not all agricultural research is best done 011 working farms.
The following are situations in which a
working'farm is a particularly suitable
site. The list begins with the most cammon rC8S0ns that this choice is already
~ing made; reasons funhcr down are
encountered only occasionally.
1. To obtain partiea1ar soil types or
otber physical conditions that are not
available on the experiraea.t station. This
is already common for some kinds of
highly applied work. such as determining fertilizer yield response. It also is
routine in testing the performance of
new cultivars and hybrids under different weather, disease, and insect pest conditions.
2. To study pbenomena tbat must be
examined on a larger tract than\is avail·
able on an experimental station. A familiar example is the study of harmful
or beneficial insects that move over an
area much larger than typical small
plots. Other examples include runolT.
erosion and nutrient movement on a
whole-field scale, or tillage and cultivation using full-size equipment.
3. To analyze systems that Involve interactions among senrai individual eo ..
terprises or that Intrinsically are of a
wbole-farm nature. A typical example
would be analysis of nutrient cycling and
nutrient self-sufficiency of a farm in
133
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which the feeds are produced on the
farm and consumed by the farm's livestock. with the manure returned to fertilize feed production. Such phenomena
onen are studied by the use of c'omputer
models. However. models are not a substitute for data collected carefully under
realistic conditions, that is. from a working farm. Nutrient cycles will depend
strongly on the details of the crop production system, livestock management,
and manure handling, and hence cannot
be modeled accurately without reliable
calibration using real data.
4. To compare a system's performance
under realistic farm conditions to its
performance under experimental conditions. On an experiment station. conditions regarded as "irrelevant" can be
controlJed precisely, at least in principle.
For example. a fertilizer yield response
Irial might include hand weeding, careful cultivation. or precisely timed herbicide applications so that weeds are not
yield-limiting. On a working farm. a
more relevant question would be "What
is the fertilizer yidd response with weeds
at typical levels?" The answer could be
very different. Similarly. on an experiment station the plots can be planted
and harvested on the optimum dates,
with the optimum plant population and
a uniform stand. with exceJIent control
of insects and other pests, and. if irrigated, with the right amount of water
applied at the right time. Working farmers, who have a fixed amount of labor
and equipment and who have to tend to
many different enterprises, cannot hope
to achieve the same control. On the
other hand, conflicts among different
projects on a research station can also
lead 10 experimental conditions that are
less than ideal, although not in the same
way as on a working fann. But in either
case, researchers onen do not take into
account how the results might be affected by the differing conditions found
on experimental and working fanns.
S. To enluate production techniques
that are particularly sensitiTe to management skill. Researchers and extension workers in developing countries
recognize that a production method will
give very different results depending on
whether it is being used by highly trained
professionals or by typical farmers of the

country. Fanning Systems Research and
Extension explicitly takes account of
farmers' motivations, va1ues and knowl.
edge. This recognition seems less firmly
established in the United States. Perhaps
because experiment station researchers
and extension workers may deal more
with "top management" or "progressive" farmers, they may not take explicit
account of the human element as an important limiting factor in successful
transfer of new techniques to "average"
fanners. This limitation is particularly
relevant to production methods like integrated pest management that substi-'
tute infonnation, judgment, and
monitoring for fixed applications of inputs according to a predetermined
schedule.
6. To study the long-term effects of a
production method that has already been
in use on a farm {or a long time. Some
aspects of agricultural production become manifest over longer periods than
the duration of a typical experiment station project. An example is the longterm depletion or buildup of soil nutrients and organic matter content.
which may take decades to reach equilibrium when the crop production system is changed. Even if a field on the
experiment station can be dedicated to
studying such a phenomenon, at best
there will be a long wait before results
are available. Some research projects
have successful1y used farms where a
particular system was already followed
for many years. Because of obvious
problems in establishing good controls
and documenting previous management,
this retrospective approach has limitations. but it can provide quick. if incomplete. answers that may in tum justify
prospective studies at an experiment sta·
tion.
7. To analyze a production method or
management system that is already pracdeed by some farmers but has not received attention from researchers.
Traditionally, topics for research origi.
nate at the experimental facility. with
the results eventually extended to working farmers. However, farmers sometimes come up with intriguing ideas that
they use on their own fanns. but which
they cannot test in a way that would
satisfy a researcher. On learning of such
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innovations. researchers may wish to
test them on an experimental fann.
However, if the idea is one that the researcher has little previous familiarity
with. it seems prudent first to conduce
at least a preliminary investigation on
the farm on which it is already being
applied. Otherwise. even with a well-intentioned researcher. something may be
OIlost in translation" in moving immediately to an experimental setting. Researchers may not be able to capture the
spirit of an unfamiliar system even while
duplicating its objective features on an
experiment station; techniques that involve a high level of experience-based
judgment may be partiCUlarly suscepti.
ble to this problem.
In some of the preceding examples
(especially I, 2, 3, and 6). the working
farm is chosen simply because it offers
certain physical conditions not available
on an experimental farm (desired soil
type. a large amount of land, or a par·
ticular production history or enterprise
mix). In these cases, that the farm is a
working fann is largely irrelevant; the
same land would have served just as well
if it had been acquired by the research
institution and run as an experimental
fann. But for items 4. S, and 7. it is
essential Ihat the farm be a working
fann. and that it continue as such during
the research. This raises an important
but not easily answered question: At
what point does involvement in research
distort the character of a working farm
so that it no longer offers the realistic
setting that motivated the choice of an
on-farm site in the first place? It is well
known that the process of observation
can alter the phenomenon being observed. The potential for distortion will
be even greater if it is necessary to compensate the fanner substantially for extra work or risk; a true working farm
by definition must support itself by its
production activities. not by providing
services for researchers.

Limitations of on-farm
research
The limitations of doing research on
working farms are obvious and widely
recognized, and need only be summa·
rized here. Inability to control the ex·
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perimental conditions closely may
introduce confounding effects and increase statistical variability (although, as
discussed in Item 4 above, a positive side
of "Iess control"' is "greater realism.")
There aIsO is a greater risk of total loss
of an experiment. This can occur because of pest infestations, drougbt or
other pbysica1lbiological stresses tbat
cannot be countered as effectively as on
aD experiment station. or because a
farmer is unable or unwilling to perform
agreed-upon experimental manipulations.
Monitoring the progress of the experiment is morc difficult if the site is far
from the researchers' home institution.
On the other band, if monitoring and
data collection are mainly the respon~
sibility of tbe farmer, tbere is a risk tbat
records will be incomplete or inaccurate.
If most experimental operations are to
be performed by the farmer, the research
must be restricted to less complex designs. No mstter bow dedicated and
competent. a fanner cannot be expected
to undertake experiments as elaborate as
those dODe by researchers who do not
also bave to look after a working f&no
and who have access to specialized support staff and equipmcnL

Recommendations
Agricultural research is properly conducted in many different settings. from
growth chambers to greenhouses to experimental farms. Working Canns arc
another important and valid research
site. Some agricultural research is already being done on working farms.
However, this choice of site is often
made out of necessity or expediency, not
for more positive reasons. Only some of
tbe advantages of on-farm researcb are
generally recognized by tbe research
community. The logistical problems and
metbodological difficulties of on-farm
research bave relegated it to a subordinute status that does not reflect its many
advantages. Appropriate techniques for
the other kinds of research sites are so
much more familiar and well-developed
tbat researcbers are likely to tum to
them automatically, even for questions
that would better be investigated on
working fanns_

On-farm research should be accepted
as a legitimate component of a balanced
research program, and researcbers
should appreciate more fully its special
contribution. Of course, this contribution will complement, not compete with,
the role of better established sites. I offer
two suggestions on how this may be
achieved
I, Systematic renew of pubUsbed ODfarm research. By now. enough on-farm
research projects bave been done tbat
we can examine their strengths and limitations and begin to develop standard- .
ized protocols. Generally, researcbers
choosing working farms have not concerned themselves with metbodological
issues as such; their interest has been in
answering tbe question. Typically, a
standard anta11-plot design is used as is,
without verifying whether the experiment complies with the underlying assumptions .
regarding
statistical
distributions, homogeneity of variance.
and so fortb_ (This is not to say tbat
experiment station work always attends
to sucb fine points either_)
It is time to move beyond this ad hoc
approach and put on-farm researcb
methods on a more systematic basis by
critically examining the accumulated
body of published on-farm studies. Such
an examination would categorize the
types of questioos asked and the methods used. and would attempt to determine the reliability of the results and
assess the problems that were encountered. It would also analyze the applicability of results from one farm to
anotber. Finally, it would attempt to
evaluate the differences in the effectiveness of tbe actual research and tbat of
a comparable study as it might bave been
done in a more conventional setting. The
goal would be to help researchers decide
whether to locate a contemplated investigation on farms, and if so. to give them
guidance in designing a study that is
statistically valid- Even better, such a
review could lead to modified experimental procedures that are better suited
to on-farm work than current designs
that are merdy taken over uncritically
to the new setting.
2. Working group of on-farm researchers, Some of tbe most valuable
instruction in how to conduct on-farm
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researcb will never be gleaned from pub. 1ished reports. Time-saving sbort cuts,
practical rules-of-thumb, and useful
bints for dealing with the unforeseen little crises tbat inevitably plague on-farm
research usually do not find their way
into publisbed papers. Also, research efforts that basically fail usually are not
reported at all.
Yet there is much to be learned directly from people who actually have
experience in this sort of work, not just
from the condensed and somewhat ster~
ilized accounts that constitute the formal
literature. Therefore I propose periodic
meetings that will offcr researchers an
informal opportunity tn exchange "on
the ground" experience. Participants
will be encouraged to talk a!><?ut things
tbat didn't work, not just those)bat did.
Besides presenting their own:'''experiences. participants will criticize the work
of others (constructively. one would
hope). The idea would be to develop collectively a body of practical expertise
that otherwise could be developed only
at the cost of many false starts and failures. Eventually, researchers could undertake on-farm work backed by the
same kind of cumulativc experience and
. well-devdoped techniques that now support experiment station research.

A concluding comment
In the past, there may bave been a
prejudice in some segments of the research community against research con~
dueted on working farms. On-farm
research never looks quite as uclean'~ as
experiment station plots; by implication.
it is not as scientific". But this prejudice, if it ever existed. seems to pc fading.
Even if a remnant Iingers~ those who are
convinced of the value of on-farm research need not worry themselves too
much about combating iL Rather, they
should go a1tead with tbe things that
should be done anyway, for the much
more constructive reasons outlined here.
06

Fulfilting the potential of on-farm research presents three challenges. First.
we need many more positive examples
-a substantial cumulative body of wellplanned, well-executed on-farm experiments that answer worthwhile questions
more convincingly than would have
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been possible on an experiment station.
Second, we need to face explicitly and
systematically the logistical, technical,
and conceptual problems that now limit
the feasibility and validity of on-farm
research:Finally, we need to validate the
designs appropriate to each type of activity.
If these challenges are met, researchers wiU not feel obliged to apologize for,
defend. or even e:tplain having chosen a
working farm as a research site, just as
no one feels obliged today to apologize
fOf, defend, or even explain having chosen an experiment station.
..

..

To Feed the Earth: Agro-Ecology for
Sustainable Development. 1987. By
Michael J. Dover and Lee M. Talbot. World Resources Institute,
Washington, DC. 88 pp. SIO.
As the Foreword states, the report
"lays out steps - stretching from basic
research to the mechanics of international assistance - that must be taken
if ecologically based agriculture is to
contribute all it can to feeding the
earth." As one might expect ofa report
from a policy research center. it is
strongest in its discussion of policy implications. Like previous World Resources Institute publications. this one
is well-written and easily accessible.
The rationale and justification ofthe
need for an ecological approach to agriculture is argued well in the Introduction.
Industrial
agriculture
obviously has been quite successful in
increasing. global food production.
However, serious concerns and uncertainties exist about whether its high
yields can be maintained in the face of
decreasing f0$511 fuel reserves and increasing environmental deterioration.
Furthermore, even if industrial agriculture can be made more sustainable,
the majority of the Third WorJd's poor
farmers wiJI continue to have difficulty
in affording its inputs and will not be
able to depend on their timely de1ivery.

Letters to the editor Invited
Beginning with the next issue, the American Journal of Alternative Agriculture (AJAA) would like to cafry a "Letters to the Editor" page. Almost
all of our readers are actively involved in alternative agricultural production.
research. education, events, and rural community support organizations. So
a "readers forum" of responses to articles we've printed or comments on
other developments in alternative agriculture should be a good way to circulate
ideas.
We welcome letters. short or long. on topics likely to be of interest to other
AJAA readers. Since our space is limited, we do reserve the right not to
publish all letter.!>, or, at times. to publish only excerpts from them. To take
part in this exchange of ideas, write to: Editor, AJAA. 9200 Edmonston
Road, Suite 117, Greenbelt, MD 20770.

The study notes that "perhaps as much
as 80 percent of agricultural land today
is farmed with little or no use of chemicals. machinery or improved seed."
This unreferenced statistic may be a
little high - even for SubSaharan Africa, the poorest region of the world
(OTA, 1987) - but the message of the
Introduction seems valid. A need exists
..... for a new view of agricultural development that builds upon the riskreducing. resource-conserving aspects
of traditional farming, and draws on
the advances of modem biology and
technology."
Before elaborating on this "new view
of agricultural development", there is
a chapter on "Environmental Constraints and Problems". This section is
useful for showing the inter-relationship between environment and agriculture, and familiarizing the reader
with environmental issues in the tropics. The magnitude of the differences
between tropical and temperate zones
is effectively dramatized by illustrations such as the following: "Cut a temperate-zone forest, and 97 percent of
the nutrients available for new growth
will remain in the soil. Cut a tropical
forest, and almost all of these nutrients
will be hauled away in the timber."
The report does not detail the environmental problems associated with

industrial agriculture, and does not suffer from this omission. It would have
benefitted, however, from more discussion of the manner in which environmental problems in developed and
deve10ping countries are linked. often
being rooted in the failures of conventional agricultural research and practices. I n developed countries, chemical
inputs are sometimes applied incorrectly, and more often than not they
are overused. Misuse of chemical inputs, particularly insecticides. occurs
also in the developing world, but a
more fundamental problem is environmental deterioration, caused by and
contributing to low productivity. Agricultural research can more effectively
address these problems in the Third
World by recognizing the constraints
poor farmers face, and focusing on opportunities to improve existing systems
rather than trying to replace them with
industrial agricultural practices. A recent Worldwatch pUblication. Beyond
the Green Revolution: New Approaches
for Third World Agriculture (Wolf,
t 986), develops this theme and is
highly recommended for its relevance.
The third chapter, "Ecological Paradigms and Principles for Agriculture", is intended to substantiate the
conclusion that .... .if the unexpected is
to be avoided, planning based on ecoAmerican Journal of Alternati,e Agriculture
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ABSTRACT. Corn (ZCII mays), sorghum (Sorghum bie%rl, and
wheal (Triricum vlligarel producers in Nebraska were aClive, parlici·
paling members of Ihe research learn Ihal examined crop yield reo
sponse 10 N ferlilizer in rotalions and conlinuous cereals during 1988
to 1990. Farmers shared ownership of experimenls, from inlerprela.

Alan J. Franzluebbers
Charles A. Francis

in Research and Extension:
N Fertilizer Response
in Crop Rotations

Farmer Participation

RESEARCH, REVIEWS, PRACTICES
AND TECHNOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

lion o( deep profile soillesls 10 choice o( N (enilizer levels (or field
comparisons. A research lechnologisl assisled wilh design o( Irials
and colleclion o( dala during Ihe season and al harvesl. Dala from
over Hn experimenlS were analyzed and resulls senl back 10 each
collaboraling (armer (or Ihem 10 inlerprel and derive Iheir own rec·
ommendalions (rom Iheir Irial. AI a series o( exlension meelings,
Ihe resulls were presenled and farmers were asked to determine their
own N recommendalions from Ihe response dala. They concluded
Ihal conlinuous cereals would probably respond economically 10
madera Ie levels of N ferlilizer (50 10 !l0 kg ha· 1 depending upon
ex peeled yield. available moislure, and level of residual soil nilrale.
lillie or no economic response 10 N ferlilizer was observed when
cereals followed alfalfa (Medicago slIIiva), sweel clover (Melilolur
~pp.) or soyhean (Glycinc m/IX). Tesling approaches for farmer par·
llcipalory Irials is one key pari of our planning for research and
exlension in Ihe [ulure. This paper describes one successful projeci
wilh farmors fully involved in Ihe process.

)(IUHNAI. Of SUSTAINABLE AGRICUI.TURE

Among Ihe challenges faced by research and ex lens ion specialisls
loday arc shrinking budge 15 for adaplive research, limiled Iravel
funds, small numher of universily or company operaled field sla·
lions, and farmer skeplicism aboul Ihe credibilily of resulls from
small plols dislanl from Iheir own farm loealions. The eXlension
communily needs 10 help farmers find solulions 10 Ihese challenges
in order 10 keep up wilh rapidly changing governmenl programs and
markel demands, as well as 10 meellbc goal of an environmenlally
sound agricullure. On·farm research brings Ihe farmer and scienlisl
logelher so Ihal solulions can he explored from a broader range of
knowledge and experience.
On·farm research and eXlension demonstralions have long been a
pari of land-granl universily programs 10 develop and validale crop·
ping practice recommendations for farmers. Mosl universily Irials
located on farmers' fields are pari of Ihe research or eXlension
agenda of Ihe specialist. Hybrid or variely Irials, ferlilizer response
experimenls or soiliesl calibralions, and herbicide comparisons are
frequenlly designed by Ihe researcher. Demonslralions are ollen
planned hy Ihe eXlension specialist. They may be implemenled by
universily people, by the farmer, or by bOlh. Allhough many

Why Conduct On·Farm Research?

10

II

A range of oplions should be considered in deciding whelher a
given experimenl should be localed on slation or on farm. These
include costs, Iypcs of dala needed, range of soils required, degree
of control of trealments and plots, and confidence in the results
(Franzluebbers et aI., 1988).
One frequently stated concern by university scientists aboui research conducted on commercial farms is the lack of replication or
statistical credibilily, and thus the limited potential for publication
of results in refereed journals (I.ockeretz, 1987). A conventional
opinion among scientists is that validation trials on farms do not
represent innovative or technically credible academic work. At
times it is difficult to publish this work. Whether research is innovative or creative, either on station or on farm, depends on whether
research has been done before with the same crops under similar
conditions. This is not generally a function of research site. Francis
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• to obtain particular soil types or other physical conditions that
are nol available on the experimenl sIal ion,
• 10 sludy phenomena Ihal musl be examined on a larger Iract
Ihan is available on an experimenlal slalion,
• 10 analyze syslems Ihal involve inleraclions among several in·
dividual enlerprises or Ihal inlrinsically are of a whole· farm
nalure,
• 10 compare a syslem's performance under realislic farm condi·
lions 10 its performance under experimenlal conditions,
• 10 evaluale produclion techniques thaI are particularly sensilive 10 management skill,
• 10 study the long-term effects of a production method that has
already been in use on a farm for a long time, and
• 10 analyze a production method or management system that is
already practiced by some farmers bul has nol received allention from researchers.

farmers are willing to host such research or demonstration fields,
this approach can scarcely be called participatory in the sense of
shared objectives and priorities.
Lockeretz (1987) explored the potential use of commercial falms
for biological research. lie lists circumstances under which on· farm
research is most advantageous:

Re..arrll. Rrvitws. Prarlicts and Ttr/lnolog),
JOURNAl. OF SUSTAINABLt AGRICULTURE

Research that is focused primarily on farmer concerns is often
found in the programs of non-profit organizations or coalitions of
farmers (e.g., Small Farms Resources Project, 1987; Exner and
Rosmann, 199U). The statistical design and rigor in these activities
are varied, from observational demonstrations to replicated field
trials with randomized plot placement. The observational evidence
from demonstration plots often is reported in narrative fashion without specific results. There is limited acceptance of testimonial information in scientific circles and, therefore, the information often is
not published.
Although producers appreciate the need for tightly controlled research under experiment station conditions for some basic work.
many farmers prefer to observe larger plots that arc closer to home
before adopting a new variety or practice (Rzewnicki, 1990). Some
of the characteristics of demonstrations or large plot trials that appear to be important to farmers include (Francis. 1986):

Farmer Par,icipa,ion

et al. (1990) suggest that trials or validation plots be physically
located where they can best meet the objectives of the experiment.
The choice of experimental site depends on whether the prime use is
for generating new information or for demonstration, on the number
of treatments to he included. on the kind and frcquency of data to be
collectcd, and un the degree of control needed over the plots and
treatments.
Several papers exploring the use of on-farm research were presented during a symposium at the 1990 Annual Meetings of the
American Society of Agronomy. For example, the design characteristics and statistical treatment of results were explored (Schmitt
et aI., 1990; Stucker and Hicks, 1990). How the data from on-farm
trials can he used in extension was described by Shroyer et al.
(1990) and Wells (1990). The collaborative research programs between the Practical Farmers of Iowa and Iowa State University (Exner and Rosmann, 1990) and between the Nebraska Sustainable Agriculture Society and the University of Nebraska (Dillman et aI.,
1990) were presented. The conclusion was that objectives need to
be clearly defined for each type of experiment, and the most logical
location chosen to meet those objectives.
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On·farm research may have different objectives than on· station
research. The relative importance of declaring a hypothesis untrue
when in reality it is true or failing to reject a hypothesis when. in
fact, it is not true may help in determining the plot size. number of
replications within a location, and number of locations (Stucker and

Experimental Design

How can objectives and research priorities of farmers and re·
search scientists be brought into closer agreement? One constraint
on the research scientist is to secure financial support for a program.
Most frequently. the objectives of the program must be focused on a
specific issue addressed in a specific grant rather than on an open
agenda to be decided by farmers. This causes the researcher to pro·
ject his or her agenda on the farmer or to select farmers who are
willing to pursue the same agenda. Often there is a divergence of
opinion on the highest priority activities that should be pursued.
There arc ~ome instances where agreement is possible. If the reo
search is directed at an entire production system, rather than at a
specific hybrid or fertilizer level, there is greater probability that
both researcher and farmer will be interested in the system compari·
sons. Assuming that the current conventional practice of the farmer
is used as a check. and that the farmer is involved in designing the
alternatives to be tested, there can be a true participatory activity
with both parties maintaining ownership and interest in the experi·
ment. Identification of common objectives should be one of the
main priorities for organizing on·farm research. Hildebrand and
Poey (1985) described the design and application of this methodol·
ogy as a component of Farming Systems Research and Extension
(FSRIE) in the developing world. They emphasized the identifica·
tion of recommendation domains as a result of close consultation
with farmers, and also on the iterative and cyclical nature of FSRIE
work in identifying and solving production constraints.

• plots large enough to clearly and visually demonstrate an ef·
fect.
• plots that accommodate standard field equipment,
• changes in the system that cut costs, and
• modifications that can utilize most current equipment and crop
sequences.

R.·,tc·arch. Rt·,·;,. ....,. PraCl;n'J and
j(}IlIINII!. OF SUSTA/NAB/.f." AGR/CUI.TUIIE

Farmers and ranchers traditionally have hosted university reo
search, generally in a researcher·planned and farmer·implemented
approach (e.g .• Penas and Rehm, 1982; Penas and Clegg, 1983).
Producers have collaborated with the use of their land, equipment.
facilities, and labor to seek results that will benefit themselves and
others in the region. We have explored the potential for a greatly
expanded role for farmers in participatory research activities. This
role includes identification of major constraints. selection of alter·
native approaches to solve production problems, conduct of trials.
and interpretation of results.
A parlicipatory approach has been tested with over thirty farmers
in eastern Nebraska during 1988 to 1990. The primary objective of
researchers was to demonstrate significant energy reduction for the
production of corn and sorghum by quantifying the N contribution

Modl'l Progrllm in Ntbraska

Hicks, 1990). Shapiro et al. (1989) harvested coni grain from long,
narrow slrips and small plots within slrip plots to compare the effi·
ciency of the two methods. Larger plots often had lower CVs than
smaller pluts, indicating that strip plots required fewer replications
necessary to detect a given yield difference. Long. narrow strips of
irrigated corn hyhrids using several farms as replications in Ne·
braska provided CVs of 3 to 4% (Rzewnicki et al.. 1988). How·
ever. unreplicated strips within a location in Minnesota were found
to be less precise than randomized complete block designs (Schmitt
et aI., 1990). Bradley et al. (1988) emphasized the importance of
multiple locations in evaluation of corn hybrids before release.
Design of trials and treatments thai correspond across two or
more farms or years can strengthen and expand the inference of
results for a region. The relative impact of additional localions,
replications, and years on the standard error of a genotype mean
was quantified hy Saeed et al. (1984). They showed that increasing
years or replications to more than two and locations to more than six
had a rapidly diminishing effect on reducing the standard error of
the mean. We contend that small numbers of treatments. multiple
locations, simple randomized strip designs, and standard analysis of
variance of paired t·tests arc valid approaches for on·farm research.
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Financial supporl from the Nebraska Energy Office (using the
Exxon Oil Overcharge Fund) provided funding for a full-lime research lechnologisl employed by Ihe University of Nebraska in Ihe
Deparlment of Agronomy_This job was to coordinate research and
extension activities during 1988 through 1990. A goal was set to
"" identify 24 farmers who would demonstrate reduclion in agricula- tural energy consumption Ihrough crop rOlation syslems in easlern
Nebraska (Figure I). The objeclives of Ihis projecl and search for
collaboralors were announced Ihrough press releases 10 local newspapers. radio sial ions. and county eXlension newslellers during Ihe
spring of 1988 and again in 1989. County eXlension special iSis and
Ihe Nebraska Suslainahle Agricullure Society, a non-profil organizalion, helped 10 publicize Ihe program.
The coordinalor (Iechnologisl) conlacled pOlenlial collahoralors
by phone and sel up appoinlmenls 10 meel individually wilh each of
Ihe farmers on Iheir farms. The inilial meeling belween Ihe coordinalor and farmer was organized so Ihat (a) Ihe goals and responsibilities of each parlicipanl could be delermined, (h) Ihe coordinalor
could become familiar wilh Ihe farmer's oper,alions, and (e) a verbal
commitmenl 10 Ihe successful implemenlalion of Ihe projeci could
be agreed upon. Fields 10 be planled 10 corn or sorghum during Ihe
coming growing season were selecled as experimenlal sites. The
criteria for selecting the fields were:

Selection of Collaborating Farmrrs

METIIODQLOGY

from rOlalions wilh legumes. and Ihe resulling polenliallo reduce N
applicalion meso The objeclives of farmers were 10 fine-Iunc N
ferlilizer applicalions 10 cereals in rOlalion andlor conlinuous cropping and 10 delermine if residual nilrate levels affecled N requiremenls in particular ric Ids on their farm. This paper presenls hOlh Ihe
process for research and represenlative results from a model program using a participatory research method in crop rOlalion demonsirations and trials conducted in Nebraska. We offer a vision for Ihe
fUlure that includes a hroad research agenda to he shared by scientists and farmers in a highly participatory approach.
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After soil Inl resulls were reviewed by Ihe coordinalor and
farmer, a sel of N ferlilizer rales was delermined to lesl for Ihe
oplimum response rale. Generally, Ihe farmer's normal N ferlilizer
rale was included as one of Ihe rales lesled. A Iypical scenario was
10 apply zero, normal rale, and 55 kg N·ha· 1 less Ihan andlor grealer
Ihan Ihe farmer's normal rale. AlleasllWo differenl rales, and up 10
six rales, were seleCled for each sile. Replicalion of each N rale was
encouraged, all hough Ihe decision was lefl 10 Ihe collaboraling
farmer. Melhod of applicalion of N ferrilizer varied according 10 Ihe
praclice of Ihe farmer. Ferlilizer was applied by Ihe farmer in long,
narrow sirips Ihrough Ihe field. All olher managemenl operalions
were consislenl with Ihe normal decision-making process on each
farm. However, olher energy-conserving lechniques were encouraged, such as reduced Iillage, reduced peslicide use, and limiled
irrigalion. Yield from each N Irealmenl was delermined by harvesl-

Agronomic Practices

Soil in each field was sampled by Ihe coordinalor and farmer 10 a
deplh of I m with a hydraulic probe prior 10 Ihe growing season.
Eight to 16 soil cores representing the experimental field were collected. Soil cores were divided into depths of 0-20, 20-60, and 601(10 cm, and Ihe composile sample from each deplh was Ihoroughly
mixed and subsampled. Subsamples were Iransported from the field
10 campus, dried, and passed through a 2 mm sieve, then senllo Ihe
Universily of Nebraska Soil Tesling Laboratory for analysis of nulrient levels. Surface samples (0-20 em) were lesled for pH, lime
requiremenl, organic maller, and available P, K, Ca, Mg, Na, and
Zn. Nilrale was delermined for alllhree profile samples and used as
a basis for predicling Ihe N ferlilizer needs of corn or sorghum
(Ferguson and Wiese, 1989).

Field Sampling

o

o

fields al leasl four hecla res in size,
fields visible from roads for public observalion andlor field
days, and
o side·by.side fields with a leguminous previous crop nexl 10 a
field wilh a cereal previous crop preferred

Rtstarch, R",;tM'S, Pro";ces and Technolog),
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Eighl exlen,ion meelings were conducled in collaboralion wilh
NSAS during Ihe winler monlhs ncar dcmonslralion siles. Dala
from field cxperimenls were assembled by Ihe coordinalor arrer
each growing season and prcsenled al Ihese meelings. Precise recommendalions were nol given by Ihe coordinalor, bul rarmers were
asked 10 assess and interprel Ihe informal ion presenled. Discussion

Winler Exlension Meetings

Ten 10 15 field lours during Ihe summer and early fall each year
provided visual demonslralions of Ihe aclivilies of collaboraling
farmers and opporlunilies for discussion. The lours were highlighled by collaboraling farmers relaling Iheir perspeclives on Ihe
effecliveness of crop rolalion in reducing Ihe need ror N ferlilizer.
The lours were an opporlunity for the public 10 gel inlO Ihe field 10
look al any differences in crops due 10 managemenl praclices and
discuss Ihe benefils and shorlcomings of cerlain praclices. Hosl
farmers, counly exlension agenls, and projecl leaders answered and
discussed queslions and concerns.

Summer Field Tours

Parlicipaling farmers were visiled periodically Ihroughoul Ihe
year by Ihe coordinalor 10 discuss Ihe demonslralion aClivilies and
exchange ideas and informalion. Regular conlacl with the farmer
helped 10 mainlain a working relalionship necessary ror Ihe successful implemenlalion of Ihe projecl. Fields were inspecled occasionally by Ihe coordinalor and farmer and observalions were shared.
Planls and soil were sampled 10 delermine nUlrienl Slalus if Ihere
appeared 10 be concern over nUlrienl deficiency.

On-Farm Meetings

.ing grain wilh Ihe farmer's combine, Ihen weighing on a porlable
field scale.
On Ihose fields thai did nOI normally receive ferrilizer because of
rolalinn bencfils, N ferlilizer was blOadcasl wilh a hand spreader on
small experimenlal plols. Yield was compared from fcrlilized and
unferlilized areas by harvesling grain by hand and weighing on a
milk scale in Ihe field.
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Over 80 experiments were conducted on 38 farms during 1988 to
1990. Representative samples of results from three farming systems
(rainfed, irrigated, and diversified crop/livestock) are presented
here. The results serve to illustrate the process of on-farm research
and show that both practical answers and technical validity were
obtained.
Sorghum grain yield was determined during three years under
rainfed conditions on the Walter Buescher farm in Nuckolls County
(Table 1). Several N fertilizer rates were applied at sidedressing to
sorghum following either sorghum or wheat. Sorghum following
:;; sorghum responded significantly to N fertilizer up to 4S kg N'ha" in
1989 and to 67 kg N,ha" in 1990, while sorghum following wheat
did not respond significantly to N fertilizer. Residual soil nitrate
was greater following wheat compared to following sorghum, probably due to greater length of time available for residue decomposition. The results were consistent over the three years on this farm,
indicating that the rotation sequence and/or residual nitrate level
does influence the response of sorghum to N fertilizer. This research provided a direct benefit to the collaborating farmer by helping him determine the N fertilizer requirements of sorghum in cropping sequences commonly used in his system. The research also
provided results for other farmers in the area who maintain similar
rotations.
Corn grain yield under rainfed conditions was determined during
two years on the Don Miller farm in Cuming County (Table 2).
Different N fertilizer rates were applied following corn and following soybeans to determine the effect of previous crop on N fertilizer
response in corn under the management system of this farmer. Don
Miller has gradually switched from conventional tillage practices to

AGRONOMIC RESULTS

of results occurred among farmers, while the coordinator served as
a technical resource person. Each farmer identified certain condi·
tions that could help to explain the results obtained. Thus, farmers
were assessing the results in terms of their own farming operations,
and deriving their own recommendations by integrating results with
personal experience.

R("srDrch, RtviC'"'s, PrDc,icn Dnd Ttdfnology
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27
7.

Sorghum
Wheat

45

4.0b

5.3

4.2

4.5b

4.8.

5.1.

5.5
5.5

5.5ab

4.'.

6.2.

5.6a

5.l

.0

5.9

5,8

5.111

5.Sa

5.'
5.6

5.0.

6.1e
6.511

6.18

---------- ... - ........
5.1
S.3 e

67

Hitrogen Rate Ckg H'ho")
___________ "9 ha -i

0

conservation tillage including no-till planting. His objective was to
determine if conservacion tillage practices affected the recommendations he had been given on N fertilizer requirements for corn
under conventional syscems, especially in rotations. He decided che
results indieaced that a substancial reduction in N fertilizer could be
made following soybeans in comparison to following corn, similar
to recommendations in conventional tillage systems. Corn responded to about 50-80 kg N ha" following corn. Determination of
residual nitrate levels in the crop rooting zone also provided insight
into the potential carryover of N in different landscape posicions
that related to previous management practices (data not presented).
In the Central Platte region of Nebraska, irrigated continuous
corn is the primary production system, However, a small percentage of the area is planced to soybeans as an alternative cash crop.
The soils in this area arc generally loamy on the surface and sandy

• Residual 8011 nitrate (k9 H·ha"·.·',.
• H•• na on •• ch 11ne (within .ach year and previous crop)
followed by same letter do not differ significantly
(.lph.-O.05): where no letters appear, the treatment.
were not replicated. Average respon •• to N fertilizer
between previou. crop. in 19" and 1"0 wa. highly
significant Calpho-o.OOl).
Hi9ho.t N rate applied after wheat in 1988 wo. 101 k9 H'ho"
" Average highest N rat. applied after wh.at, va. 9. kg N-h.- 1

Average
27
66

27
.7

Sorghum
Wheat

1.8'

Sorghum
Nheatd

54

Wheat-

1988

19'0

RSN-

Previous
Crop

Vear

Table 1. Sorghu. grain yield ("9
response to N fertilizer
aa affected by prev!ou8 crop under ra nfed condition. on the
Walter Sue.cher farm in Nuckoll. County, Nebraska during 1988,
1919. and 1990.
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to gravelly below 0.3 to I m depth. An on-going debate in this area
is whether (a) N ferlilizer application can be reduced when corn
follows soybeans or (b) N fertilizer application should not change
because the only effect of rotation is to increase the yield potential
of corn. Several farmers in Merrick Counly were interested in measuring the effect of rotation with soybeans on the N fertilizer requirements of furrow-irrigated corn on Iheir farms. Corn grain yield
results are presented in Table 3 from Ihe farms of Greg Senkbile in
1988, Allan Urkoski in 1989, and Don Lewis in 1990. Convenlional N application rates on irrigated corn in this region are 15010
200 kg N·ha". Farmers decided from their on-farm trial results that
a reduction in N ferlilizer could be made based upon a given yield
goal and knowledge of all Ihe pOlenlial N sourccs and Ihe lola I N
budgct. Based on these three sites, potential corn yield was about
11.7 Mg ha'l higher following soybean than following corn, and
there was greater corn yield response 10 the first two increments of
added N fertilizer in the continuous corn. The high level of production on these soils of low water holding capacity requires management skill 10 minimize leaching of Nand 10 maximize efficiency of
N usc. Legume N contribulion appears 10 be significanl when N
fertilizer application is less Ihan optimal. Residual soil nilrate, nitrate in irrigation water, and crop rOlation provided additional
sources of N for crop growlh, and can Subslilule for some of Ihe
ferlilizer N currenlly applied.
Inlegraled farming syslems involving a diversily of grain and forage crops for Ihe production of liveslock have been traditional in
Nebraska since early sclliemeni. Crops include corn, sorghum, soybeans, oats (A,'cna salil'a), clovers, and alfalfa produced in rotation
and supplied with animal manure to maintain soil fertility. These
systems provided sufficient N for cereal crops to produce moderate
yields prior to the widespread use of commercial ferlilizers beginning in the I!lSOs. Now the question arises, "Can rotations supply
sufficient N to Ihe high-yielding corn hybrids available today?" For
a number of Iraditional farmers in norlheastern Nebraska who currently mainlain diversified crop and livestock operalions, this is an
important queslion, allhough they conlinue to produce cereal crops
wilhout commercial N ferlilizer.
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DaBlauw
Hovendick
Hei.a.
Lango
Lango

94

61

46

45
43
84
45

171

126

191

38
35
57

gO

180
204

RSN*

•

Fertilized

4.9a

7.6a
g.Ba

lola

2.1
3.6a
5.6.

l.9a
7.]a

7.4

2.9.
J.la
4.0a

gO

by

the Bame letter are not 8i9nificantly different:
where no letters appear on a line, there va. no replication.

followed

kg N

4.9a

3.4a
4.9.
7.0a
10.2.

2.5

1. 0.

7.2a

4.2a

6.7

2.8a
3.4.
4.0a

- - - - -Mcj"ha-1 - - • - _
4.1a
3.2.
6.6_
6.9_
4.98
4.6.

unfertilized

ha'"
Means within the same year, location, and previous crop

Alf_lfa
Alfolfa
Alfalfa
Alfalfa

Alfalfa
Alfalf.

2yr clover
2yr clover

Oat/clover
Oat/clover
Oat/clover
Oat/clover

Soybean

Whaat

Cornb

Crop

Previous

• Residual so11 nitrate (kg Wh.·'·."" plot. received

Average

Young
Hei.es
Hovendick
Hei.es
Warrick

1990 Ladehoff

1989
1988
1989
1989
1989

19.9 Hovendick
1990 Hovend lck

1988 Hel.es

1990 Lanq8

1988
1910
1989
1988
1989

Year / ,aner

Table 4. Corn grain yield respon •• to N fertilizer in crop
rotations tram •• verat faras in north.a.tarn Hebra.ka during 1908
through 1990 .

Table 4 presenls resulls of several small plol experimenls in
which corn was grown in rolalion wilh olher crops or arrer corn.
Small plols were supplied wilh ammonium nilrale ferlilizer shorlly
afler seedling emergence in fields Ihal received no N ferlilizer. This
mel hod was used 10 assess Ihe sufficiency of N supply from rolalion
cropping syslems. Grain yields varied from 1.0 10 10.2 Mg·ha·'
depending upon farm. wilh lillie 10 no effeci of N ferlilizer. The
largesl grain yield increase due 10 N ferlilizer was 0.4 Mgha·'. The
average yield from all farms indicaled Ihal N was nol limiling in
Ihese crop rolalion syslems.
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In presenlalions 10 classes or 10 extension audiences. speakers
ohen follow the time-honored tradition of organizing and iIIuslrating a lalk that eSlablishes the challenge. oUllines Ihe melhods used.
summarizes Ihe resulls. and (hopefully) clearly draws conclusions
from Ihe work. We can do Ihis in a 15- or 30-minule presenlalion al
a technical meeling. or in 50 minutes in the classroom. Audiovisual
equipment is improving. and computer soflware allows us Ihe opporlUnily to make colorful and concise visuals.
We have perfecled Ihis approach in Ihe classroom and Ihe exlension meeting over several decades. It is becoming increasingly apparent. however. Ihallhis Iype of leclUre reaches only a pori ion of
the audience. and does not necessarily involve the allendanls in Ihe
thought and decision making process (Clark. 1983; Whillington and
Newcomb. 199()). Extension special iSIs have an obligation to Iheir
clienlele, just as professors have an obligalion 10 Iheir slUdenls. 10
presenl information in a manner thai will cause Ihe majnrilY IIf Ihe
audience 10 umlersland bolh Iheory and Ihe praclical applicalion of
the information. An appropriate approach would be inleractive and
invesligalory, so that learning is based upon bOlh experience and
theory. The leclure slyle may be useful in some silualions in which
time. resources. and obligation are limiling, such as professional
meelings or informalive meelings wilh Ihe public. Yel we should
explore olher models.
An interactive and participatory approach was used in this research and exlension project for the general ion and evalualion of
on-farm research resulls relaled 10 N supply in cereals. Farmers
were involved in Ihe definition of objeclives, experimenlal design,
field implemenlation. and interprelalion of results. The project coordinalor (research lechnologisl) interacled wilh Ihe farmers by
helping to sel up experimenls. colleci samples. and provide slalislical analysis of individual and pooled sites. Resulls wilhoul recommendations were sent back to the farmers after each growing season. Interpretation of results was a shared aClivity between
coordinalor and farmer on an individual basis.
AI a series of eight meelings co-sponsored by Ihe Nebraska Sus-
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lainable Agricullure Sociely and Universily of Nebraska Cooperalive EXlension, resulls of experimenls were presenled 10 Ihe general
farming communily. Melhods and dala were presenled wilhoul conclusions and recommendalions, and Ihe farmers were asked 10 devise Iheir own N fenilizer recommendalions. Given a lillie lime and
some encouragemenl. Ihere was a lively discussion of Ihe resulls
and Iheir implicalions. We were impressed wilh how involved Ihe
producers became. given Ihe opporlunily for inpul.
Whal arc Ihe crileria Ihal farmers consider mosl imporlanl in
evalualing a pOlenlial cbange in farming praclices? These crileria
need 10 be underslOod if we are 10 work logelher 10 sludy and recommend new lechnologies. In a survey senl 10 160 producers in
mid-1991l, we asked parlicipanls of winler eXlension meelings whal
crileria were imponanl 10 Ihem and would influence Iheir decision
10 make changes. Half of Ihe queslionnaires were sent 10 parlicipanls in Ihis projecl. and Ihe olher half 10 parlicipanls in more convenlional eXlension meelings held in Ihe same area during Ihe same
year. Response 10 queslionnaires was 35%. Bolh groups fell Ihal
economic consideralions were Ihe mosl imporlanl crileria for adopling changes. However, Ihose allending meelings using Ihe parlicipalOry approach fell Ihal environmenlal consideralions were nearly
as imporlanl. Olher faclors less imporlanllo bOlh groups were family, heallh, labor. equipmenl. lime, and fuel cOSIS.
When producers allending Ihe convenlional meelings were asked
aboul Iheir opinion on a leclure formal versus a more parlicipalory
meeling formal. 85% responded Ihallhe leclure formal for meelings
was acceplable while only 39% responded Ihal equal lime for discussion should be given 10 bOlh eXlension personnel and farmers.
The same queslion addressed 10 Ihose producers allending meelings
using Ihe parlicipalory approach resulled in 46% preferring Ihe leelure formal and 84% preferring equal lime for discussion. We observe Ihal currenl eXlension meelings include relevanl lopics, crealive visual malerials. and enough mixed media 10 mainlain allenlion
and imeresl in a convenlional leclure approach. However. Ihe
resulls from Ihe survey indicale Ihal producers may nOI yel be aware
of Ihe power of a panicipalory eXlension model in lerms of learning
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Most visions of the fulure begin wilh projections from pasl and
current trends. wilh an extrapolation forward 10 define a scenario
that is most likely to occur. There may be assumptions about lower.
actual, and higher levels of increase of resource usc, crop yields. or
prices. These assumptions are used as "confidence limits" to guide
projections. Such an assessment of the future assumes that we are
bound by these trends. that the human species has no alternative but

VISION FOR TilE FUTURE

and integrating new information into their existing experience base.
They do respond favorably to this approach.
A survey to evaluate participatory research activities on farms
was also sent to all collaborators in this program during mid· I 990.
Fifty percent of surveys were returned. Over half of the respondents
would like to be involved in all phases of research on their farms
including design, implementation, harvest, and determining con·
clusions. Only 13% would like to be minimally involved by only
making land available to researchers. Three·quarters of respondents
felt involved and influential in the research on their farm. Fortyfour percent of responses indicated that research results were being
applied to at least half of their land: Application of results to 25 to
50% of land was reported by 19% of respondents. By conducting
research on their farms, 67% of the respondents thought that the
research had some positive influence on other farms in their area.
Asked if they had the time, ideas, methods, or equipment to do
their own research, 75% of respondents thought they did nol. Help
in sampling and data collection was most needed. Asked to evaluate
if the research resulted in either a payback or cost in conducting
research on their farm, 33% thought there was a payback and 43%
thought there was a small cost. Of those who thought there was a
payback, 63% said it was in reducing their cost of production. Of
those who thought there was a cost, 78% said it was a small cost in
time. Factors most imporlant in influencing Iheir decision to con·
duct on·farm research were economical and environmenlal consid·
erations. Factors of decreasing importance were health, fuel costs,
and labor.

Rf!s('orch, Rrl'i('H'J. Pract;c~s ond l~cllllOlok'V

lOu/IN.·I/. OF JUSTAINABI./; AGRICUt.TURf:

• Farmers and ranchers will shift from a "product use" to a
"problem solving process" mentality. We will become in·
creasingly seleclive in our choice of lechnologies. search for
less COSily alternatives. and increasingly substitule manage·
ment for olher purchased inpuls.
• We will hecome more energy efficient. Current systems are
highly efficienl in lerms or return to labor. but there arc atter·
native syslems that are more efficient per unit of land. per unil
of capilal. or per unit of energy.
• Recognizing production constraints on the farm will make us
aware of Ihe sensilivity and fragility of agriculture. Soil ero·
sion. chemical contamination of drinking water. and disap·
pearance of wildlife habitat are signs of current abuse.
• Time rrames for planning on the farm and in research need to
be extended from the here·and·now into the indefinite future.
• Collaborative approaches to research bring researchers and ex·

to react to what will happen. This vision often is viewed as pessi·
mistic, inflexible, and inevitable.
An alternative approach to visioning is to look several decades
into the future and decide collectively as a family, a community, a
nation. or a community of nations what type of future will be most
desirable. Given accord in this vision, we can begin to make decisions today that will cause that future to happen. For example. if we
desire drinking water free of unacceptable levels of nitrate and pes·
ticides, we can change practices either voluntarily or through legis·
lation to reduce these contaminants to acceptable levels in ground
and surface water. If we decide that soil should be built and improved rather than eroded or degraded. then tillage practices and
residue management need to be altered to make that occur. There
may be changes needed in farm program rules. in prices paid in
response 10 certain alterations in practices, or olher adjustments in
the industry to reinforce the decision. These are examples of proactive approaches to crealing a vision of the future, and then mak·
ing it happen.
What are some of the ways in which this is likely to happen. and
how will participatory research contribute to the process? Some in·
dications of positive change have been summarized (Francis. 1989):
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It is highly likely that a large percentage of farmers will be con·
ducling on· farm or on·ranch research, with or wilhout Ihe collabo·
ralion of universily scienlisls or eXlension specialists. This will be
done because of whal we are learning aboul Ihe she specificily of
recommendalions and pracJices (Wallers el aI., 1990). We will
need 10 fine lune managemenl of specific fields, and even parts of
fields, in order 10 use resources efficienlly and minimize environ·
menial impacis. The process will thus be one of empowerment of
Ihe individual farmer or rancher 10 derive specific recommendalions
Ihal are consislenl wilh Ihe unique allribules of each field, each
farm, and Ihe families' goals. Research and ex lens ion specialisls
will have Ihe role of cducalors in Ihe process of research, ralher Ihan
in Ihe transfer of specific lechnology or recommendalions. Special·
ists are also likely 10 inform farmers of Ihe ahernalives or combina·
tions of options mosl suilable for a particular set of conditions.
Farmers will derive Iheir own specific practices from among Ihese
oplions. We will be leachers of a problem solving process, ralher
Ihan purveyors of a formula or menu for farming.
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lension specialisls inlo a close working relalionship wilh
rarmers and ranchers.
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Modified Stability Analysis of Farmer Managed, On-Farm Trials'
Peter E. Hildebrand'
ABSTRACT
The Farming Systems Research and Extension (FSR/E) approach
to technology generation and promotion is creating interest in ODfarm research. Described is a form of research desigD and analysis
that explicitly incorporates variation in farmer management as well
as in soils and climate, to belp agronomists evaluate responses 10
treatmenls and partition farmers into recommendation domains. Mean
treatment yields at each location are used as an 'leovironmental
index." Individual treatment results are regressed on environmental
index. A graphic distribution of confidence inlenals within partitioned groups helps in selecting superior treatments. Data from unreplicated trials on 14 farms in two villages in Malawi ""ere analyzed.
The design was a 2 X 2 factorial ,,'ith two maize (ZtIJ mays 1..)
cultivars and two fertilizer treatments (0 and 30 kg N/ha). Results
show that in poorer maize environments, local flint culthars were
superior to an Improved -semi-Oint composite, with or without fertilizer. The composjle yIelded more than local malerial with or withoul fertilizer in bener environments. In all cases there was a marked
and significant response to fertiUzer.

Additio"al i1U/u words: Farming syste~ Limited resource farmMaize, Malawi, Environmental index. Recommendation dumains, Small-scale farms.
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recent years, there has been increasing concern
that agricultural technOlogy has not been adeIQuately
benefiting the world's small-scale farmers. One
N

argument is that extension has been ineffective in
reaching the millions of people involved. Another argument is that small-scale farmers are so traditional
they do not want to change their habits, thus they reject
most attempts to change their technology. Another
concern has been that research and extension institutions are producing technology not appropriate to
the conditions of small-scale farmers.
In partial response to this last argument, a new approach to research and extension has been developing
(Whyte, 1981). Although several terms are used to describe the approach, perhaps the most descriptive, and
one which is becoming more generalized, is known as
Farming Systems Research and Extension (FSR/E).
The approach includes, as part of the methodology,
evaluation of technological alternatives on farms, under farm conditions (Byerlee et aI., 1982).
The purpose and strength of on-farm testing is to
assess the effect of clientele management and their resource Quantities and Qualities on the technology. This
provides an opportunity, when appropriate analytical
procedures are used, to partition the clientele into more
homogeneous groups for purposes of making recommendations. In FSRjE, these homogeneous groups are
called Recommendation Domains (Byerlee et aI.,
1980). The topic of this article is the researcher's use
of data from a number of farms to understand the
response of different materials or technologies under
both good and poor farmer management.

I Contribution of the Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences,
Univ. of Aorida, Gainesville, FL 32611. Journal Series No. 4577.
Received 9 Mar. 1983. Published in Agron. J. 76:271-274.
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MA TERIAl.S AND METHODS
Modified Stability Analysis of Farmer Managed
Trials
"An index independent of the experimental varieties and
obtained from environmental factors such as rainfall, tem-

pera,ure, and soil fertility would be desirable. Our prescnt
knowledge of the relationship of these factors and yield does
not permit the computation' of such an index. Until we can
measure such factors in order to formulate a mathematical
relation with yield, the average yield of the varieties in a
particular environment must suffice. However, the varieties
must be grown in an adequate number of environments covering the full range of possible environmental conditions if
the stability parameters are to provide useful information."

(Eberhart and Russell, 1966, p.37).
Eberhart and Russell utilized mean varietal yields at each
location in a multi-location trial to define stability parameters to be used to describe the performance of a variety over

a series of environments. MacKenzie ot a!. (1976) used 10'
eation means of both potato (Solanum IIIberosum L.) pro·

cessing quality characteristics and yield for predictive purposes. Expanding on this concept by including farmer
management as one of the sources of variation in rcsulls (as
did MacKenzie et aI., 1976), farmer managed tests Can he
analyzed without expanding data processing rcqtlirl'n1l'IlL~
beyond the capabilities of institutions in dcvduping nJIII\'
tries. The explicit incorporation of different cnvironmcllb.
while not negating year to year variation, should reduce lOIlcern with that variation so that necded recommendations
can be delivered to the farmers in as short a time as possible.
By including a wide range of farm environments, the risk of
extrapolation is minimized.
To understand the concept, consider farmer-managed trials
conducted over a large number of farms within one preliminary recommendation domain and utilizing two types of
materials. One is an improved cultivar and the other, a local
varicty. No other changes are made from the farmer's usual
practices. The only constant at each location (farm) is the
cultivars. Each farmer will subject them to different soil con-

ditions, planting dates, pest control, fertilizer, and management in general. A farm for which the average yields of the
two cultivars is high for whatever reason is considered to be
a "good" environment for the crop as measured by the av-

erage yield. A farm for which yields are low for whatever

reason is considered to be a poor environment. Environment, then becomes a continuous, quantifiable variable whose
range is the range of average yields. Yield for each of the
varieties can be related to environment by simple linear
regression:

Y;=a+be,
(1)
where Y; = yield of variety i, and
e = environmental index equal to the average yield
of all treatments at each location.
By fitting Eq. [I J independently for each variety, then plotting the yield response to environment for each variety on
the same graph, it is possible to visually compare varieties.
Using the same procedure it is easy to generalize these equation sets to any number and kind of treatments.

A Farmer-Managed. On-farm Trial in Malawi
The Phalombe Project is located in southeastern Malawi
between Mount Mulanje to the south and Lake Chilwa to

AflRONOMY JOIIRNAI. VOL 76. MARCil-APRil. )qR4

Ihe "l1orlh (lllln!'«'n ct nl.. 19R2). Much of the: orea I~ R col·
Itlvi;II plain at nn altitude of600 to 7()O In. More fertile nnd

well-drained piedmont soils surround the mountains and
hills, while the plain is variable in drainage and soil texture
(course ",lids 10 heavy clays). To the north and northwest

the plain slopes down to Lake Chilwa and the Phalombe
River which drains into the lake. Heavy clay soils in these
lower areas are seasonably or permanently waterlogged. Unreliable rainfall is a major constraint to agricultural produc-

tion and stability. Rainfall varies from place to place within
the project with higher levels (1000 to 1300 mm annually)
east of Mount Mulanje where agriculture is more secure and
lower levels in the central section and along the western and
northern sections.
Climatic stress is compounded by erratic distribution during the rainy season, especially by the prevalence of February
dry spells when the maize (Zea mays L) ears are forming
(Hansen et al., p.6).
Fourteen farmers from two villages participated in trials
which were conducted on their respective farms. A simple,
non-replicated 2 X 2 factorial arrangement with two maize
varieties and two levels of fertilizer (0 and 30 kg N/ha) was
used. All maize was intercropped with cowpeas (Vigna unguiculata) and sunflowers (Helianthus annus L.), a common
practice in the area. Maize varieties tested were the ulocal"
llint variety and CCA, an improved semi-llint composite.
Plot size was eight rows (90 em apart) by 10 hills (90 em
apart). Maize was planted at the rate of three seeds per hill
and the cowpea was widely dispersed. Sunflower was planted
after maize was established (Hansen et aI., 1982 p.I4-IS).
no

;!.

Only mOll" yield. nrc reporled in U';' po per. Weekly vl,it.
were mnde to each farm to record dates orplanting. weeding.
fertilizer application. rainfall, pests, elc. An early drought
forced replanting after I month in one village. Insecticide
was applied once even though insecticide use is not a common practice in the area.

RESULTS
The data for the Phalombe Project area, Table I,
were analyzed by Hansen et aJ. (1982). Analysis of
variance showed significant differences among farmers
and between villages, but no differences were detected
for variety. A graphed distribution of confidence intervals (x±t,SX) of the combined results of the 14 trials
(Fig. I) shows that the local variety had a higher average yield and more stability (narrower confidence
intervals) for both fertilizer situations. Conclusions
based on this evidence would indicate no advantage
for the improved composite in this area, but a distinct
response to fertilizer. These are similar to the conclusions from the analysis of variance.
In the present analysis, the data for each fertilizer
level and for each variety were fit to EQ_ [II by simple
linear regression. This can be accomplished easily, on
simple, pre-programmed electronic calculators. The
equations and the data points can be displayed graphically for visual comparisons. The results from the
Phalombe Project are shown in Fig. 2 and 3_ In each
Table 1. Maize yield from fanner-managed. on-farm trials.
Pbalomb.. MalawI. 1981/1982.
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wit. fertilizer, Phalombe Project, MalawL

HILDEBRAND: STABILITY ANALYSIS OF ON·FARM TRIALS

case, the R' value (the proportion of the variation in
yield accounted for by regression) indicates a very good
fit and the "t" and F values are highly significant, indicating positive responses to environment for each
variety with and without fertilizer. It appears that the
materials respond differently to environment and that
the local material is superior in poor maize environments while the improved material is superior in good

field or for a particular farmer (the better maize environments with e> 2), the new material is superior
whether or not it is fertilized at the ·rate used in the
trial.
Having partitioned the farms into two recommendation domains, Fig. 4 shows the frequency distribution of yields for the nine poorer environment farms
(e<2). Here, it is clearly evident that with fertilizer,
local maize is superior in yield, but the difference from
composite is not so marked as without fertilizer. The
case of the good environment farms (e> 2) in the second recommendation domain is different (Fig. 5). Here,
with or without fertilizer, the improved cultivar yields
more than the local maize. The difference is greater
with fertilizer than without. Results for the better environments, which indicate superiority for the composite material, probably reflect the superior environment found on the experiment station where the

maize environments.

This analysis provides information for partitioning
the farms into two recommendation domains and for
making preliminary conclusions for each. In the poorer
environments (e<2), those which normally do not
produce more than 1.5 t/ha of local maize without
fertilizer (the traditional technology), the local material is superior whether or not the farmer fertilized at
the rate used in the trial. However, iflocal, unfertilized
maize usually yields more than 1.5 t/ha on a particular
~
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mntennl was dl'velopl'd. ")'he danger llf l'xlrnp(.laling

from the better environment of the experiment station
to the poorer environments of the majority of farms
is evident from the results of the analysis.

DISCUSSION
t\1'hough results from 2 or more years would be
I'referahle.

(1St'

or the

environmental index negales

"':llly of the prohlems associated with only I year's
data. It measures response to good or poor environments regardless of the reasons those environments
arc good or bad. Hence, if another year is better or
worse for maize, the data points for an individual farm
will shift to the right or left, but a "3" environment
is still a "3" environment if the same treatments are
used. Only if the usual environmental index range is
much higher or lower or the range of the index very
narrow so that extrapolation is extreme, should there
be concern with the use of data from only I year.
In the Phalombe case, the local variety, unfertilized,
could be compared with usual yields to determine how
representative the environmental range was for that
year. It is important to include low, as well as high
yields in the data set to reduce extrapolation. When
the data set represents only a particularly high yield
situation (such as is frequently encountered on experiment stations) or when low yields are eliminated from
the data (which frequently occurs) extrapolation to real
farm conditions can be misleading. By including all
the data from farmer-managed trials, affected by all
the farmers good and bad practices, the data set does
not need the usual yield adjustment from experimental
to farm levels.
The use of 14 locations, as with the Phalombe data,
is probably approaching the minimum number for accurate estimation of treatment differences over environments, and these should span a wide range of environments (L.A. Nelson, Division of Statistics, North
Carolina State Univ., personal communication). Eight
to 10 locations is probably too few. It is also better,
although more costly, to have replicated trials because
there is an internal check to see if there might be anything wrong with the data. Also, this gives more stability to the estimate of the treatment means (L.A.
Nelson, personal communication). However, the

l1u.'1 II 0<1 dOt'S work wilh lInreplil'nlt'd trinhl liS is evidenced in the present case.
Research to evaluate technology conducted on farms
and under farmer management provides a unique
means of assessing the effect offarm differences which
arise from social, cultural, and economic factors as
well as from soils and climatic influences. Traditional
research procedures lead to the control or minimi,ation of such dilfcrences in order for elTects of the technological variables to be more emphatic. But this control masks many of the real factors which affect the
productivity of the technology being tested. Use of the
average yield of all treatments on each farm as an
environmental index, which reflects all the good and
bad that will be found on the farms when the technology is adopted, is an efficient and simple means of
assessing technology before it is incorporated in a massive extension effort. This process can help partition
the clientele into recommendation domains, providing a more precise definition of potential adopters.
Recommendation domains make extension efforts
more effective and help guide researchers to provide
improved technology, better adapted to specific agrosocioeconomic conditions.
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Fanner initiated on-fann research
Ronald L. Rosmann

research. PFJ chose the last of these as
Abstract. Practical Farmers o/Iowa was founded in 1985 to help farmers generate and
their primary strategy, although perhaps it
swe information on environmentally soundfarming methods. Its on-farm research trials
should be amended to read "full partne"
allow farmers to do statistically valid comparisons ofcompeting techniques, such as different weed control methods. However, sustainable agriculture means more than provid- .. for the good of all."
ing farmers with adequate information about appropriate techniques. It also requires
policies that reward farmers for adopting sustainable methods and that support rural
History of PFI
community well-being.
PFJ was fOlmded in 1985 to generate
Key words: farmer-initiated research, sustainable agriculture, environmentally sound
data and share information on profitable,
farming, extension, rural communities, fann families, ridge tillage
environmentally sound fanning methods.
In 1984, Larry Kallem, executive director
of the Iowa Institute of Cooperation, and
Richard Thompson, a fanner from Boone
County, Iowa, began discussing the need
in productivity resulting from the developfor a group that could pursue that purpose.
Introduction
ment ofhybrid corn, pesticides, and chemiAt a 1985 Iowa State University (ISU)
cal fertilizers. Farmers became highly dewOIkshop entitled "Management AlternaFarmer participation in the land-grant
pendent on the experiment stations and the
tives for Biological Fanning, It farmers
university (LGU) system and agricullilral
universities for information. By the 1970s,
research has had a long up-and-down hiswere asked about forming an organization
however, some people began to see that
tory, with both conflict and success since
offanners interested in this approach. The
they were paying for this rapid increase in
response was an overwhelming yes, and a
the system began in 1862. Farmer input
small group was formed, calling itself
productivity and technology, as negative
into university decisions and communicaeffects were being felt around the countryPractical Farmers of Iowa. The word
tion between farmer-citizens and the uniside. The rural social stability ofthe 194Os,
"practical" was selected because the orve"ity were among the goals of the LGU
system (Stevenson and Klemme, 1992).
1950s and 1960s started to become unganization had to be realistic so that farmglued. Farms were getting larger, farmers
ers would be interested in joining. Also, to
However, most farme" did not want agricould worle more land, and machinery was
make it appeal to as many fanners as poscullilral colleges or experiment stations
sible, words such as "organic," "biologi(Danbom, 1992). Many began to blame
getting bigger and more costly, which
the LGU system for rural socioeconomic
cal," and "regenerative" were avoided.
helped fuel the need to farm more land.
woes arising from low prices and profiteerPFJ has grown steadily since 1985, with
Rural communities were experiencing ec0ing by the marketing and transportation
its membership now around 450. It is best
nomic decline and loss of population, and
known for its involvement in sustainable
secto", specifically the grain merchants
their groundwater was becoming contamiagriculture and on-farm research. The fJrst
and railroads. Some early experiment stanated from the overuse and misuse of pestions encouraged fanners to do experigoal in its original mission statement was
ticides and fertilizers. The high costs of
ments on their own farms and share the reenergy and other inputs in the I 970s caused
to provide farme" with information about
sults with scientists. Although agricultural
environmentally sound, lower cost, profitsome people to look elsewhere for alternaresearchers candidly admitted the experiable farming techniques. By the early
tive solutions. For some, the solutions
ments were scientifically dubious, at least
1980., many fanners were becoming conwere to be found, astonishingly, within
they had public relations value (Danbom,
cerned about trends they were seeing, inthemselves.
1992). Responsiveness to farmers' concluding: increased dependence on pestiThus, the groundworle was laid for an
cerns gradually declined after World War
cides, with its possible associated environorganization such as the Practical Farmers
I. The next 60 years were the Golden Age
mental and health consequences; increased
of Iowa (pFJ) to build on the crumbling
of agricullilral research, with great strides
loss of topsoil with conventional tillage;
foundations of farmer involvement in uniloss of medium-sized family farms; inversity affairs during the previous 120
creased dependence on fossil fuel; higher
years. Auburn and Baker (1992) comcosts of purchased agriCUltural inputs; demented that farmers can infonn agriculRonald L Rosmann is a farmer and fonner president
of Practical Farmers of Iowa. Address: 1222 Ironwood Road, Harlan, IA 51537.

tural research in three ways: as objects, as
advisors, and as full partners in control of

terioration of rural communities; and loss
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of control over their personal and business
lives.
PFI', second goal was to encoumge and
guide research aimed at producing information about sustainable agricultuno. This
has been a major way of bridging the gap
between fanners and scientists. It never
would have been achieved ifthcISU Extension Service had not been willing to listen. Because of thi, openness to real
fanner involvement in research, a PFIIExtension field coordinator was named in
1988. The coordinator is an Extension
agronomist wbo has worked on behalf of
both the Extension Service and PFI in a
partnership that reflects both groups' commitment to sustainable agricultuno and the

communication process.

History of the Field
Experiment Design
The need for practical, scientifically
sound on-farm trials evolved from the
work of Richard Thompson. In the early
1980s, many researchers doubted the
credJ.'bility ofon-fann researcb..Busch and
Lacey (1983) asked agricultural scieotists
to rank different criteria for choosing research problems. Although "demands
raised by clientele" was listed 13th of21,
there was no mention offanners' observations or on-fann researcb as contributing to
selecting a research problem.
This omission was justified. "Research" done on-fann was largely based on
fanners' observations from one field to the
next, one year to the next, or, at best, one
field subdivided into a few wide strips
comparing two practices. On the other
hand, fanners were reluctant to accept data
from small plots on universitY field stations
that were planted and harvested by hand.
The yields usually were high and not tealistic according to fanners' experience.
Thus there wen: two extremes, one
based on fanners' unreplicated field observations, the other based on small, unrealistic plots oft'the fann. A compromise was
needed. Out ofth... concerns evolved the
design for fanner-managed paired comparisons used by PFI fanner-researchers
(Exner and Thompson, 1992), which has
become the comerstone for valid, reliable
fanner initiated investigations.

Description of the
Experimental Design

•. Itisconductedaspartofawhole-fann
system under actual fanning conditions.

The field trial design has evolved to include the following characteristics:

• It provides fanners with new skills
and enhances their confidence in their
problem-solving ability.

• There are at least six randomized replicates, with long, narrow strips that
run thelengtb of the field.

• It can lead to more rigorous research
by scientists.
• It is economical, because fanner-,...
searchers are reimbursed up to 5350
per trial, with one or two trials conducted per year.
• It provides staristically reliable answers.

• Generally, only two treatments are
compared.

• The farmer's conventional equipment and field operations are used. .
• Selection of the research topic is primarily left to the fanner.
• Plot work is performed entirely by the
fanner.
• Appropriate soil tests and leaf tissue
analysis are done.

Table 1. Replicated on-farm trials,
Practical Farmers onawa.

• Yields, weed counts and other appropriate measurements arc made by the
fanner.

Year
1987

9

• Trials are subjected to statistical
analysis, often by the fanner.

1988

41

1989

59

1990

61

1991

68

1992

60

TOTAL

298

From 1987 to 1992, 298 trials were conducted by 27 fanner-cooperators (Table 1).
Table 2 shows the kinds of trials. Besides
the replicated trials, there were 79 unreplicated demonstrations.

Number of Trials

Evaluation
PFI field trials have both strengths and
weaknesses compared with field station research. The advantages of field station research are:

• It can do long-term studies more readily because offewer cropping restrictions from year to year.
• It does not have the economic constraints facing most fanners.
• It can investigate the dynamics of
why a practice works or doesn't PFI
trials can show what happens, but not
necessarily Why.
Advantages of on-farm research include
the fonowing:

Table 2. On-farm trials, Practical
Fannen oflowa, 1987-1992Category
Cover crops

16

Manure management

19

Miscellaneous

33

N rates

76

P & K rates, placement, and
timing

21

Starter fertilizers

33

TInage

20

Weed management

68

Narrow strip intercropping
Management~intensive

• Farmers fmd its results more believable.

• It tests new techniques under the realistic conditions of actual working
famts.
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Number

grazing
TOTAL TRIALS
Demonstrations

6
6
298

79

Statistical Reliability
One measure of the statistical precision
is the coefficient of variation (C.V.).
Rzewnic:ki et al. (1988) compared experi-

a narrow band over the row. There were
no significant yield differences between
the two. The average saving from not using herbicides was S5.5o/A for com and
S5.78/A forsoybean.
The PFI on-farm public field days have
been the most effective means of disseminating results such as these (Table 5).
Nearly 8,000 people have attended the 137
field days since 1987, many of which were
cosponsored by the local Extension office,

intensive rotational grazing. Adoption of
bST will substantially reduce farming ac-

tivity but increase non-farm activity,
whereas a shift to rotational grazing could

result in more fanning without increasing

Critics such as Jim Hightower (1973), in
his book Hard Tomatoes, Hard Times,
have charged that LGU research is biased
toward larger farms. Defenders of LGU
research have argued that their technolo-

the cost of producing milk.
PFI, with its emphasis on an integrated
systems approach to farming, has significantly contributed to increasing farming
activity. PFI research farms ideally are diversified in crops and livestock, with significantly lower purchases of off-farm inputs but significantly higher recycling of
nutrients, and with labor and management
provided largely by the farm family.
PFI has shown that farmers can become
full partners in research for the good of all.
Although farmer-driven on-farm research
has becn an asset, PFI recognizes that more
efforts are needed if further change is to
take place. Unfortunately, PFI and sustainable agriculture still are viewed by

gies are scale-neutral, and that larger fanns

many as outside mainstream agriculture.
Originally, PFI wanted to change mainstream agriculture. It now asks whether

the same treatment at mUltiple locations
and over multiple years instead of different
treatments tested for only one or two years.

simply can adapt them more reedily. According to Smith (1992), however, neither
side is correct: "Land grant university research is not directly scale biased, it is sector biased." He has said that most agricul-

Relevance to Sustainable
Agriculture

tural research leads to more non-farm economic activity at the expense of fanning.
He gives the example of the bovine soma-

ment station C. V.' s in south central Nebraska to those from 23 PFI trials in 1987.

Irrigated com yields in experiment station
trials had C.V.'s in the range 8% to 15%,
with least significant differences (LSD)
from 15 to 23 bulA. For irrigated soybean

trials at the same experiment stations,

Soil Conservation Service, or agribusiness

C.V.'s were from 6% to 12%, with LSD's
from 3 to 6 bulA. By comparison, 23 PFI
trials had an average C.V. of2.7% (range
0.7% to 5.9%). The authors concluded that
the statistical reliability of the on-farm design should enhance the development of
integrated research models that included

groups.

fanners, Extension personnel, and re-

searchers.
Further improvements are being made
in the PFI field trial design. One is to include more checks in the standard twotreatment design. Another is to replicate

Implications for the Future
of Agriculture

totropin (bSTj, in contrast to management-

From the viewpoint of promoting sustainable practices, how successful have the
field trials been? From the onset, they
were intended to show that farmers could
farm both profitably and in an environmentally sound fashion using fewer purchased
inputs, especially pesticides and fertilizers.
Two of the most popular trials have been
comparisons of nitrogen (N) rates and of
weed management methods. Table 3
shows the results of 71 trials from 1987 to
1992 in which the farmer's customary N

that is realistic, since food production,
processing and marketing are becoming
more vertically integrated and under the
control of very few companies. Many people have not heard of PFI, although it has
had considerable impact atthe state and national level. This shortcoming will be addressed through a long-term project called

Table 3. Results of71 N rate comparisons, Practical Farmers ofIowa, 1987-92.
Practice

Farmer's customary rate (av.)
Alternative rate (av.)

N

Com Yield

Ob/A)

(bulA)

133

132.8

80

131.3

rate was compared with a reduced rate
based on the late spring soil nitrate test
adapted for Iowa by Alfred Blackmer, ISU

Table 4. Weed management trials, Practical Farmers ofIowa (1987-1992).

agronomist. There were no significant
yield differences, with the lower rate saving an average of 53 Ib ofN, S6.68, and
12.7 gal of diesel fuel equivalent per acre.
Table 4 summarizes 20 com trials and
29 soybean trials for weed control using
ridge tillage with mechanical cultivation
only or with mechanical cultivation plus
herbicides, which usually were applied in

Corn

Soybean

Average yield (buIA)
Ridge tillage with herbicide

132.1

43.0

Ridge tillage without herbicide

132.6

422

20

29

5.60

5.78

Number of trials (six replicates per trial)
Saving from omitting herbicide (S/A)
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Table 5. Farm field days, Praetlcal
Farmenono....
Year

1987
..
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
TOTAL

Number

9
18
22
29
30
29
137

Atteadance
800
1000
1000
1400
1800
1900
7900

"Sham:! Visions: Farming for Better Com·
munities," which will create local focus
groups in farming communities around
Iowa to broaden the scope ofPFI aetlvities.
A diverse mix of citizens will make up the
local groups to work on fmming a "shared
vision" and a plan to implementthcscgoals
locally. The local on-farm research network will be linked to the new community
groups serving as a focal point for educating both farmers and nonfarmers about the
value of sustainable agriculture. Local
marketing is an example of an IsSue when:
local groups can become involved.
PFI is very conccmcdaboutthe farmer's
declining share of the agricultural dollar,
more of which now goes to the marketing
and input sectors. Members often have
said that even if they did all the right kinds

of research, farmed in the most environmentally sound manner possible, redoccd
purchased inputs drastically, and obtained
high yields, they sti1I might not swvive because of factors that seemingly are oat of
their control, namely the prices they receive, federal farm poliey, and macr0economic trends. On-farm rcscarch data,
such as PFI farmers have generated since
1987, could be used more effectively to influence federal farm policy and to reform
farm legislation so that farmers arc rewarded financially or encouraged in otber
ways to use the kinds of sustainable agriculturaI practices that PFI has examined.
PFI data provide real-life evidence that
large-scale farming with reduced purchases ofpesticides and fertilizers docs not
mean large dccreascs in yields and income
(Blackmer, 1993).
PFI recognizes that sustainable agriculture is more than on-farm research or a set
offarming practices. It also is aboot values
and people. Small and medium-sized family farms, vibrant rural communities, the
enlly of young people into farming. and an
increase in the producer's share of the agriculturaI dollar all arc worthy goals. Our
challenge is now to make them a reality.
AdUlowlcdgmeat. I thank Derrick Exner, Practical
Farmers of Iowa Field Trials Coordinalor, for his
amtributions to this paper.
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Compost is Being Turned
into "Natural" Pesticides
by Recycler

Farm Profiles Invited
For its new department on alternative agriculture profiles, the AJAA welcomes short
articles describing farmers who have. adopted interesting alternative practices. The articles should include five elements: a brief description of the farm; the problems that
made the farmer look for an aItemative approach and the reasons why the alternative
seemed plausible; a summary of the basic principles behind the alternative (possibly in
a sidebar ifit interrupts the flow of text); a discussion of how well the alternative has
worked; and a discussion of the applicability of the alternative for other farms. The
length should be ISoo to 2000 words.
Submissions must be accompanied by a release, signed by the farme.r, giving pe.rmission forthis matcrial to be published in the American Journal ofAlteT7UJIive Agriculture.
Vol. 3, No.4, of the AJAA has a furthe.r description of the department (page \88); or
query the editor for further information. Send submissions to the Editor, AJM, 9200
Edmonston Road, Suite 117, Greenbelt, MD 20770-ISSI.
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Land Recovery Inc. in Washington is
taking compost beyond its typical fertilizer function by turning it into natural
pesticides and fungicides, according to a
recent article in The New York Times.
"The idea is to treat the compost, prodoccd he.rc from ysrd wastes, with microorganisms specifically desigoed to attack
the fungi and bacteriaI diseases that horticulturists now typically fight with
chemicals," the article says. The comme.rcially available microorganisms arc
natural enemies of fungi or microbes that
cause bacterial plant diseases.

Participatory strategies forjnformation
lv""'~"n!J
e.'A
"lIgll:l"

Amer . J. Alternalve Ag.r
5(4):153-160. 1990.

Charles Francis, Ja. nes King, Jeny DeWitt, James Bushnell, and Leo Lucas

Abstract. Complexity and rapid cJumge ill tM agricu/lura/ industry are pushing ILS
toward more parrkipatory spUms of {IIjomuJtiIm ~Iopmellt and ucIulllP- T'hae
changa are drivell by a rapidly noI'IiIIg i'lfarmatitm elll'irollment. with a multiplicity
of sourca and different clients. and by a techllD/ogictlI rewHUtilm ill communictltiollS
equipmellt At the SQme time, sdellt/sU and famren are becoming itu:reaSillgly aware of
the complex biological interrzetions that OCt:Ilr ill cropping systems and how th_ are
connected with the oW!rallecosy&tem. We are expanding our tinul and space frame of
"'fereflCe. To address tomorrow'. challenges. it will be important to blend the efforts in
rest!fJrch and extellSion. to include farmen as full participants in the pionning. execution.
and interpretation of experiments. to explore new directiollS such as model farms and
master farmen. and to d.."lop creatiW! educational approacha to encourage practical
problem Miving. CollaboratiW! effOrts of uniW!nities. industry, farme, groups. and env;·
ronmental organizations will be needed to fully empower the individtuU farm manage,
to make rational and enriranmentolly sound production decisions in tM future.

Key words: exteusion, communications, ecosystems, technology traDsfer, net·
working, demonstrations

Introduction: Why
partIcipatory strategies?
At this time in history, all the major
protagonists involved with agriculture
are being cbaJlenged, and even threatened, by the number and scope of the
industry's transitions and changes. Reeling with the reality of the approaching
21st century, all agricnltural groupaconfront a dynamic and unpredictable fu-
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ture. Complexity and change: are pushing all of US toward participation. What
are some of the changes that are affecting
the major players?
Farmers and rancbers today are faced
with a c1imate of unprecedented change.
The climate includes substantial and
sometimes unpredictable changes in
costs and availability of inputs, in markets and prices for products, in govern·
ment programs, and in regulations. Pr0ducers are abo faced with an image
problem. They are sotDetimes viewed as
practitioners of a business that overuses
or misuses cbemicals and ferti1izen to
the detriment of public bealth and safety
lind the environment.
Industry now confronts a cbaJlenge:
from a skeptical public. Long recognized
as an intportant contributor to crop and
livestock productivity, the pesticide and
fertilizer industry DOW is faced by a public perception that it contributes to environmental problems instead of solving
problems. Industry research to produce
a new generation of environmentally
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sound products and practices gets little
publicity.
Environmental urganiutions have become inc:rasingly concerned about DODpoint source pollution from agriculture.
They are aggrasivdy active in the political arena with reprd to farm-related legislation. There is little general appreciation that farmers and ranchers live and
work closer to the natural envimnnmmt
than most who live in an urban setting.

Producers have an

immediate

concern

and involvement with their sources of
drinking water, food produced at home,
and exposure to products used in the 0peration of an agricultural business.
Public institutions confront a rapidly
cbanging future. Beca_ they play an
intportant role in education and regulation, much of their current agenda includes concern about resource.and environmental issues. For eumpIe, USDA
baa, in the past few yean, been refocusing research programs toward low-input,
SWltainabie agricnlture. CIeatIy identified funding is starting to go into this
area. NationaJly. the Cooperative Extension Service is building a greater focus on
contemporary issues into its educational
agenda New initiatives are DOW in place
to redirect activities.
Each group in agriculture is a developer, a communjcator. and a user olinformation. We have begun to expand the
traditional model where data and recommendations are generated by the public
or private research laboratory and then
passed through ertensiml or private mar·
keting channels to the end user-in this
case the individual fanner or rancber. A
new concept is to devdop participatory
networks in wbicb each person in agriculture is identified as both a generator
and a user of information. We are struggling with how to coJIectivdy manage
this new, open, mnlti-directional information environment. Extension special·

ists have always met aDd dimmed CODstramts and alternative prICIia:s with
farmers. There is a need to further expaad participatory and eflicicnt strategics for information excbaDge, as illustrated in Figiue I (King. et a1., 1989).

Significant current changes
In perspective
In concert with these cbangcs in agriculture, in agribuainas, in public instimtiODS, and in our UDdersWIding of the
enviroomeDt aDd of complex bioJosicai
systems, we ..... experieDcing a tccImDlogical revolution. This includes communications hardware and appIicatioDs,
biotechnology, and a global informaIion
and business network. What ..... IIOIIIe of
the principal changes to which we will
respond with participatory strategies?

Changing Inforrmrtlon
environment
The primary changes in the information enviroomeDt relate to volume of
m....ges and complwty of what they
contain. That we ..... drowning in information, yet starved for wisdom is a nite
summary of our frusuatiOJ. with information overload. There is little time to
absorb and process ineoming messages.
We not only have a greater multiplicity
of information soun:es, but a greater
number of divene and segmented audiences. There ..... large, medium, and
small farms; there ..... full-time and
part-time ptOdw:ers. There ..... "hobby"
lumen and userious" farmers; there are
local and non-local landowners. At the
same time, there ..... many new communication cbenneJs-..able and satellite
television, home video, eIectnmic maiJ, .
remote databases, FAX trinnJogy_
that were little used for agricuJtural communication a mere decade ago.
Receivers of messages may become increasingly bewildered by conflicting information in a market- and advertisingdliven culture, and thua feel the need to
participants in the system rather
than ,·..ssive obsc:rven. Then: is a convcrg_ of information that brings specialists in resean:h and extension cloae
10 fanners and ranchen in a mutual

"""""e

quest to understand complwty, as
shown in Figure I (Francis et aL, 1989).
There is a greater potential for feedback
and an increased willingness by usen to
share their results or comments on what
is received.. From a relatively simple
communication
environment with
clearly identified source people and _
ers, we ..... entering an UDImowu, poorly
undentood, and complex stage on which
the players can assume severa1 roles and
where the lighting and sound system
may be controlled offstage by persons or
organizations uuknowu.. Complex,
changing. and unpredictable government programs add to the instability of
the extemal enviroameuL Fisme 2 iIl_
tratcs some of this complexity (Francis
et a1., 1989). With tools and processes to
handle this changing information environment, ptOducers will be empo.Cied
to acquire, son, and use the full range of

contemporary information resources.
Tet:hnologlclll revolution In
communlclltlone
Teclmology is growing faster than our
ability to alford and apply it in education. "The only SIIIC thing in buying a
computer is that the technology will be
out of date by the time the machine is
delivered." Fortunately, we can upgrade
our equipment with addo()Jl devices, buy

new software, or innovate with networks
to share time and procedures with other
equipment. For the average user, the
hardware provides far pealer poteutial
than is utilized in applli:atiou. Nevertheless, the perscmal computer revolution is
symptomatic of the overwhelming technological change prevaleut in today's
communication environmen.L
There ..... new ways to identify and to
reach specific groups, as in the audience
segmentation approach used in advertising. In esteusinu we target certain
groups of interested clients who chooae
to attend meetings, but there is a need
for multi&cetcd approeches to reach a
wider wdimce Sharai database, interactive video, CD ROM, satellite transmission and reception capabiJitics all
have overwhelming potential for interactive applications in agriculture. The
potential to describe a farm physically
through satellite imagery and to target
crops or practices to c:ertIin piaas on
that farm ..... yet to reach application.
F'me-tunins =endatious for application of prodw:tinn inputs as a result
of greater definition in describing soiJs
could be a pan of tomorroW's decision
matrix-a complex area that is ouiy now
being conceptualized. Then: is a need for
increased accuracy of information, a responsibility shan:d by research.... farmers, and agribuain.... interests. Collec-
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Function

Source:

Past

Description

Today

...-....-. fti

A move from single or few
senders of messages to many
senders, often in dispute.

.-.

.----,.

.,,...-

.=.

~-

A move from few messages
to massive volumes of
messages.

Channel:

-=.

~'"

A move from few
communication channels to
multi-media and many
access paims.

Receiver:

.-a

Feedback:

.-a

Audience:

Message:

Outcome:

A move from audience
homogeneity to audience
segmentation.

'VI'.
a

~

A move from passive receivers
to active participanls.

,

I

A move from minimal feedback
to multi-feedback loops.
A move from unspecified
outcomes to behavioral, but
uncertain outcomes.

·-·f

A move from known
communication environments
to unknown and changing
communication environments.

Environment:

Figure 2. A daaiptiw of the changing rommllnication functions.
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tion, p"'.....sing, aDd interpretaIioD of
information is key to this proceas, .. well
as the _
to ccmm1lllicate or share
that information 1IIIIIIII thole "ho Deed
iL Increued producer potricipotim is
possible throuah their usc of IICW technologies for rapidly • ........;..g market repans, producticm w .... j, edations,
aDd weather data.

N_ undei.ta/dlnp til
InterRtIona end _18dn •••
Another chauae in peispecti.e is a
growing scientific IIIIIIemandiDg of the
cyc1ica1 rel·tionshipo 1IIIIIIII compoI10IIts of croppiDc aDd crop/animal systems, as well .. the biological COIIDeCIedness of total systemL We have long
unde:stoocI details of the hyclrolop: cycle aDd how nitrogen aDd other elements
are cycled throuah plants aDd anima1s to
the soil. This knowledge is espancting in
areas as narrow as soil microfIora and
faWl8, aDd .. brood as global systems
that influence atmospheric carbon dioxide aDd the ozone layer_ Now there is
growing COIICCm about the inten:oDlleCtedncss of systems aDd how disruption of
one system in one part of the globe may
have far-racbing aDd .. yet UDimDwn
impacts on other systems vital to our
survival. The developiDg theory of
"chaos" adds to our ability to describe
aDd UDderstand these complex aDd dyIWIIic syatems. 'WrtbiD this context, we
begin to ex.mine food producing aDd
other human activities in a IICW 1ighL
Wben possible we establish IICW yardsticks apiDat "hich to JDeII1Ue the efficiency, appropriatedess aDd sustainability of specific practices or systemL
Longer tItM end expended apace
frame of reterem:e
Central to this rethinking of yardsticks is the growing COIICCm about
longer time aDd expaDded gengraphic
frames of reference for agriculture. To
assure sustainability of food production,
we must ronsider available resoun:es to
produce that food DOt just in the next
year or the next five yean. I..ong-term
crop rotations aDd their eft'ects on soi1s
are more complex than specific DiUOgen.
applications aDd Itsponses in a single

year. A measure of the eccmomics of
pumping irrigation water that takes into
IICCOUiIt the long-term awilability ofwater, the coots of energy UiIder potentia1
price scawios. aDd the impact of Ditrate
aDd pesticide leoched into IIqUifen is far
more complex than calm1atiDg a com
yie1d respoase to inches of app1ied water.
In a global - . "we all live dowDstream." The COiIiIeCtioDs betweeD humans aDd other species aDd specific
farming practices are coming into c:1earer
focus. The impact of water aDd nlllrient
cycles are inter."" '*eted across wicIe
areas. Economically, we are turDin, into
one global community baaed on trade,

stone. 1989):
"We cannot expect to IIIlCCCed in the
twarty-fint century with • •t . . . . tb cen..
tury institmions Strucmn1 chauae must
'rmmpony major teclmoloJicsl change
in any society; if it does not. the system
wiD exhibit increasing strains aod the
. l*'" of teclmoloJicsl change is likely to
slow down. One benefici.'Y of systems
n:oeazch may be the evolution of new
orpniptj.... I.1Ir1Ictnres in the puhlic
aDd priYue sr:cton, tmgiDg &om the
federa1Istate/loc:al govallliiCDt to the
corporation. A cIoeeIy related question
is the desUable balance betweeD power
concentration aDd distribution in the
twenty-first century "information society":'

stability, aDd mutua1 interdependence.
These are broader time aDd space frames
than we traditiona1Jy consider when
evaluating potenIiaIs aDd mcces.es of
spa:ific components of agricultural technology. In a broad - . the ru1es are
constantly changing

ElloMng focus In response
to changes

Evo/UtlotJery cIuInge In extension

rocu.

P ....pectives in extension also are
ch.nging The change in name from
"Cooperative Extension Service" to
..Cooperative Extension" is ODe eumple
of an evolving focus in this arena. From
a traditional emphasis on service to
farmers aDd ranchers, that is, providing
spa:ific lecommendatjOUI on practices
or facilities for activities, we are moving
more completely into an educational
mode. Today's environment has many
informatioD soun:es-federa.l aDd stare
1gencies, pri1Iatc industry, aDd crop aDd
livestock consultants, among others. Extension is assnming a greater role in pr0viding the tools to empower agricultural
producers to sort out these many recommendations aDd decide "hat is best for
each specific farm aDd i'8DCh. Extension
is evolving, with Increased emphasis on
snch areas as water qnality, soil aDd ....
ter conservation, nutrition aDd health,
aDd tural revitalization. This emerging
role of extension .. an educational organization is being aided by wide participation of diverse users at all leve1s.
In mmmat'Y, these changes could be
iDnstrated by a quote from a recent paragraph from the journa1. Techno/ogictl/
Forecasting and Soci4I Chanp (Lin.

Given the changes in information,
technology, aDd biological scien=,
"hat is the response of institutions and
programs to address the IICW realities?
We are beginning to view each enterprise
aDd each field in a IICW light, as they are
integrated into whole farm systems and
into communities. There is a growing
·a............ of the limited non·renewable
resource base on whieh agriculture is
bni1t aDd how we must adapt future techno1ogies and practices to that reality. Ex·
tension is looking both narrowly at the
specificity of reccmmendations to farms
aDd lields as well as broadly at the impact of technologies aDd macroadjustments in agriculture on nual com1lUlllities. Here are ........ speci:lic areas
in "hich we are aQjnsting direction and
programs aDd which reflect the balance
aDd diversity that are likely to be found
in extension in the future (Francis at al.,
1988).

VIew of sptemll end I."". ".
bIoIoglt;al uniD
In a reductionist approach to the
study of component technologies, the focus has been on hybrids, fertilizer 1evels.
herbicide rates, and economic return to
specific input levels. Accepting the vital
'aDd continuing importance of research
on these components, we need to complement current activities with a broader
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approach to measuring the bioIopcal
and economic impacII oCtechnoIogi.. on
whol. farm syotems. In ........ the farm
beccmes the biological 1IIIit on which
success or failure is JIIt:U1Ir<d. Rather
than bushels per aae or DOt profit per
enterprise, ibe farmer could look at beth
net farm income per year and stability of
that inccmc over many yean. Ccnainly
the biological view is vital to II1I1'Vivai of
each farming or rancbing WliL

As developed OVer the past several
decades, agricultnre has becom. increasingly dependent on fossil fuel based pro-

duction iaputs, especially chemical fertilizen and pesticidea, and diael for
machinery, steel, rubber. and irrigation
pumps. These technologies are sensitive
to the supplies and prices of external
non-renewable fuel resoureea. Rdiance
on high levels of these inputs has reduced
the elliciency of use of raJeWab10 resources such as biologically fixed nitrogen. rsiufall and system bcneIits .ueb as
the rotation effects. In the futnre,.,. will
be increasing our relative use aDd reli-

ance on renewable resources found on
the fann (Francis and King. 1988). It
will be important to focus reaean:h on
greater ellicicncy in use of reao=
from whatever source. In addition, sucb
complex issues will require greater emphasis on interdisciplinary teams.

We have developed a generation ofresearchers and producers who seek a formula or product in a package to solve
most production problems. In the futnre
it will be important to evaluate a series of
alternative solutions to each production
problem. W. also need to build OD understanding of the entire farming enterprise
and environment and the process needed
to remove or mjnjm;u: limitations in the
system. .. oppcaed to spraying or
applying a product as the only alternativ. (Francis et aL, 1988). A proceas lipproacb InCIDS using qu<stions and involving audiencea to solve problems.
Research and extension teams are

needed here as well. and these teams can
include farmera and rancht:rs.

ucts that use local raw materials and en·
haDce the economic viability of the community.

Speclf/cfty of rrIIIUItII _

~To extend the conoept of a proceas
approach to removing productinn constraints, we need to eaplore the specificity or results and rrcommendarioos and
the most ellicient ways to apply them to
a specific fann. Most available information wss developed under experimental
conditions in a few locations (for example, =ponse to nitrogen fertilizer) or
wss derived from many comparisoos
acrosa a wide area (for eumple, cnmparisons of com hybrids). In either case, the
relevance of the reaults depends on bow
similar the lealieg silea are to the farm
on which the information is to be applied
and on the rainfall and other conditions
of the coming season (Walters et al••
1990). Recommendations are based on
probability of reaponse to a given fertilizer rate, berbicide application, or tillage
option. The challc:oge to each farmer is
to marimize the probability of success
of a given practice. On. of the wsys to
supplement available data is to panici.
pate in the generation of that

information-the on·farm trial.
Diversity of entsrprl... and
products
Ther. is value in hoth the biological
and economic diversity that comes frem
additional enterprises or value-added
products. Although many producera
have reaped the benefits of specia1ization
in one or two crops, many successful
manag"" in the futnre will base their
plans on flexibility ODd diversity in crops
and products. Crop rotations and more
complex scquencea and patterns of
plants can help control insects, weeds,
and pathogens. In the Great Plains,
windbreaks can reduce crop transpiration and increase yields. A more diverse
array of crops allows the farmer to use
new rotatioos and reapond to chIDging
market dynamics ODd export opportunitics. Instead of coucentrating on ex·
portiog a large volume of low-value feed
grains. Midwest producers can convert a
part of this crop into value-added prod-
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A common assumption about new
technology has been that government,
Wlivenity, or industry should assnme
the risks of innovation. R<commcndalions to producera ha>e promoted only
practiea that have been proven sua:asful over several years on experiment station fields. In reality, producers have
long sssumed the risk of widespread application of new component technologies. Recognizing this, extension specialists can take two steps to help producen
evaluate all available options and mini.
mize risk.. One is to get results from re..
search out more quicldy. Even though
reaults may be pre1iminary or bssed on
only two years or sevcrallocations. we
can carefully explain how information
was derived and how confident,.,. are
with the conclusions. Farmers can ac·
cept some risk of the Dew practice by
adeptiog on a few aeres and seeing if
it fits their operation. The second is to
provide better guidelines on how to do
valid on·farm testing so that farmers can
collect rcpentable data ODd have confidence in their observations when trying
new technology. These steps will help
innovative farmers both to test new ideas
and to minjmjze their risk in making
changes in management. Many universi·

ties DOW move information quickly from
any available source to farmer and
rancher clients in their state.

Concern about community
llisbll/ty
For many generations agriculture bas
followed a trend towsrd larger units and
fewer people on the farm. just as other
industries have specialized and ex·
panded. In agriculture, this bas made it
hard fer those with limited resources
who would like to begin farming and bas
made it more difficult for rural institu·
tiOD! to support the remaining popula.
tieD. We have been taught that "bigger
is better," or "get big or get out!" Yet
Wendell Berry asks the queation,
"Would you rather have the neighbor's

farm, or have a neighbmT' The tread
could be revened by a new focus on
farms as biologic:alllDiu, on diversity, on
management as • substitute for purcIw<d inpllll, and on more val"""1ldded
activities on the farm and in the community. Viable farms and filmj)jrs can help
. iupjlort ..~ commU1liliei. a crw:iaI
factor in preserving the quality of ruraJ
life that will keep apiculture strong. It
is important 10 dcveIop .....hnologies,
systems, and apicuJturaI policies that
will eacowage viable commUDities aDd
inf'rastrw:Iure and notjuat a short-term
profit from continuous IIIOIlOCI'DppiD

Participatory strategies In

extension
In ,espoDM 10 the changes outlined
above, wbat are some of the spa:ific participatOIy stratqies and approaches being ezplOIed and test<d in universities,
federal aDd . - apuci... nongovernment orpni2ationa, and indusuy?

on fums and OIl uperimcIlt statioDs. In
p10IS from 1~ 10 1200 feet Jona and 10
10 40 feet wide, we uaed fuJJ-sized com·
merciaI equipment 10 earry out all opera.
tions. YJdds ...... obtained by harvesting
with. combine We did analyses ofvari._
for a ~ rwv;i!!mivd. <:P.D1=-plete block cIeiqD. Coefficients of variation (CVa) ...... consjstrn'ly 1esa than
tal peiI:eIIt aDd oftm 1esa than five perceDl, wbich sbowa that this type oflarge
plot C8II give ptecise results and allow
vaHd c:omparisoas &IDOIII_to,
Beeanse of the bigh pRCision obtainable with Iaige p10IS OIl fanaa. we suggest that trisJs or valic!atjnn p10IS he located on whatever type of site can best
meet the objectives. If the major objcctiveislOcomparelaigeDumbenoftreatmeats, or if many obsehations are 10
be taken and control is u.eeded over the
. conditiom of the tria1, then au uperimeat station may be the mmt logical site.
If there are reIative1y few - t o , or
if demomUation ofpnctices or varieties
10 f8llDeiS in Iarse plots is desired, then
• replicated strip pIut triaJ could serve
both pmposes. Even if. single plot per
treatmeDt is planted for demonat:ration
. Oil each of sevenI farma, the data C8II
be pooled using lacations as replications.
Com hybrids evaluated in large plots UDderiniption in Clay County, Nebraska.
save CV. 1esa than five percent in each
of four years in a leceIIt experiment
(Rzevmidd et aJ., 1988). lbe Practieal
FaIiIICfS of Iowa routinely conduct fertilizer, beIbicide, tiIIase. and variety trials in Iaige plots; CVa are regu1arly below five pen:eDL On-fann activities can
complemmt atation triaJs. Farmen can
be fuJI parUIeiS in the development of
..... reseateh-based information and recommendatiom.

With the plots used as demonatralicms
aDd the results used in meetings the fo1-

10wins wiuter, this is a c:oIIaborative 0peration in wbich farmen participate in
both the research and uteDsion aspects
of the pnx:ess. Other activities iDdude
the N~ ~ Qm(ereuce .
and IIription Shott Coune that have
developed inlO viable II1I1lUaI events 10
wbich many farmers have been attIacted
and where they often participate in panel
disnmiom

Fanner. .. full partlc/pllnta
Each puticipant in the res n,hI....tension eft'on brings cettain ideas aDd
.......wces 10 share. In one Nebruka pr0ject, farmers articulate the prime questions that need 10 be aaswered by Iesearch on their fums, and simiJar questions are investigated on aeveraI fanaa
in the rePm- Trclm;cian s provide a soil
probe for takiDg deep soil samples. The
soil l1IaIyses are pajd from grant tImda.
FaIiIICfS apply the treatments-oitrosm
levels, weed control options, cropping

a technjcian
ptOVidins some daip support. University people assist with some observations
and data col1octiml, fftquentJy visiting
the fields and IIIkins with fanaer participants. Yield data are co1Iected by farmers, with help from the technician' if
needed. Both participate in the fiDaJ interpretation oftbe data. FBID1eIB are fuJI
members of the reseuch/extemion
team. This active participation approach
is piuins favor in the an:as where it has
been applied.
system altemarives-with

In the past sevenI yean, th.... has
been a resurgeru:e of interest in dem0nstration plots and baDds-<>D involvement
of faIillCfS in the
process. This
interest has grown out of a Jona-term
involvemeut by RIICOIII:hcn working to&ether with farmers in cooperative trials
on farms. Practic:a1 FII11DCn of Iowa, for
example, has est.h1jshtd a network of
prodw:as who orpnize on-farm Iesearch pIOIS, conduet field days, and
present ateIIIion-type meetings amuad
the state (ThompooD, 1989). They have
an on-fann reseateh coordinator bired
through Iowa State Uaivenity 10 work
with the bdwwk. The Nebruka Sustainable Apiculture Society and University of NebnIska have cooperative pr0jects in wbich trials are designed cooperatively by produeer/11iC111ben and pr0ject techniciaN FII11DCn provide ideas
as well as inputs for the ....pedmento, and
teclmiciana coJIeet some data and help
with harvest. Results are analyzed by the
techniciam, but inteIpIetation is left 10
the faIillCfS who thought up the triaJa.

.........m

There is an onsoins debate about what
types of reseateh and validation should
take place on ezperiment stations in is0lated projocts and wbat types are most
appropriate on farms with fBID1er participation. R=t evaJuations of statistical
analyses with Iaige plots sugest that Iesearch in either Ioc:ation can be equally
ptecise and that we have a range of
choices in how to conduct credible Iesearch (Rzewnicki et aJ., 1988). Over
sevenI yean. Iaige plot research was
conducted in Nebraska and Iowa both

Farms that house trials or demonstratiom could be consideP.d model fums,
at least for that speci& practice. lbe
opeialOn of these fanaa are among the
mmt concemed in their commUDities
about grouDd _ter poUution, pesticide
problems. and costs olprodw:tion. Often
they are leaden in a sector of the commUDity, and they might be considen:d
"master fanners" in that areL There is
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a su.cccssful model in many states in hor·
ticult= aDd vegetable crops where
"muter gardeners" participate in tours
and meetinp, write coIumm for the paper, or publish their idea in other forms.
Forestry projects in IOWlI also follow this
model This same concept could be extended to our work with li...tock aDd
field crops. The dcmcmstnotion farm is
BI10ther exciting part of this idea. Using
the model pionccrcd by RIchard aDd
Sharon Thompoon aDd Practiad Formers of Iowa, it is possible to establish
an extensioo network. including highly
sua:essful field days, evco if this is doce
outside the normal extension meetings
and tours. Both approoclles are appropriate and compatible, but they reacb
dilfcrcot audiences. In this strategy, extension becomes a fa.cilitator for moving

information.
o.ct.Ion ...... m ..thod of
..xtension tuchtng
The decision case method of instruc·
tion, or
learning, bas loog
beco used in law and business acbools.
This participatory approoch involves
creating a realistic scenario in which stu·
dents have to absorb a situation, process
the data, and reach a conclusinn or decision right away. They have a chance to
share their decision. and debate ensues
amoog the studcots. The casc model bas
promise in agriculture, especially in extensinn. A landmark project proposed by
the University of MiImesota, and now
being tested by the Univenity of Nebraska, bas brought this potential to the
Great Plains. Back&roand informatioo
leading up to key productioo dec:isioos is
prescoted during a groop extensinn
meeting. Each penon is asked to make a
decisioo on the inpuu aDd culhlrllJ practices to be employed. People theii discuss
their choice. This can be done with an
entire clasa or meeting or with smaller
discussion groups. In either situation,
each individual must procesa the data
and must integrate this with persooal experience to make the most logical. profitable, and sustainable decisinn about the
production system. The cue approach
uses producer's existing knowledge by
stimulating their entire cognitive system.
Complex problem-solving strategies and

,tru_

sclf-directcd experiences are employed to
retrieve on-farm, local knowledge and
then apply it in DCW and creative ways.
The sua:ess of this approoch in agticu1ture must await further testing. but it

appears to have great merit for eDeDsion
teaching.
Edllt:llliDMl role of Imd f1I7Int
~

The traditinnal role of land grant universities bas beco agticulhlrllJ education,
with extension aDd research the two logical componenu that are added to formal
classroom teaching. Research is .timulated by needs discovered in the c1assroom. by extension communications
with farmers aDd ranchcn and by funding opportunities. Extension is moving
from a service role to a more intense
educational mode. Participatory types of
learning expericoce have beco shown to
be more effective than formal lectures.
In meetinp, we have found that farmer
pancla, discussion periods, and other interactive workshops are well r=ived by
producers aDd others in the audien ....
Former pancls have beco used SU<:<:CSSfully in Nebraska for many years. This
is sequential learning that builds upon
what is known aDd observed duriag the
process. New tcclmology will encourage
even more interaction; two-way satellite
communications, for example, can allow
questions and answers as well as active
discussion across many miles. In·home
interactive systems are farther down the
road. but the technology is already here
to make them happen if there is interest
aud investment in needed hardware.
AGoSAT, the national land grant
satellite-based educational distribution
system now coming into existence, will
be an important and pioneering imtruc·
tional aDd technological effort to extend
the universities' impact and reach.

Other significant players In

education
Traditionally, the universtbes were
the main players on the educational field,
with access to students who could not
get needed background aDd .kills in any
other way_ The rise of state college sys--
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tesna, community colleges, and specialized trade schools bas changed this covironmcoL There is a high Ievcl of
educatioa/training condncted today in
the private sector, aDd by some reporta
their budget ia 1argcr than the cotire annual public education investmenL Induatry is well .ware that the gcocralpRpllration people r<eeive in the public sector
is not sufficient for sldIIful job performance, aDd companies have takco on this
task at their own cost. In other Iitnalions, the prepsntion needed in today'o
technology-related bnvnM'C' requires
speciaJiurl training otherwise not avail·
able. Therefore. the eciltcariona. field is
a comples ooe, with many more players
than we bad in the paIL Public educational institutions are adjusting to fit specific niches and to do those things they
do best; they are providing a good geeera! background aDd gcoeral education
for tomorrow's leaden aDd citi=s. In
Nebraska, the university aDd extensinn
system is joining forces with the community colleges, state colleges, and technical schools to form an educational
'"shopping mall." This broad-based,
emerging educational center will oft'er a
wide variety of instructional services to
many communities in the state. This
strategy is a participatory approach to

education.

Education 1 _ to empornnnent
In the case of agricultwe aDd farmingIranching practices, producers need
to know the basic clemenu of production
systems aDd need to understand bow the
pieces fit together aDd interact. With this
basic understanding, it is possible to analyze canfulIy the individual components
of an operation aDd rationally evaluate
potential changes. We have moved to an
era where recommendations usually are
specific, aDd we often extrapolate too far
from the place wbere an experiment was
run to the sites where that recommendation should be applied. Any =mendation about fcrtilizcrs, bybrids, or herbicides to be used really constitutes a
statem";t about the probabi1ity of success, based on resesrcb aDd prior experience. We need to fiDd a method to improve the probability that each
produ='s decision will be the best one

for that farm or 1'lIIICb. The way to do
that is through educalioa that gi_ pe0ple the tools to enluate teclmological
alternati_ objectively. In the future, ex·
tension will be more focused on providing methods'by which Carmen can tat
their own teclmological alteraatives,
such as through UIe of ioDg saip tests,
so that they can formulate their own roc·
ommendatioM iDsad ofseekiq a single
opinion &lid thea inVlllliag scan:e resources to foDow that ODe altemative.
Farmers share in gathering &lid evaluat·
ing information; they also share in the
risk of applying these practices. This is
empowerment through educatioa.

Conclusions: Toward a new
paradigm In extension
New strategies &lid activities are being .
lested &lid in some cases vigorously pur.
sued in extension. Some of the ideas ami
approaches reflect programs that have
been sw:cessful in the past, while others
build on experie:nce ami use today's im·
proved cornmnn;catjons tecb:noJogy.
The changes in hardware ami sot"tware
that have been deveJoped in the last decade have been slowly adapted for use in
agriculture. We oeed to aa:cJerate the
most appropriate of those applications.

The participatory approach bas great
appeal to producers ami is .,111"'tiouaJly
aoDDd. PartidpaDts ,""",,her ami use
iDformation that is pre, = d aDd experi.
eaced. The decisioo case approach in
meetings and the classroom. the on-farm
ext,.;, iment nr validation. triaJ, and. the
tours &lid active participarioa ofproducen as full members of the reseorchIex·
tcDsion team all are valuable in this new

5. U - H. A. 1989. L
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FMm proflla invited

For its new dcpIrtmmt on alteruative agriculture profiles, the AJAA wei·
comes short articles desc:ribing farmen who have adopted interesting alter·
Dative praetiI:es. The articles should indude five elements: a brief description
of the farm; the problems that made the farmer look for an alterualive
approach ami the RISODS why the alternative seemed plausible; a summary
of the basic prim:iples behind the alternative (possibly in a sidebar if it
interrupts the flow of ten); a discussion of how well the aiteruative bas
worked; ami a discussion of the appUcability of the alternative for other farms.
The length should be 1500 to 2000 words.
Sohmissjons must be accompanied by a release, signed by the farmer, giving
permiasioD for this materia1 to be published in the Am.rican Joumal 0/
AI_tiw A.gricultrln. Vol. 3, No.4, of the AJAA has a further description
of the department (page 188); or query the editor for further information.
Send submissions to the Editor, AJAA, 9200 Edmonston Road, Suite 117,
Greenbelt, Me 20770.

V....
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iDformation emironDu:at. Participatory
strategies are mnsistmt with the new ga.
tiona! ami state enaJSioD priorities. This
diJection will help us promote success in
agric:ulture into the twenty-first century.
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Btvafl..baad codtItm otter.

.nem.tJve for USDA re_1II'Ch
budget
A brosd-based coa1ition of agri.
culture, environmental, ami COD·
sumer groups, including the IAA,
has developed a proposal to increase
&lid naIlocate the Bush Admini .....•
tion's proposed budget for agriculture research and edocation. This al·
. ternative proposal redirects the
USDA's funding roquest to focus on
sustainable agriculture, including
more interdisciplinary and farming
systems research.. technology assessment research.. extension agent

training, composting research, mi·
nority farmer outreach, organic
farming standards, ami more funding (or Low-Input SusWuab1e Apiculture (LISA) research,
Despite the 1990 Farm BiD's
mandate for USDA's research to
emphasize alteruative agriculture,
the proposed USDA budget c0ntains insufficient funding for s_
tainable agriculture research ami ed·
ucation. The 16-member coa1ition
proposes increasing USDA's $33.9
million research budget to $138.85
million; it m:ommcnds an increase
in LISA funding from S4.5 million
to $30 miI1ion. The ineresse wou1d
be achieved by redirect:ing some of
the $1.6 billion total Eucutive Request for agricu1tore research ami
education funding.
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Farmer participation in research:
A model for adaptive research and
education
John M. Gerber

,

Abstract Many farmers view wilh skepticism tile dominant agricultural research and
extension education rnode~ in which new knowledge on/arming practices is developed by
researchers and delivered through extension programs. The participatory research and

education nwdel is designed 10 support a shared vision of research and education as a
framing process among panners working in community.

The participatory model is

offered as a way to aclJieve beller communication and enhanced cooperation among

farmers. researchers and extension educators.
Key words: participatory research, experimental design, extension education

Introduction
New farmcr·managed. communitybnscd sustainable agriculture organizalions have fonned throughout the U.S. in
an attempt to develop and share ideas on
rarming practices that are both profitab1e
in the short·tcrm and sustainable in the
long·tenn. With somc notable exceptions,
rublic universities were left on the periph!.:ry orthis largely fanncr·driven activity in
jt~ early stages. As the land grant comInunity began to acknowledge the need for
rc~carch and education focused on longIcnn agricultural sustainability, a call for
flew programs came from thedisciplinesof
:Igronomy. agricultural economics. and
·Igricultural ecology. Some farmers were
,n~piciou~ of or dissatisfied with programs
'nitiatcd by land grant institutions (Wat':ins, 1990). Some researchers called for a
!Jew model for agricuJtuml research and
'dllcation ba~d on a vision of partnership
Ihat better accommodates lhe needs of
"gricultural producers (Chambers et aI.,
1989).

lohn Gerber i.!: Associate DeanlDireclor of the Uni·:cr.sity of Mas.Qchusells Cooperative Extension Sys'em, Sloclr.bridse lIall, Amherst. MA 01003,

Knowledge can dramatically affect the
fanner's ability to compete in global mar·
kets and be good stewards of resources.
Yet the means for generation of scienlific
knowlcdge is largely out of their control,
and indigenous knowledge acquired
through experience is undervalued by most
researchers and many fanners. Both scientific knowledge and indigenous knowledge
ofIocal agroecosystems is required for successful lmplementation of new products or
practices. PartiCipatory research and edu·
calion programs recognize the importance
of both kinds of knowledge and provide an
institutional framework for interaction
among extension educators. researchers.
and fanners (Gardner, 1990).

Farmers' and Scientists'
Ideas about Research
Farmers involved in the sustainable
agriculture movement have been calling
for land grant institutions to conduct more
on·fann research. However, this should be
viewed a.~ more than a call for relocating
experimental plots from a research facility
to a commercial [ann. Fanners arc asking
to participate in a process for knowledge
generation that can affect their lives and

12 I

livelihood. When scientists control theselection of research objectives, they
decide what infonnalion will be important
to fanners, Of course, scientists as.'!ume
that they arc in touch with fanners' need!\.
Although there are direct and indirect com·
munication channels from fanners to researchers. some critics have questioned
their effectiveness (Thornley, 1990). The
participatory approach strengthens the
feedback from fanners to scientists and
creatc.or; a way for fanners to affect research
direcUy (Francis et aI., 1990).
Projects conducted with active fanner
participation are Jikely to have different
objectives and designs than those designed
and managed solely by scientists. Francis
(1986) has described the characteristics of
a research project that are thought 10 be im·
portant to fanners: plots of single ormultipie machine widths, large enough to make
a visual impact; treatments that will involve only modest investments or changes
in equipment; the possibility of improving
yields or profitability; and experimental
conditions that represent their farms and
fanning operations. On the other hand.lhe
characteristics of a research project that arc
believed to be imporlantlO an agricultuml
scientist are: st.,tisticaIIY valid experimental design; uniformity of non-treatment
variables; accessibi lity of the research site;
and experimental conditions that represent
a major production region so that result~
can be generalized. The differences between farmers' amI scientists' views on
what makes a good research project renect
Ihe distinclion between knowledge with
high scientific validity and with high local
relevance. The preference for knowledge
generated through currently accepted
scientific methods is so strongly beld by

agricultural researchets thai il is diCflCul1
Cor many 10 envil;lon an alleroative. Nev·
ertbeless, an argumenl can be made tbalthe
dominance oC scientific knowledge is
merely a social choice and thatother means
of generating knowledge are equally valid.
Recently, the authority of agricultural
science has been challenged by the sus·
tainable agricullure movemenl. Although
aiticism of the dOll\inanl researcb model
should be welcomed by scientists, 11 often
is rejected as anti-science. Yet the essence
of science is criticism, and scientists cannot afford to put their basic metbods above
evaluation. Indeed, science that is above
criticism is in itself unscientific. It is use-

ful to examine the dominant research
method and the basis of the ailicislIlS Ihey
bave been receiving.

Scientific and Experiential
Sources of Knowledge
Agricultural researchers are trained to
identiCy me:\Surable objectives, sucb as increased yield or improved product quality.
They create an artificial environment in

which most variables are unironn across an
experiment, except the few variables under
study. 10 this way they can determine the
effects or a few factors. such as waler or
fertilizer, 00 the variable of interest. Appropriate statistical procedures provide a
degree oC reliability, an impurtant compunent of validity. By attempting to falsify
a hyputhesis, scientists seek to identify and
validate universal principles, thus producing simple, global truth. Universal solutions based on reproducible studies conducted under strictly defined conditions
are then offere<l as recommendations to Individuals. Customizing tbe information
for specific situations is generally left to
the farmer_
Farmers who work in a world full oC
variabiUty often question the relevance oC
the researcher's narrowly defined objectives, uniform field conditions, and small
plOls that generaUy go baod-in-band with
appropriate statistical design. Farmers
bave 10 balance CODlpeting objectives, such
as the desire for increased yield versus the

desire for increased leisure time. The
agroecosystem in which they work is not

uniform, but complex and variable.
Knowledge is desired nOl so much COl

universal understanding as for solving
local problems. For farmers, an loluitive
understanding ofrelalionshipsamong multiple variables, their confidence in their
own observations, and the apparent suc-

cess of practical solutions produce experiential knowledge that may have more
immediate utility than scientific knowl- .
edge.

Wben scientists discount testimonial
evidence that may bave high local relevance, it is because infannation generated
through experience doesn't meet appropriate scientific validity tests_ When
farmers discount resenrch-derived knowledge that may bave higb scientific validity,
it is because this information may have little practical uUlity. The farmer'_ "it
worked for me" _tory is pen:eived by the

scientist as little morc tban testimonial
evidence, but by the fanner as relevant experience. Y ct, scientific validity tests
make knowledge useful to a larger community. Public researchers bave objeclives beyond solving a particular problem
on a particular farm. They need to know
that a practice will work on another farm,
in another year. While farmers seek local
solutions, scientists search for global
truths.
The debate about whether farmers or

scientists arc the more appropriate source
of agricultural knowledge will continue to

undennine opportunities for communication unless il is resolved. The problem is
the eitherlor dichotomy. Expert knowledge is incomplete by itself, whether il is
from farmer-experlS with their special intuitive sensitivity and understanding of
local conditions, or from SCientist-experts
with training in research methods and an
understanding of biological principles.
Researchers validate knowledge through
scientific methods that are empirical and
generally quantitative. Farmers validate
knowlcdge througb rational experience
that includes qualitative measures that are
highly sensitive to local conditions .. The
suggestion that either is superior reduces
the chance of meaningful communication

and improvement of problematic situations. When professional researchers are
seen as the primary source of new knowledge, lbe logical outcome is a system in
which infonnation on fanning practices is
"discovered" by researchers, "transferred"
through extension education. and
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"received" by fanners. Farmers, cllIension
educators and researcbers arc each viewL.'d
as separate components in me communica.tioo sysIeIJI. In participatory programs,lbe
distinction between research activities and
educational activities is nOl important.
Knowledge is not viewed as a caDmOOily
for transfer from \he infonned to the noninCormed, but the result oC a cootinuing,
cooperative process among panners or colearners. Learning occurs when peopl~ become immersed in a meaningful ex~ri
ence based on a real problem. Panicipatory program_ are based on the adult
education theory that most adult learning
occurs because of a person' _desire to solve
problems (Tough, 1982). Tbal is, adults
learn wbat they perceive they need to
know, with the inquiry (research) process
inlliated by the learner_ Freire (1990)
agreed lb.t knowledge emerges through
tbe anxious and hopeful interaction of
people living in community. Unlike the
dominant model of unidirectional research
and education, the participatory approach
encourages social relationships based on
mutual respect for each partner's abilities
as both teacher and learner.

A Participatory Model for
Research and Education
The participatory research model and a
non-participalory apprnach may be
thought of as two poles on a continuum,
with the extent and quality oC farmer participation being the primary controlling
variable. Participatory research and educalion programs will mosllikely consist of
variations of the multiple stage process
desaibed by Maguire (1987).

,

Problem Identification
In a participatory program, lbe problem
identification phase must include all
relevant partners. Farmers, researchers,
educators, consumers, community leaders,
and representatives of agricultural supply
and suppurt groups discuss problems and
oppununiUes in an open forum. Opportunitics for free and open ~iscussion within
the chosen cOIDmunity must be institutionalized in order for democratic participation
to occur (Evans and Boyte, 1986). This
usually lakes lhe fonn of couDly mcetings,

but may be represented as a tillage club or
perhaps even a computer network.. During
this phao;e, all partners (co-learners) represent their own viewpoints. Since fanners
are the only ones who finally can implement new agricultural knowledge. they
need to be actively involved in the process
at this early stage. A few high priority
problems are selected by fanners. with
others helping to guide the process so that
the objeclives are both researchable and
relevant.
Setting
, of objectives
Research objectives should be determined by farmers through dialogue and
mutual agreement in consultation with researchers who can help define the objectives clearly. If partnership is to be
achieved. objectives should reflect both the
needs of fanners and the abilities of the
panicipaling researchers. Although good
researchable questions can be generated by
scientists. an explicit goal of participatory
research is aClion based on researchderived knowledge. This is most likely to
result from a partnership among the researchers. extension educators and fannen;.

Selection of alternative solutions
and project dBsign
Participants develop their own theories
to explain the cause of the problem and
orrer alternative solutions for tcsting. Although all partners are involved in the
proce~~. it should be recognized that researchers have special skills and knowledge that is critical at this stage. POlrticipatory research docs not mean that researchers give up all control. They must
participate asfuTl partners, employing their
skilLo; when appropriate. However, as the
projcct is deSigned. researchers must be
careful nolto rcde~ign the original, fannerderived objectives or questions.
Implementation of the project

Each a~pect of implementation should
be conducted by tbe most appropriate
mcmber of the team. Implement.1tion includes setup. care, observalions. and data
cQlJeclion. Depending on the objectives of
the project, it may be decided that the

fanners should do it all themselve~. Francis (1986) gives examples of projects that
can be conducted on working fanns:
Tillage and residue management
studies;
Variety testing;
Validation of soil test results.
An alternative is for both researcher and
farmer to conduct various parts of the
project. Here, there may be aspects of the
research lhatcan be conducted at a researc~
facility as well as on a commercial fann.
Examples are:
Research on planting density;
Comparisons ofkiods and amounts of
fertiIi1.ers;
Comparisons of agricultural
products.
It may be preferable to conduct the study
at a research facility .. This would be true,
for example, for studies on:
NilTOgen cycling in soils;
Water movement through a soil profile;
Maintenance of a plant breeding nursery.

knowledge by the fanner is notpaTt orttle
traditional research project design. On the
other hand, the strong coupling of knowledge acquisition and subsequent action is
a cornerstone of the participatory model.
Education is built into the participatory re-

search model. because strongly coupling
the acquisition of knowledge to subsequent
action is an explicit goal of the process.
Extension educators often orglJnize
meetings or develop publications to share
experiences, opinions and new knowledge
acquired through participatory research.
Fanner observations and interpretations
must be included in these outreach efforts.
Because participatory research and education is a never-ending. circular process. the
observation!!, data. and opinions from one
year result in more questions (or future research.

Participatory Programs
The international agriculture research
community has accepted indigenous
knowledge as an important component of
development work. This concept has been
recognized by academic researchers working under the banner of Fanning Systems
Research and Exrension (Fanington and
Martin. 1988). and codified in the Manila

Declaration on People's Participation and
Sustainable Development (Korten, 1990).

Interpretation of the observations
Interpretation of research findings or
educational impact should be made by
everyone involved in the project. Individuals will "see" the world through the
lenses of their personal experiences. It is
critical that both fanners and researchers
share their inlerpretation~ with each other
and with the larger community.
Sharing of the resu#s
In a non-participatory rescarch project.
the process usually ends with the publication of results. Conventional approaches
to agricultural science divide knowledge
into disciplines and treat such knowledge
as a package for transfer. Researchers
generally expect extension staff to deliver
research results to the farmer. But the
packaged knowledge mayor may not be
usable in the farmer'S complex world,
which doesn't recognize disciplinary
boundaries. Implementation of new

Although some U.S. researchers (Rzewnicki et aI., 1988: Shapiro et al., 1989) have
demonstrated that on-farm research using
large plots and active fanner participation
can meet the conditions necessary for
statistically reliable agronomic research.
many agricuUural scientists remain skeptical. The controversy over the relative
val ue of experiment station and on-fann research has been going on since the beginning of the experiment station system
(Kerr. 1987). Locke",tz (1987) and Taylor
(1990) have reviewed lhis controversy
more recently in relation to sustainable
agriculture.
Citizen participation is a key component
of many new community action programs
(I1abana-Hafner and Reed. 1989). Participation in a community in which both
self-respecl and group idenlity arc valued
provides the basis for cooperalion and
democralic action (Evans and Boyte,
1986). Bellah cl al. (1991) malee a com·
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pelfiog argument that participation in the
institutions that affect our lives isan important attribute of a bealthy society. They
contend that building institutions that encourage participation is a key ingredieot
for solviog economic, social, and political
problems. The movement within business
to include worlrers in management decisions is funher evidence tbat the participatory concept bas practical utility
(Plunkett and Roumier, 1991; Whyte,
1991).

Conclusion
The participatory research and education model is nOl presented as a practice to
be used by all agricultural researchers
under all circwnstances. Rather, it should
be seen as ont mode of inquiry, to be used
in particular cases, primarily for developing and adaptiog practices and products to
solve complex, local problems.
It is ioteresting that the participatory
model for agricultural research and education conforms to the megatrends described
by Naisbitt (1982) as major directions for
societal change, including:

Cbanle from an industrial to an infor·
mation-based society;
• Shift from centnliized to decentralized political power bases;
• More reliance on self-help rather Ihan
institutional help;
• Shift from a representative to a participatOry democracy;
• Organization by networks instead of
by hierarchies.
Introducing tbis research and education
model to \he land-grant community will
not be a simple matter. The first reaction
to a new conceptual framework for researcb andeducation is likely to be outrigbt

rejecliorlt or even denial that it is new.
However the exploration of a new (or
rediscovered) institutional model followed
bY criticism, redesign, testing, and perhaps
acceptance, is more likely duriog a period
ofuoeaseordiscomfon(Kubn, 1970). The
current discomfort in mainstream agricullUre caused by \he sustainable agriculture
movement may provide the catalyst
needed foraseriousexploration and testing

of panicipatory researcb and education
programs in \he U.S.
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Alternative Ag Can Reduce
Soli Loss, Fuel Use, Says
New Research
Adoption of logical alternatives to
conventional cropping systems could
reduce soil loss by as mucb as 70%,
reduce fossil fuel and energy use by as
mucb as 22%, and reduce commercial
herbicide use on row-crops by as much
as 40%, according to a l54-page study
done at the University of Missouri!
Columbia Sustainable Agriculture Systems Program by John Ikerd, Sandra
MODson, and Donald Van Dyne.
According to Potential Impacts or
Sustainable Agriculture. alternative
practices also could reduce nitrogen fer
tilizer use by as much as 309&, reduce
direct production costs by as much as
17%, and increase Iabur requirements by
as little as 7%. For more information,
contact University Extension, Agricultural Economics Depanmeot. 200 Mumford Hall, Columbia, MO 65211;
a

(314)882-6533.

International Cover Crops
Clearinghouse Offers
Publications
The International Cover Crop Clearinghouse, established to exchange ideas,

information. and experiences, is now
making available Cover Crop News, a
bimonthly newsletter, and several reports

on tbe use of cover crops and green
manwes. For infonnaliont contact MiI~
ton Aores B., CIDICCO, Apanado Post013385, TegucigalpaM.D.C., Honduras,
Central America.

Communicating between fanners
and scientists: ~ story about
stories
Connie and Doc Hatfield, Preston and Wanda Boop, and Ray D. William

Ranching in the 19905 involves vivid
word pictures with emotions,leaming, a bit
of humor, and fierce independence, ex·
plained Connie. as students and resoun::e

specialists sat on hay bales in a small bam
on the high desert in central Oregon. Rangeland ResoW'Cc students listened. a high
school English teacher listened, an Exten-

sion horticultW'a1 specialist listened. and a
Bureau of Land Management ecologist listened along with the professor. A wagon
wheel stood near a rusty bucket of sagebrush and bunchgrass. Doc contributed
short stories, a few facts, and his perspec-

tive of the same events. As she continued,
Connie looked toward Doc and wondered
whether her story was pitched at about the
right level of emotion; was she effectively

describing their ranching experience in the
199057 He smiled under a large grey cowboy hat as his boot rested on the wagon
wheel. Everyone felt the tension. Inviting
environmental advocates to their ranch ...
was this wise?
Many experiences later, Doc says they
have regained independence through collaborative learning with urban dwellen
and consumers of their heefproducts. They
welcome people with open minds toward
learning. 1beir vision includes cattle, fish,
and wildlife; the 1 inches of rain or snow
that falls in winter and must be captured to
sustain fish and urban dwellen in August;
and sharing beliefs and values about the
landscape while fish, grass, and ranchers
survive.

Connie hi Doc HlIlflCld Ire f'h:bers ill Brotbcrs,. OR
97712; Praton and Wandl Boop are fInncn in Mit·
Oinl!ur& PA 17144: Ray D. WOllam is Extension
SpocioI ... Ilcpt. of !fort""'..... " ' - ' __ Un!-

-.y. CorvoJ'' ' OR 97J31.

In response to Connie's stories. organizers of the 1993 Farming Systems Research and Extension (FSRE) symposium
invited IS farmen to "share their experienccs and stories.· During the opening session, participants experienced the drama of
collabora,ive learning in centra1 Oregon.
Connie recounted how she had been concemed about what environmental advocates might look like and how they would
act. She described learning about baby
duclcs and how she and Doc had changed
their grazing practices to improve cover
and habitat for ducklings near the pond. As
these urban visitors shared their knowledge and concerns about ducks, birds, fish,
and much more, Doc shared ranchen' experience in learning and building trust.
They concluded that ranching involves
butterflies, water, cows, calves, people,
grass, stewardship, ducks, ducklings, CWItomers, and a vision with feelings for the
land and people. ParticipanlS and listeners
struggled with their own feelings about

these relationships.
In the evening. a story-telling event was
organized (scientists prefemd to desc:nbe
the event as ·sharing experiences"). Several farmers shared their stories, their
dreams, and their practices. The event was
so popular among fanners that they requested another session Friday evening.
Following both events, people continued
telling mini-stories in numerous small
groups. One finner described this .. the
'"buzz" factor or a non-traditional way of
measuring interaction and learning.
Pra'OIl and Wanda ~d their enthusiasm for finning. Elder family members
had encounged them to finn while Preston remodeled their homes. SOOD, aneighbor unloaded 600 tons of pouloy manure,
which resulted in a composting business.

Next, the county began dropping fifteen to
twenty loads of leaves each fal4 which required compost mixing equipment Meanwhile, they've learned to think in different
ways, to manage their integrated c:ropIIivestock enterprise, and to sell organically
grown products. Their story seemed like a
comedy ofsuccesses. They shared a contagious enthusiasm for learning.
During the second story-teHing session,
farmea asked the research and extension
participonlS to tell their stories. One sciontist helped participants visualize research
involving monoeropping that didn't resemble farmer's mixed cropping systems.
When he inquired, farmers showed logic
and common sense regarding mixed. ~
ping practices. Another scientist desch'bed
his transition from extension to research
and back to applied research. He shared his
reasons with a bit of humor and humility.
A farming systems researcher from Asia
described application of vegetable gardening practices with 57,000 ruraJ families in
Bangladesh. An extension specialist told
bow he asked 40 producers in Oregon
·what are your problems" instead of
"what are your weed problems?" The producers responded quickly that government
regulations, environmental/societal issues,
regulations, international free trade, and
more regulations were making them very
anxious.
Suddenly, Docjumped forward and exclaimed that he understood the FSRE '""""
titionen' values and interest in developing
relevant resean::h with. strong on-fann or
fanner participatoIY component Apparendy, !bey had ta1cen offllleir professional
maW, expressed their sense of commnment, and described their emotions about
FSRE in collaboration with farm ... and
ranchers.
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During the IiuaI day, farmen and the
other paJticipmts began to imagine what
would happen if a professional program
staned with slmy telling. People might
shate their pencmalities, their reasons for
participating, their emotions, and their
sense orhumar. Pnston ubd how to eocourage discuJsillll aad "buzz" throughout
the symposium. Doc kept adding suggestions that included asking the right question and eocouraging eVeI}'one to shate
their experieoc:e andlalOw1odge. Scieotisll
considOJed moetiog with liIIIncrs' organi-

zatiODS orincluding fiInncI: in the organizational name of FSRE. Enthusiasm and
learning continued until attendees disponed on airplanes like the spokes of that
wagon wheel on the high desert in Oregon.
Perhaps leaming contioued among people
wbo sbarod their stories, their connections,
and their emotillllS for the 1and, its people,
and ill criUen.
Thus story-toUing provided a way for
farmen, ranchers, and sciODlistJ to com-
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BOOK REVIEWS

Futu ... Banrest: Pestlclde-me FarmiDl. By Jim Bender. 1994. University of
Nebraska Pras, PO Box &10520, Lincoln,
NE 68588-0520. $21, banlcover. xvii+ 159
pp.

This booIt Is unique because it was written by a farmer with 20 years of practical
expaieol:e who is ttuly passionate about
seeking a1tcrnative approaches to modem,
industrial-style ","culture. Jim Bender
grows a wide variety of orpnically certified crops and nises about 100 beef cows
on a 642 aero farm in eastern Nelnska. No
pesticides bave heed used on the farmslnce
1980 and no synthetic fertilizers since
1987. He bas bad considerable success as
weU as some notsble Wlwa, whiob be
candidly shares with tho reader.
Tho booIt is reasonably short and is written in clear and concise language. Tho first
two chapters Bive an overview of the curran state ofepiculture and provide the illtionale for converting to a noncbemical
production system. The author is not
afiaid to obaIleoge convootional wisdom,
and views • farm'. reliance on cbomicals
as akin to a penon's depesIdence on drugs.
He makes an exceUeot argument for elbninating pesticides instead of merely reducing usage. He !ejects tho option ofrotaining herbicides as a bailout if noncbemical
means WI bocause this "teduces the incentive to gain proficiency in strategies for
avoiding postemergence herbicidos" and

because "tho goal of being pesticide-free
can by itse1fpusb a farmer to more and useful skills and knowledge than be or she
would otherwise IbiD." He astutely pointJ
out that orpnic farming bas been misunderstood bocause critics have failed to note
its beneficial synergistic effects: "Because
oftho interrelatedness of the componenll
ofpesticide-free 'Ystems. often the actions
takeo to meet ODD objective also contribute
to attaining others." Forexample, growing
cover crops to prevent erosion and to add
nitrogen also can provide fOrage for livestock and make cultivation ossior by improving soillilth.
Booder provides solid, practica1 advice
for developing a conversion plan. He emphasizes that sw:cessful conversion must
take~ofthe~oftheentire

farm, and that it beBins with an aggressive,
pro-active approach to soU consorvation,
including permanent terraces and grass
waterways. Uvestock is a key component
that be deals with in more detail In a IaIer
chapter. He encourages farmers to take advantage of some Bovmuneot programs,
such as the Conservation Reserve Pr0gram. He also recogniza the need to communicate ideas and establish a dialogue
amODg lenders, farm JIIlIIIIIgCfS, and landowners ifany real obange is to come about.
Tho next two cbapten extensively cover
two aspeCII of farming that Bender believes are essential for successful chemical-free· farming. Chapter 3 covers weed
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management. giving maRy examples from
the author's own farm. Successful rotary
booing, harrowing, and cultivating teobniques are described in greatdetail. Bonder
bas a refiosbingly undogmatic approach to
tillage, employing several methods to
maintain maximum OexibUity and to fulOO
his agronomic. economic, and CDvironmeatal goals with minimal tradeoffs. He
also provides good information on specific
weeds, in particular field bindweed (ConvoIvrdru arve/UU L.), wbiobbo considers a
major problem on many limns.
Chapter 4 deals with the hotly debated
issue of livestock. Here is wbe... the
author's passion comes through most
cloarly. He believes strongly that the separation of livestock and crops into concentrated foedloIa and large cub grain farms
is the centra1 reason for the unhealthy state
of modem epicuIture. Although be c0ncedes that it Is not esseotial to include animals on an organic farm, be argues that
without them it is much more difficult to
achieve four central objoetives of sustainable farming: soU conservation, elimination of pesticides, finsnciaI stability, and
nutrient recycling. Bender refutes tho
claim that organic farming would require
ton mucb Iivostock, providing statistical
facts in support. He theo Bives a specific
example ofbow to orsanize a summerdrylot beef cow-caif operation that is compatible with the different types of land typically present on a fann and that provides

On-Farm Sustainable Agriculture Research:
Lessons from the Past,
Directions for the 'Future
Donald C. Taylor

ABSTRACT~ The

unique roles of on-farm research in assisting with
the development of sustainable agriculture are outlined in this article. These roles involve (1) distilling credible knowledge from the
practices and experiences of existing commercial sustainable
farmers and (2) testing possible improved sustainable practices/enterprises under a wider variety of production circumstances and in a
more realistic whole-farm environment than is feasible with tests
limited to experiment station field plots. Based on a review of the
on-farm sustainable agriculture research undertaken over the past 15
years in the U.S., four critical methodological issues facing the next
generation of on-farm sustainable agriculture researchers are identified and explored.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past 2-3 years, funds for research on sustainable' agriculture have increased considerably. The central national thrust in
funding is through the Low-Input/Sustainable Agriculture (LISA)
Donald C. Taylor has a PhD in agricultural economics from the University of
Minnesota. He is currently Professor of Agricultural Economics at South Dakota
State University, Box 504A, Brookings, SD 57007.
'
Journal Article 2744 of the South Dakota State University Agricultural Experiment Station (SDSU-AES). The author gratefully acknowledges (1) the helpful
comments on an earlier version of the manuscript from SDSU colleagues, Thomas
L. Dobbs, Professor of Agricultural Economics, and James D. Smolik, Professor
of Plant Science, and two anonymous referees and (2) support from SDSU-AES,
the Northwest Area Foundation (SI. Paul, MN), and the U.S. Department of Agriculture Low-Input/Sustainable Agriculture (LISA) research and education program for undertaking the work reported in this article.
Journal of Sustainable Agriculture, Vol. 1(2) 1990
C 1991 by The Haworth Press, Inc. All rights reserved.
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crop rotation/tillage interactions, trade-offs in achieving production
versus environmental objectives, and other issues of overall natural
resource management integral to sustainable farming systems.
The two most fundamental types of applied research on agriculture involve (1) experiment station, field plot (hereafter abbreviated
as simply "on-station") and (2) on-farm investigations. During the
past 25-30 years, most of the effort by the U.S. agricultural research community has been focused on on-station research (Lockeretz 1987; Dobbs and Tay.lor 1989). A basic feature in the design
of field plot experiments is the examination of impacts of differences in only one or two variables at a time, while the values for all
other variables are closely controlled. Under such test conditions,
the scientific precision of results tends to b relatively high.' and
cause-effect relationships - under controlled test conditions - come
to be identified. Both features contribute to the publishability of
such findings in the formal literature.
. Advocates of sustainable agriculture research envision a continued need for on-station research, but also a definite need for onfarm oriented investigations (Madden and Dobbs 1988; Francis et
al. 1989).' The rationale for the on-farm research focus arises,
among other places, from (1) a recognition of the very considerable
experience with and knowledge of sustainable agriculture that many
practicing sustainable farmers have and (2) perceptions by some
that results from on-farm investigations lend themselves more directly to use by other farmers than the results from "artificially
controlled" on-station field trials.
This article is intended to provide food for thought for the growing body of investigators becoming involved with on-farm sustainable agriculture research. It (1) establishes the case for on-farm research (as a complement to on-station research), (2) presents a
review of the literature on on-farm sustainable agriculture research
undertaken in the U.S. over the past 15 years, and (3) distills lessons from existing on-farm research for consideration by the next
generation of on-farm sustainable agriculture researchers.
The literature review can be considered as (1) an update of the
on-farm reviews provided by USDA (1980) and Cacek and Langner
(1986) in the inaugural issue of the American Journal ofAlternative
Agriculture, (2) a response to the call of Lockeretz (1987) for a
systematic review of published on-farm research on sustainable ag-
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research and education program of the Cooperative State Research
Service (CSRS), U.S. Department of Agriculture (Madden and
O'Connell 1989). During FY88 and FY89, respectively, $3.9 and
$4.45 million were made available through the LISA program to
various institutions for research and education on sustainable agriculture. The U.S. House and Senate recommendation of $4.45 million for LISA in FY90 is part of the budget appropriation bill currently under consideration.
In addition, some states have earmarked energy over-charge and
other sources of funds for sust~inable agriculture investigations.
Several private foundations-e.g., Greater Minnesota Corporation,
Joyce Foundation, W.K. Kellogg Foundation, Charles Stewart
Mott Foundation, Ruth Mott Fund, Northwest Area Foundation,
Jesse Smith Noyes Foundation, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund,
Tides Foundation, Wallace Genetic Foundation - are augmenting
the pool of funds available for investigations of sustainable agriculture.
This special recent thrust to sustainable agriculture research
needs to be understood in context, however. Several reports (USDA
1980; Blobaum 1983; Parr et al. 1983; Brown 1984; Buttel and
Youngberg 1984; Miller 1984; Cacek and Langner 1986; Fleming
1987) indicate that U.S. Land Grant institutions have been slow to
respond to the needs of sustainable agriculture in their research programs. Elliott et al. (1984) and Schaller (1989) report the primary
orientation of U.S. agricultural research over the past 30-40 years to
have been toward high-input, high-technology, capital-intensive
farming. The LISA appropriation of $4.45 million is only 0.01 % of
the CSRS total research budget of about $310 million in FY89.'
Not only has research in the U.S. been more heavily focused on
high-input than low-input agriculture, it has also been directed more
toward individual component parts of agricultural technology than
to the overall systems within which that technology is applied (National Research Council 1989).' Thus, concentrated attention has
been focused on single aspects of particular diseases or other pests;
the management of individual plant nutrients; the impacts on animal
performance of particular hormones and/or antibiotics; and similar
specific facets of agricultural production processes. On the other
hand. relatively little research has been directed toward more complex crop-livestock interactions, crop rotation-tillage interactions,
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The concept of "systems science" embraces the notions that (1)
the target of a scientific investigation involves a system having a
complex horizontal and hierarchal structure and (2) the objectives
of investigation include determining the nature and function of the
various components of the system and the interconnections, both
horizontally and vertically, among the various components of the
system.'
Both conventional and sustainable agriculture have systems dimensions. As agricultural research moves into the 1990s, some
people believe that the systems character of agricultural research
generally is likely to increase. This point of view is predicated on
beliefs that (1) many of the advances possible through the introduction of single farm enterprise components have already been made
and (2) future advances often will require taking into account entire
f~rming systems, including interactions among component produclion enterprises and between production enterprises and the environment (Francis et a!. 1988). Further, some scholars point'out that
applying the results of single component research in the real world
has sometimes resulted in the creation of unintended auxiliary problems (Holt 1988; Liebhardt 1989). From one standpoint, however,
sustainable agriculture does have a greater systems content than

Systems Nature of Susiainable Fanning

"On-farm research," as used in this article, pertains to scientifically-designed investigations undertaken on the field of commercial
farmers. The research may pertain to only some or all crop and
~ivestock enterprises on particular farms. "On-farm research" is
Intended to be distinct from "on-farm demonstrations" in which·
improved technologies developed on-station are tried out on
farmers' fields. Demonstrations usually do not involve formal replications or other required features for the statistical analysiS of data
collected (Francis et a!. 1989).
.

THE CASE FOR ON-FARM RESEARCH

view of economic studies of sustainable agriculture in the recently
published National Research Council report (1989).

ri~ulture, and (3) a complement to the more broadly-oriented re-
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Because of theerucial systems content of sustainable agriculture,' those who research sustainable agriculture are well-advised to
consider adopting strategies in their research that arise from systems
science.' Primary strategies are the use of (1) multidisciplinary research teams; (2) whole-farm, holistic analysis; (3) long-term research programs; and (4) "synthetic" as well as "analytic" ap. proaches. After addressing each of these in tum, I conclude this
section with an indication of the unique roles of on-farm research in
assisting the development of sustainable agriculture.

Strategies to Effectively Address Issues
in Sustainable Agriculture

Thus, a single agricultural technology component-well understood scientifically via a precisely controlled experiment - should
not be expected to necessarily perform the same when applied in a
scientifically non-controlled real-world setting. This statement is
not intended to indict closely controlled on-station field plot research, but rather to establish the rationale for an institution allocating its research resources to a diversified "methodological basket, "
including but not limited to on-farm research.'
.

•.. what a thing is in itself is a function of its relations to other
things. A lion in its native habitat is different from a lion in a
zoo ... Much can be learned by studying a lion in the zoo, but
there are characteristics of a lion in its native habitat which
cannot be learned by studying a lion in a zoo because they do
not characterize a lion in a zoo.

conventional agriculture. 'J!iis arises from a greater degree of enterprise diversification on sustainable than on conventional farms (Papendick 1987; Winkelmann 1987; Matheson 1989). Thus, general
features associated with systems science need to be taken into account in the design of research pertinent to the study of at least
certain dimensions of sustainable agriculture.
Before examining those features, however, I wish to draw attention to a meaningful systems-analogy presented by Cobb (1984,
211):
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Several scholars emphasize the importance of fol1owin~
multidisciplinary approaches in research on sustainable agriculture
(Buttel and Youngberg 1984; Poincelot 1986; Madden 1988b; Kne·
zek et al. 1988; Liebhardt 1989). The rationale for using a multidisciplinary approach for dealing with systems problems is straightforward. "Successfully" understanding and predicting (1) the natUT(
of individual components in a sustainable agriculture systein and (2)
interactions among the components requires joint participation by
scientists representing the academic disciplines associated with the
respective components of the system being investigated_
Thus, instead of scientists from various disciplines each operating independently in designing and conducting research on single
production components, the scientists join together in studying a se:
of related production components and the interrelationships amonE
the components within the system under investigation. Usually, th(
organization of "multidisciplinary" teamwork is most realisticall)
carried out through those from individual disciplines being respon·
sible for separate project components. 1O An alternative organizational structure, commonly described as "interdisciplinary," involves members of different disciplines jointly defining common
research objectives and carrying out those objectives with research
methods that embrace a hybrid form of the methodologies from the
respective contributing disciplines. To successfully follow the sec·
ond approach generally requires participation of scientists with unusual personal and professional flCXlbility and somewhat relaxed
time constraints for project completion.
.
No matter what the organizational format, the principal distin·
guishing feature of multidisciplinary team research is a recurring
professional interaction among members of the various involved
disciplines throughout the life of the research project - from when
plans for the research are initially conceptualized, through each key
step in planning and executing the research, to interpretation anc
reporting of results. The intentions of professional interaction are
for the contributing scientists to (1) discover and attempt to deal
with gaps/omitted perspectives in the research that otherwise would
"fall between the cracks" of their contributing disciplines, (2) ex·
pand their awareness of limits in their respective disciplines and

Multidisciplinary Research
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Several scholars also cite the importance o(whole-farm, holistic
analysis in sustainable agriculture research (Parr et al. 1983; Altieri
et al. 1984; Harwood 1984; Holt 1987; Francis et al. 1988; Kirschenmann 1988; Madden and Dobbs 1988; National Research
Council 1989)...""The general rationale for adopting a whole-farm,
holistic approach in sustainable agriculture research is as follows.
Farmers desire to make the most fully-informed choices possible
on the likely short- and long-term overall outcomes of their (not)
adopting potential new sustainable practices/enterprises. To the extent that pertinent information is lacking, the chances increase of
farmers making mistakes, thereby resulting in their becoming vulnerable to technical/economic non-sustainability.
The basic underlying issue is this. Will a new practice that component-level technical and economic analysis shows to be attractive
indeed prove to be attractive within the context of a farmer'S entire
farming operation - taking into accoul1t the impacts of that new
practice on all other components of the farming operation?" Since
the chances are extremely low of the repercussions of a new practice being self-contained relative to an overall farm unit, there is a
premium for a farmer being able to anticipate the impacts of the
new practice on his/her whole farm prior to making the decision on
possible adoption.
'IIlustrative whole-farm impacts of possible new practices/enterprises that need to be anticipated include (1) the overall amounts
and timings of resource requirements (including especially those for
capital, machinery, labor, and management); (2) individual enterprise yields; (3) on-farm raised inputs for livestock and other enterprises; (4) total farm production; (5) production costs, commodity
prices, and profits; (6) within-season and year-to-year cash-flow
patterns; and (7) production, financial, and market price risks." The
implications of potential new practices for individual household

Whole-Fann, Holistic Analysis

jointly determine possiblll strategies for dealing with those limiting
features, and (3) expand their basic understanding of the substantive
issues being investigated so that collectively they can deal more
incisively with the systems problem being investigated.
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Research investigations of sustainable agriculture need to be
long-term (Butte I and Youngberg 1984; Poincelot 1986; CFRA
1987; Lockeretz 1988; Madden 1988b).
The basic rationale for undertaking long-term studies of sustainable agriculture arises from the rather prolonged period of transition
from conventional to sustainable practices on most farms. Culik
(1983) reports that experience in Europe and the U.S. shows adjustments in the biological, chemical, and physical conditions of the
soil during the transition period to require 2 to 8 years. Dabbert and
Madden (1986) report a biological transition phase of 3 to 6 years.
The length of time on particular farms depends on such factors as
recent cropping history; initial soil fertility levels; nature and sequencing of crops in rotations; amount, form, and timing of manure
applications; farmers' general management skills (Culik 1983; Dabbert and Madden 1986); pest populations; and precipitation.
The transition also involves the time which is required for
farmers to become familiar with new sustainable production technologies, bring their mixes of crop and livestock enterprises and
cultural practices with the various enterprises into strongest balance
with the natural production resources on their farms, accommodate
cash flow changes associated with switching to crop rotations, and
adjust to the changing labor and management skills required for
successful operation (Dabbert and Madden 1986; Madden 1988b).
Over and above the many, complex adjustments that must take
place on individual farms during the transition period is the fact that

Long·Tenn Research Programs

members and the environment are also of concern to many sustainable farmers.
Decisions need to be made on the type and degree of sophistication of whole-farm analysis. Options include relatively simple
microcomputer spread sheet farm models, somewhat more sophisticated farm financial planning/analysis models such as FINPACK,
linear program optimization farm models, and simulation models
such as FLIPSIM. For an excellent treatment of the applicability of
these various analytic techniques to issues in sustainable agriculture, see Madden and Dobbs (1988).
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Fundamental to the education received by and the profession"
conduct of most scientists is a dominant emphasis on "analysis.'
Breaking up wholes into their component parts and pursuing de
tailed investigations of the various component parts is the "brea
and butter" of modem science. Scientists are trained to feel corr
fortable in using statistical procedures to determine generaliz3
tions-within the parameters surrounding the samples/population
which they study and the analytic methods which they use - and t,
feel "uncomfortable" if generalizations are not bounded by suc:
parameters.
Within the context of systems problems, however, being limite:
to analytic approaches can undermine the ability of scientists t(
come to grips with some crucial aspects of real-world scientific understanding. Beer (1975) argues that to understand systems prob.
lems,

"Synthesis" in Addition to "Analysis"

the nature and the pace of these adjustments will be impacted t
year-to-year variations In the weather.
Thus, to understand the dynamics of sustainable farming systen'
requires research programs extending over several years. Researc.
covering two complete crop rotation cycles is a minimum. In ge(
graphic areas with rather uncertain rainfall, temperature, and othl'
production conditions, the study of more than a minimum of tv.
crop rotations cycles is highly desirable.
Since the complex underlying soil-crap-livestock interactions:
sustainable agriculture have generally not been examined throuf
research over long periods of time, consideration should be given I
maintaining sustainable farming on-station experiments for mor
than two or tl!!ee crop ratation cycles. If research resources ar
particularly limiting, a possibility would be to reduce the intensii.
of certain field observations during some subsequent rotation C}
c1es." Retaining the option to reexamine after several rotation C}
c1es fundamental changes in key factors (such as soil fertility, or
ganic matter, tilth, and microbial activity and pest populations:
however, could add to the scientific understanding of longer-terr
"equilibrium" conditions with sustainable practices.
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1. Distilling credible knowledge from the pmctices and experiences of existing commercial sustainable fanners. Several studief
of commercial sustainable farmers show the farmers to have had
considerable experience with sustainable practices on their farms."
lllustrative average/median lengths of sustainable farming experience by respondents in selected sustainable farmer surveys are as
follows: 9 years- Baker and Smith (1987), 14 years-Taylor et al.
(1989b); and 16 years-Lockeretz and Madden (1987). Sustainable
farmers tend to be innovative - undertaking informal experiment:
on their farms and continuously adding to their knowledge of sustainable agriculture.

Unique Roles of On-Farm Researcb
in Assisting tbe Development
of Sustainable Agriculture

Rawlins (1988) argues that researchers of sustainable agriculture
must shed the entrapment of an exclusive preoccupation with analysis - so that the end products of their scientific investigations can
become more transferable to users. Synthesis, through interdisciplinary teamwork and other aspects of systems science, must be
moved into a position of scientific creditability. I do not understand
all that this means relative to sustainable agriculture, but I do believe that the scientific community must be open to the fact that
knowledge obtained in rather particularistic ways from on-farm investigations may be potentially as valid as evidence gained through
mainstream analytic, empirical approaches.

. . . we need the approach that is the antithesis of analysis,
namely, synthesis . •• We are steeped in the analytic tradition.
Essentially: take a living thing apart to discover what life is;
you will not find a component called life - and behold the live
thing is dead • . . If our only scientific tool is the analytic
reduction of a system to its component parts, so that the very
nature of the system itself as a viable entity is lost, so that its
synergies are denatured, so that it is nothing but a bag of bits,
then we do not deserve the name of scientist in the world of
complex systems and complicated syntax.
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A major challenge to the,sustainable research community is to tap
(i.e., obtain, organize, and report) the knowledge of practicing sustainable farmers. After all, many farmers have been experimenting
on their farms with sustainable practices far longer than have researchers on their on-station plots. Further, many farmers are well
beyond the transition stage of initially converting from conventional
to sustainable practices, whereas relatively few experiment stations
are comparably far along with their testing of sustainable practices.
Thus; in many cases, the "laboratory" of more mature sustainable
systems is richer on-farm than on-station.
In documenting the practices and experiences with sustainable
agriculture reported by farmers, researchers face the special challenge of discerning whether unusual farmer perspectives reflect
"kernels of truth" or "bits of scientific chaff." The most solid
approach for dealing with this issue is to evaluate the unusual perspectives relative to existing scholarship. Researchers who may not
be totally abreast of the literature may discover that what may have
first appeared to be "unusual" is consistent with mainstream literature. In other instances, the "unusual" may be consistent with dissenting views in the literature and can be reported as such. In cases
in which no linkage appears to exist between the "unusual" reported by farmers and the literature, researchers are probably betteradvised to report the "unusual" -with a note that the reporting
does not necessarily vouch for the validity of the finding':"" than to
arbitrarily omit mention of the unusual finding."
2. Test possible improved sustainable pmctices/enterprises under a wider variety ofproduction circumstances and in a more realistic whole-fann environment than is feasible on-station. On-farm
research can also be used in the formal testing of new sustainable
practices/enterprises. The design of such research somewhat parallels that for on-station research, but the laboratory becomes
farmers' fields rather than experiment station test plots.
Testing new practices on-farm permits the examination of new
practices under a wider variety of production circumstances than is
feasible on-station. Crucial features of the production environment
for which more diverse conditions can usually be found (1) on several farms than (2) on several on-station field plots are soil types,
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pest populations, precipitation amounts and timing, on-farm soil
nutrient sources, and topography.
Testing new practices on-farm also permits the examination of
new practices in a more realistic whole-farm environment than if
the testing were limited to on-station. Plot sizes on-farm can be
larger, thereby allowing for the use of normal (for farmers), fullsize farm equipment. The study pf mobile pests and mobile plant
nutrients is also more realistic in on-farm fields than in smaller onstation field plots where natural pest and/or plant nutrient movements may extend beyond the boundaries of individual field test
plots.
Sustainable farming practices are generally management-intensive (Youngberg and Butte11984; SHnner and House. 1987; Crosson
1989). Testing new practices under real-world management circumstances, i.e., on-farm, can therefore permit a more realistic evaluation of new sustainable practices than if the testing were limited to
on-station (Sanders and Lynam 1982). On-farm testing can be beneficial in that the nature and level of management on selected onfarm fields can be expected to more nearly reflect the pattern of
management generally found on commercial farms than the pattern
of management on on-station field plots. Researchers may never
discover, for example, that certain new sustainable practices are
particularly management-demanding if their testing of the practices
is limited to on-station plots in which the level of management may
be artificially high or in which a particularly crucial feature of management is inoperative.
Since enterprise- and cultural practice-interactions are particularly critical in sustainable farming systems, the examination of a
new sustainable practice can often be performed more meaningfully
on-farm than on-station. For example, an examination of nutrient
recycling on sustainable farms commonly involves a variety of interactions among various crop and livestock enterprises. Livestock
can consume forages included in crop rotations, post-harvest crop
residues, and plant parts from "non-harvestable" failed crops. In
tum, the manure that livestock produce contains needed soil nutrients and can enhance soil organic content and tilth. To examine
changed sustainable practices/enterprises on commercial farms-
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The review of literature of on-farm research documenting the
practices and experiences of commercial sustainable farmers is organized around the three main methods of data co!lection used in
the research: mail surveys (Table 1), personal interview surveys
(Table 2), and case studies (Table 3).
Mail and personal interview surveys both, in principal, involve
the selection of respondents from lists of potentially suitable/desired
candidates for study. The use of mail surveys permits the covering
of larger numbers of respondents, for a given cost, than personal
interview surveys. Subject matter can be examined in greater detail

Documenting Existing Sustainable Practices
and Experiences

A review of the on-farm research literature on sustainable agriculture undertaken in the U.S. over the past 15 years is presented in
this section. The major part of the review is focused on studies
documenting the praCtices and experiences of commercial sustainable farmers. The smaller body of literature covering the experimental testing on farmers' fields of new sustainable practices/enterprises is reviewed. Attention is also drawn to certain recent
developments with field research methodologies that offer promise
for application to on-farm experimental research on sustainable agriculture.
The literature review is limited to research results on sustainable
agriculture reported in the formal academic literature." Reports of
immediate survey/case study findings are covered, but not farm
management analyses based on the survey/case study findings."

REVIEW OF ON-FARM SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
RESEARCH UTERATURE

where a full complement of farm enterprises is found - can therefore represent a more realistic test-setting than on experiment stations which often do not have a full range of pertinent farm
enterprises.
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Table 1.

Selected .. I l survey on·farlll Investigations of sustainable agrfcul ture.

Report of Year of
results
survey 1
lIernlck ,
Lockerstz
(19n)

S!!!!I!I!!Sl farmers
Source of 2 No. , type
sus

names

Location
lA, IL,
MM, MO,

1976
174 1M

(7)

Illustrative ,eIbJect

of faf!DCrs J of fanner!

HE

_tter
Perceived ody'l/dlsody'l

of

·0· 'In.'na, ·0·

flMilng practlc..

MI, MM,

Oelhaf
(1983)

19n
(7)

O;E, D

Z2 NR

MY, NY,

Crop yl.ldo, loll condl-

ON, PA,.
VA

labor requlreoent.

96 SO

( 1980)

1978

0, S

foster &
Hiley
(1983)

1980

0

Hedden
(19880,
19·36)

378 CV

HI

58
(7)

.xpect~
RO

.S, 0

141 SO
188 SH

KS

OR, PA,
IIA

at.

1981

(1983)

(7)

BlobaUi
(1984)
Daleckl
&Bealer
(1984)

Hadden
(1987)

Baker'
Saolth
(1987)
Buttel ,
Gillespie
(1988)

Lockereu
, Hedden
(1987)
Anderaon
(1989)
taylor
et al.
( 1989b)

lets, fana flnl.l status

tanDing Interests,
troubles encountered
fan. charac'., prod
practicel, Info sources,
ody,./dl.ody'. , opinions
about "II" foMilng
Agron'le agot Itrategl .. ,
biollat features, loc'al

-AI tlerl
et

practices,

R...ono for ol"llanlc

CA, 10,
KS, ME,
1981

~t

Fa,.. '.fly charac t . ,
lend ownership, lllet out-

Harrla
It at.

tiona,

N

120 so7

lA, Il,
MN, MO,

1982
(1)

L

214 ON

NE

87 RR

CA, ID,
KA, HE,
Oft, PA,
IIA

1982
(7)

S

as soB
1986

1986

1987

p

0, D

0

94 SH
27 r:i

66 S09

75011
325 CV

58 IM1D

1987

1988

CA

0, S~ D

114 RO
45 CV

' Inst-.l constraints,
econaalc aspecta

Info loorees, research
needs, mktg practices,
prod Inputs, tenancy,
credit, weed control

F.. lly' fana charae'l,
f ... fly Inc_, hired
labor, llletg ... thods

IIA

Changel over t 1_,
crop & livestock enter ' .,
f.~ fln'l statUi, mktg,
adV
of
farmf ng

NY

Probl ... faced, Info
lources, adequacy of land
Grant research and exten
In .... tlng their needs

NY

Preferred production
practices, envircnnental
vi .....

CA, ID,

IeS, ME,
OR, PA,

lA, IL,
MN, MO,

I.

NE

Chang.. over tl ... to "0·
fanners, adv'l/diaadv ' •
"0" fanning, fanalog prac

Ne

F_lly c:harac ' ., nutrient
-..t, pelt control, Info
sources, envfr'l concerns

SD

Fa,.. , f.fly charac'l: .
prod , _tg pracll;
evaluation of cOllparative
yields, profits, problems

f.,.

1988

0, E, N
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Report of Year of,

results

survey

Sanpl ed farmers
Source of 2 No.' type 3

sus names

of farmers

Location
of farmers

Illustrative lo.t>Ject
IAatter

[0, MM,
ND, OR,

FIn. , family charae·s,
te,.. rngmt "oals, farlling
practices, info sources,
research directions

SO, UA,

Matheson
(1989)

1988

0, E, M

188 SS

IIY

'Some authors hfl to report the year during which thek mil survey w•• conducted.
In such cases, I (ndicate lit( "best guess" of the year, along with I"'''.

loitferent sources of names of sustainable farmers are denoted as follows:
- 0 • or"anlc Input/food dealers;
E g extension agents:
,
g
sustainable farmer. known to
researchers, and also referrala
by the known far.ers:

- " • _lac fnfonaants;
II • not reported:

o = sust fan. organls;

P • prior suples; and
S ~ subscribers to sus
ag perlod'l •.

L • "list cOPpfled at lJashtngton Unlv.i"

30lfterent types of sustainable fanners are denoted as follows:
cv • conventional fannerli
aIR :I not reported, lleanJng that tnfonneUon on the synthetic chemical
(fertilizers, pesticides) use-status of the respondents as a group Is not explicitly
provided and no explicit reference Is made to self·classiflcation by the respondents;
ON • reported as "organiC," but no Interpretation Is given to
"organlci"

- 1M • reported .bed, meaning that some respondents were reported to be
"organfc· and some were reported to use same synthetic chemicals;
• RO • reported "or"anlc," lleanlng that all respor)dents Nere explicitly
reported to USe no synthetic chemicalsi
~ ,
- RR • reported reduced chetlfcal use, meanfng that all respondents were
reported to use reduced (but not necessarily zero) levels of synthetic chemicals •
• SN • respondents self·classifled themselves as .fxed, Interpreted to
lOean that reduced chemicals are used on some, but not all, of their cropland;
so • respondents self-clalslfled themselves

IS

"organic;" and

SS • respondents self·classlfled themselves as -sustalnable.4The letter "0- fl· used as an abbreviation for "organic· below. In each Instance,
the author(s) used the term ·organic," but the literal meaning of totally
synthetic chemical free does not apply in all cases.
I

5Findings trOll this study are also included In lockeretz and llemfck. (1980) and
Lockeretz et at. (1981).
'
6Yollow-up personal Interviews Nere also conducted.
7some of these fanners were

~lso personally Interviewed.

80f these 85, 78 farmers had been in the Madden (1988.) study and 7 had been in the

Lockerett et ale (1976) study.
necessary.
9

Follow·up telephone interviet.rS were also made, as

.

Ten of the farmers were also personally Interviewed.

10These 58 fanmers were in the sample of 174 fanmers covered in the Uernlck and
Lockeret. (1977) study.
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rable 2.

Selected pe~sonal interview survey on·to .... investigations of sustainable
agriculture.
.

Report of
resut ts

Klepper et
01. (1977);
Lockeretz
et at.
(1976 1977,
1978) 4

Berardi
(1978)

Year of
survey

S8!pled farmeras
Source of 2 Mo. & type 3 Location
IUS names
of farmers of faf'1Jlers

lA, Il,

19741976

1975

\/

14 RM
14 tv

s

10 RO
10 tv

lockeretz

ME

NY, PA

(1980)6

Shearer
8t aL
(1981)7

19771978 I

Roberts
et 01.
(1979)

1976

P

p

15 1M

Yields, land use, crop
prod costs & returns,
energy use

lA, IL,
KS, NE,
110

practices, costs ,
returns, Income

Family charac's, labor
use, deciSion-making,
10.1 nutrient sources,

Vail &

Rozyne
(1982,
1984)

1978

0, E

101 I BmC:.GlllEnts

31 RN

cavlvelll

&Kois
(1988)

Taylor
et al ..
(19890)

""eat prod yields,
energy inputs, costs,
returns

lA, Il,
MN

ON

23: 1977
19: 1978

Yield, labor reqUire",
prod costs, profits,
energy use intenstty,
soli erosion loss ..

ME

MM, MO,

II, P

Nltter

Corn yields, moure
pract·., stalk lodging,
lofl characteristics

IA" IL,

19751978

et ale

MM, fIJ,

Illustrative sub/oct

19861987

1989

0

P

550

221M

KS

Crop & livestock enter,
transition to "organic·
prac l . , fln'.t state'.

SO

Crop rotations, live.tock pract·., camper
risk., ma-t practices

'In some eases, data Ira. personal Interviews were complemented with data from fan.
DOnOgomont and tox records of the Individual respondents.
2Dlfferent sources of na.ea of sustainable farmer. are denoted a. follows:

• E • extension agent.;
• 0 • lust far. organ'.;

- , • prior

.~les;

- S • subscribers to sustain ag
periodicals; and
- U • word-ol-mouth.

30lf/erent types of auotolnabla f ......r. ora denoted o. follow.:

- cv • conventional laMlllers;

- '* • reported a. "organic,· but ..., Interpretations

f. given to

- IN • reported .(xed, .anlng that some respondents were reported to
be ·organic· and aa.e were reported to use some synthetic che.fcals;
... RO • reported "organic," l'Ieanlng that aU respondents were
explicitly reported to use no synthetic chemicals: and
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so • respondents self-cllsslfled themselves •• -organtc.4Findings fran this study are also Included In leekeretz and llemlck (1980) and
lockeretz et al. (1981).
5The farmers' fields placed under study were ·organlcallY" ....ged. with one
exception (that fanner used herbicides on the study field). Whether the farmers
8lay have had non-norgan(callyt' fanned cropland Is not known. For this relson, a
N1N Is shown beside the sustainable type denotation.
6The author. Indicate thet dIrect on-flna yield Measurements were taken In this
study.

Nothing Is Indicated on how other data were obtained.

-Reading between the

lines,· J Judge that probably personal Intervfews were used.

7The authors do not explicItly Indicate the method through which deta were
collected In this study. GIVen the description of data collected, however, I judge that personal
Interviews were probably used. In addition, findingLfra. this study .re also included in

lockeretz and Uernlck (1980) and leekeretz et al. (1981).
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Selected case study on-flna i~estigatfons of sustainable
agriculture.
Mo. and

Report of
resul ts
Dritschilo
& \Jamer
(1978)

Year- of type of case 2 Location
SUr-vel1 st!:!ti: fanner-s of farmer-s

4 RO
1978

4ev

1980

RO
ev

lA, lL

Illustrative subject
tnatter-

Canparatlve study of
ground beetle densities
on com fields
SoH characls, nitrogen

Patten
(1982)
Madden
(1988a.
44·136)

& phosph flows. yields.
IIA

grain protein content

CA, KS
PA, "'"'

Ueed control, sofl fert
IIgIIt, pest control,
prodJct Jaarketing

1982

16 RK

1982
(7)

1 RO
1 ev

IIA

Sofl .icrObial biomass
and enzymatic activity

lengnick
(1985)

1983

1 RO
lev

NC

Soil fertility status.
soybean yield

Kang
(1986)

1977

IA. [l
MN

Com stalk lodging and
rot

IIA

Soil organ matter conti
erosion; productivity;
phys, chem, biot, &
microbial properties

Bolton
(1983)

Reganold et
at. (1987);
Reganold
(1988)

5 RO

1982'
1987

5ev

1 RO
1 ev

National
Research
COUleI!
(1989)

1986

11 RK

Sage &
Smith
(1989)

1977'
1987

IRK
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CA, CO,

Farat overview, cr-op &

FL, lA,
OH, PA

livestock enterprises,
DJlRt praet's, problem
solving approaches

VA

Voisin grazing
llanagement

00

....
w

11,-.

11:

reported Itorganic,- lleaning thlt all respondents were

with personal interviews than with mail surveys.
Thus, several researchers strategically use mail surveys to ini·
tially provide an overview type of information on a relatively larg(
number of sustainable respondents, and then follow up with r
smaller number of personal interviews to probe more deeply intc
specific issues of particular interest. A prerequisite for conductin!
statistical analysis on mail survey and personal interview data sets i:
that the samples of people contacted should be randomly selectee
from well-identified populations representing the targets of investi·
gation.
Case studies usually involve the purposeful direct ·selection 01
only a few study units and without necessarily great effort to ensurr
that the units selected formally represent the population from whicl
they are selected. Reports of case studies tend to be rather detailed.
with no statistical analysis of inter·farm differences. Case studie~
are often rather heavily descriptive. However, they can be devel
oped in a decision-making context. II
No formal census listings exist of sustainable farmers by county,
state, or nation. This situation arises because the U.S. Census of
Agriculture devotes no special attention in its periodic censuses te
identifying sustainable farmers and, perhaps more fundamentally.
because the term "sustainable" has yet to have one precise an'
universally accepted definition.
Those who undertake surveys of sustainable farmers, therefore.
must draw their samples from special· purpose lists such as memo

call.cted dl,ectly f,am loc.l expo't Infannants.

lS •• N.tlanal R.... 'ch Call1CH (1989, 247·48) fa' a det.lled d•• cdptlan
of how the case studies were conducted. In short, in addition to
personal visits to each farm, some secondary data (e.g., local clf~tfc
conditions, pest problems) were collected and some infonmatfon NIS

explicitly reported to use no synthetic chemicals.

.. 10

chemicals: and

.. RM s reported .ixed, meaning that some respondents were
reported to be "organlc" and sane were reported to use some synthetic

.. tv • conventional farmers:

2offt.rent types of sustainable farmers are denoted .s follows:

along with.

1Some authors f.tl to report the year during which their case study data
were collected. In such cases, J irdicate It( "best guess ll of the year,
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bers of sustainable agriculture organizations or subscribers to sustainable agriculture periodical publications. The sources of names
of sustainable farmers that the various researchers drew upon in
selecting their samples are noted in Column 3 of each of Tables 1
and 2.
ill principal, three types of sustainable farmers exist: (1) those
who use no synthetic chemicals (e.g., fertilizers, pesticides, live·
stock growth hormones) on any of their fann enterprises, now most
often termed as "organic" producers; (2) those who use no syn.
thetic chemicals on part, but not all, of their farm enterprises, most
often termed "mixed" producers; and (3) those who use reduced
levels of synthetic chemicals but for whom no croplandllivestock
enterprise is yet totally chemical-free."
In the approximate pre·1986 literature reviewed, however, the
term "organic" was almost universally used by authors, irrespective of which of the three above conditions was represented by the
survey respondents. In subsequent literature, "organic" has generally been replaced by the terms "alternative" or "sustainable," but
again with no precise reflection of the chemical use-status of those
being studied. Thus, in my review of each survey study, I attempted
to determine - from the substance of what is written by each author( s) - and report which of the above three conditions was represented.
Some authors indicate enough information to permit a clear de·
termination of whether the respondents dealt with in their studies
are "organic," mixed, or reduced synthetic chemical-users. Other
authors describe their respondents to have self-classified themselves
into one of the three categories, but specific information on the
actual chemical-use status of the respondents is not provided. In
some cases, respondents are reported to be "organic," but no interpretation of the meaning of that term is given. One author does not
address explicitly the synthetic chemical·use status of his respondents. In the fourth column in each of Tables 1 and 2 and the third
column of Table 3, I indicate my best interpretive judgment on the
type(s) of sustainable farmers that were studied in the respective
studies.
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Information on the 15 mail survey on-farm investigations of sustainable agriculture undertaken since the mid-1970s is provided in
Table L lO In 9 of the 15 studies, researchers used sustainable farm
organization lists as at least one of the bases for identifying the
sustainable farmers from which they drew their samples." The next
most common sources of names (3 instances of each) are (1) subscribers to sustainable agriculture periodical publications and (2)
extension agents.
The most common number of mail survey sustainable respondents per study is 50-99 (6 of the 15 studies), followed by 3 studies
with 150-199 sustainable respondents, and 2 studies with each of <
50, 100-149, and> 200 sustainable respondents. Four of the 15
studies 'involve samples of both sustainable and conventional re·
spondents. Two involve explicit comparisons between organic anc
mixed sustainable farmers. In 6 of the studies, researchers repor'
explicitly which of the three categories of sustainability applies t(
their respondents and in 6 other studies the differentiation is b~
respondent self-classification only.
,
Seven of the 15 mail survey studies involve the selection of respondents from within the boundaries of one state only. Four involve respondents from clusters of Midwestern and/or Northerr:
Rockies and Plains states. Four involve respondents from a rathe'
wide cross-section of states in the U.S. In these and the other type:
of on-farm sustainable agriculture investigations, however, th(
U.S.'s southern states are represented very little. A somewhat di
rect relationship exists between sample size and scope of geo
graphic coverage in the various mail survey studies.
The richness of subject matter content is not captured very full)
in the brief illustrative information provided in Column 6 of Tabl,
L Nevertheless, an overview concept of the most commonly cov
ered subject matter in the 15 studies collectively can be drawn fror.
that information. The most commonly reported topics in the mai
survey studies are (1) sustainable production and other manage mer.
practices, (2) perceived advantages and disadvantages of sustain,
able agriculture, and (3) characteristics of sustainable farm familie
and farms.

Mail SU11Ieys

"

Summary information on nine case study on-farm investigations
of sustainable agriculture is reported in Table 3. Four case studieseach involving paired comparisons of one sustainable and one conventional farm - focus on various aspects of soils and soil fertility.
One comparative case study investigation involves an examination
of ground beetle densities on four matched pairs and another corn
stalk lodging on five matched pairs of sustainable and conventional
farms. In these case study investigations, systematic observations
were obtained over time and compared for each matched' pair of
sustainably- and commercially-operated farms. The researchers accepted as given, rather than attempted to alter, the management
practices normally followed on the farms.
The other three case study investigations (Madden 1988a; National Research Council 1989; Sage and Smith 1989) are of a rather
different nature. They are based on (1) personal farm visits and
telephone and correspondence follow-ups with some of the case
study farmers and, (2) to a lesser extent, information from local

Case Studies

Descriptive information on the eight personal interview sustainable farmer surveys found in the literature is reported in Table 2.
The most common source (four instances) of names for the personal
interview samples is from preceding mail surveys involving the
same farmers. Next most common (two instances each) are sustainable organization membership lists and word-of-mouth.
The personal interview survey sample sizes range from 5 to 31
respondents per study, with 22-26 respondents most common.
Three of the eight personal interview studies involve the comparative study of "matching" pairs of sustainable and conventional
farms. Four involve respondents selected from groups of three to
five Midwestern states each. Three involve respondents selected
from individual states.
The subject matter covered in the personal interview studies is
rather diverse. Crop yields and production costs and returns are the
two most commonly covered subject areas. In several of the earlier
studies, energy use is also a special target of study.

Personal Inte11liew SU11Ieys-
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A second type of on-farm research involves a more pro-active
role of researchers in the design and conduct of the research that
takes place on farmers' fields. Instead of accepting as given and
studying the on-farm practices normally followed by commercial
sustainable farmers, researchers help farmers experiment with new
sustainable practices/enterprises on their farms. The farmers, researchers, and sometimes also extension workers join together in
undertaking and evaluating the on-farm field experimentation.
The experimental intervention may be in regard to (1) practices
recommended to farmers from the outside or (2) practices that the
farmers who undertake the on-farm research themselves desire to
have tested. When on-farm experimental tests of conventional practices have been used in U.S. agricultural research, they usually
have involved the testing of practices determined by external
agents. The underlying rationale has presumably been that an understanding of the new technology - derived from on-station research - is sufficiently advanced that researchers can recommend
with reasonable confidence certain practices for testing by farmers.
Further, if common practices are tested on several farms, sufficient
replications can often be obtained to enable a satisfactory statistical
testing of results.

Experimenting with New Sustainable

My review of the formai literature shows an infrequent reporting
of results from the experimental testing of new sustainable practices/enterprises on farmers' fields. Each of the three instances that
was identified involves practices recommended to farmers for testing by external change-agents. Two involve already completed
work and one current on-going work.
Rader et al. (1985a) undertook a study to compare the organic
(rotenone, pyrethrum) versus conventional (azinphosmethyl) control of codling moths in pome fruit (pears, apples) production. Rader et al. (1985b) undertook a 2 year study to compare organic
(manure, seaweed) fertility practices with conventional fertility
practices (ammonium nitrate fertilizer) in peach production in a 10
year old orchard in Utah. Duffy (1989) reports current comparisons
on a farm in Iowa involving (1) low management, routine pesticide
and fertilizer use, with continuous com and a com-soybeans rotation; (2) high management, pest scouting, soil testing, ridge till
cultivation, banded herbicides, and manure application, with continuous com and a com-soybeans rotation; and (3) high management, low chemical usage, following an oats-mcadow-com silagerye/soybean-com rotation.
While results of the testing on farmers' fields of new sustainable
practices/enterprises determined by the farmers are not reported in
the formal literature, such tests have taken place for many years on
farms widely scattered over the U.S. under the sponsorship of the
Rodale Institute (Harwood 1984; McNamara and Thompson 1987;
Morgan 1988). Further, the current privately- and pUblicly-sponsored on-farm research noted above tends also to be focused on
research topics identified by the individual farmers undertaking the
research.
.
Farmer-determined agendas for experimental research on individual farms are reasonable from two standpoints. First, as noted
above, many farmers have more on-farm experience with sustainable agriculture than do researchers with on-station experiments.
Thus, they may have a comparative advantage in knowledge about
sustainable agriculture relative to their on-station sustainable agriculture researcher peers. Hence, there is a certain logic for farmers
to playa prominent role in identifying the sustainable agriculture
issues to be examined on their farms.
Second, much more is known now about the conduct of meaning-

informants, secondary data sources, and interpretations of farmerreported practices and experiences relative to what is reported in the
literature.
.
Involving 11 and 16 sustainable farms each, the case studies reported by Madden and the National Research Council are multistate and cover a much wider range of subject mailer issues than the
first six case studies. These case study descriptions highlight (1) the
overall nature of the sustainable farm operlltions; (2) the physical
and capital resources available for use in production; (3) various
management features, including the main sustainable production
and marketing practices followed; (4) illustrative ways that the various farm enterprises on given farms interface with each other; (5)
approaches taken to solving problems; and (6) certain financial aspects of the operations.

J>llictice~nte'lJrises
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sample to be all the sustainable farmers in the targeted geographic
area (e.g., in a particular region of a state, in a particular state, in a
group of states) for hislher investigation. Statistical procedures can
then be used to derive generalizations for all farmers from that targeted geographic area.
Because no census listings exist for sustainable farmers at
county, state, or national levels, sustainable agriculture researchers
cannot expect to be able to _directly draW random samples from
known comprehensive populations of sustainable farmers in particular geographic areas. This fact is a portent of the problem-prone
nature of sampling with on-farm investigations of sustainable agriculture. What are the second-best choices?
One alternative is to draw a random sample of all farmers in a
particular geographic area, and then request information from respondents that will enable an after-the-fact determination of farmers
who meet pre-specified criteria for sustainability. Because the number of sustainable farmers relative to total farmers is so few in most
states," however, such a "shot-gun" approach -which only leads
to the point of determining who the sustainable farmers are - can be
expected to involve considerable expense.
As noted above, special-purpose lists of sustainable farmers do'
exist, e.g., sustainable organization members, sustainable publication subscribers. If a sample is drawn randomly from one such listing, statistical generalizations can be drawn with respect to the concerned population. Unless the selected special-purpose list indeed
covers only sustainable farmers - which, in most cases, cannot be
assured - and were to cover a large proportion of the sustainable
farmers in the geographic area targeted for study, the inherent
meaning of the resulting reference-population is rather limited.
Another approach for comprising a "population" from which to
draw a sample for study is to tap as many sources of information as
possible on the names of sustainable farmers in the geographic area
targeted for study. Doing so generally increases the chances of a
researcher comprehensively covering the sustainable farmers in a
particular geographic area. The trade-off is ambiguity on exactly
whom the sampled group of farmers represents."
The approach that should be adopted in a particular situation depends on a number of factors including the amount of research budget, the time permitted for the conduct of the study, the expected

ful on-farm research than was known even 15 years ago. The principal explanation is a rather major emphasis on farming systems research and extension (FSRE) over the past one to two decades in thl
Third World (Simmonds 1985; Hildebrand 1986). FSRE on-fam
trials are often used in a final stage of testing new technologies te
determine the technologies' overall profitability and compatibilil)
with existing farming systems. FSRE on-farm trials have aided bott
(1) farmers to make more fully-informed decisions on the adoptior
of new technology and (2) researchers to understand more dearl}
the issues in adoption of new technology and, in some cases, to alsc
gain ideas for possible new technologies from the farmers wit~
whom they have cooperated. While most FSRE has been undertaken in developing countries, much can be distilled methodologically from this experience that can be transferred into domestic
U.S. on-farm research (Rzewnicki et at 1988).
Further, recent work at the University of Nebraska (Rzewnicki e
a!. 1988; Francis et al. 1989) shows approaches for designing on
farm experiments that result in no greater experimental errors thai
are commonly found with on~station research. Their on-farm re
search designs involve large plots ranging in length from 125 te
1,200 feet, with each plot having a width that permits one or two
passes (usually no more than 8-12 rows) with standard farm machinery. Between 8 and 16 acres of land are adequate for many 01
their individual expenments. The university is finding that severa'
farmers are willing to obligate such areas of land for on-farm triab
in plots with dimensions such as these, and that most farmers do no~
experience great inconvenience from doing so. Where two or more
farmers have similar interests, the university is assisting with replications of given on-farm experiments on the fields of more than one
farmer.

A central issue in on-farm sustainable agriculture research involves the method of sample selection. A common preference
would be for the population from which a researcher draws hislher

Sample SelectioD Procedures

GENERATIONOFO~FARMRES~CH

ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION IN THE NEXT
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Including the second and third stages of inquiry is essential if a
researcher is to begin to come to grips with the complexity of the
sustainable farming systems practiced by commercial farmers_
"
In South Dakota State University's research on sustainable agriculture, for example, we have learned how difficult it is to understand and describe something as conceptually simple as the sustainable crop rotations followed by farmers. The on-farm crop rotations
followed by farmers do not simply involve the successive planting
of different crops in the same field. The actual rotations on given
farms commonly vary from year to year and even from place to
place on the farm within a given year. This situation arises because
many sustainable farmers (1) actively experiment with different
types of rotations to determine the most effect utilization of their
unique combinations of natural production resources and (2) vary
the crops in their rotations from year to year, depending on current

- An initial relatively large-scale mail survey to determine the
overall nature of the group of sustainable farmers being studied·,
- A subsequent smaller-scale personal interview survey to investigate in greater detail critical issues that emerge from the
mail survey study; and
- A subsequent set of case studies that permits examination of a
limited number of issues in even greater detail.

Experience shows that often the most appropriate strategy in
coming to understand the nature of sustainable farming practices
and experiences in a particular area is to follow a three-stage process:

Number of Sampling Units "

comprehensiveness of individual special-purpose lists, the prospective knowledge of local informants on farmers that follow sustainable practices, and the personal judgment of the investigator. No
one approach is necessarily most appropriate. In assessing the sampling methods in a particular on-farm study of sustainable agriculture, members of the research community need to guard against
holding doctrinaire positions of "rightness" and "wrongness"
concerning particular sampling methods.
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natural resource conditions (e.g_, soil moisture, soil fertility, weed
and other pest populations), current conditions for participating in
government farm programs, and prospective crop prices. They may
have something approaching "overall representative crop rotations," but in practice follow different variations of the representative rotations at different times on different fields.
One of the greatest challenges facing the next generation of sustainable agriculture researchers is to plow deeper ground in understanding the systems nature of sustainable" agriculture. At the heart
of the systems nature is a host of complex interactions - between
and among crop and livestock enterprises, crop rotations and tillage
practices, production practices and environmental conditions, and
many other intertwined natural resource and economic phenomena - that need to be unraveled and understood. Achieving such
understanding will inevitably require the strong concentration of
some research resources on limited numbers of often scattered sampling units.
In advocating emphasis to such a research policy, I feel somewhat uncomfortable. It represents a certain running away from systematic random sampling and the statistical analysis of large datasets that are perceived as almost "scientifically sacred" by many in
the research community_ And yet, without intensifying the depth of
some sustainable farming investigations on limited numbers of sampling units, I believe we maybe simply "chasing a phantom" in the
quest to achieve a critical understanding of some of the fundamental
features of sustainable agriculture_
In an important sense, the heart of the dilemma revolves around
particularity versus generality." Scientists are accustomed to undertaking carefully controlled investigations which lead to certain conclusions that can be generalized within the parameters of the research methods used. To invest research resources in much more
particularistic inquiries is rather alien to us as scientists. And, yet,
do we really believe that the only valid information in this world has
its origin in generalized scientific findings? Is our reluctance to believe that valid knowledge can also be derived from individualized
observational units the result of "modem scientific tradition" or
some deeper, more profound explanation? I don't have the final
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Both enthusiasts and non-enthusiasts of sustainable agricultun
have a wide interest.in knowing the comparative performance 0
sustainable farms and conventional farms. One approach for deter·
mining the comparative performance - illustrated. in four of th(
eight personal interview and in six of the nine cas~ study on-fam
investigations reviewed above - is to study matched pairs of sus
tainable and conventional farms.
If the focus of inquiry is quite narrow, as in each of the six cas,
studies, there would seem to be a very strong case for adopting
matched pair approach. For example, with adequate care, com para
tive crop yields and measures of soil fertility can probably be mear
ingfully taken from fields on sustainable and conventional farm
having identical soil types.
To the extent that the on-farm investigation might involve a mor
whole-farm perspective, however, certain limitations· may arise
from adopting a matched pair approach. The challenges - in a nUl
shell-are to (1) identify farms that are matched in every res pee
except one, namely, whether they are sustainable or conventional,
and (2) assuming that such matched farmers could be identified, fc
both members of the respective pairs to necessarily have positiv
incentives to become part of the matched testing.
What are the most critical criteria to be considered in the matd,
ing process? Certainly, similarities in soil, precipitation, temper"
ture, and other natural resources are critical. But how about fron
the standpoint of crop and livestock enterprises? Should the enter
prises be identical on each pair of farms being compared, or shoul
they be different? After all, it is generally known that sustainabl
farms, by definition, have more diversified operations. And ho'
about assuring that the level of management on the respective pair
of farms is comparable? Being able to confidently ascertain a corr.
parability of management levels between two farmers is a foreboe
ing task.

Comparative Tests of Sustainable
snd Conventionsl Farms

answer, but I am not inclined to totally discount the possibility 0·.
tradition tempering our disposition concerning this matter.
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But even if the challenges of enterprise configuration and management levels could be met adequately in the minds of the investigators, what are the chances that both "comparable" farmers
would then be willing to subject themselves to comparative investigation? If each were equally confident that helshe were "on the
right track" and desired to demonstrate that to the other, both
would probably readily become cooperators in the investigation.
But to the extent that the respective personal perspectives/philosophies of potential farmer pairs might fail to match with each other,
some real awkwardness could surround their agreeing to become
participants in comparative testing, particularly as they anticipate a
reporting of the outcomes from the testing."
This devil's advocate treatment of paired comparisons is not
intended to destroy the case for using paired comparisons in the
comparative evaluation of sustainable and conventional farms. It is
intended, however, to make visible certain features requiring attention - if that is a possible research method under considerationand to lay the groundwork for the delineation of an alternative approach in the comparative study of sustainable and conventional
farming."
An alternative is to use agricultural, population, and perhaps
other county- and state-level (as applicable) census data as a reference point relative to the sustainable farms being investigated. The
comparative assessment of the nature of sustainable farms is then
with respect to the average (median, mode) condition for respective
variables in the county or state." A disadvantage of this approach is
that the degree of detail represented in census data is not comparable with that which can be obtained in a one-on-one on-farm investigation.
To partially and only indirectly compensate for the latter condition, one can undertake comparative whole-farm economic analyses
assuming sustainable and conventional farms to have a common
basic farm resource base, namely, that which has been identified for
the sustainable farm. In this case, the results of using the farm resources with sustainable enterprises and practices could be compared with the results of using the same resources with conventional
enterprises and practices.
Again, no one of these approaches is necessarily more suitable
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A top-down approach has generally characterized the selection of
agricultural topics for research and the dissemination of information
from the research to the users of the research {Baker and Smith
1987: Ehrenfeld 1987: Francis el al. 1988}. Several people are now
recognizing the shortcomings of this approach in regard to research
on sustainable agriculture (Wolf 1986; Ehrenfeld 1987; Francis et
al. 1988 and 1989). This "new view" is reflected in the themes of
(I) the October 1989 Symposium, Farmer Participation in Research
for Sustainable Agriculture, sponsored by the Appropriate Technology Transfer for Rural Areas, and (2) the March 1990 Institute for
Alternative Agriculture Annual Symposium, Learning from Each
Other: New Models for Sustainable Agriculture Research and Information.
In documenting existing sustainable practices through on-farm
research, a natural basis exists for partnership among university
specialists, private organizations, and farmers. Ideas for the scope'
and content of coverage to be examined in the on-farm research can
be developed jointly. In most cases, the university specialists can be
expected to have a comparative advantage in determining the data
that need to be collected and carrying out the technical aspects of
the research. Private organizations can assist in identifying and soliciting the cooperation of farmers to participate in the research.
And, of course, farmers have to be willing to take the time and to
share their practices and experiences with the research team.
For on-farm experimental research, a wide variety of alternatives
exist relative to the nature and degree that farmers contribute to the
research. At a minimum, of course, farmers must agree to allow
some of the cropland on their farms to be used for on-farm testing.

Partnership Among University Specialists,
Private Organizations, and Farmers
iii the Design and Conduct
of On-Farm Researcb

than another. Depending on the purpose of investigation, the research budget, specific data availabilities, and the judgment of individual investigators, a researcher may be justified in selecting one
or another of the approaches.
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On-farm research pertains to scientifically-designed investigations undertaken on the fields of commercial fanners. Applied to
sustainable agriculture, on-fann research can be used for (I) documenting the sustainable practices and experiences of commercial
sustainable fanners and (2) experimenting with new sustainable
practices/enterprises on the fields of commercial sustainable
fanners.
The case for on-farm research, as a complement to experiment
station field plot research, arises most importantly from the systems
nature of sustainable agriculture. Sustainable farmers replace offfarm purchased inputs with on-farm produced resources through enterprise diversification. At the heart of diversified farming operations are a host of complex interactions - between and among crop
and livestock enterprises, crop rotations and tillage practices, production practices and environmental conditions, and many other intertwined natural resource and economic phenomena.

CONCLUSION

Areas subject to "negotiation" between farmers and university
specialists include who (I) decides on the topic to be examined
through the research, (2) undertakes the specified cultural operations in the field, (3) monitors and records information for the experiment, and (4) bears the risks of failed outcomes with the experiment. In many cases, these matters will be handled jointly; in
others; heavier responsibility will be vested to one participant than
to another.'
.
To the extent that farmers are involved, they may gain greater
insight into the nature of the research process. Further, the financial
resources needed by the researchers to conduct the research may be
less. Whether farmers can realistically be expected to bear much or
little responsibility for carrying out the research depends on their
priorities, interests, and skills relative to the various tasks that need
to be accomplished in the research. The extent to which researchers
become involved depends on the financial resources available to
them and the extent to which they feel comfortable in transferring to
farmers responsibility for conducting various aspects of the research.
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scientific progress has been the adoption of reductionist, single component approaches for stUdying agricultural production. The more narrowly defined a question, the more amenable to scientific study it has been perceived to be, and hene,
the more likely it has been to become a candidate for investigation.

the quest to learn more about how plants and animals function." Inherent in suei-.

"We went from the farm, to the field, to Ihe whole plant, to pan of the plant, te
Ihe cells, to the subcellular level, and finally to the molecular level. All this was ir

eral decades, the questions asked have become increasingly narrow in scope.

3. Liebhardt (1989) argues that as science has progressed over the past sev·

ducted within a systems context.

sustainable agriculture. However, relatively little of this research has been con-

tions? manure management, and livestock disease preveOlion. Expenditures on
topics such as these in various states arc many-fold the respective expenditures On

ity, integrated pest management, pest and drought resistant varieties, crop rota-

tant topic extends beyond the coverage of this article, however.
2. Exactly what constitutes sustainable agriculture research, however, is
somewhat ambiguous. "Gray" areas involve research on topics such as soil fertil-

identifying practices that meet the criteria represents one of the major challenges
facing the sustainable agriculture research community in the 1990s. This impor-

on omitting use of non-renewable resources, emphasis on building the on-fann
natural reSOurce base, protection of the environment. Refining such criteria and

ria for ascertaining the "real" sustain ability of potential practices. e.g., emphasis

1. In this article. the term "sustainable" is viewed to represent situations in
which producers use crop rotations and other natural soil-building practices to at
least partially replace synthetic chemicals (e.g., fenilizers, pesticides, livestock
growth hormones) in their farm production enterprises (Kirschenmann 1988b:
Crosson 1989). "Sustainable" includes, but is not limited to, "organic" produc.
tion methods in which all synthetic chemicals are replaced.
This article is written as if people already know what practices are sustain·
able and what practices are not, which generally is not true. The "state of the an"
now is rather primitive. We're still trying to determine commonly accepted crite-

NOTES

Coming to grips with the systems nature of sustainable agriculture requires the strategic use of (1) multidisciplinary research
teams; (2) whole-farm, holistic analysis; (3) long-term research programs; (4) and "synthetic" as well as "analytic" approaches. Putting these strategies into use may require researchers to turn their
backs on some almost sacred features of traditional scientific inquiry. To fail to do so, however, may thwart the efforts of the
scientific community to achieve important break-throughs in understanding the essence of sustainable agriculture systems.
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a sustainable

operation~

the overall impact on farm profits is not

13. To determine inputs required for next year's crop, however, regular yearly

condilions and (b) adverse product price movementsl.

they experience less risk from potentially (a) adverse natural resource production

farms) and seven sources of possible decreased risks to sustainable farmers [e.g.,
because sustainable farmers have their enterprise "eggs in more than one basket,"

sustainable farmers [e.g., greater commodity price risks, because (a) "organic"
product markets tend to be thin and (b) informal government "price guarantees"
do not exist for many of the commodities produced on diversified sustainable

12. In a recenl study of commercial sustainable farmers in South Dakota (Taylor et al. 1989a), we have identified six sources of possible increased risks to

creating a sustainable environment, including planting and maintaining trees,
grassed waterways, wildlife habitat, and permanent vegetative cover.

giving up Ihe advantage of government program base acres; (2) developing a soil
building system, including the costs of establishing livestock enterprises; and (3)

including additional storage facililies, equipment, and labor and in some cases

necessarily positive. He cites the importance of taking into account what somelimes may be "hidden" additional costs of (I) establishing viable crop rotations,

advantages

10. For recent, insightful treatments of multidisciplinary research, see Dobbs
(1987) and Johnson (1987).
11. Kirschenmann (1988a) indicates, while there arc some clear-cut economic

9. Some of these strategies have for some time been followed by ecologists
in their evaluation of natural ecosystems.

derstand renewability requires that one understand the nature of the systems in
which those resourceS exist. For a creative ponrayal of interdependencies among
the structural (e.g., crop and animal enterprises) and farmer attitudinal-ideological
components in sustainable agriculture, also see Parr et al. (1983).

selves. They regenerate within a complex environment of living systems. To un-

and special equipment to be over three times as much for on-station trials as for
on· farm trials.
8. Rodale (1988) indicates that renewable resources do not just renew them-

projects'undertaken in Nebraska and Iowa for salaries? operating costs, supplies,

research on sustainable agriculture, e.g., Practical Farmers of Iowa; Energy and
$usl3inable Agriculture Project, Minnesota Depanment of Agriculture; Southwest
Minnesota Farm Management Association; Center for Rural Affairs, Nebraska;
Consortium among the Land StewardShip Project (Minnesota), Kansas Rural Center Sustainable Farming Project, and the University of Nebraska; Wisconsin Rural
Development Center. An illustrative organization outside the Midwest sponsoring
similar research is the University of California Sustainable Agriculture Research
and Education Program.
6. This statement is based panly on Holt (1988).
7. Francis et al. (1989) report the actual costs per trial for selected research

5. Several Midwestern organizations are sponsoring or undertaking on-farm

4. The applicability of the findings in real world situations, however, is seldom comparably great.
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example, is relatively litde.

based on organic: and near·convcntional producers placed in the same group. for

practices (Schaller, 1989).
20. With three of the mail survey studies, personal interviews were also conducted.
21. To simplify the text, the term "sample" is used to cover instances of
either "samples" from or "censuses" of known sustainable farmers.
22. In 1980, a "conservative" estimate of the number of sustainable farmers
in the U.S. was 24,000 (USDA, 1980). Even if the actual number then were
30,000 and since then the number of sustainable farmers has say quadrupled,
sustainable farmers would, on the average, make up about 5% of the total number
of current farmers. Under this assumption and presupposing a 35% response rate,
identifying a group of 50 sustainable farmer respondents for later study would
require drawing a total initial sample of over 2,500 farmers.
23. 'No mailer what approach is used for identifying sustainable fariners, researchers are well-advised to try to determine the extent to which their respondents arc "sustainable" versus "conventional." The value of generalizations

certain ideological objectives and philosophical predispositions - than it is a set of

measurements need to be taken of certain critical soil nutrients', pest populations,
and yields.
14. For a somewhat parallel discussion, see Lockeretz's (1987) description of
circumstances under which on-farm research is especially advantageous.
15. See National Research Council (1989, 147-49) for a useful illustrative
statement of how the Commillee on the Role of Alternative Farming Methods in
Modern Production Agriculture dealt with this point.
16. "Formal academic literature" is interpreted to include refereed journal
anicles, chapters of books, and institutional research repons. Allention is generally not given to (1) repons of the results of demonstrationlverification plots. (2)
anicles in popular magazines, and (3) unpublished papers_ Also, attention is not
given in the review to topics closely related to sustainable agriculture such as
integrated peSt management.
17. For illustrative repons of farm management analyses based primarily on
data obtained through on-farm surveys/case studies, see USDA (1980), James
(1983), Dabbart and Madden (1986), and Domanico et al. (1986).
18. While, in principal, the differences between personal interview surveys
and case study investigations are rather clear, the distinction was sometimes not
clear in the explanation of research methods followed by various authors. In such
cases, if authors indicated that they used "personal interviews" or "case studies," I simply classified their research accordingly.
19. In this simplified description, no attention is given to the crop rotation and
other soil-building practices that replace the synthetic chemicals and become the
driving force for the creation of a sustainable production environment. Further,
this characterization of different types of sustainable farmers gives no allention to
the fact that "sustainable" is fundamentally more a way of thinking - having
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Farmers' use ofvaliditv cues to
evaluate reports of field-scale
agricultural research
Gerry Walter

Abstract. On-farm andfarmer~direcled research is claimed to lack validity when produced by methods lhal limit/he generaljzability o/its results. However, farmers may consider such findings suffiCiently valid/or use in agricultural production even though agricultural scientists may not consider them SCientifically valid A general social-psychologicaltheory a/knowledge and information processing called lay epistem%gysuggesls that
farmers may assess the validity ofany research report by its plausibility in relalion /0 their
knowledge and experience. Olher communication research suggests lhal readers will/ouk
for cues /0 help them decide whether the research andfindings are valid and useful.
To identify validity cues used by farmers in evaluating production research reports, we
asked 56 illinois cash-grainfarmers to marie. phrases and other items that influenced their
confidence in a popularized research report and to explain the reasons for each marie. The
kinds ofvalidity cues that farmers used or sought had little relationship to their personal
or enterprise characteristics. The researcher's name. location and affiliation were critical
cues, but information on the methods and results were no more important than data about
costs, risks, growing conditions, and longer term outcomes. Plausibility plays a k.ey role
when farmers decide whether production research is valid. it would be useful 10 farmers
if research reports included more information aboulthe system being sludied. such as its
cosls and risks. along with dala on the research methods used

Key words: on-fann research, agricultural communication, validity assessment, research design

Introduction
Interest in fanner-directed research and
education has renewed the old tension between common sense and refined knowledge. Some fanners and agricultural scientists regard alternatives to rigorously controlled experimentation, including on-fann
development and testing of alternative
fanning practices, as a logical and necessary component of a sustainable system of
agricultural production (Jackson, 1987;
Hecht, 1988; Kloppenburg, 1991). How-

Gerry Walter is Assistant Professor, Office of AgriculluraJ Communicaltons and Education. Uni'lc.sity
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL 60801.

ever, others question the generalizability of
results from fanner-run or quasi-experimental studies of fanning practices (Molnar et aI., (992). An important question is
whether and how to communicate research
findings that may have great practical relevance for farmers but limited scientific
generalizabil ity.
Fundamental to this question is the socially determined nature of validity. No
statement or set of research findings is inherently valid; rather, its validity hinges on
whether it is persuasive and plausible by
the standards of the group that is evaluating
it (Kruglanski, 1989). For applied research,
valid findings must be generated in a way
that is widely accepted as valid, be plausible given what we already know, and make
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sense for "real" situations (Restivo ant.!
Loughlin, 1987).
Kruglanski (1989) argues persuasivel)
that the validity of scientific findings alsL'
derives from communication through "official" channels to which only those employing valid modes of inquiry presumabl)
have access. All infonnation systems employ standards to establish the validity 01
the infonnation their members create, disseminate and use. However, every standard leaves considerable room for negotiation over what ought to be considered valid
(Restivo and Loughlin, 1987).
In the agricultural information system
validity standards are largely prescribed h:
academic researchers (Kloppenbur:;
1991; Walter, 1991). Farmer-generated in·
formation-including findings of fannerdirected on-farm research and less fonnal.
experiential knowledge-is not regularl)
disseminated by conventional information
channels such as the fann press, the Cooperative Extension Service, or private can·
sultants. In part this is because it often i~.
derived using different or less rigarou:
methods than those employed by academil
scientists, and because it originates fron-.
unfamiliar or unconventional ~sources
However, Rzewnicki et al. (1988) suggest
that quasi-experimental designs in farm·
ers' fields can yield valid and useful rc:·
suits. Prpperly conducted and replicated
they can yield more data than careful!:
controlled studies about how a practice u.
product perfonns under a broader range o.
environmental conditions. Although the:
do not necessarily meet all the validit;
standards of academic science, such find
ings nonetheless must meet the standard
of the fanners expected to put them im,
practice. We need to understand thc:s.

standards so that we can design studies that

farmers and other practitioners will accept,
and deliver effectively the recommendations derived from them.

Sources of validity cues

Sources of evidence

nated by "official" sources and channels
carry presumptive validity within their
relevant "validity communities" (Restivo

p0.-

Studies of the lay-epistemology model
(Kruglanski, 1980; Kruglanski and Freund, 1983; Mayseless and Kruglanski,
1987; Kruglanski and Mayseless, 1988)

tential usefulness ofan applied agricultural
research communication. Its premise is

have found that the cues a pcl'3On uses to
validate an assertion will vary with the

that infonnational communication must
carry cues that enable its audience to evaluate its validity and its usefulness for sub-

topic, the individual's existing knowledge
(including both attitudes and factual
knowledge), and the way the validity as-

sequent decision making.

sessment problem is framed. Kruglanski

This study explored the elements that

fanners Usc to assess the validity and

Research results produced and dissemi-

and Loughlin, 1987; Kruglanski, 1989), so
the identity of a source or channel thus
might be a validity cue. Traits that have
been found to affect whether a communi-

cator is considered credible include the
audience's perceptions or the communiCator's trustworthiness. accuracy, fairness

(1989) suggests that choice ofcues also can

The Validity Assessment
Process
According to a general model of cognitive judgment and inference called layepistemology (Kruglanski, 1989), all
knowledge is propositionalanel, therefore,
subject to challenge by alternative propositions (bypotheses) derived from observation of the surrounding environment, in-

cluding communications. Confronted with
an alternative hypothesis, such as a potentiaJly better production practice recommended in an agricultural research report,
a person tries to confinn or disconfirm it

using several sources of evidence: the reportis content. such as the research method~ used; its context. such as how it was
obtained and the reliability of the person

who recommended it; and its appearance
(perhaps even the slickness of the paper).
Inference and knowledge-building, there-

fore. involve a mental screening process by
which information likely to be helpful is
selected from an environment filled with
data (Dervin, 1983). Facts or data, such as
research findings, that are deemed valid
can be incorporated into working knowledge for use in making decisions and solving problems. The validity of a fact, asser-

tion or other observation. therefore. requires confidence not only that it was derived using methods that make it gener-

vary with different social, situational, cul- .
tural and economic conditions. We do not
know, however. which specific cues are
important in a given context and what each
contributes to the assessment of validity.

and expertise (Hovland and Weiss, 1951;
Berlo et al., 1970; Gaziano and McGrath,
1986). However, Delia (1976) argues that
credibility results not from a communicator's general traits but from the perception

Forms of evidence

that a communicator has expertise appropriate to the situation. I have suggested
(Walter, 1991) that in agriculture, where a

Because statistical evidence is a common basis for scientific inference, scientists routinely use statistical cues to evalu-

rew institutional sources speak with
authority. title and institutional affiliation

ate the validity ofresearch resulls. But with
scientific methods regarded as authoritative in an ever-widening sphere of human
activities, as Postman (1992) suggests,
non-scientists also might be expected to

ing production advice and thererore may
provide cues for assessing the validity or

give greater weight to statistical cues than
to non-statistical fonns or evidence, such
as testimonials. anecdotes and namtives.
Evaluating general audiences' responses to
different types of evidence? McQuarrie
(1984), Kline (1969) and Harte (1972)

have round that statistical evidence adds to
an argument's persuasiveness. Petty and
his associates (Cacioppo et aI., 1983; Petty
and Cacioppo, 1984; Petty et aI., 1980)

have round statistics especially influential
when accompanying descriptions of re~
search methods. They also have found that

use or statistics makes the inrormation
source more credible; that is. people will
have more trust in the communicators and,
presumably. the communicati~ns that
come from them (Pettyet aI., 1981). How-

alizable beyond its original context, but
also that it will be useful in the concrete

ever, others have round that statistical evidence is less effective, irrelevant, or detri~

situation where the potential user is considering using it. A person seeking evidence
to help confirm or disconfirm a lay-

mental in persuading people that an argument has merit (Kahneman and Tversky,
1973; Aizen, 1977; Borgida and Nisbett,
I 977).

epistemic hypothesis thus will require cues
that Permit evaluation on both methodological grounds and practical relevance.

are a source of credibility for people offer-

the advice they offer.

Social context
Members or an information system develop common standards for demonstrat~
ing and inferring the validity of what they

communicate. Therefore, they are likely to
regard the same or sim ilar attributes or
communication content, rorm and context
as cues for assessing validity; they know
what evidence to look for when evaluating
an assertion. and what evidence to include
when making one. Nonetheless, they do

not all necessarily usethe same validity cri~
tcria and cues. Scientists. for example. de~
mand research results that are generalizable across some population of interest.
Farmers. in contrast, must assess the valid·
ity ofinfonnation not only in the scientific
sense but also in relation to production and
perhaps other household activities (Suppe,
1987; Kloppenburg, 1991). Francis et al.
(1989) have found that realism, visibility,

and producer input often contribute more
than experimental design to whether a
ranner regards research results as useful;
this apparently involves standards and cues
related to usefulness along with (orperhaps
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in place of) statistical significance and gen-

with an average of989 acres. Half of them

treannents, timing of operations and yields

eralizability.

rented more than 90% of their cropland,

of agronomic crops; no data were offered
on soil types, weed pressure, or previous

Study Objectives

at least some of their crops on contract for

generally on a crop-share basis. Half grew
nearby seed or food processing flnns. ThirThe present study. conducted during the

summer of 1991, sought to identifY the
cues fanners use to assess the validity of
research-based communications about agricultural production methods. and
whether differences in the cues they use are
related to easily identifiable personal or enterprise characteristics. I examined a particular kind of communication. agricultural research reports intended for a fanning audience. While any communication
(or its context) contains cues for judging
validity. research reports are of particular
interest because they have a clearly defined
concept of valid knowledge accepted by
many other agricultural information
sources (Walter, 1991). They also are of
special interest because some people are
skeptical about whether they are valid and
useful in actual fann ing situations (Suppe.

1987; Gillespie and Bunel, 1989).

Materials and Methods
Study participants

Fifty-six farmers of 58 randomly selected from county Fann Bureau mailing
lists were interviewed between June 12 and

July 29,1991. All but three were Farm Bureau members, and all Jived within 45
miles of the University of Illinois. Given
their proximity to the university and the Illinois Fann Bureau's historically strong
ties to the college, the participants may
have more contact with and more positive
views ofthe college's agricultural research
and extension programs than non-members or fanners in other areas. However,
F.ann Bureau members make up more than
70% of the three counties' commercial
fanners, and as a whole the participants'
demographic and farm characteristics are
typical ofthe area's commercial cash grain
fanners.
The participants, all males, ranged in
age from 25 to 82, and had from 2 to 50
years of farming experience (median of 16
years). Half had baccalaureate degrees,
most from the University of Illinois. They
raised from 212 to 3,800 acres of crops,

crops. The information reported in the bulletin was the same as that from the actual

teen also had livestock operations.

on-fann trials, except that yields were increased to be more consistent with east·

Sample research reports

central Illinois yields, so that participants
would be less likely to consider the study's

Each participant read a four-page docu-

findings invalid or not useful because

ment presenting general information on the
use of cover crops for weed control and the
results of two field tests of cover crops for .
weed control in corn and soybeans. The experimental document was laid out in the
style of a Cooperative Extension Service

yields were unusually low. Com yields
were increased by 30 bulacre (to 157
bulacre and 159 bulacre); in the soybean

(CES) bulletin and included an Illinois
CES logo on the last page.
The bulletin's general infonnation was

test, where actual yields were attenuated by
extremely wet conditions during the test

year, yields were increased by 16 bulacre
(to 52.1 bulacre for the treatment and 50.2
bulacre for the control). Three readers -

University ofWisconsin~Madison agrono-

extension specialists in crop production
and communications and an area farmerreviewed first and final drafts of the docu-

mists (UWEX, 1989). It explained the ra-

ment andjudged the fInal draft's content as

tionale for using cover crops for cultural
and biological weed control, described in
general terms some methods for each kind
of control, and offered some cautions about
the use of cover crops. Although covercrop weed control is not common in eastcentral Illinois, some fanners in the area do
use it.
The bulletin's field tests and results

appropriate for an extension bulletin on
cover-crop weed control.

adapted from a publication produced by

Identifying cues and assessing
validity

trials sponsored by the Illinois Department

Participants were randomly assigned to
read one or the other form of the bulletin.
All participants were instructed to mark,
while reading the bulletin, all words,
phrases. numbers, and other content that

of Energy and Natural Resources (1991).

they believed added to or subtracted from

The first was a test of annual rye grass and
buckwheat to replace chemical herbicides
for weed control in com. Cosponsored by
a soil conservation district in northwestern
Illinois, it used one-acre fields (but no con-

their confidence in the .validity(further defined, if requested, as correctness or accuracy) of assertions made in the bulletin.
They also were asked to explain their
marks briefly as they made them. After
reading, they again were asked the reasons
for each mark, how each marked cue affected their confidence in the assertions in
the bulletin, and what further information
about the research in the bulletin would in·
crease their confidence in its validity. Participants also evaluated the methodological validity and practical relevance of the
information in the bulletin by answering
two questions: "How valid is the research

were adapted from two single-year (1990)

trol fields) and produced com yields consistent with local averages and the field's

history (127 and 129 bulacre). The second
test, co-sponsored by the Southeastern Illinois Sustainable Agriculture Association,
a farmer group, also ran for one year. It
compared faIl·seeded rye for weed control
in 18 acres of soybeans with c.hemical
weed control in a 64-acre control field.
Two forms of the bulletin were prepared. One stated that the tests of cover
crops were performed at the University of
Illinois' research fanns in east-central Illinois; the other gave the tests' actual onfann sites in other parts of the state. Both
reported identical information about the
tests, including field size, tillage and plant·
ing operations, plant populations. chemical
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reported in the pamphlet?" (clarified where
necessary as "How confident are you that
the tests were done properly?"); and "How
likely are the practices described in the
pamphlet to be useful on your farm?" The
rating scale ranged from 0 (not at all

valid/useful) to 20 (extremely valid/useful). Respondents also said whether they

were familiar with cover crops for weed
control. either because they used them, or
because they previously had read or heard
aboutth.m.
Classification of cues

For analysis, the sample bulletin's content was divided into 217 potential cues:

words. phrases. numbers, headings, and
graphic imag.s deemed to rep=ent separable "chunks" of meaning that a reader
might use to assess the validity ofth. bulletin's content. The general introductory
material was classified into 107 potential
cues; the reports ofthe two sample research
projects comprised liD cu.s. All content

was classified, and no content was classified as more than one cue.
The potential cues were reclassified into
34 more general categories-17 each for
the g.neral material and the =earch reports; the subsequent discussion involves
only the =ear<:h-reportcategories (Figure
I). For each of these categories. a panicipant received a score of I ifhe had mark.d

Each ofthe liD cues (words. phrases. figures) in the research repon section ofth. sampl. bull.tin was classified into on. of 17
cat.gories. Following are the criteria for assigning cu.s. and examples ofcues; the number of cues assigned to each category appears
inparenth.....
.
T.st sponsor (2):
identifies sponsor of test or person who conducted test-e.g., Jo Daviess County Soil and Water Conservation District,
University of Illinois, the university
Test location (6):
identifies site of test-e.g., near Stockton, in northeast Illinois, research fanns, in Urbana
Test year (2):
id.ntifies y.ar test was don.-1990
Study objectiv.s (7):
identifies purpose oftest-e.g., evaluated replacing com herbicides with annual ryegrass and buckwheat cover crops
Study d.sign (12):
identifies presence or absence of controls. replications or other aspects of study design-....g .• two field plots
Fi.ld size (3):
identifies size of fields in ~ests-e.g., I acre, 64 acre
Tillage operations (12):
id.ntifies pre- and post-planting tillage operations-....g.. plowed. diskeli, cultivated
Planting methods (6):
identifies row spacing, plant populations or planting processes of agronomic or cover crops-e.g., 38~inch rows,
25.ooo/ac," plant population. aerial seeded
Ch.mical application (6):
identifies chemical application methods-e.g., bumdown, band
Chemical nam.s (8):
identifies specific chemicals u!';ed-e.g., Roundup, Turbo, 2,4·0
Chemical rates (10):
identifies application rates for herbicides and other chemical inputs-e.g., 6 oz/acre, 1 gaVacre
Other inputs (8):
identifies other inputs us.d-....g.• 28% nitrogen. adjuvan~ molasses
Timing of operations (13):
identifies actual or approximate date of tillage, planting. weed control. harvest or other operations, intervals between
operations, or relative order of operations-e.g., on May 8, in spring, two-week intervals, pre-plant
Equipment used (4):
identifies brand or generic type of equipment used in tillage, planting, weed control or other crop production operatione.g., broadcast seeder. rolling-tine cultivator
Yields (4):
identifies yi.lds ofagronomic crops....,.g.. 157 bulacre
Advic•• study A (6) and Advice. study B (3):
identifies observations or recommendations attributed to com test or soybean test-e.g.• both cover crops established and
made good growth. the rye cov.r prov.d to be an especially effective weed control m.thod

l!1~ure

1. Cue categories and classification criteria.
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any of the category's component cues, and
A factor analysis reduced the
17 research-report categories to five
groups~ultural practices. study design/results. inputs, sponsorship, and summary advice--that explain 66.10/. ofthe to-tal item variance (Table 1). To preserve the
multiple-factor identity of cue categories
that load strongly on two factors. such as
"field size," factor scores (rather than additive scales) were calculated to indicate
each participant's relative use of each of
the factor-derived groups.
Participants' requests for further information were classified into 13 categories
(Figure 2); a participant received a score of
I for each category for which he requested
more information, and 0 otherwise. Factor
analysis reduced these to six groups--conditionsloutcomes, potential problems,

ootherwise.

technologies, study design specifications,
costs, and profits-that explain 67.2% of
total item variance (Table 2). Each participant was assigned a factor score for each
of these groups.

Findings
Effects of on-farm vs. research
farm site
Participants reading the two fonns of the
sample bulletin showed no statistically sig- .
nificant differences (at the p < .10 level) in
their assessments of the validity and usefulness of the bulletins or in the number
and kinds of cues they reported using.
Both groups therefore were combined for
subsequent analysis.

Assessments of validity and
practical relevance
The 56 participants' average rating of
the methodological validity of the research
was above the midpoint of the 21-point
"not valid/extremely valid" scale (Table 3).
Most rated the research's practicality
lower, but the ratings of validity and practical relevance show a modest positive correlation. The overall validity scores show
no statistically significant association with
years of fanning experience or levels of
formal education. However. participants
educated at a land-grant university (LGU)
and those who were familiar with the use
of cover crops tended to express less confidence in the research s methodological
validity. On the other hand, those with
more cropland tended to give the research
1

Table 1. Rotated ractor matrix of research-report validity cue categories marked.
I
Equipment used
Tillage operations

Timing
Planting methods
Field size

.835
.770
.759
.733

II

III

IV

V

.236

.090

.125

.013

-.173

.222

.360

-.\01

-.082

.073

.308

.061
.174

.002

.175
-.112

.564

-.097

-.044

.226

Study objectives

.606
.538

.254

-.083

.334

.111

Study design
Chemical applications

.191

.800
.549

.064

.152

.022

.345

.481

.077

.102

-.135

.548

.257

.363

-.023

.091

-.044

-.141
.141

.154
-.09t;

.021

.112

Yields

Chemical names
Other inputs

-.000

.084

Chemical rates

.228

.406

.792
.780
_622

Test sponsor
Test location

.129

.135

-.015

-.044

.095

.824
.698

-.015

.181

Test year

.105

.317

-.080

.655

.174

Advice (study A)

-.032

-.060

.198

.105

Advice (study B)

.127

.166

-.065

.086

.821
_803
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.095

Additional cues desired are data about the tests that participants said they would need or like to know to make a more confident
judgment of either test's validity. Expressions of additional cues desired were abstracted from interview transcripts and classified
into 13 categories according to their fit with the following definitions.

Researcher name:
information to enable contact with someone to provide more detailed infonnation about the tests orabout covercrops~.g.,
whom to call to leam how to adapt machinery, whom to call to identify incipient failure
Study design:
number of replication~ presence of controls. rigor of controls. size of plots. etc.
Growing conditions:
environmental conditions prior to or during the tests~.g.. rainfall timing or amount, temperature
Inputs:
specific brands of products used or alternatives that might be used
Practices:
further infonnation about practices used or about alternative practices or timing ofpra.ctices
Non-yield results:
outcomes of the tests other than yiel~.g., weed control index, quality of cover erop
Long-term findings:
findings of trials over several (e.g., five) years
Statistics:
statistical descriptions of findings or estimates of generalizability of findings~.g.• coefficients of variance
Costs:
costs of specific inputs. total costs of cover crop methods and comparisons with costs of current and alternative methods
Profits:
net income derived from cover crop methods and comparisons with controls; also. net income likely with alternative cover
crops
Problems:
problems encountered in tests or identifying and coping with potential problems associated with use of cover crops-e.g..
how to anticipate cover crop failure, what to do if cover crops provide inadequate weed control
Risks:
information about potential yield losses if cover crops prove ineffective or if growing conditions do not match those
experienced in tests or if procedures are modified
Advice:
observations or recommendations regarding how to implement technologies tested on own fann-e.g .• adaptability to
different soil types, slopes

Figure 2. Additional cues waated categories and classification criteria.

a higher validity rating. The relevance
scores were not associated with chat:actensties of either the farmers or their enterprises.

Validity cues Identified
A simple count of the participants'
marks (Table 4) shows that information
about study design (mainly references to
experimental controls nnd numher of plots
or fields) and comparative yield data were
the most consistently marked cues. Many
participants also marked various kind~ of

information about the production tech·
nologies used in the trials. A small group
marked cues identifying how the trials
were conducted and who sponsored them.
Correlating the participants' factor
scores for the five cue groups with other
measures reveals no statistically signifi.
cant associations between the cues they
used and their ratings of the trials' meth·
odological validity or practicality (Table
5). There are few statistically significant
relationships with farmer and enterprise
characteristics; cultural-practice cues were
used less often by those with larger farms

and LOU degrees, while sponsorship cues
were marked more often by those with
more fonnal education and more cropland.
Neither previous familiarity with cover
crops nor length offarming experience was
associated with choice of cues.

Additional cues desired
The participants would be more confident in the trials' validity ,if they not only
were told morc about the experimental design. but also were given more data that
could help them assess the findings' poten-
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Table 2. Rotated rador matrix of additional research-report cues desired.
III

II

IV

V

VI

Growing conditions
Non-yield results
Advice

.766

.101

.179

.104

.231

-.107

.668

-.003

.064

-.075

-.015

.007

.488

.273

-.019

.146

-.175

.337

Risks

.110

.791

.088

.067

-.189

.108
.113

Problems
Researcher name
Inputs
Practices
Study design
Statistics
Long-term findings

.182

.697

.016

-.207

-.025

-.171

.509

.111

.089

.141

-.328

.001

-.036

.891

-.123

-.105

.026

.310

.311

.777

.038

.136

.062

.211

.032

-.213

.788

-.108

-.136

-.465

-.054

.097

.609

.382

-.020

.002

-.148

.083

.574

-.300

.460

Costs

.088

-.114

-.023

-.074

_902

.092

Profits

-.045

.105

.071

-.081

.177

_855

Table 3. Validity and practicality ratings: correlations with participant's personal
and enterprise characteristics.

Validity Score

mean
standard deviation

Practicality Score

13.2

8.0

4.7

4.9

Correlation with:

Farm experience
Formal education
LGU education
Crop acres
Cover-crop familiarity
Practicality score

.02

.03

-.19

.01

-.27'

-.08

.26'

-.18

-.27'

.14

.27'

'p < .OS
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tia) usefulness, such as costs and indicators
of performance besides comparative yields
(Table 4). However, there is only one sta-

tistically significant relationship between
the participants' factor scores for the six
groups of additional cues desired and their
overall ratings of the trials' validity and
practical relevance (Table 5); respondents
who rated the trials more practical were
more likely to call for additional design-related cues, perhaps to help mak.e them
more confident in the trials' methodological validity. Education was positively related to a desire for design-related cues~
farming experience (which was slightly
negatively correlated with education)
showed an opposite association. Familiarity with cover crops was positively associated with a desire for information about
costs.

Table 4. Research-report validity cues marked and additional research-report cues desired.
Cues Marked
Number
Percent
Cues Desired
Cultural Practices
Tillag~

operations

Number

Perceat

Conditions/Outcomes
34

60.7

Non-yield results

28

50.0

Timing

33

58.9

Growing conditions

16

28.6

Planting methods

33

58.9

Advice

16

28.6

Equipment used

22

39.3

Field size

22

39.3

Any outcomes cue

37

66.1

Study objectives

21

37.5
Problems

13

23.2

Researcher narne

II

19.6

5

8.9

22

39.3

Inputs

15

26.8

Practices

13

232

Any technology cue

19

33.9

Study design

26

46.4

Long-tenn findings

24

42.9

5

8.9

36

64.3

Potential Problems
Any practice cue

45

80.4

Risks

Study Oesign/Results
Yields

42

75.0

Study design

38

67.9

Chemical application

30

53.6

Any problems cue

Technologies
Any design cue
Inputs
Chemical rates

48

85.7

36

64.3

Chemical names

30

53.6

Other inputs

25

44.6

Any input cue

44

Study Design Specifications

78.6

Statistics
Sponsorship
Test sponsor

28

50.0

Test location

22

39.3

Test year

13

23.2

Costs

31

55.4

Any sponsor cue

3~

60.7

Profits

12

21.4

Any design cue

Summary Advice
Advice (study A)

20

35.7

Advice (study B)

18

32.1

Any advice cue

26

46.4
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Table S. Research-report validity cues identified aDd additional research-report cues desired: correlations o( (ador scores
with earticieant's ecrsonal and entererise characteristics.
Farm
Experience

Formal
Education

Education

Crop Acres

Cover-Crop
Familiarity

LGU

Validity

Score

Practicality
Score·

Cues Identi fied
Practices

.11

-.14

-.24'

-24'

.16

-.06

.09

Design

-.02

-.05

-.13

.01

-.01

-.08

.16

Inputs

-.15

.18

-.10

-.13

.06

-.11

-.08

Sponsorship

-.02

.24·

.13

.37"

.06

.17

-.02

.00

-.16

.01

.12

.13

.07

.07

Additional Cues
Conditions

-.01

.16

-.11

-.04

-.06

.07

-.11

Problems

.08

-.12

-.19

-.05

.12

-.00

.18

Technology

-.22

.14

.14

.14

.16

-.06

.02

Design

-.33"

AI···

.26'

.01

.14

-.16

.29'

Advice

•
••
•••

..

Costs

.06

.17

.18

-.18

23'

-.18

-.03

Profits

-.03

.03

-.14

-.08

.00

-.15

-.20

p<.05
p<.Ol
p<.OO I

Summary Observations
Generalizability, relevance and
plausibility in validity assessment
For many participants, the val idily of the
results depended not only on the experimental methods that produced them, but
also on whether they considered the materials and field operations relevant to their
own practices. Their frequent use of design-related cues implies that fanners also
require that a study's results be properly
arrived at and generalizable. On the other
hand, they used technology and outcome
cues almost as frequently.
These findings do not reveal the relative
importance of generalizability and relevance in farmers' validity aSsessments.
~Iowever, a reconstruction of the reasoning
described by several panicipants suggests
that research findings that pass both tests
must also produce plausible results before
a fanner will consider using them. In their
accounts, these fanners suggested that if

the crop yields in the trials had been implausibly high, they would have had less
confidence in the studies' overall validity,
regardless of their perceptions of the
soundness of the methods used to measure
those yields. On the other hand, they added
that iF the yields had been low enough to
make the cover crop practices unprofitable,
they would have judged them invalid on
practical grounds.
The farmers' thresholds for plausible
yields no doubt vary according to their own
yields, their experience with cover crops,
whether they believe alternative technologies can produce yields equal to conventional practices, and many other factors.
However, each fanner clearly began the
validation process with some expectation
of how much an acre of com or soybeans
raised with cover crops would produce.
Because the reported yields were plausible,
that is, comparable with average local
yields, the fanners then attempted to infer
their validity from the report's design-related. technology-related, and source-iden-
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tifying cues. Although several fanners reported that the chemicals. crop varieties
and individual field operations in the trials
were in common use and thus were plausible, they almost all judged that the overall
regime, with its multiple, precisely timed
tillage operations. was utterly implausible.
This reduced their assessments of the studies' potential relevance, even though they
had confidence in the bulletin's source and
the research design, and therefore ~onsid
ered the study to be methodologically
valid. Thus the fanners found the trials to
be good science but bad fanning; no im·
provement in methodology or design information, only an implausible increase in
yields. was likely to alter their assessment.
Plausibility, because it affects farmers'
assessments of both methodological validity and relevance. furnishes a threshold or
limiting criterion for streamlining the validation process. Further study should explore the bounds of plausibility and the infannation or cues that fanners use to assess
plausibility in different contexts. Com-

ments offanners in this study suggest that
for at least some of them, the trials' outcomes and the kinds and scales of technologies that produced them provided
plausibility cues.
The credibility of a research report's
sponsor or source may furnish a shortcut
for more detailed validity assessment. It
enables farmers summarily to regard as
plausible a study design. fanning operation, or finding sponsored or reported by
credible sources. Conversely, farmers can
discount research and recommendations
associate~d with less credible ones. In this
study, for example, only four farmers
marked the sample bulletin's CES logo as
a validity cue, but 17 hinted at this in later
conversation, in comments such as "I guess
they wouldn't put out anything that they
didn't think was true" and "They must
think it was done OK." The CES logo and
university sanction may have enhanced the
credibility of the cover crop tests despite
the farmers' own criticisms of the fanning
and research methods used in the tests.

Implications, qualifications and
suggestions for research and"
practice
The cataloguing of cues is a basic step
toward a fuller elaboration of what fanners
look for in research reports. Future studies
might also manipulate the cues presented
in a document to identify more clearly how
each influences farmers' validity evaluations. For example, different versions of
a document might report various numbers
of replications or different kinds and number of tillage operations. They might present their findings in different formats, offer differing information about costs, or ioelude/not include pictures of practices in
use. Studies are also needed in a wider
range of contexts, such as research-based
communications about livestock production, fann man.gemen~ and farm policy
analysis, or with fanners for whom alternative practices are more plau5ible. Future
studies should also strive to develop more
sophisticated measures of perceived validity and practicality than those used here.
Fanners believe that findings produced
by non-scienti"ts or by larger-scale or less
rigomu"'!" "ntrolled evaluations of technologies can be genemlizable and useful.
However, findings produced by alternative

Sources or methods must also meet at least
research design cues that enable them to
evaluate a study's validity and usefulness
some formal and methodological criteria
of academic science before fanners will
for their own farms. On-fann and farmerrun research can be conducted on a great
judge them to be valid. Farmers ssy they
ultimately want results from other fanners'
variety of sites. Therefore, non-design
applications of fanning practices, but they
cues that describe a study's ecological and
also appear to be socialized to look for inhistorical context (and pemaps philosophidicators (such as the CES logo or familiar "cal context as well) would be especially
important for fanners and others attemptslatistics) to help them decide that those reing to evaluate and make sense of such
sults were derived by sound scientific practice. Cooperation by Extension staff and
studies' results. A report of on-farm TOuniversity faculty members could add
search-or of research from conventional
these important validity cues to findings of, research plots-5hould describe not only
the study design, the materials"and pracfarmer-directed research sponsored by lotices used, and the outcomes, bUt also the
cal and state alternative agriculture groups.
In working with fanner groups, however,
growing conditions before and during the
study, the field's management and yield
academic scientists must not impose their
history, unanticipated difficulties and other
own validity standards on the design or redecision data. Moreover, it should organporting ofranner-run research.
ize that data in ways that help farmers inBy illustrating the range ofinformation
corporate their own contingencies when
that fanners use to ...... the validity of
they interpret the findings.
agricultural research, the findings also suggest ways to improve research reports,
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Letters To The Editor
Invited

For its new department on alternative agriculture profiles, the AJAA welcomes short
articles describing fanners who have adopted interesting alternative practices. The articles should include five elements: a brief description of the fann; the problems that
made the farmer look for an alternative approach and the reasons why the alternative
seemed plausible; a summary of the basic principles behind tile alternative (possibly in
a sidebar if it interrupts the flow of text); a discussion of how well the alternative has
worked; and a discussion of the applicability of the alternative for other fanns. The
length should be 1500 to 2000 words.
Submissions must be accompanied by a release, signed by the fanner, giving permission for this material to be published in the American Journal ofAlternative Agriculture. Vol. 3, No.4, of the AJAA has a further description of the department (page
188); or query the editor for further infonnation. Send submissions to the Editor. AJAA.
9200 Edmonston Road, Suite 117, Greenbelt, MD 20770-1551.
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The AJAA welcomes letters, short or
long, commenting on articles in this
journal or sharing ideas likely to be of
interest to other AJAA readers. Since
our space. is limited, we do reserve the
right not to publish all letters or, at
times, to publish only excerpts from
them. To take part in this exchange of
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AN INTRODUCTION
To design the future and to build newness in education, we need to look for emerging principles, not
the specifics and details. We think this collection of education materials and ideas for sustainable
agriculture shows and contains those emerging principles.
This collection is eclectic - economics, values, leases, production -- for teachers, producers, extension
workers. But they must be that way. We must try to discover the generalities of the new educational
thrusts that are sustainable agriculture. From this newness, we will see what emerges.
For this project, this eclectic emergence has resulted in this set of materials.
We hope these materials will help set some conditions for people, faculty, administrators, publics, and
students to learn from their experiences. These educational encounters will cultivate the shaping and
building of new learning environments.
Educators in both formal and informal settings now have the opportunity to mold the conditions to
fashion our future. These conditions, the newness, will determine the structure of the future. We
believe that these materials can aid in those efforts.
The future is unknown, by definition. We will have to make decisions in contexts that are not well
defined. There is no equilibrium; it is a constant state of flux. We have to design educational
processes that seek to comprehend as much as possible, knowing it cannot be all, and is able to explain
with as much depth and feeling as possible, knowing it cannot be complete.
Building newness will rest upon new visions, requiring new processes.
These materials were assembled and developed by the authors listed with each section. But many
people contributed. We want to thank all our producer cooperators:
Jim Bender
Fred Kirschenmann

Sarah Dean
Tom Larson

Ron Ellermeier
Ron Rosmann

Stimulating, fun, challenging, and hard, serious colleagues .... thank you! You are true change
agents for the future.
To our land-grant colleagues in the extension and teaching side, we want to thank you also for making
a major contribution to sustainable agriculture. You stimulated us! Thanks go to:
John Gardner
Kent Crookston
Clive Edwards
Ricardo Salvador

Don Bullock
Jerry DeWitt
John Ikerd
Don Wyse

Richard Cruse
Jerry Doll
Rich Pirog

To our SCS colleague, Linda Oyer, thank you for all your insights and observations.
To our colleague at the National Agricultural Library, Jane Gates, for keeping us in touch with
information, thank you.
To our SARE program colleague, Jayne MacLean, we thank you for your sensitivity to key issues in
sustainable systems.
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To our co-workers, Pam Murray and Michele Strickler with the University of Nebraska Center for
Sustainable Agricultural Systems, we owe a great debt of gratitude. Pam was an integral member of
the planning group, the thinking group, the doing group, and the keep-us moving group. Michele
backstopped everything and everyone. Thanks.
It has been a pleasure to work with you all. Thanks again.

Chuck Francis
University of Nebraska
220 Keirn HalI
Lincoln, NE 68583-0910

Jim King
University of Nebraska
I04ACB
Lincoln, NE 68583-0918

402-472-1581
FAX: 402-472-7904
e-mail: csasOO2@unlvm.unl.edu

402-472-3022
FAX: 402-472-3093
e-mail: agcmOO9@unlvrn.unl.edu
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